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ABSTRACT 

A study of the published orchestral music of Sibelius and its 

stylistic develo x ent. This study suggests the presence of an essentially 

tonal evolution in the symphonies, largely stated in basically straight- 

forward musical terms, and frequently cadential in origin. It also suggests 

that the energy for these tonal evolutions arises from the exploration of 

certain ambivalent features and procedures; and further, that these tonal 

evolutions give rise to a considerable number ( and variety) of formal 

innovations even though, as a whole, the symphonies of Sibelius show a 

frequent reliance on a relatively few characteristic procedures and 

ingredients. 

The results of this survey also show that the orchestral colouring 

itself directly contributes to the tonal argument of the symphonies and, 

additionally, that certain of the symphonic movements represent moro of a 

unique achievement than has formerly been recognised. 

This study also traces the gradual development and increasingly 

vital use of 'pace' ( that is, of pulse, speed, harmonic rhythm, and 

changes of tonality) as a constructive factor in the symphonies and 

tone poems. The distinction and relationship between these two 

important areas of Sibelius's orchestral music ( for the theatre music 

and other compositions stand somot, 'hat apart in this respect) is examined 

and leads to the conclusion that, with some notable exceptions, the 

tone-poers are largely concerned with the vagaries of tonality, and its 

establishment, though their original conception was in scme measure duo 

to a pi-ogra:. matic inspiration. 

With regard to the theatre music and other orchostrall compooitions.. 



the results of this study suggest that Sibelius was ( frequently) 

creatively inhibited by the fundamental and inherent small-scale 

characteristic of these works; in contrast, the inclusion of a solo 

instrument would appear to offset this limitation and indeed to give rise 

to some small--scalp compositions of distinction. 

The influence of Finnish folk music ( and speech) is also 

discussed. 
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CORRIGENDA 

'of the entire work' read 'of each movement'. 
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1. 

PREFACE 

In an attempt to do justice to the subject of this study I have 

found it necessary to refer the reader to an unusually large number of 

musical examples and, in order th. t these may be more conveniently 

available, they have ( for the most part) been bound separately in 

Volume 2. Details of the orchestral scores referred to in the text will 

be found in the catalogue of orchestral works on page h58. 

It is at this time my pleasant duty publicly to thank my 

supervisor, Mr. F. S. Mumby, Senior Lecturer in the Department of Music, 

University of Leeds, for his patient and unstinting help throughout the 

duration of this study. His comments, queries, and explanations in our 

many hours of discussion were always extremely stimulating and enjoyablo 

and presented with unfailing courtesy; in spite of the demands of his 

own research interests he was never less than helpful and always more 

than kind. However I hasten to add that the faults and shortcomings of the 

results of this study remain entirely 'all my own work'. 

My thanks are also due to my friends an&colleagues at Bradford, not 

least to Mr. `W. Iles Pulford - who was always ready to listen to my ideas and 

discuss them with me - and to Mrs. Brenda Hiscock for her patient 

translations of my own much-e-mended typescript into such a presentable 

version. 

Finally I must thank Margaret, my wife, for her loving 

encouragement and support for my undertaking this study from the very 

beginning. 
Stuart Collins 

Bradford, March 1973" 
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INTRODUCTION 
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It would not be surprising if future generations were to regard 

the period 1890 - 1930 as one of the most significant in history - and 

especially in politics, science, and the arts. In music these turbulent 

years witnessed the 'official' revolution of Schoenberg, experiments 

with microtones (notably by I? aba), and the use of polytonality 

(particularly by Milhaud) as well as the development of the techniques 

associated with Hindemith and Bartok. And these same years also include 

the (entire) orchestral compositions of Sibelius. 

Jean Sibelius was born in 1865 and died in 1957: his first 

(published) orchestral woe, ' Kullere o' , was written in 1892 (i. e. the year 

before Dvorak wrote the 'New World' Symphony and Verdi wrote 'Falstaff', 

two years before Debussy wrote the 'Prelude I) while his last 

significant orchestral composition, the incidental music to 'The Tempest' 

was written in 1926 (one year before the composition of Bartoks 3rd 

String "ýuartet - and the birth of Boulez). 

But Sibelius remained largely untouched by the ideas and techniques 

mentioned above, and his work gave rise to no 'school' of composers; yet 

in the years 1930 - 50 there grew up what has been described as a Sibelius 

'cult', and during this time the understanding and appreciation of 

Sibelius's music was encouraged by the appearance of his biograp. y 

12man 1 
and later (in this country) by the critical studies of Grp-y2. 

14 
and Ihrahan ' Since then the cult has disappeared., though a further 

(re)assessment of Sibelius's compositions has been undertaken by a 'second 

generation' of Sibeliazi scholars while the research of Harold E. Jobrson4. 
3ý 

1. Karl Licnm: Jean Sibelius, his life and per . onality; Tudor Riol. Co., 
Tudor edition 1946. 

2. Cecil Gray: c; ibelius i: _e Symphonies; 'I1usical Filgri& series, 
o. U.:. 1935. 

3. Gerald ; -brt: iic:. I (i, d. ) : Sibelius sy7Doosiu: a; o. U. Y. 1952. 
4. Harold JoijLisoý:: Sibelius; Faber and ieber, 1; '60. 
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has provided a detailed biographical and factual background against 

which the compositions of Sibelius may be seen, and which (as with Op. 22) 

directly relates to tine music itself. 

Baut even though the reassessuent of Sibelius's orchestral 

compositions has been detailed and careful there is still room for doubt 

and questioning: thus although Constant Lambert writing of the 6th 

Symphony (as early as 1934) suggested that "future commentators may 

find its intimate quality more indicative of the true Sibelius" 
1. 

the 

actual analysis and demonstration of its peculiarly Sibelisn qualities 

has not, so far, 'been very convincing. 

The reasons for the 'failure' of this demonstration are important 

since they question the validity of previous assessments and analyses 

(- the more so since several writers have drawn particular attention 

to (i) the strength of : Sibelius's large-scale designs, and (ii) his 'formel 

innovations'); and the point is not merely 'academic' since the symphonic 

character of the 7th Symphony has been questioned, while 'Tapiola' 

(a tone poem) has been called 'a s. -mphony in all but name'. Indeed 

Robert Si,. pson sums up the situation when he writes (of the 7th Symphony) 

that "failure to understand what Sibelius had been hitherto consistently 

developing is the only reason for failure to grasp the design of the Seventh 

Symphony". Sirapson's argument rests on the importance of a tonal evolution, 

and he points out that "Cecil Gray ..... like so many writers..... let himself 

be side-tracked by the obviousness an d irmediacy of themes. These may 

often be the first thing one notices in -jusic, but they should not be the 

last". 
2. 

Thus already two very considerable questions concerning (the 

appraisal of) Sibelius's orchestra cormositions arise: first, just 

what had been 'consistently developing' - i. e. wnat is the essence of a 

I. Constant Lambert. -tsic Ho! ; Pe1icý books 1948, p. 236. 
2. i. obert Sir: pson: JýUtý and li. c 

' : etius A Centenary LssP, y; ""! '"`; 
"1965s . ý'. 

p. 33. 
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Sibelius's musical thought, and what are the elements that carry it, 

and secondly, how far is the design and function of the symphonies (and otlier 

large-scale works) dependant upon a 'large-scale rhythmic tonality'? 

Sibelius is a tonal composer; yet few scholars have attempted to show 

the relevance of this statement to Sibelius's composit5ons (although 

there has been a very considerable degree of interest in his thematic 

evolutions), and this neglect of the (essential) tonal evolutions in 

Sibelius's compositions is the more surprising since it is frequently 

claimed (by his admirers) that Sibelius is 'the greatest synphonist 

since the death of Beethoven'. '* 

Further since both the Seventh S �p.. ony and i'apiola have been 

questioned as to their respective identities, what then is the critical 

musical distinction between the 6ym hont' and the symphonic poor in 

Sibelius's creative conception? 
2' 

It is quite possible that some answers to these questions will 

emerge if the sy;. iphonies and symphonic poems are considered (i) in 

analytical detail, (ii) in chronological order of composition, and (iii) 

if the relationship between these two main area of Sibelius's orchestral 

misic is observed. In previous writings these two main areas have 

frequently been considered separately, with the result that 'advances' 

in technique or musical thought itself, have been restricted to that 

within the symphonies or that within the tone: poems. But it is quite 

possible that their creative ir:; agination is interactive, for certainly 

there appears to be a prima facie case for the suggestion that the 

symphonic/tone poems are (each) linked - in either ic. eas or technique - 

1. And who to-d4. y would write of the 'broica' ý, _yaphony without mentioning 
tonality? - yet it is possible to find (witaout auch difficulty) at 
least two cn yscs of, for eymimle, the 6th ý, yiip: pony, w:, i. ch apart from 
an intrcductorf mention, fail to tale account, of t: ie tonal evolutions of the entire wor_c 

2. The question is also intriguing because (generally speaking) the 
composers of cympnonies do not m: 1{e the best composers of sy.:. phonic 
poem:: 3trzuss excelled in tae latter., but wrote no great symphonies, 
while Liszt's 'ý'ý, ust' Symphony is an exceptional. work; conversely 
neither Lruckner nor Mahler wrote s, mphonic poems. 
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with a particalar symphony: 'En Saga', for example, seems to reflect 

(and explore further) certain ideas from the First -SyrphorV, and the 

fact that Sibelius chose to revise 'E. n Saga' - after a break of 

11 years - so soon after the composition of the First Symphony prompts 

the intriguing question "is this fact musically significant? " 

But so far only tre large-scale works of Sibelius have been 

mentioned, and there is the (paradoxical) fact that in small-scale works - 

often using material and procedures similar to those employed in the 

large scale works - Sibelius frequently appears unable to achieve 

comparably valuable results; thus although there is clear evidence 

that Sibelius could compose 'masterpieces in miniature' there is also 

the fact that the suites of Incidental music (that span his creative 

career) are unequal in imagination and inventicn - sometimes within 

the sine suite. 

Further to this. Sibelius is himself quoted as describing certain 

pieces - the 'iiunoresques' for Violin and orchestra - as 'large size': 

yet noise of them takes more than 5 minutes to perform and their most 

ardent admirers make no claim as to their emotional depths. Why then 

did Sibelius so describe them? Sibelius's use of other similar titles 

(e. g. iiusette, Gavotte, Serenade) was accurate: does this description, 

therefore, have an important musical basis - perhaps with regard to 

tonality? 

Conversely while the tonal evolutions of Sibelius's compositions 

appears to have been overlooked, the orchestral. characteristics have 

been c: escribed in so: nc: detail. But whiic there can be no , oubt that 

Sibelius's cnzsic is ' groun on the orchestra' - and that his piano music 

frequently sounds like a piF; ro reduction of on orchestral score - the 

l 
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particular reasons for the strength of the orchestral music, and the 

interplay between orchestral colour (and texture) and tie functions of 

design has rarely been shown: and there are several intriguing and 

important questions tobe answered - for exa: aple, is Sibelius's frequent 

use of tiie Gran cassa 'con bacchette di tinpanif (either on its own, 

or in addition to timpani merely a personal idiosyncrasy or is it 

nxsicall. y functional? Is it merely orchestrall, colour or part of the 

musical thought itself? 

And what of Sibelius and Finnish music (and culture) ? 

Arthur Hutchings remarked (as recently as 19äg). that Sibelius "is not 

known ever to have used his native folk-song or dance except by direct 

acknowledgement, and western researchers have still to demonstrate how 

his own musical ideas are indebted to his native legacy. "'* It is now 

possible to suggest that this indebtedness can be seen to more advantage 

if critical attention is directed to the resemblances of behaviour (rather 

than contour) between Sibelius's melodic style and that of Finnish folk 

song and runo melodies: for example, it can be suggested (with some 

persuasive evidence) that the following theme from the Fourth Symphony 

is not only clearly Sibelian, but has its roots in (and is related to) 

Finnish folk-music. 2. 

1. Arthur H. tchings: The Pelican History of I: usic, Vol. 3 (Edited: Robertson 
and Stevens) Penguin Books 1968, p. 198. 

2. Although a separate chaster explores this relationship, it is only 
a 'basis' and the continuing develop. ^x: nt cf the suggestions contained 

therein is left to the reader to pursue for himself through the 
subsequent music quotations. 

ý,,. 
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Thus, even so far, it is clear that there is root and need for 

a further study of Sibelius's orchestral works; in particular it seems 

necessary to attempt to discover the essence of Sibelius's musical thought 

and the elements that carry it, to explore the development of his tonal 

evolutions and their part in both large and small-scale designs, to 

study his formal 'innovations', to explore the (interactive) relationship 

between the two main of the orchestral music - the symphonies and 

symphonic poems (and to take account of certain other works - the Violin 

Concerto and the 'Humoresques'), to enquire into the musical functions of 

orchestral colours, and to consider the basis of a significant relationship 

between Sibelius and Finnish music. 

In this thesis the analysis and comment on the orchestral compositions 

is undertaken in the chronological order of the works themselves, since 

although there were certain attractions in the possible presentation of 

separate chapters each dealing with one particular aspect of Sibelius's 

musical thought, one of the most fascinating features of his musical 

thinking (and which will emerge with increasing strength) is the number 

of ideas that seem to be developing simultaneously, and 'in concert'. 

In the eventual assessment of Sibelius's orchestral compositions, 

it becomes clear that Sibelius thought directly and with purposeful creative 

imagination in large-scale designs, and the first work to be considered, 

'Kullervo', is an impressively large work (lasting over an hour in 

performance) wherein there is a teeming imagination and an almost boundless 

creative musical energy. 



CHAPTER 2 

KULLE RVO 

F F 
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CHAPTER 2 

'Kufervo', O p. 7, a tone-poem in five movements, remained in 

manuscript until 1958 when financial pressures caused Sibelius to allow 

its publication. It was first performed, with great success, in April 165; 2, 

though Sibelius had begun to sketch it in the winter of 1890-1 (in Vienna) 

about a year after having met Robert Kajanus and heard his 'äino' Symphony. 

Ekman relates 
1. 

the impact of this event through the words of Sibelius 

himself : 

"Acquaintance with this work was of thrilling importance to 
me. It opened ny eyes to the wonderful opportunities the 
'Kclevala' offered for musical expression. Larlier attempts 
to interpret the national epos in music had not encouraged 
imitation. 1-rid the environment in which I had grown up was 
as far removed from the 'I, alevala' as possible. I"Ly, mother and 
try Swedish grandmother had loved poetry of a very different kind 
and had aroused re, liking for it. In my youth the 'halevala' was 
not the educational equipraont of every home in Finland as it became 
later. iaevertheless, I remember that the ihullervo rrVth occupied 
my imagination at school. After hearing Kajanus's 'Lino' symphony 
the thought of creating a work myself with a subject chosen from 
our national epos began to occupy my fancy more and more. " 

This quotation is important since it shows that Sibelius was aware 

of the IKalevalat as a youth; moreover in the. autumn of 1890 Sibelius 

became engaged to ! Lino JArne£elt, and through his future brothers-in-law 

became a member of what Elman calls the 'P 
. vaLehti' circle -' Päi. välehti 

was a newspaper around which young authors and artists gathered united in 

a desire for patriotic revival, and taking the inspiration for their art 

"from the source of innish nationalistic enthusiasn'12' 

1. Elm an, op. cit., pp. 8 -9 
2. L'1Q r 1, op. cit., p. 108 

3. In fact Sibelius had parted with the manuscript - to the Kalevala Society - 
after the First World War; and, according to Layton, both Ringbom and 
Tavaststjerna speak of having seen it in print. 
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'l: ullervo' is a work which (in spite of Sibelius's reservations ) 

now needs to be considered in any serious appraisal of Sibelius's 

orchestral works since it is one of his earliest (and unrevised) 

compositions available in print; it is thus a unique ex&ý-aple of his 

early orchestra music, displaying both his musical inheritance and 

the genesis (of many) of what were to become his peculiar and unique 

musical ideas and techniques. 

According to the miniature score this work is scored for 2 flutes, 

3 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 bassoons, 4 horns, 3 trum ets, 3 trombones, tuba, 

1. These reservations may be outlined thus 
(i) After the initial success of 'Kullervo' -4 performances in one 

year - the score was withdrawn and it was not again perfori, ied in 
its entirety during Sibelius's lifetime. 

(ii)2-, en the closing bars (Kullervo's Lament) of the third movement 
was performed at the 1957 Sibelius Festival, Sibelius "exacted 

assurances that it would be designated on the official programme as 
dating from 1892". (Johnson op. cit., p. 54) 

(iii) Cecil Gray wrote that Sibelius was "not entirely satisfied with 
the work as it stands, and while admitting that he might conceivably 
be able to remedy the more outstanding defects by rewriting it 
here and there, he is nevertheless disinclined to do so, being of 
the opinion that the faults and imperfections of the work are often 
so intimately bound up with its very nature, that an attempt to 
rectify them without impairing it as a whole must almost inevitably 
fail". (Gray: Sibelius; ý;. U. P. 1934, pp. 69-70) 

11 
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timpani, triangle, cymbals, and strings; 
1 it also requires Soprano 

and Baritone soloists, together with a male voice chorus. 

The Chole conception of this composition is concerned with the 

story of Kullervo (a tragic hero whose adventures are related in Runos 

'31-6 of 'Kalevala') and of the work's five movements 

three are for orchestra only. But the remaining two movements for soloists, 

chorus, and orchestra, are not without bearing on Sibelius's purely 

orchestral music since his setting of the 'Kalevsla' words appear to 

parallel some feature of the runo melodies. These features will be 

examined in detail in the next chapter. 

'Kullervo' is thus both epic and orchestral, and although these 

two states are not necessarily contradictory, it is perhaps significant 

that Sibelius has simply entitled the first movement 'Introduction', 

for there can be no doubt - to us - that this first :: lovenent is the 

finest of the work. 

The 'Introduction' is a symphonic first movement in E minor 

(the key-centre of the complete work) cast in a sonata design of heroic 

proportions; as an entity the movement combines features of the Romantic 

symphony with some characteristics found in r innish folksorig and runo 

melcdies, though both are bound together into a unified whole and dominated 

by a forceful personal and creative orchestral imagination. 

1. The '3 oboes' are in fact 2 oboes and Cor Eýnglais, but the listing 
of '2 clarinets' is intriguing since the last movement clearly 
lists 'clariretti' and 'x3 ss. cl. ar. ': the clarinet part, however, 
is in unison throughout. 

a 
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The exposition is a noteworthy achievement, for not only does 

it present the main ideas of the movement in a clear and enjoyable 

manner it also clearly anticipates a number of typically 'Sibelian' 

procedures and characteristics, and it is therefore worth examining in 

some detail. The main outlines of the exposition may be sketched 

as follows : 

Bar Pare 
or Letter) 

Page 1 

A 

B 

Theme 

Al 

Al 

Key Ex. l%ro. 

in two sentences, finishing at E minor 
Letter A. 

repeated with an additional E minor 
sentence, 

Transition 

Transition theme/second subject dominant of 
Bminor 

Page 6 Bar 11 131 

D 

F 

H+91 

K 

B2 Second: subject (mainly Bi in B minor 
diminution) 

B2 
Cl Codetta 

Development section begins in 
E-slat minor 

5 

The first main theme, Al, is a considerable melody of verve and 

freoluiess; it is characterised by some modal colouring, ii- and C-natural, 

While its rhythm displays one particular feature that will later be seen 

to' occur frequently in Finnish folk-rusic and suno melodies. The vitality 

of this theme carries it forward without a break to complete its first 

paragraph (same 50 bars) at Letter B; it has a breadth of thought that 

'(. It. is occasion; a11y more Convenient to Hive bar-refers cec by 
adopting a si:.; ple abbreviation: thus 11+9 nears the 9th bar 
after i, etter ii; similarly H-9 would refer to the 9th bar before 
that Letter. 

2 

3 

4 

B major - 

i 

14 
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is essentially syraphonic. 

The transition is characterised by certain features that are 

later shown to be typical 

(i) it is very short - since it takes only 14 bars to 

reach the do:. vnant of B minor, 

(ii) it is effected by essentially 'contrapuntal' Material 

presented in a reduced orchestral texture, 

(iii) the cadence is changed into an extended dominant pedal 

which supports a theme (B1) that is later shown to be 

(an augmented version of) the second' subject, and 

(iv) this extended pedal helps to balance the second subject 

paragraph in relation to the first. 

Pedal points are a characteristic of Sibelius's style, and it is 

interesting to note that they are established so early in his orchestral. 

music; moreover it is important to note that they do not simply 'occur' 

but are used purposefully - if not always entirely satisfactorily in the 

early compositions. Here this long dominant pedal supports a horn theme 

(31) which is highly romantic and not uncharacteristic. Later the second 

subject 'proper' presents this theme in diminution and thereby provides the 

opportunity for some imaginative changes in the recapitulation. 

The remainder of the second subject paragraph introduces a number of 

subsidiary ideas, and (after Letter F) changes to the major mode. The 

Codetta makes a point of this B major identity, and it begins with a most 

felicitous idea. 

The development section of this 
. rst movement falls into three 

sub-sections (again a feature that is to be observed in the first two 

symphonies) and it begins by moving directly to La-flat minor where, after 

an initial. reference to Al. * it is at first concerned with the second 
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subject (B2) which twice moves fror E-slat minor to G-flat. The 

following section (Letters L- N) uses just a (sirilar) niediant 

progression to support the presentation of the first three notes of 

Al in dialogue (in horns), and the rediant undulation is pursued over 

a firmly established F-sharp pedal. 

The third section (from Letter M to S-13, p. 47) enlarges the 

development of the first main theme, and at Letter 0, where C major 

has already been reached, a dominant pedal is established and supports 

the preparation for the subsequent restatement; indeed this G-natural 

pedal remains until two bars before the E major chord which heralds the 

recapitulation (p. 47). This is perhaps one of the more successful pedals 

of the movement since it supports an increasingly vigorous move towards 

the recapitulation and is, in fact, so firmly effective that the 

subsequent E major chord needs fourteen sustained bars to establish 

itself - during which time it is maintained by a simple rhythmic pizzicato. 

As a whole the development section has some interesting and exciting 

moments and it is marked by a considerable energy, but it lacks any 

significant hint of the peculiarly essential character it was to develop 

later (especially from the Third Symphony onwards). 

The recapitulation opens in E major, and this enables it to complete 

its second phrase (p. 51, bars 2-3) on the dominant (minor) after which it 

looks as if there is to be a brief presentation of'the main theme in D major; 

this does not take place though it leads to an extension of the U-E note- 

relationship that was first expressed in bars 10-11, and seen again at 

Letter A. After this the uovement returns to the tonic minor and the 

recapitulation continues in a largely literal manner until Letter W. 
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Here the transition is more pointed and effective, and since the 

horn theme (B1) and the second subject (B2) are essentially the same 

theme Sibelius takes the opportunity of introducing (the augmented version 

of) the second subject while maintaining the transition figure as its 

accompa r ment, and then using this theme (over a dominant pedal) to launch 

an impressive climax. 

At Letter X the new theme, D1 (Ex. 6) - in cross-rhythm - which marks 

this climax and is largely supported by a aominent pedal, seems to show 

the ancestry of the 'big tune' of some subsequent symphonic finales. 

Here, however, this climactic passage breaks off rather abruptly and, 

after a bar-line pause (p. 74) a slightly altered version (Ex. 7) of the 

second subject is restated - and it too is supported by a dominant pedal; 

the restatement of this theme is completed (on p. 79) with 8 bars of 

sustained 'tremolo' - 'morendo'. 

The coda (which seems to fulfil the expectations aroused by the 

climactic passage between Letter X and page 74, rather than the restatement 

of the second subject, pp. 74-9) begins with considerable orchestral force, 

but although it has a dramatic impact following the 'morendo' bars it seems 

a little contrived; in contrast, the closing bars are quiet and broken with 

considerable pauses and suggest that, even in the first extended orchestral 

work, Sibelius was reluctant to use empty rhetoric and bombast simply 

because it was convenient and makes for 'effect'. 

Perhaps the two most interesting features of this first movement 

are its essential symphonic thinking and need for sonata design, together 

with its orchestral thinking, both of which are remarkably prophetic for 

Sibelius's future development and achievement. 
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The success of this first movement is largely due to the fact 

that it embodies symphonic ideas of large size which demand the heroic 

proportions in which they are cast, and one of the impressive features is 

the maintenance of these proportions - if not always entirely satisfactorily. 

The pedal points are conspicuous in this concern, and while, at their best, 

they sustain their function admirably, they are occasionally used alone to 

fulfil a proportion, as, for example, in the exposition (just before 

Letter D) where it almost loses the momentum it inherits; the corresponding 

passage in the recapitulation has already been mentioned as being more 

successful, and indeed launches a really splendid climax. The pedals appear 

throughout the movement and only rarely is there any feeling of 'standing 

still'. 

The proportions of the movement are maintained even in the measured 

pauses of the coda, and throughout the movement they suggest that Sibelius 

is able to think purposefully in sonata designs, since there is little 

evidence of a disparity between the size of his ideas and the form they 

create and demand. In this respect the 'redundante' restatement of the 

second subject (beginning on p. 74) is formalistic rather than necessary: 

indeed it seems at odds with the imagination of the passage between Letter W 

and p. 74. 

Nevertheless the movement as a whole is a splendid achievement and 5 

features in particular should be noted: 

(i) the extended paragraphs of interesting musical thought 

presented in the exposition, 

(ii) the short effective transition, presented in a reduced 

orchestral texture, 

(iii) the balance provided by the transition/second subject, 
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(iv) the natural abbreviation (in the recapitulation) that 

arises from the ambiguous function of the transition/second 

subject theme, and 

(v) the use of pedals to sustain an active thematic development. 

The orchestration of this first movement is convincing evidence that 

Sibelius thinks readily and directly in orchestral terms, and there are 

passages of beautiful orchestral sound per se - the first four bars of 

the codetta, for example, or the passage between Letter X and p. 74 (which 

recalls Tchaikovsky and perhaps Borodin). There is also a recognition 

that orchestral textures are directly inter-related with, and complementary 

to the themes they carry (and their purppose): the transition passages in 

both the exposition and the recapitulation are examples of this, as is the 

eight-bar passage immediately before Letter T where the low (and dark) 

textures serve to highlight the fact that this statement of Al is not in 

a new key but is merely a tonal detour. There is also the simple but 

effective idea of reserving the orchestral colour of wind and brass without 

strings to mark the beginning of the coda. 

There are however, some occasional moments of orchestral initiative 

which are not successful: the repeated quavers for oboe, beginning sixteen 

bars before Letter L and continuing almost to Letter I1 is one such example, 

while the long F-siarp pedal for cellos (which begins at Letter L) needs 

some sort of bowing device or rhythmic pattern to maintain its vitality - 

even though it is offset, to some extent, by the entry of the triangle at 

this point. 

.1 
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The second movement in B minor, Grave, is titled '. Kuflervo's Youth' 

and according to Johnson was "undoubted inspired by all or parts of 

runos 31-4", which describe the tragic circumstances of Kullervo's youth, 

his enslavement and escape, as well as revealing the fact that his sister 

was lost while gathering raspberries. No quotation from these runos is 

attached to the score however, and although the movement maintains the 

proportions of the first Movement, it lacks both its intensity and 

achievement. Formally it is an abridged sonata form (i. e. omitting the 

development section) - loose and leisurely in construction. 

The opening theme, (Al, Ex. 8) hovers between major and minor,, while 

its subsiduary theme (A2, Ex. 9), reflecting a more obvious programmatic 

inspiration, is supported by a simple harmonic undulation. At Letter D 

this ; ubsiduary theme becomes more contrapuntally stated, in 
_a 

thin 

orchestral texture that is purposefully functional. It leads first to a 

statement of Al in C-sharp major/minor (at Letter E) and it is shortly 

followed by a repeat of Al in the original B minor, after which this 

extended first paragraph is completed with a short codetta that introduces 

a new theme (A3. Lx. 10) at Letter G. 

After a brief, simple transition, the second subject (B1. Ex. 11) 

is arnownced in L-flat (minor) by woodwind (two bars after Letter H) 

Characteristically this is situated on an extended doii. nz, nt pedal which 

resolves first on the tonic (h-flat) minor chord, then moves directly to 

the dominant of C minor. At Letter I the movement returns to the dominant 

of L-flat from where it again moves to the tonic minor chord (though still 

over a B-flat pedal) before completing its paragraph in the major mode. 

With the appearance of B1 (at Letter K) and the return of the ni: or 

mode it looks as if this second subject section is to be repeated, but the 

introduction of the rhythm of Al quickly leads to the recapitulation (which 

begins at Letter L). 
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The first part of the recapitulation shows only minor changes and 

additions; but both the weakness and, in contrast, the positive moments 

of this movement are seen from Letter R a]. fine. 

Firstly, at Letter R, Sibelius seems intent on avoiding unnecessary 

repetition by (i) omitting the codetta and, instead, going directly and 

with increased dramatic impact into B1, and then (ii) (just after Letter S) 

maintaining B1 while Al is restated underneath -a clever idea that is 
, 

effective and justified. Then at Letter tiJ a coda begins - over a 

dominant pedal; it is worked to a passionate, forceful, climax and the 

last four bars are quoted in Lx. 12, but immediately after these bars the 

first main theme, Al, is restated in full., and that, in turn, is followed 

by the 'codetta' theme from the exposition; here the temptation to write 

taiteffective' ending and a suitable climax appears to have been too strong, 

and the result is a continuation of the movement which is not justified by 

any creative necessity. 

This iaovem,: nt lacks the concentration and continuous purposeful 

direction that Larks the later works; the. result of this diffusion of 

energy is that the mover: ent as a whole suggests pathos but is unable to 

su; gest tragedy or establish a tragic character. 

The four bars quoted in Jx. 12 are worthy of note: the 'fff' B major 

chord is twice contradicted by aG minor chord marked by a pause. This is 

imaginative and typically Sibelian: the idea is refined in later works but 

exists here in all essentials - even the dark colours of the G minor chords 

contribute to their function. 

I 
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The third P-nd central moveiLent of the work, 'hullervo and his Sister' 

introduces the male voice chocks as well as the Baritone and Soprano 

soloists who take the title roles. 

The key of this movement is F major which, following immediately on 

the previous B minor, makes an appropriate tonal setting for the subsequent 

tragedy; this relationship between keys an augm¬nted fourth apart is 

consistently maintained in Sibelius's later works that deal with tragic 

incidents or characters, and from c. 1910 onwards it becomes a fascinating 

tonal argument in its cwn right. 

The story of Iullervo and his Sister is told in rune 35 of the 'Kalevala', 

and describes how Kullervo, sent on an errand by his parents, meets a 

"maiden with her hair all flowing" who at first resists the repeated 

invitations of Kullervo to join him in his sledge; finally she is forcibly 

abducted by Kullervo and only then do they ]. earn of their respective 

identities. The sister commits suicide, and Kullervo reflects that "rar 

more happy were any fortune, Had I never been born or nurtured. " 

Both the main themes (Las. 13,14) of the introductory section in ; //Y - 

Kullervo's ride to pay the taxes - are worth noting for their rhythmic 

construction, and both are used only in the first half of the movement 

which relates the events leading up to the abduction. The second half of 

the movement (beginning at Letter 1.1) is almost entirely dominated by the 

long Soprano solo in which the Sister's identity is gradually revealed, 

and then climaxed by the Lament - in F. minor - of Kullcrvo. 

In performance the move: lent is almost twice as long as any of the 

of ers, and P1though there are many fine noments - some of theem, achieved 

using, only very simple means - the movement as a whole is handicapped by 

the very foist end nature of the words from which it draws its inspirati. on 

and which it intends to convey. The epic strain of 'K; aeva? a' is such 

tli, ^t dramatic inc2dents are related in exactly the sane manner - and at the 
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same pace - as virtually all other incidents., and although Sibelius 

omitted many unnecessary lines (of the original rune) he is nevertheless 

forced (in order to remain true to the nature of the runo) to use the 

altered couplet - with its almost inevitable blunting effect on dramatic 

incident. 

that is remarkable in this movement is the dr;, iatic, not to say operatic 

vigour and imagination that Sibelius brings to fruition: this is seen in 

the range and invention of his ideas, and in the detailed differences of 

such a task as showing a dramatic advance in the recurring appearance of 

the words : 

"Kullervo, Kalervo's offspring 
With the best bluest stockings.... " 

on pages 11,31 and 56 (of the score of the third movement). 

The ]Last of these examples mentioned above (p. 56) also serves as a 

convenient illustration of the impressive effects Sibelius obtained from 

his treatment of the chorus: the change to harmonic writing for this entry - 

in contrast to. the previously unbroken unisonfoctave settings - makes it ring 

out with dramatic eriphasis, and so creates a fitting and impressive 

preparation for the tragic event which is to follow almost inmediateljr. 

The climax of this section (p. 58-60) is truly operatic, with the maiden 

pleading for release wLile, simultaneously, the chorus describe her being 

pulled into Kullervo's sledge. The word setting (for the chorus) is mostly 

very straightforward, usually syllabic, and severely restricted in range: 

indeed the very simplicity of the chorus parts seems to add an elemental 

depth to the runo lines. 

ISter the abduction (p. 58-60) the drama moves slowly as the narrative 

reuet; Ls the respective identities of I; ullervo and his Sister. This cuir in&tes 
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in an inspired soprano solo 
1 (beginning on p. 95) t'. t is eloquently 

sustaincd, and rises to a beautifully controlled climax of conviction 

and restrained intensity in the Grave (p. 121). 

In turn this solo passage for the soprano is followed by the 

(dramatic) arioso Lament of Kullervo, which returns (with no preparation) 

to F minor; this completes the movement and has, as Layton remarks, 

"an unmistakably Slav ring about it. " 
2 

The orchestration is dramatically effective for most of the movement, 

although occasionally one (unrelieved) orchestral idea or texture is 

maintained for too long: the long rhythmic ostinato beginning on p. 81 

and other similar examples are frequently carried by the soprano solo 

alone. Equally it must be remarked that some of these ostinato do have a 

nice orchestral quality about them (as in the passage beginning at Letter P. 

for example) and one - the Grave beginning p. 121 - is deftly illuminated by 

the simple device of spacing one particular string chord differently (p. 126). 

Finally the tragedy of the events is well reflected in Kullervo's Lament by 

the accompaniment of 3 trombones, tuba, timpani and contra-basses. 

This third movement displays qualities and features which suggest, at 

first sight, that Sibelius might have been in opera composer of distinction; 

it is therefore all the more surprising that when Sibelius later attempted 

an opera it should have been abandoned on the grounds that it was too lyrical. 

1. The effect of this solo passage in perforncnce'gives rise to an 
interesting speculation concerning the genesis of the rather melancholy - though beautiful - clarinet solos in such works as 'Lenrninkäinen and the 1: aidcrsof the Island', 'gin Saga' and even the opening of the r'irst 
Symphony: are there not striking s imllarities here as regards range) j 
register, timbre, und intensity? 

2. Robert Layton: Sibelius; (, 'aster Musicians); Dent, 1965, p. 112. 

I 
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Yet this criticism of Sibelius's attempted opera becomes convincing 

upon reflection and our successive experience of Sibelius's symphonic 

creation; for while lyricism is vital to operatic designs it needs to 

move at a pace and intensity that is basically foreign to Sibelius's 

creative imagination. The long Soprano solo and the chorus entries in 

this movement are effective, but largely because of their careful 

preparation and placing; the dramatic impact tends to remain within 

each individual section and it does not become culminative: like the 

second movement, 'Kullervo and his Sister' is full of pathos, but never 

attains tragedy. 

The fourth movement in C major, A11a Marcia, is titled 'Kufl. ervo goes 

to War". It is a scherzo movement anticipating not only 'Leramir. k&inen's 

Return', but a whole body of movements in 2/4 time with many features in 

common and peculiar to Sibelius: they are usually in C or E-flat, 

consistently avoid anacrusis in their themes and rhythms, share some 

orchestral textures, and are frequently associated with programmes of riding, 

1 
hunting, journeys, &c. Johnson states that the following extract from runo 

36 was included in the original program: e" 

"Kullervo, halervo's offspring, 
With the very bluest stockings.. 
Went with music forth to battle, 
Joyfully he sought the conflict, 
Playing tunes through plains and marshes, 
Shouting over all the heathland, 
Crashing onwards through the roadoers, 
Trampling down the fields of stubble. " 

This movement, largely based on two main themes, Al and D1, 

(Exs. 15 and 16), is a large ternary design of which the first section 

(Bar 1-p. 35) is almost exclusively concerned with Al and its host of 

derivative and couiplenentary phrases, the second section (p. 35 - Letter 14) 

1. Johnson, op. cit., p. 51. 
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with B1 (though there are hints of y1), while the third section both 

balances the firs section and increases the tempo to ''vivace' to 

finish with an effective coda. 

The main thele3 are themselves interesting. Al shows the modal. 

colouring of fiat 6th and 7th which is frequent in early Sibelius.. 

while 131 uses the major 6th (and flat 7th) which occurs more often in 

1 
later worts. hhythmically the themes are a -in marked by the, avoidance 

of anacrusis, as well as showing frequent repeated melody notes, and, 

later in the movement, a trochaic phrase-ending which will be referred 

to later. Moreover a large part of the continuous forward flow of this 

movement is achieved by the use of themes which can easily be broken down 

to - or give rise to -a nuriber of small constituent units which are 

capable of a araititude of uses, and of joining up with any number of other 

units; all of these units seem to be closely derived from, or similar to 

the main theme and in particular its rhyth-; a. One such e; cample of this idea 

is illustrated in 1, x. 17 (p. 9,9,10 oboe entries). 

In connection with this, and for reasons which will be apparent later, 

it is also interesting to note that A2 (Lx. 18), a subsidiary theme which is 

used in both the first and third sections, shows the peculiar use of the 

falling-fifth that is to be found in nearly all of Sibelius's orchostrai 

music (as well as the songs, choral x: a , ic and, of course, String Q ia: tet} . 

the key scheme and tonal progressions of , his movement sug est a 

pattern which finds a happier outcome in 'Lomainltäinen's return'. After 

clearly establishing the tonic key of C minor the irrst section progresses 

successively through keys a sedtone higher until it arrives at i. flat, 

ý. Ircdecd tilis ca: bination of major Wh cn: z flat 7th is later s. io; n to 
be a source of considerable i.. u, ical energy. 
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from where it returns to C minor (p. 26). The first section is completed 

by aC major restatement of Al after which the movement breaks off 

abruptly (p. 35) and with almost no preparation moves directly to A major 

where the second main there, B1, is presented. This theme dominates the 

second section though there are occasional appearances of A2 and, at the 

end of the section, Al. This second main theme also passes through a 

variety of keys until it establishes A-flat at Letter K. and it is in 

this key that the climax of this middle section takes place. 

After Letter L. though still in A-flat, there is the beginning of 

a move towards the third section and the return of the tonic key and first 

theme; this is suggested by a sort of rapprochement of the two main themes. 

After a bar line pause at Letter tI, Al returns - at first in the tonic 

minor - to begin the last section. This completes the overall design of 

the movement by establishing E major as the balance to the L-flat of the 

first section, and this key of E major is maintained, with some small 

digressions, until p. 72-3 where it begins to move towards C major with 

the direction 'poco stringendo il tempo'. On p. 74 (Vivace) the coda, 

concerned only with the first main theme, begins over a bare C-natural pedal 

for the entire string section. The coda makes its most effective climax 

just before Letter U (on an extended augmented-sixth chord on D-flat) and 

at this point the phrase lengths seem to have changed from 2- and 4- bar 

units to those of 3- bars: these 3-bar units are clearly maintained in 

the final brass flourishes. 

The essential and most significant features of this movement are later 

seen more clearly (and to more effect) when considering Op. 22 No. 4 

ILer. inII hen's return'. 
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The last movement, 'The Death of Kuflervo' presents a large ternary 

design in h minor; it brings the whole symphonic poem to a climax that 

is dramatic but nowhere as operatic as the third movement: yet the climax 

does not always appear to have the musical stature it needo. The movement 

also reworks some themes from the first movement and concludes with a 

typically ron nt:. c restatement of the opening theme of the first 

movement. 

The first section (which lasts until Letter K) opens with a string 

undulation (tremolando) which anticipates what is to become a typically 

Sibelian method of beginning large scale works; it is also a simple and 

effective way of carrying narrative in music. Just before Letter B there 

is a hint of the transition theme from the first movement and (on p. 10) this 

conveniently introduces the climax theme (Dl) from the first movement (Ex. 19); 

this these, poised over a B-natural pedal in timpani, dominates much of 

this first section. 

At Letter L this theme gives way to a further theme from the first 

moverient (Ex. 20) and against this the chorus intone the narrative - here 

Liade more effective by the contrast of restricted vocal settings with the 

richness of the accompanying texture and melodies. 

On p. 24. at the height of its climactic movement, the section moves 

abruptly aw y from E minor towards G minor and the start of the middle and 

contrasting section. The dark key relationship of G minor is maintained for 

the whole of this second section and, although it lacks the more obvious 

emotional excitement of the first, it sustains the overall tension - largely 

through its (frequent) undulating har; acnic movement. 

With the resumption of the do-ninant pedal (on p. 33) the third section 

begins, and the feeling of climactic anticipation is heightened. The climax 

is built up gradually and effectively: indeed its very harmonic monotony is 
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impressive while the avoidance of more obvious mcloäy at this point lends 

strength to the elenental declamation of the chorus and continually points 

forward to the coring climax. 

The novernent is interrupted (in the bar before Letter ý) by a 3-bar 

General-Pause; when it resumes it has acquired a new string figure and 

this is then used in antiphonal dialogue with a repeated wind and brass 

chord and thereby heightens the climactic effect of the continuous dominant 

pedal. 

Tile clima ; is realised at Letter S by the (long-delayed) move to the 

tonic chord and the reappearance of the D1 climax theme from the first 

movement. As before this is*followed by the (altered) version of the second 

subject theme from the first movement, and this momentarily pulls the tonality 

towards G-sharp minor before a reworked version of opening theme of the first 

movement (Al) appears in E minor - 'Maestoso' (p. 60). The initial impact of 

the direct move from G-sharp minor to E minor is considerable, but after 

this the climax is apt to disappoint since, in spite of its rather frenetic 

string figure, it does not appear to have the musical stature it needs to 

carry its inherited impetus. The whole of the movemsnt prior to this event 

has consisted of anticipatory rhetoric which has generated an excitement and 

climactic expectation that this theme cannot now fulfil.. The greater part of 

this movement acts as an extended dominant pedal, designed to excite and create 

expectation of a concludin dramatic event; in performance the preparation 

(within this movement) overshadows the climax and the return of the opening, 

theme of the work_ is momentarily effective but does not convince. 

In spite of t :e many imaginative moments of the last four movements - 

and it is easy to see why the audience applauded each . one at the premiere -- 

none car. equal the first movement: in design and character its essence is 

symphonic- The �"ad ; ement (of Johnson, for exw . p1e) that "Ku1le rvo will be 
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something of a disappointment for those ztho expect to discover early sites 

of the mature Sibeliuxn style" (p. 54) is less than accurate when applied to 

the first movement. The most important features of the first movement 

have already been listed and, as the examination of the rirst 6, ýphony 

(first movement) will show, there are several points of direct resemblance 

between these two works: moreover although these features are progressively 

refined and used with increasing imaginative subtlety thoughout Sibelius's 

compositions they exist here in all essentials. 

The remaining movements of I:: ullervo' surest a connection Faith the 

later 'symphonic poeº: 3' ; this is a title which implied for äibelius - and 

there are hints of it in 'Kullervo', especially in the fourth mover n' 

a clear-cut and fundamental distinction from the symphonies: difficult to 

define succinctly but clearly recognisable. 

The glory of 'r ul. lervo' is the sweeping imagination and boundless 

inventive energy of its first movement; its faults arise from the probleýa 

of attempting to balance a powerful lyricism and dramatic sense on one hand, 

with the demands of rather conventional (and at times tinsuitable) designs on 

the other, and within an acceptable time scale. 

The critical reception of 'iZullervo' is recorded by : iinFbora1 and, in 

more detail by Johnson. i'lodin., one of the most eminent Finnish critics 

wrote that - 

"(Sibelius) wanted his music to be Finnish fron beginning to end. 
In the strenge charactc r of the run. o song, in the rhythms of the 
folic-dances, and in the horn calls of the shepherd he found the 
mood he needed.... In the monotonous whole tone progressions 
(H. 

-ý,. J .: he : gay have meaxit pentatonic) and in the use of five-four 

rhythm, he has completely followed the ancient runo sor.; s.... 'i 
.2 

This suggestion of a specific influence or reflection of the character 

of the runo L1elodie i is interesting, the more so since "western researchers 

have still to demonstrate how his (Sibelius 's) own ideas are indebted to : Lis 

native 1e. *a_cs" - aid this is a convenient plc. ce to exýth o this relationship. 

1. ; lilo-:. ric iiin; boia: Jecn Sibelius; University of O. ci. a}lo. a Press, 1954; 
pp. 35-6. 

: _. Jolmson, op. ciL., ). 53. 
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71odin's suggestion that the nusic of Sibelius was influenced by the 

"strange character of the runo song" was apparently denied by Sioelius: 

Ekmrn quotes him thus: 1 

"The genuinely Fin;. isi: tone of 'null ervo' could, however, not 
have been achieved in this way, for the simple reason that at 
the time the work was composed 1 was not acquainted with my 
supposed model. First I composed 'iuflervo' ; then I went to 
Karelia to hear, for the first time in my life, the K clcvala 
runes from the lips of the people. This may seem strange but 
it was actually the case". 

- and Eknicn concluded that this was 'convincing refutation' of the influence 

of Finnish folk melodies. Rosa 14ewtxarch, however, observed2 that : 

"in his earliest uorrs where the national tendency is more 
crudely apparent, the invariable and primitive character 
of the verse rhythm, is not without influence upon his 
melody, lending it a certain monotony which is far fron 
being devoid of char, -, i. 11 

- zaid it is interesting to speculate that the verse rhythms of the Ka evala 

lines (ww: iich Sibelius admitted to knowing, and by implication, knot tag well) 

gave-rise to a similar musical solution to (the problem of) their setting 

as already existed in the runo melodies. Indeed äi on pa rraet3 comes to just 

this very conclusion; he writes: 

"It is true that Sibelius did not know the old i'alevala melodies 
but he did know their texts.... It ccn therefore be t : en for 
granted that from childhood Sibelius absorbed -the metre and 
cadence of the runes, but not their melodies. " 

1. Lknan, op. cit., p. 116. 

2. -losa Newmarch: Jean Sibelius, a Short History of a Long i riendsrdp, 
Goodwin ana Tabb, 19 /1,, p. 11. 

3. Simon Pcrriet: The Syinphonie3 of . ibelius; Cussed, 1959, p. 14-15. 
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Parmot concludes: 

"No melody by wSibelius resembles any Finnish folk song or rune, 
except with regard to the peculiarities of metre and harmony they 
often have in common: 

The illusion of resemblance between the melodies of Sibelius and 
runic song arises fron the fact that both were created as musical 
expressions of the same language: Finnish. " 

But Parmet does not pursue his argument any further; in particular he does not 

directly illustrate the results of this 'absorbtion' of runic accents on 

Sibelius's melodic invention. Yet it is precisely this illustration that is 

most needed to clarify the extent of Sibelius's indebtedness to it. 

Cecil Gray and Gerald Abraham both deny the influence of folk song on 

Sibelius's thematic material, though A. braha*a admitted that Sibelius's art is 

"profoundly national, one of the few striking instances of ESSENTUL as 

opposed to superficial nationalism in the whole history of music" and concl. udeo 

that : 

"Sibelius had captured the spirit but sloughed off the tangible "body" 
much more co upletely1than any other composer of such intensely 
national leanings. " 

This is an interesting conclusion to which Fraxik Howes appears to have 

given some support when he wrote: 
2 

"Cecil Gray was misled by looking for resemblances of contour instead 

of behaviour in Finnish folk-song, of which, maybe, he had not seen 
Ilmari Krohn's collection. " 

And by the 'behaviour' of folk-songs Howes stated that he meant: 

"not their melodic contour alone, but their phrase lengths, 
their rhythmic peculiarities, their characteristic intervals, 
and so on. " 

In this same article Howes also wrote: 

Gerald tbrahaza: 100 -Years of Ausic; Duckworth & Co. Ltd., 1964, p. 257- 

2. Frank Howes: Sibelius 's Idiom and Environment, 'The Tines' October 1957. 
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"The characteristics of rinno-Urgic : melody, as found in Hungary 
and Finland which no doubt are connected S; ith the peculiarities 
in Iinno-Urgic lü: _g:. age, are the three isolated by Bartok - namely, 
isometric stricture, pentatonic : or7: lLtion, and the rhythmic feature 
he calls Item-too piusto' L'ecns..... a succession of equ a z1:: 1e 

valuez. Tnur namely . -. absence , e are a fourth and a fifth - nthe aof 
anacrusis and repeated melody notes. Jibelius will even go so far 
in avoid. in anacrusis as to postpone his first beat .d start on aii 
the second, wer, beat, giving a nine. of ictus to the tune by the 
gasp th absent note causes. " 

Kodaly1 denies the existence of (what he called) a 'significant 

connection' between Firnish and Hun arian folk music, but repeated melody 

dotes, lack of snacrusis, and 'tempo giusto' are a cote-ion characteristic of 

both Finnish folk music and runo melodies, and the compositions of Sibelius. 

A brief look at Kroiin's collection2 of Finnish , olk song, free which 

r. ß. 21 quotes several exF,: aples, W. 1 confirm the characteristic presence of 

these three features, and Howes listed e: xamplcs in (Ell) the seven sy'. ýnphories 

of Sibelius. 

But two further features, not mentioned by Bowes (nor, in any detail, by 

Parmet), are also to be noted. The first of these is the characteristic 

rhythmic phrase-ending of both runo melodies and folk songs. Ru: h 

in her thesis "The solo songs of Toivo , aula and Leevi Made Jota and their 

place in 20th Century Finnish Art songs", clarifies the'appearance of this 

ending in folk-songs and runo nelodies thus: 

1.1jo1tc. n KKoý. tly: Folk liusic of Hungary, Barrie & Jex ins, London, 1 71, 
(p. 23) 

2. This collection was later continued under the . ditorship of Launis. 

3. Ruth ii. liillila: "The solo songs of Toivo i1utlu and Leevi iadejota 
and their place in 20th Century : imnii ;a art songs": Dissertation 
submitted il parti: l ýb)-fitment of the regLirc:. Unis for the degree 
of Ph-D. 1964, Univ-rsity of Bostozi, Graduate 6chooi, pp. 139,141-2. 
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"The place of honour among Finnish folk music is to be given 
to the runo melodies, old simple melodies, crystallized into 
fixed fortis to which the Kalevela poems were sung... iiuno 
singing has its own poetic metre, weich follows strictly 
certain rules and also its music in which there appears a 
large number of melodies and their variants. These tunes 
nevertheless display a few main characteristics in comion. 
The melodies move diatonically and within a narrow range, 
often within a fifth. in Estonian runo melodies it is common 
to have four-beat measures, whereas five-beat measures are 
characteristic in Finland; the extra beat is the result of 
the lengthening of the last two syllables of each measure.... 

al characteristically lengthened and repeated final note 
of each measure of the rund melodies have influenced both 
the later folk songs and also the Finnish art-song, to the 
extent that it can be considered as one of the national 
traits that colour the musical expression of the country. 
The main difference in the two types of r. Jody lies in the 
fact that, while the rune melody features lengthened notes 
at the end of each measure of five beats, the more modern 
folk-song melodies consist of longer phrases of more measures, 
with the repeated notes occurring at the end of each line.... 
the following diagram will show the basic similarity between 

rune melodies and other Finnish folk-melodies. " 

. 
ýtdNo 

1AUW cop 
Zh 

lgal ; 

ýv ýK-r"ýuc- oc ,ýý ºývý-s 

M-s ur IIrn ýs r, d 
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In Volume IV (ii), of the collection of Finnish olk-sons, 

titled 'Karjalcn hunosävelmat', 1 the main examples called 'Varsinaiset 

Runosävelmdt' (true runes) show this trochaic ending, together with its 

accompanying lack of anacrasis, to be common. The basic and most 

frequent form is shown in lx. 22, though that of Ex. 23 is also frequent; 

the ending shown in Ex. 2l+ is also found. 

From these examples it appears that the rhythm is the most consistent 

and important element of the phase-ending, while Melodically it may 

indulge in either a slight variation (as in Ex. 23) or a simple decoration 

(Ex. 24) which acts as a link to the next phrase. 

This particular characteristic feature of Finnish folk music is 

undoubtedly reflected in Sibelius's works: 'I, ullervo' offers many distinct 

and unmistakable examples - the opening themes of the third movement, in 

5/4, show repeated final notes in each bar, while the main theme of another 

early work, 'Värsgn ' Op. 16, clearly implies the lengthened and repeated 

final note in its main melody (Ex. 25). 

This basic ending becomes somewhat less frequent in the chronological 

progression of Sibelius's compositions, but it may well be shown not so 

much to have disappeared as become changed, radically at times, in the 

course of its absorbtion into Sibelius's style; the amount of change und 

more importantly, the difference in its use, may well have some bearing 

on the development of Sibelius's (symphonic) writing and is certainly 

a reflection of it. 

1" Suo: ien Kansan Sävelmiii: aunosäveliniä, II Karjalan itunosäveJ t; 
Suo: alaisen Kirj allisuuder. Seura, Helsinki 1930. 
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The most important early change is that while the final repeated 

note still occurs at the end of the phraseýit need not be (and more 

frequently is not) at the end of the bar; the characteristic rhythm, 

in which the accent must fall on the first of the repeated notes ( with 

the second receiving less stress) is seen frequently in the early 

orchestra! works where it still occurs at the end of the phrase. It is 

used throughout the Op. 22 Suite (Ex. 26) while one early work, Cp. II, 

displays a sort of syncopated version (Ex. 27). 

But so far this study of phrase-endings has been limited to their 

rhythmic aspect., and the second, melodic, aspect is equally important 

in illustrating a further common characteristic between Sibelius end 

folk music. 

The study of the phrase-endings of both n: no melodies and folk-songs 

(in Volumes IV &nd II) reveals the following information : 

(i) (in Vol. IV) of the %9 runo melodies in 5/1, no less 

than 178 1 
show the simple repeated-note ending in ALL 

phrases (Lx. 28), 

(ii) a further 28 show a rising third in all phrase endings (Ex. 29), 

(iii) the remainder show no similarly extended conformation, 

though the following occurrence of certain other melodic 

phrase-endings is, perhaps, of some interest : 

(a) melodies with alternate phrase-endings of a rising 

third and simple repeated melody notes - 12 occurrences, 

(b) zrith welling third and sir-plc repeated melody-r notes- 

13 occurrences, 

(c) with rising fcurth and simple repeated no -. Cs - 8, 

(d) with rising fourths in all phrases - 4, 

(e) with falling thirds in all phrases - Nil, 

(f) frith Simple maelusis and repeated notes - 1$. 

ihý:; 7. ̂  On just Si o-r of co 
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The phrase endings of the folkk-songs (in Vol. 11) show comparable 

endings, and (most pertinently) in the apparently 'exceptional' cases 

the Editor consistently explained in footnotes (83 times in 749 quoted 

songs) the fact that these irregular endings were either 'passing' 

(durchgangston) or 'changing' (wechselton) notes, while yet others were 

classed as 'anticipations' (7 occurrences). 

These melodic phrase-endings illustrate another further common 

point with Sibelius; they also suggest the beginnings of a development 

which more closely ppproc-ches the idea of a personal 'behaviour'. 

The Op. 22 Suite, for example, illustrates one of these many melodic 

phrase-endings: moreover this ending remains constant even though the 

theme is modified (Ex. 30). 

the rising tid. rd phrase-ending - the most numerous in the runos 

apart from simple repeated notes - seems to find an echo in Sibelius, 

and indeed to have evolved a particular function; but the phrase-ending- 

most commonly found in Sibelius's works is that of a falling-fifth, with 

the accent falling on the higher note: Op. 22 again provides a convenient 

illustration (Ex. 31). This interval of a falling-fifth does not occur 

in Finnish folk music to any significant degree, but Astra Desmond (writing 

in the Abraham symposium) 
1 

made the following observations : 

"Spoken Finnish has rather a level monotonous sourdi, except 
for a marked drop in pitch at the end of phrases. Being a 
very much inflected language the words tend to get very long 
in scme of the cases and the frequency with which lon& vowels 
occur in unstressed sy"Ilables decreases the effect of the 
stress. So in the Finnish settings she is here referring 
specifically to . ibelius's songs to Finnish texts) we find that many 
repeated notes followed by a short falling phrase are a marked 
feature of the melodic line. " 

I 

1. Abraham, op. cit., (Ch. 6, The Songs) p. 12.3. 
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Perhaps the most straightforward and impressive illustration of 

; iss Dcsmond's suggestion is to be seen in 'The Origin of Fire', Op. 32. 

Example 32 shows some representative uses, all ad irably suited to the 

elemental declamation of another Kalevala story; similarly it is seen 

in a large number of songs - again frequently at the nd of phrases - 

and it is difficult to resist the suggestion that this particular feature 

of Finnish speech (coupled with the rhythmic and melodic phrase-endings 

above) was carried over by Sibelius into his orchestral music from an 

early date; certainly the falling-fifth figure occurs in nearly every work. 

To summarize so far: it appears possible to isolate several distinct 

features that are common to both Sibelius and Finnish folic nrt. säc (and runo 

melodies) or have some possible derivation from Finnish speech; these 

features are : 

(i) repeated melody notes, 

(ii) the characteristic rhythmic phrase-ending, 

(iii) the melodic phrase ending - frequently a falling-fifth 

or rising third, 

(iv) lack of snacrusis, 

(v) tempo giusto 

- but it is not until Howes suggestion of 'behaviour' and, Hore importantly, 

the development of these features is studied, that they begin to become 

significant. The point that. is of critical importance is that several of 

these features were to undergo a considerable and far-reaching development 

as they became part of Sibelius's musical personality; equally they were 

a causal factor in that musical development. 
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Examples of the development of these features are numerous, and 

the following are representative but far from exhaustive. Firstly, 

the repeated melody notes may be used for rhythmic 'drive' in which case 

they are frequently found as so: ie sort of discordant element (1: x. 33) or 

they may be transformed into one of those long holding notes with which 

Sibelius often begins a phrase (hx. 34); this latter use often generates 

just as rauch potential energy as the use of actual repeated notes, and 

this is frequently released in the brass 'lion-roars' 1 (Lx. 35) or a 

rhythmic '! not' which then itself unfolds (Ex. 36). Further, partly 

because of this repetition there is a tendency for a certain note or 

notes to become the pivot of a phrase which centres round it, and this 

too is seen not only in a straightforward way (hx. 37) but is also the 

essence of the 'propellor' figure so important to Sibelius. In addition 

the 'syllabic' word setting of 'Kullervo', almost of necessity using 

repsated melody notes, points to a direct "relationship 

with the extended tempo giusto of many Sibelian themes; indeed one 

of the features of some of the less important early works is that they 

seem to reflect a syllabic rhythm in their orchestra]. melodies. 

But now, if two or more of these developments outlined above are 

used together, the resulting melodic line immediately begins to approach 

the behaviour &nd quality recognised as Sibelisn; two quotations from 

'The Swats of fuonela' show several features of these features in 

conbiration (Lx-38) as does the Trio theme from the Second S rmphony (Lx. 39), 

or that from the second movement of 'Rakastava' (Ex-40); themes from the 

First and Fourth Symphonies illustrate the rhythmic impetus of the falling 

phrase-endir_S suggesting a continuation or answer 42) while 

another fron the ; 'iIth Symphony also shows the phrase being left 'open' 

by the rising third -a function it frequently seems to fulfil (!, X. 1+3). 

  

1. Sce Chapter 5, p. 54. 
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Two final exazples (Exs. /i4. ß, 45) would appear to show that these 

characteristic features have evolved into what could be called 

'archty pal' Sibelian phrases: that fron 'The Bard' shows both the 

'missing first beat ictus' mentioned by Howes now extended (by 

syncopation) throu; h'the entire phrase and culminating in a falling- 

fifth; the example from the Fourth Symphony shows the rising third 

of the first part of the phrase answered by a falling seventh while 

the long first note suggests a development from both tempo giusto and 

repeated melody notes. 

As an interesting by-product of this sietch of the development 

of these features it is interesting to experiment 

Ex. 46 

L. 

6. 

AAN 

A-, r- 1. 

a u. 

Jpý, 
ý/ 

Q.. _.. ..,. ý-ý. 
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Ex. lba is a phrase from Op. 10 while 3x. 46 b shows a possible 

'development' as the result of 

(i) beginning cff the beat, 

(ii) replacing the repeated melody notes with a sustained note, 

(iii) changing the order of the next three notes, and making 

them into a rhythmic 'knot' 
, and 

(iv) using a typical (and basic) phrase-ending. 

While this cannot be submitted as evidence it does - at least - 

provide one explanation of how Sibelius was able to revise early works 

so successfully. 

. 
The evidence, and development, of national (musical) traits in 

Sibelius's compositions which has been suggested above is not submitted 

as conclusive proof; rather it is meant - like Heyerdahl's ocean voyages - 

to sug est the existence of a possibility. At the same tine both the 

suggested ancestry and the development of these national features in 

Sibelius's works, which iri. ll be seen in the subsequent music examples, 

becomes more persuasive as it becomes more 'Sibelian' and less obviously 

'Finnish'. 
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4 CH AMR 

Chronologically 'En Saga' Op. 9 is the next major work after 'r: ullervo', 

but after its first performance in February 1893 the score was withdrawn 

and the revisions of 1901 have been shown - by Ringboa - to be so 

extensive as to anount to a virtual reworking. The revised (and published) 

version will therefore be more correctly examined between the First and 

Second Symphonies. 

In the summer of 1893 Sibelius began working on an opera called 

'The Building of the Boat' and, in connection with this, wrote to the poet 

J. H. hrkko seeking his collaboration. In his letter Sibelius wrote of -ire 

conclusion he had reached concerning the role of music : 

"2 believe that music alone - that is to say, absolute 
rirasic - cannot by itself satisfy.... Music can reach its 
true power only when it is guided by poetic meaning - in 

other words, when music and poetry are united. Shen the 

obscure atmosphere that the music has aroused becones 

clear, and the words, eventhough magnificent in themselves, 
take on greater meaning. " 

Consideration of thii letter must wait until discussion of the Op. 22 

Suite; it is quoted here to show its chronological perspective. The opera 

project failed and Sibelius began work on a 'Lemninkäinen Suite', but he 

was interrupted by the invitation to compose music to accompany a series of 

historical tableaux for the Student Corporation of Viipuri, and the result 

of this invitation (according, to Lkman) was the composition of a suite of 

eight pieces. In 1896 this suite was reduced to the 'Karelia Overture' Op. 10, 

and the three pieces (Intermezzo, Ballade, E11a Marcia) that constitute 

the 'Karelia Suite ' Op. 11. 

1. Johanson, op. cit., p. 60. 
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The 'Karelia Overture' (scored for a Full Orchestra including 

3 trmipets, tuba, to burino, triangle, timpani, and Gran cassa)- is a 

simple and straightforward sonata-rondo design (A-B-A --C - A-B-A) 

1 
in C major. Its main theme is a sprightly melody consisting of 

two main phrases (Exs. l*7a, b) and both these and the second subject 

(Ex-48, which is directed 'un poco lento' at both its appearances) 

display the typical Finnish characteristics of repeated melody 

notes and lack of anacrusis. 

The piddle episode is entirely taken up with (what is later known 

to be) the main thematic idea (and accompaniment) of the Intermezzo 

from the Op. 11 Suite; here however the idea occurs as a 'quotation' 

and it lacks the effective presentation it receives in the Suite. 

The most original feature of this design is the substitution of 

the Intermezzo theme for the transition in the restatement though the 

ideas is maintained for only eight bars and it is accompanied by the timpani 

and percussion section as follows 

r ' l> __ y 

timps (on G-natural) p rý al aI ý` ý' ý. tim , 

tamburino ppp 

triangolo ppp "ý ýý ýý Aý rý eý ,. 

Gran cassa 'kaum 
hörbar' 

ppp o1 ei ei 
j ) 

ei Al )1 " 

Throughout the Overture there is a feeling of a 'full' scoring 

which is in some measure due to the constant use of divided cellos; the 

best orchestral moments are all'p' passages - the second subject, for 

example is nicely scored for strings at its first appearance (there 

seems some reason for the div. celli here) and effectively restored as an 

1. The key-scheme is: C major -E Elinor -C major; F major; 
C major -C minor -C major. 
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oboe solo with supporting wind and string harmonies in the restatement. 

The transition (Full score, p. 5 bar 3) is both effectively scored 

and anticipates the type of material and its treatment that is later to 

be described as 'typical' though, of course, its essential characteristics 

have already been seen in 'I: ullervo'. 

The timpani are used conventionally being for the most part 

restricted to sustained rolls, with accents on the weak beats, and, 

frankly, employed for heir loudness. t 

The three pieces of the Karelia Suite Op. 11 are simple in design 

and more effective than the Overture, cnd the series of tableaux, for 

which these pieces were originally co: nposed, depicted important moments 

in the history of Ka : lia. The Intermezzo in L-flat1 (which according 

to Johnson was also knovm as 'Flarch in the old style') accompanied Tableau 

3 which showed the Lithuanian Prince Narimont collecting tribute for the 

Karelian people. It is economically very effective, being almost totally 

concerned with the brass theme (, x. 1+9) which is (only gradually) introduced 

over a string ostinato that virtually remains constant throughout. It 

shares the exuberance that 2/4 time signatures appear to inspire in 

Sibelius, and part of this is due to the general avoidance of anacrusis, 

the simplicity of the rhythms and in particular the 'spring' of the 

sinple 
Ps' 

it syncopation. There is no actual change of key though 

there is an occasional leaning towards the mediant; in later works this 

inediant relationship beco. ies more obvious and More important. 

ý. It is scored for: double woodwind, 4 horns, 3 trumpets, 3 trombones, 
tuba, timpani, Gran Cassa, tambourin, cycbals, and strings. 
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The second number, Ballade, is scored for reduced orchestra 

(2 oboes, Cor anglais, 2 clarinets, 2 bassoons, and strings) and 

in the key of A Minor. It originally accompanied the fourth tableau 

in which Karl Knutsson and his courtiers in Viipuri castle listen to 

a ballad singer: a vocal solo now rescored for Cor anglais (Lx. 50). 

This number is essentially reflective and makes its point with remarkably 

little material. 

The relationship between keys an augmented fourth apart (as here 

the intermezzo in B-flat and the Ballade in A minor) nas already been 

noted in 'Kullervo' where it was a fitting choice for the subsequent 

tragedy. here the Ballade is melancholy rather than tragic, but its 

choice of t! minor is interesting since several later compositions, for 

example 'The Swan of T"acnela', ' Tapiola' and the Fourth Symphony; Which 

could be described as sharing the general emotional idea of tragedy/ 

conflict/tension, are all tonally situated in the region of A and B-natural; 

further, they are frequently in the minor mode and sometimes use the 

interval of the augmented fourth thematically. Sibelius's choice of these 

'dark' tonal areas is as consistent as his choice of E: -flat 
(and to a 

slightly lesser extent E-naturcl and C) as 'expansive' and 'open' keys, 

and the most frequent antithesis of A minor. 

The last number, A]-! a Marcia, uses the same orchestral forces as 

the Intermezzo, but further requires piccolo while the tambourine is 

exchanged for triangle. It accompanied tableau 5 showing Pontus de la Gardie, 

conqueror znd burner of 1: Jciholna (Ke: cholm) in 1580. 
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This A11. a Marcia, in A major, is a fitting conclusion to the Quite, 

and again displays many characteristically Sibelian features including, 

pedal points, the (unexpected) change of key to F major, clearly 

heightened by the changed orchestral colour, and the Finnish qualities 

reflected in the avoidance of anacrusis and the use of repeated melody 

notes in the main theme (Ex. 51). However some of the accompaniments are 

routine and in spite of the 2/4 time signature it does not match the 

verve of the Intermezzo. 

As a Suite these three numbers are effective because they each 

concentrate, almost exclusively, on one main idea which is singly end 

purposefully maintained. In contrast some later works on a similar 

scale (for example 'Pan and Echo') sometimes begin with a more promising 

(and inventive) first section which arouses exacctations that are not 

fulfilled in the subsequent second section, though it is the very 

'conventional' quality of the second section that enables the piece to 

maintain the 'correct' proportions. 

The next orchestral work of Sibelius was written for the 1594 June 

Festival at Vaasa, and was first performed under the title of 

'Improvisation for Orchestra' though it is now known as IV rs . ng' Op. 16 

(of La Tristesse du Printemps - Spring Song). It is scored for full 

orchestra including tuba, requires both flutes to double piccolo, und. 

has one 8-bar entry for Glockenspeia.. The main theme is shown in Lx-52; 

it is immediately followed by another 16-bar melody. 
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Several scholars dismiss this work with little enthusiasm, though 

Ralph 's: ood1 wrote : 

"This composition is, in fact, something of a tour-de-force; 
for Sibelius performs that apparently simple but nevertheless 
unke d-of feat of piling sentence on sentence of -. melody in an 
unbroken, steady-moving stream for more than two hundred bars 
with the utmost resource, nowhere spectacular, nowhere very 
far from.... 'Kapellmeister' methods, yet varying his 
orchestration and introducing his rare brief excursions into 
foreign keys with great skill and actually, as a result, 
making the thing tolerable, even rather better than tolerable. " 

It is difficult not to feel that Wood overstates his case, for, while 

there is some degree of achievement, the 'unbroken steady-moving 

stream' completely lacks the inevitable and significant unfolding on of el 

idea which marks the later works, nor is it saved by the grace and artistry 

that later mark some slighter compositions; moreover the length of the 

work is not important since the first 32 bars are almost entirely repeated - 

in a stronger scoring - only 8 bars after their initial statement. 

'Kullervo', and in particular its fourth movement (Kullervo goes to War) 

has already demonstrated the technique that Wood speaks of (the score was 

not then available however) though it was more vigorous and dramatic in its 

approach; if there is an advance in this work it lies in the fact that 

Sibelius can now sustain an idea without letting it become dramatic, or 

reflecting the influence of Wagner to the extent that marks 'The Swan of 

Tuonclal2 there is also a greater degree of control of the rate at 

which the idea is allowed to build up to its climax, and that is later to 

become sig ificant. Here the basic idea lacks poetical animation - even 

the orchestration is only co=petent rather thaal imaginative. The climaxes 

are Marked by a persistent use of the two piccolos, while throughout the 

work there is a feeling of 'full' scoring (with passages for civ. violas inc. 

Ralph i; oo; i: 'The i; iscellaneou. 3 Orchestral and Theatre i, iusic', (Chapter 3) in 
Sibelius, Edition rbraham' OP-cit., P. 70. 

2, See Chapter 5. 
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div. cellcs) t:,.. ich io rarely relieved: Vursäng shows little of the 

orchestra- imagination of 'r; ullervo' and is certainly far removed from 

the imagination of the Op. 22 'Lernv. nkainen Suite' which Sibelius was 

shortly to complete. 
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5 CHAPT-56,114, 

The On.? - 'LG. rtinl: <".. inen Suite' (also kno; m as to our Legends') consists 

of four nuubers, and their dates of composition and revision are listed 

belog : 

llo. 1 Lc:. tdnk', zinen and the Ila±dens of the Island 1895 1897 1939 

i. 'o. 2 The Swan of 'luoncla -- 1X93 1b7 1900 

i4lo. 3 Lc] ink-Uren in Tuonela 1895 1897 1939 

No. 4 Le. nin i. nen's , 'cturn 1895 1897 1900 

bile 'The swan of Tuonela' was written first, originally as the 

prelude to the projected but unfinished opera 'T'_: e Building of the Boat', 

the remainder of the Suite was started in 159!,., co: apleted in 1695 and 

first perforried in 1896; all four numbers were revised in the following 

year with further revisions for 'she Swan of Tuonela' and 'LeLvallI; Linen's 

'return' in 1900, and No. 1 and -o. 3 in 1939. The published rai. niature 

scores (isreitkopf and :. L«rtel) are dated under the composers name thus 

1,10.1 - 1895, lio. 3 - 1895, and 140.4 - 1896. 

Some confusion exists iahen referring to the separate pieces by their 

nuubers since the scores of both 'LerniinU nen in Tuonola' and 'The Swan 

of Tuonela' are described as Op. 22 No. 3; the reason apparently being that 

in 1947 Sibelius indicated that,, when perfo ned as a Suite, the order of 

perforiw-ice could be as listed above - instead of the previous transposition 

of the inner nuMbers. To avoid confusion 'The Swa; i of iuonela' will be 

referred to as : --o. 2. 

Tho Lorin ki it eu Suite is the first orc: iestr, a music by Sibelius to 

be avotirecay progra: xie uusi c, cnd in view of bis later reputation as a 

piaster of absolute : züsic ti: ese four coo-positions must be closely ex ed 
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So with regard to their prograratic 'content' and 'intent' : rnson in 

particular finds this, a point of some significance. 

The problem is to decide how far Sibelius followed his programme 

in music - for there is considerable evidence showing that ü composers 

stated intentions as expressed in 'literature' may not be reflected in 

his actual composition. It is equally clear that so-called 'absolute' 

music may have been inspired by e. rtra-r usical consideratior. s to which 

we are not party: Elgar, for example, toyed with the idea of a symphony 

with Gordon as its hero, and later the First Symphony appeared - are 

these two facts reconcilable? 

Further, previous studies, in English and =English translation, have 

largely considered the symphonies of Sibelius in isolation from the tone 

poems yet, as was pointed out in the introduction, the 'symphonic' identity 

of the 7th Symphony has been questioned while 'Tapiola' has been called 

'a symphony in all but name'. 

The history of the progra=atic intentions of Op. 22 ? ß`o. 1 illustrates 

the pitfalls and dangers which can befell a piece of programme music. ºti,: en 

first published in 1954 the score was titled 'Lemxninkäinen and the Icidens 

of Saari', but in 1957 Johnson found a programme of the original perfornence 

which titled it 'Lemnirkäinen and the Maidens of the Island' and was, 

moreover, accompanied by a detailed prograimne of quotations from the 

Kelevsla. Johnson suggests that the reason for the confusion is because 

of the subtle distinction in Finnish between 'sa8ri' (small s) which means 

Island, and 'Saari' (capital S) which is a particular island; the difference 

is critical since the distinction relates to different stories related 

in different ý. e3eveia runos. 
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The differences may be su. -m ed up thus : 

(a) 'Lerninka irren and t .,,. e Maidens of the ISLJ W' - runo 29: 

Lemzdnkanen visits an unnanied island where he spends 

three years in amorous dalliance with the women since 

the men are away at war; when the warriors return 

Lemmink inen leaves. 

(b) 'Le 
. 
ini: äinen and the iiaidens of SAAHI' - runo 11: 

Lernminr, üinen visits the island of Saari where he disports 

himself wüntonly with all the women except K. yllikki, 

haughty and high-born, who ignores hire; Leaninkäinen 

finally abducts her and leaves. 

The matter is further complicated the following facts : 

(1) in 1954 Sibelius dictated a new progr .. e combining the two 

adventures; 
1 

(2) i::. cn Ringbom2 questioned Sibelius about the abduction episode, 

he was told that Sibelius wanted to portray the wanton life 

of the hero in general, not any specific action in detail; 

(3) there is a considerable discrepancy between statements 

attributed to Mrs. Sibelius and the composer's secretai73. 

It is therefore with some relief to note that at its first performance 

the progr: ixwe contained quotations from Runo 29 only. 
4 

1. Johnson, oj.. clt., pp. 72-3. 
2. iingbon: op. cit., p. 45. 

Johnson, op. cit., p. 195. 
ý. The actu;: l lines uuoted in the progra ine were :. i : es 1, i r-8,223-6,31,5) 347-50 (lrans. Kirby; Everyman Ldition) 

end more than hU; 1f of there are concerned with Le ninkainen's 
departure. 
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Formally the work is clear and straightforward, and its tonal 

organization is similarly easily recognisable, and although this 

composition falls into three main. sections which seem to have some 

of the functions of sonata form, one of the most important and striking 

features of this work is the way in which it 'interprets' the programmme. 

And this is important since although there is an obvious and 

(necessarily) iautual influence between the symphonies and symphonic 

poems, Sibelius evolved a clear distinction between them which - 

consciously or otherwise, and the evidence suggests the former - he 

maintained from Op. 22 to the Seventh Symphony and 'Tapiola'. It is 

also interesting to note that in this distinction 0;. 22 seems to suggest 

several features which were to become part of the established pattern 

in the symphonic poems. 

In spite of Johnson's discovery of a detailed programme there is 

little musical evidence to show that this is followed slavishly or indeed 

that it amounts to much more than a general background of the emotional 

situations and as an inspirational catalyst. 

The thematic basis of this work lies in two groups of contrasting 

themes: the introductory theme (X) with its derivatives the B group, 

and the A group of the first Allegro moderate section. 

The overall key centre of this composition is li-flat and it begins 

with a short 'Introduction' (Allegro molto moderato) which suggests 

1. The term 'Introduction' is not altogether satisfactory with regard 
to several.. com ositions by Sibelius: the o, ýeniný s of such works as 
the Seccn_ and Seventh Symphonies are essential and not merely a 
convenient gs mbit . 
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the E-flat tonality and presents three features: 

(i) a repeated added-6th chord for horns, 

(ii) the introductory theme - with two characteristic phrases - 

over an undulating accompaniment which hovers around the 

subdominant chord before coming to rest on the dominant, and 

(iii) a rising phrase for horns leading to the opening chord. 

These three features are all shown in Ex. 53. 

After this an increase in tempo to 1a. legro moderato introduces the 

first main theme, Al (Ex-54) which accepts the E-flat tonality suggested 

in the Introduction and begins what, for convenience, may be called the 

exposition. 

Writers have already disagreed radically as to the exact 

interpretation of the main themes, and there seems little point in 

attemtping to settle the dispute once the fact of an obvious contrast 

has been established. What is more important, even though there is a 

clear contrast of thematic ideas, Sibelius pursued his programme not in 

attentive and pictorial detail but by recreating one of its basic facets: 

the yearning and passion which underlies both the character and escapades 

of the wanton hero is clearly present, not only in the hovering 

introduction marked by the questioning added-6th chord and only able 

once to suggest a dominant (B-flat) but maintained throughout the whole 

of the subsequent E-flat paragraph where the main theme, though stabilized 

by a tonic pedal, is accompanied by an undulating tonic - dominant 

accompaniment: the Modal minor of both A2 and A3 (Ex. 55,56) again hovers. 

The prograrune is implicit and ever present: it needs little further 

elaboration. 

After this the opening paragraph settles down in a foreign key 

(G-fl' at), typically over its do! -, dnant pedal, where the reappearance of 
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the Introductory theme ;;, reintroduces the hovering passage and leads 

to a romantic molting to F-sharp minor and the presentation of the 

second main group of themes (Bi, B2, Exs. 57,58). The more important 

of these, B1, is briefly worked sequentially (poco a poco piü allegro) 

after which it is complemented by the return of the basic there X and 

initiates an active transition to B-flat major (bar 181). 

This is shown a few bars later (Letter 11) to be the dominant of 

E-flat and is accompaxied by two characteristic Sibelian features: 

brass 'lion-roars' and the use of 'propellor' music. The repeat of 

the brass figure leads to an enharmonic modulation to E (natural) minor 

(at Letter N) which is enhanced by the tracery of the Al motive played 

by two solo violins. 

However this h minor is soon abandoned, ein the tonality returns to 

E-flat at Letter 0 when: the tempo is increased to Vivace and the second 

main section (development) of the work begins. 

This second section (Letter 0- Letter X) is largely a 'progrenDatic' 

working-out though the details are neither specific nor allowed to detract 

from the design and musical purpose of the work. The most obvious 

prograrLaatic idea is seen in the conbination of Al with X, while the 

paragraph up to Letter S is marked by much sub-dominant harmony. Together 

these create an increasing tension which is released in a violent 

interruption (at Letter S) and the dranatic change of key to C minor. 

The following paragraph, now marked 'Iiolto Vivace' uses previous 

material in the manner of a development though it is situated on the 

dominant (pedal) of C minor and accompanied by a most typical undulating 

movement. At Letter V, Vivacissimo, the far point of the design is 
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reached and the Al motive, over a B-flat pedal (V7 on C) is worked 

to a climax which stops abruptly (bar 371). The following bars move 

to the dominant of C minor and (at Letter w) the reappearance of the 

introductory theme X (whose Wagnerian qualities are somewhat covered 

by the flute figure in diminished 5th) indicates the imminence of the 

return. The design is brought full circle (at Letter Y) by the 

presentation of X, Tempo Primo, and the horn call of the Introduction. 

This is followed shortly by a momentary move to E-flat after which both 

the B themes are restated and worked to a passionate and extended climax. 

Just before Letter C1 the tonic minor postpones the expected cadence. 

and initiates a Wagnerian passage which leads to the opening horn cd1.1 and 

horn chord - allargando - after which the cadence is quickly completed 

and the work is closed by a short passage that makes a nicely economic 

use of the (tonally modified) A3 theme. 

The programmatic intentions of Op. 22 11o. 1 are to be seen more clearly 

in its initial conception and the particular character of its themes than 

in any pictorial description and narrative within the music itself. The 

character of the main themes with their hovering harmonies and undulating 

accompaniments reflect the idea of yearning and passion, and while there 

are dramatic incidents and interruptions these more often occur at places 

where a change of key or a sonata event would be expected in the process 

of P. purely musical argument: this is particularly true of the 'development' 

section where the increasing tension is finally released (at Letter S) in 

the dramatic change of key complete with a further increase in tempo. 

The 'prograLtatic' intentions and significance of these events here lies 

in their overtly drauatic presentation. 

It is for these reasons that although certain works of Sibelius 
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have a prograriatic background they are not only acceptable as 'absolute' 

rausic1 but indeed share and illustrate many typical Sibelian features 

more commonly found in the symphonies, and in fact enabled Sibelius to 

evolve and fulfil some of his most characteristic and valuable compositions. 

In this respect one of the most striking features of this composition 

is the extent and frequency of pedal points: pedal points have already 

been noted as an established feature of 'Kullervo', but here the pedals 

have a variety of Auictions that are important and essential to the design 

of the work, and worthy of comment. 

Firstly the pedal points are used to provide tonal stability and may 

be either tonic or dominant: the presentation of the A group of themes 

takes place over a tonic pedal which confirms the tonality suggested by 

the Introduction; similarly a dominant pedal can indicate a particular 

tonal direction before it is established: it thus acts as a stabilizing 

agent, as, for example, in the F-natural pedal of bars 177 et seq. In 

contrast this very stability of a tonic pedal can be used deliberately to 

generate a tension as the result of its tonality and persistence: the long 

E -flat pedal of the development is a convenient and important illustration 

of this. 

The dominant pedals of this composition illustrate a variety of 

important functions 
- sometimes occurring simultaneously; the extended D-flat 

pedal, of the exposition, for example (i) indicates the tonal direction, 

(ii)supports the smooth change of tempo, and (iii) balances the major-minor 

E-flat first subject by establishing G-flat before the introduction of the 

second subject themes in F-sharp minor (- V. similar 'balancing' was seen in 

the exposition of the first movement of 'Ku7lervo'; it is to be seen to 

even more point in the first movement of the First symphony). 

1. tend is this perhaps why Sibelius was reluctpslt to discuss the 
' p. ogr details of Op. 22 i; o .1 with Hingbom? 
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Other dominant pedals, particularly in the development section 

of this work are used conventionally but are not without interest. 

In the C minor episode, for instance (beginning at Letter S)., the 

dominant pedal is obviously used to sustain and generate excitement, 

but part of this increased feeling of excitement arises 

because it is largely an inverted, and sometimes internal dominant pedal: 

a point of some significance since this is in contrast to the immediately 

preceding b-flat pedal, and there is now a lighter texture due to the 

release of the bass part. Following this C minor section the tempo is 

increased to 'Vivacissimo' at Letter V where the dominant-seventh pedal 

is presented in its last inversion, i. e. a B-flat pedal point (V7 on C): 

the chord is at its most unstable (inversion) and therefore most exciting. 

ýý summary of the functions of these pedal points shows that they can 

be used to generate tonal stability or conversely to generate tonal 

tension: they can indicate a particular tonal direction and provide 

tonal balance; in addition to this the impact of the cessation of a 

pedal point is not unimportant. At Letter S. for example, the emotional 

excitement is heightened by the cessation of the long E-flat pedal, the 

dramatic change of key and the increase of tempo to 'molto vivace' and 

(8 bars later) the absence of any kind of pedal. 

The three longest pedal points of the develop: nent section, E-Ilat, G., 

B-flat also serve to illustrate one further fact of considerable importai. ce. 

The facts may be briefLy summarized thus :- 

Bar Pedal point Ku Temp 

2ý6 E-flat L-flat Vivace 

302 G (inverted or internal) C minor Molto vivace 

357 B-flat F major Vivacissimo 

- r_nd these clearly suggest that there is an ntsr-relationship between 
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the choice of the pedal points, their duration, the tonal movement, 

and, especially, the increases of tempo; there is a progressively 

shorter period in each key and an interest in the deliberate control 

of the rate at which the musical ideas develop. here there is an obvious 

programmatic background, but it is no less the development and working- 

out of inherent musical tensions. This idea of deliberately controlled 

'pace' is later to become of vital importance to Sibelius. 

As a final comment on the pedal points of this composition it is 

pertinent to note that there are no mediant pedal points; in fact they 

do not yet occur in Sibelius's compositions. 

Two other characteristic features are seen in this worm:, and for 

the first ti.: ie; moreover both have become so familiar in Sibelius's 

compositions as to have earned themselves convenient labels: via. 'propellor' 

music and 'lion-roars'. 
1 

Both terms are derived from Lrnest Iäei an (and from the same article) 

w"rho, although presenting a definition of 'propellor' music, simply described 

the brass entry at Letter I in the first movement of the Fourth Symphony as 

"one of those splendid lion-roars in the brass that are so 
characteristic of Sibelius. " 

The essence of this, and similar entries elsewhere, is the crescendo with 

its very forceful culmination: these entries are usually marked 

"p.... cres. molto... ffz" or "fp.... cresc.:, iolto.. '. ffz" and the direction is 

often applied to sustained notes. The brass entry at Letter ii (in 

'Lermii Uzi-yen and the i Iaidens of the Island') is the first e, ccnple of 

'lion-roars'; similar entries occur in many worts up to the Fourth Symphony 

after which they Lippcar less frequently. 

1. ". 6ioolius 
_'. 

O. 1 : Its a. ng1i h : 1story" (6LLnday ýTir: es, 29th Aua-List 1937) 

t: -'roi the Worla of iusic' ; Calder, 1956; p. 13C-1. 
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The 'propellor' music was described by riewmcn thus : 

116ibelius is very fond of a procedure which.... one might 
-call cross hatching - in music, an extensive repetition 
of rapid figures about one or : core fixed points. .... But 

when we come to ask ourselves tie reason for this procedure 
we have to resort to another image that of the propellor. 
Beethoven has a not dissimilar way of working up steam: he 
wif sometimes repeat a little figure until by sheer 
m petition it has generated the energy to launch his big 
motive. " 

(iiewman refers his readers to the 'Egmont' Overture: 
"bars 125 - 134 counting backward from the final idle ; ro 

con brio". ) 

What Newman does not point out i3 that in Sibelius the 'propellor' 

is essentially an extension of cadential fornalae and is usually, though 

not always, marked by undulating harmonies - the dynamic element being the 

distinctive marking of such a procedure with a small phrase rich centres 

around a particular pivot note or notes. Bars 181-89 show such a 

cadential formula but only in its last two bars - with the appearance 

of a pivotal string figure - does it become 'propellor' rrrisic (Lx. 59); 

the difference between such propellor music and an ordinary, though 

emphatic, cadence point is seen if the above example be compared with bars 

294-302, (though one of the clearest ©xümples of propellor music will be 

seen in the first movement of the First Symphony). 

At Letter Fl the propellor music is followed by a brass 'lion roar' 

which hides the essenticl caaential function to a certain extent and 

enables the following section to start with considerable impetus - thus 

the cadence becomes not only a 'conclusion' but an energetic opening at 

one and the same moment. 

The best features of 'Leiamink'4inen : nd the i, aidens of the Island' are 

those which, in retrospect, are most characteristic of Sibelius: 

t; ie Introduction in particular has a clarity of point and. texture that is 

rarely matched mater in the work; there jr, -? so the si: aulta eons function 
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of a change of key with an increase in speed (sometimes supported by 

a different pedal point); equally the various functions of the pedal 

points are a vital factor in Sibelius's later development. 

The proportions of this work are large, but generally well maintained, 

though the climax is marked by a spreading climactic theme (rather like 

the second movement of 'Fullervo') which later Sibelius would have 

controlled more carefully. 

In contrast the proportions of 'The Swan of luonela', the second 

number of this 'Lerthnkäinen Suite'-, are perfectly balanced. 

'The Swan of Tuonela' is the only one of the four pieces for which 

no programme was offered on its first performance (and its earlier history 

as the Prelude to the abandoned opera 'The Building of the Boat' has 

eiready been mentioned). 

The kay of this composition is A minor, and the relationship between 

this and the h-flat tonality of 'Leirhdinkäinen and the Maddens of the Island' 

adds support to the previous suggestion concerning both this augmented fourth 

key-relationship and the choice of A minor: certainly A minor is, for 

Sibelius, a fitting choice for Tuonela (and its Swan) - in Finnish mythology 

the equivalent of Diades. 

'The Swan of Tuonela' is scored for Cor anglais solo, oboe, bass 

clarinet, 4 horns, 3 trombones, timpani and Grand cassa, harp, and strings. 

It is undoubtedly the best and most poetic number of the Suite and while it 

is nowhere as ambitious or extended as rio. 1 and is frequently described - 

accurately - as rhapsodic, it is extremely cohesive and logically constructed; 

indeed its careful control and development, ) evolving a simple yet purposeful 

design (wherein the unfolding rhapsody becomes cry3tcllized in the 'cantabile` 

theme towards the end of the work) could be regarded as an interesting 

antecedent for the third riovement of the Fourth Symphony. 
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After four bars of introductory i, minor chord the opening paragraph 

establishes both the main theme and tonality with sequential phrases 

which support a liripid unfolding melody, rises to a short climax, and 

is completed by the return to A minor (at letter C). A second sentence 

complements the first and leads to a more melodically active development 

and enlargement of the Cor anglais solo (starting at Letter D). This is 

accompanied by tremolcndo strings, while the melody pivots around F-sharp - E: 

here, in contrast to the opening, there is a sense of progression and This 

is subtly emphasized by the gradual rise of the lowest second violin part, 

which moves in steps to reach the climax on an A flat minor chord. This 

chord is gradually accepted as a new key, and confirmed after the 

interruption of a new and fuller texture for lower strings, bassoons and 

bass clarinet. 

'iith the direction 'rteno moderato' (bar 58) this small section appears 

to settle down in the new key, but it moves quickly to a climax on aC najor 

chord where a di-rdnLiendo accompanies the echoing close of the Cor Anglais solo. 

The return to a minor brings (the release of) the climax of the work 

in a broad melody (hx. 6O) for unison strings (less contra basses) over a 

cross-rhythm in brass and times. The Cor Ahglais repeats this melody 

after which the design is. completed by a brief reappearance of the opening 

bars. 

Jgainst the background of this purposeful design the constituent 

elements of the opening Cor : inglais solo - the long note followed by a 

triplet turn, the downward drop of a fifth, the rising stepwise move=ant - 

are constantly ze: -shaped, r: -organized, and extended, yet remaining clearly 

recognizable and never moving far from their original statement: the 

rhapsodic magic is to be seen in the flow of continuous melody to which 

this gives rise - bars 36-53 are a superb example. This continuous melody 

is rhy th iica11y fluid and supple., and a complete contrast to 'Vkrsäý1F, ' 

no inforiaticn as to the degree of revision. of the 0P"22 suite is 
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available, but it is interesting to note :- 

(i) that Sibelius went to Bayreuth and heard tTannhausert and 

'Lohengrin' after writing'Värs&ig, 

(ii) that Ekman quotes Sibelius as saying "I worked at the 

Leirinkainen cycle that had occupied me since the sunxner 

of 1893 and had been brought a good bit nearer conpletion 

after my visit to Bayreuth during my stay in 1M11unich", 1 
and 

(iii) (to note) the Wagnerian influence in Op. 22 Iüo. 1 as well as 

the 'continuous melody' of '-Swan of T'uonela'. 

The orchestral setting of this wort: is effective and important: 

effective since it evokes a translucent darkness, admirably reflecting 

its programmatic background, and important since it illustrates clearly 

the conceptual relationship between a particular orchestra. colour and 

the character and purpose of the theme it carries. The mounting excitement 

and sence of progression in the 'middle' section are rightly supported by 

the string tremolo, while the sudden change of orchestral colour in bars 

54-8 confirms the A-flat minor simply and effectively: thematic function 

and orchestral setting are used together purposefully. 

The third number of the suites 'Leri-Ank jnen in Tuonela', is sometimes 

considered to rival, if not surpass, the achievement of 110.1. It is scored 

for double woodwind including Cor Anglais and Bass Clarinet, a no mal bass 

section which omits the tuba, and a percussion section which requires 

teiiouro, triangle, cymbals, and Grand cassa, 'con bacchette di timB': there 

are no timpani. 

ýüe inink'ainen in TuonelaI is a work- of slightly more modest size than 

No. 1 and shows a clear ternary design. As regards its general proportions 

it gains much from its abbreviated third section, while its contrasting middle 

1, }khan, op. cit., p. 128. 
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section, though derived, is More important for its differences than 

its resemblances. 

The tonal organization is more theatrically dramatic than in No. 1 

and centres on the searching tension and abrupt changes of tonal direction 

reflecting he programme originally suggested in the Kalevala quotations; 

note that the title is somewhat misleading since the quoted lines' refer 

almost exclusively to the search for, and recovery of Le.. n i-n: äinen by his 

Mother - though Sibelius scorn to have taken the opportunity once again 

to express the idea of Tuonela - the land of the Dead, hence the inclusion 

of Cor Angle_is and Bass Clarinet. 

The first section (which lasts until Molto Lento, p. 34) and in 

particular the opening shows a characteristic Sibelien start with 'ordinary' 

material gradually developing, by simple repetition and extension, into a 

theme (Lx. 61) of some substance and emotional suggestion as it moves from 

the dominant of F-sharp minor to the tonic. At Tempo Primo a derived 

diminution of this first theme now acts as an accompaniment from which a 

further theme for woodwind gradually emerges. This new theme, A2, (yx. 62) 

centres closely round the dominant and is almost obsessively worked: 

increasing in tension and urgency (from bar 60 onwards) with its reiterated 

notes. At Letter C it breaks off abruptl,;, leaving the tonality unconfirmed, 

and reverts to the opening idea which now centres of C minor. 

This, however, does not remain as static as at its first appearance 

and quickly leads to a climax marked by a powerful brass suspension. This 

resolves, temporarily in F-sharp minor, but the return of the opening idea 

leads to a repeat of the brays climax, moving this time towards F minor. 

1. Runo 15, Lines 115-6,179-162,186-190,239-21+2,273,275-6, 
603-6,611-615. 
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The continued avoidance of a settled tonality results in the 

establishment (bar 121 onwards) of a largely undulating passage which 

develops the previous suspension; this culminates (at Letter x') in a 

further diminution of A2, in a thin three-part texture, which Highlights 

the feeling of tension and continued striving, as does the climactic 

repetitions of the last three bars of p. 27. The return of the brass 

suspension leads to a formidable climax which eventually subsides in 

F-sharp minor. 

The middle section opens imaginatively, and the coolness of its 

A minor tonality is gently emphasized by the tumburo direction 'kaum 

hörbar, am Rand des Instrumentes'. The string theme (Lx. 63) is obviously 

derived from the previous clarinet entry though this is less, important 

than the immediate impact of its contrast. The main idea of the section 

(particularly from Letter K onwards) is sustained in a cool effortless 

texture that Sibelius was inclined to use later when writing music for 

the theatre. Here a momentary interruption by horns is taken as the 

opportunity to move to the warmer tonal centre of C-sharp minor and a 

richer texture which become reminiscent of Grieg, especially after the 

move to G-sharp minor. At Letter if the return to C-sharp minor is shortly 

interrupted by the abrupt return of Al, in A minor, with strings directed 

to play 'trem., sul pout. '. This theatrical gesture releases the full 

range of the climax of the first section which, from Largamente assai, 

is very nearly a literal repeat. The last four bars of p. 53 expand the 

original cadence which is then interrupted by a static U major chord in 

a startlingly new texture (Ex. 6L) that provides the com,, lete foil to the 

emotional. heat of the climax and enables the wort, to close quickly and 

effectively. 
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It is not difficult to support the suggestion that 'Lemminlclinen 

in Tuorela' achieves more than the first cumber of this Suite : the design 

is more tautly fashioned and purposefully maintained while the movement 

as a whole is marked by a greater invention - one thematic development is 

'sketched' in ix. 65. On the other hand it is difficult., at times, to 

resist the thought that this third number lacks the passionate involvement 

of No. 1; 'Lerx-minkainen in Tuonela' is much more of an objective 'picture' 

than 'Leminkzinen and the Maidens of the Island'. 

The abbreviated third section of 'Lem. Ankäincn in luonela' contributes 

much to the succinctness of the work, and Sibelius is enabled to make 

this abbreviation by the simple means of (i) first restating Al in A minor 

thus cancelling dramatically (- there was no modulation -) the orchestral 

wasch of the C-sharp minor passage, and (ii) using a specific string 

technique to increase the dramatic tension (without taking a considerable 

amount of time). 

The 'restatement' is largely literal until the extension of the brass 

cadence figure which is itself interrupted by the static D major chord for 

woodwind: the scoring of these bars is one of Sibelius's most imaginative 

orchestral moments in all the (orchestral) works up to the First Symphony. 

The essentially cadential G-sharp - F-sharp melodic progression (from 

bar 317 onwards) is presented with a variety of increasingly stable chords 
rot, of an 

(the F-sharp marks the end of the phrase and is presented (a) as augmented 

6th on D-natural, (b) as minor subdominant, (c) major subdominant) and in 

increasing note values. The static quality of the D major chord, 

enhanced by its texture, provides a necessary balance to the emotional 

heat of the previous brass scoring and thus enables the cadence to function 

without becoming e;, -tended or using commonplace cadential formulae. The abrupt 
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ending of ILea-sink. inen in Tuonela' is unconventional but very 

convirlcin1. 
I 

The last number of the Op. 22 Suite 'Le; in; tiüinen's Htetuxn', is 

written for a large orchestra with a percussion department that includes 

Cz. *p:: nelli, and requires Gran cassa as well as timpani. 

The original programme contained the following lines from Runos 29 

and 30: 

"Then the lively Le ,,. miriltäinen, 
He the handsome Kau comieli, 
From his care constructed horses, 
Coursers black composed from trouble. 

(Rune 30lines 481-4) 

and 

"Started on his homeward j ourey, 
Saw the land and saw the beaches, 
Fiere the islands, there the chsinels, 
Saw the ancient landing stages. 
Saw the former dwelling; places. 

(Rune 29,454-8) 

and this is significantly different from tue lines (exclusively from Runo ; 0} 

1. Johnson's prcgra; vatic interpretation (p. 69) of these closing bars 
is questionable: his co., =ent is unjust. 
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which now preface the printed miniature score. 

Although this final number is apparently nowhere as ambitious as 

either No. 1 or I+o. 3, it rivals 'The Swan' as the most successful of the 

Suite; indeed it is possible to argue that in many ways 'Lem;, iinkäinen's 

Return' is more truly Sibelizn than any of the other numbers, represents 

more of a creative achievement, and suggests tec'ffiiques (even material) 

and a conception that points forward to some moments in the later 

symphonies and more irmnediately to the revised version of 'Ln Saga' 

(and through that to 'Pohjola's Daughter'). Its own ancestry in the 

fourth movement of 'F. ullervo' is clear, and the comparison measures 

the size of Sibelius's achievement. 

she basic design is simple and owes rnzch of its strength and 

imaginative impact to its tonal construction. The opening ten pages - 

a sort of tone-poem exposition - gradually present the main Al theme 

(Ex. 66) in aC minor tonality which is consistently marked by B-flat and 

A-1-3-at, and is in reality an extension of the technique used at the 

beginning of U11o. 1; the whole of this opening section is situated on a 

C minor chord (eventually sholm to be within the key of L-flat) which is 

at first accepted as a convenient starting point, but later - p. 11 et seq - 

acquires the characteristics of the key of C minor, before it is finally 

abandoned and thereby shown to have existed within the framework of E-flat 

major. 

1. In the miniature score the first four lines are continued thus : 

Reins from evil days he fashioned, 
Saddles from his secret sorrows, 
Then his horses back he mounted, And he ro. e upon his journey, 
At his side his faithful liera, 
And along the shores he journeyed, 
On the sandy shores proceeded Till he reached his tender Mother, 
Reached the very aged woman. 
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This C minor 'key' is achieved by the move to a real dominant chord 

on p. 11, but is iiiuiediately challenged by the C-sharp entry in woodwind 

and horns before it is finally coif irmed (on p. 15 - after a passage 

stressing the doainant) with an emphatic cadence: there is some 

musical reason for the cymbal. entry here! The modal B- and A-flats 

which have so consistently marked this opening paragraph are more 

functional than mere 'colour' notes: they support and contribute to 

the tonal tension generated by this opening which remains for so long 

on the threshold of C minor: in fact like many of Sibelius's 'modal' 

features they serve an essentially tonal purpose-. 

The inr: ediately following paragraph (pp. 15-19) acts as a kind of 

counter-exposition, leading away from 0 minor (at letter D) and into 

the second section of the work. 

Here the progr matic inspiration of Lern:. ii. nk irien's ride is 

reflected and recreated by the interplay of :- 

(i) the persistent use of seraquavers, 

(ii) the measured release of Al. thus . p. 21-8 have only *0 dd pr 

while pp. 29-36 have 
£ 

fl 
öi '1 

(iii) the amount and controlled frequency of modulation; the 

first move away from A-flat is gradual, after which 

modulations occur more frequently, usually to 3: -diarat keys, 

but later showing a tendency to move to keys only a tone 

apart, thereby increasing the idea of movement, and 

(iv) the use of short pedal notes to emphasize the new 'keys' - 

in contrast to the long opening C minor pedal-. 

With the arrival at E-flat iainor (Letter I) the design ccries full 

circle and reaches both its conclusion and climax. The sequence of 
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events here is as follows :- 
of (i) Al is est lished4a string ostinato, 

(ii) there is a persistent use of L-flat and C-flat which 

parallels the B- and A-fJ. ats of the opening section, 

and creates much the same tonal. tension, 

(iii) a new theme (Ex. 67) appears on p. 40 - as additional 

evidence that L-flat is to be the ultimate key, though 

here it is still minor, while 

(iv) the occasional sudden swerves to the other 'ke; rs'(at 

L+2 and M+ 2) strengthen the e , tablishrcnt of L-f rat 

and eventually lead (at Letter i) to an extended dominant 

passage which effects the achievement of h-flat major 

and is marked by the appearance (at Letter 0) of a 

completely new theme (E, 1.68) the structure of which 

recalls the Karelia Suite); 

(v) the whole work is nicely rounded off (using some h-natural 

interruptions which balance the C-sharp interruptions of 

the opening) with a short codetta 'quasi presto'. 

To assign the essence and vitality of this combination to (little 

more than) the gradual unfolding of the opening motive is. to misjudge 

the entire work; 
1 the tonal design is so much a part of the original 

creative conception that almost any rhythmic phrase could have served 

as well as Al, and it is interesting to note that in the final E-fiat 

minor/major section the climax is largely carried by (2) new themes. 

The clarity and effectiveness of this design, its tonal movement 

from C minor (with its 'modal. ' features) to b-flat, the simplicity and 

point of its texture, together tirith the interest (even though programm- 

atically derived) in the increasing 1speed' and 'intcnoityt of modulation, 

the function of pedal points and the associated interplay of timpani und 

1. Ye"t some writers have done just ,,; I i 



2. - as a fault of its extended usage of thn chord of C minor in t2 key 
of E-slat. 

bhý 
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Gran cassa1 are all typical features of mature Sibelian compositions: 

above all it is the essential simplicity of conception and materials 

that ceeens to point to uo: ks beyond the First and Second Symphonies. 

It is hardly an exaggeration to suggest that 'Leruäinen's 

Return' leads eventually, for exam plea to such an original conception 

as the first movement of the Sixth Symphony - and in particular its 

opening three pages: certainly 'Lým: nink5injn's 1? eturn' provides one 
it, 

possible antecedent for the fact that, as it is commonly expressed, a 

large part of the first movement of the sixth Symphony in D minor is 

written in C major. 

Leaving aside 'Kullervo', the Op. 22 Lem; ninka'inen Suite is the 

most important orchestral music by Sibelius prior to the -First Sy]iphony, 

and in spite of its subsequent revisions may be vccepted as representative 

of Sibelius's orchestral music in the 1890's. It also suggests M-a-y of 

the features which were later to be more securely established as 

characteristic of the tone poems - in contradistinction to the symphonies - 

while the most significant parts of the Suite are those where Sibelius 

is concerned with a tonal evolution. 

Both the internal evidence of these four compositions, as well as 

the confusion and later history of their programmatic intentions, leads 

to the conclusion that while the stories of the runes may have acted as 

an inspirational catal"st they were not used as 'blue-prints' for musical 

designs; while Sibelius was perhaps 'moved' by a poetic idea he was 

concerned only to give the essence of his subject. 

Harold Jo . ns on, having uncovered the original prograrnatic 'intentions' 

of Op. 22, and quoting the letter Sibelius wrote to the poet J. H. Erkko 

(vide p. 38 ) sees ; W- es e facts as very siLnii£icant, but the progressive 

1. This interplay of ti; aaüni and Gran Cassa -s discu. sscd at the end 
of this chcpter. 
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musical evidence of Sibelius's co,.. positicns shows the evolution of a 

clear distinction between the symphonies and the tone poems. More 

pertinently here it must be stated that although quotations from private 

and personal letters can frequently be enlightening, it is as well when 

considering such quotations as evidence to take the precaution of accepting 

them 'cum grano salis'. Such advice is particularly relevant when 

considering Sibelius's letter to hrkko: Sibelius-, was a young man at the 

beginning of his career seeking the help of an older and established 

artist; further he was considering the production of an opera in a 

country where it was neither indigenous nor a courtly pastime. It is 

not therefore surprising to find Sibelius writing with enthusiasm and 

stressing the importance of libretto - he was after all writing to a poet! 

Having established his interest in the basic 'poetic idea' Sibelius 

then realized his conception in compositions that evolved their cwn 

design in accordance with their needs. 

The essence of much of these works is tonality and in particular 

the various ways in which it can be made to function. 'Lemmink'ainen end 

the Maidens of the Island' shows a tonal organization and indeed 

a harlonic structure which reflects its programmatic yearning admirably; 

equally 'Lemmifkainen's 
-Return' illustrates one of Sibelius's simplest 

and most effective procedures of hovering on the brink of tonality from 

which the real tonic is only gradually approached, while the impact of 

the 'Modal' alterations is conspicuous for the tonal action it causes. 

Moreover the technique of beginning away from the tonic key is a feature 

which itself suggests the 'epic' and indeed becomes a feature of the 

opening of two of Sibelius's most important tone poems. 

The orchestration of the suite as a whole is completely assured. 

It is obviously written by a composer not only with an intimate knowledge 

of each instruments capabilities, but, more than this, with a sensibility 
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to what is particularly necessary for emphasis, clarity, or colour at 

any specific moment; at times there is evidence of the ability to sustain 

interest by orchestral textures per se, and even (Itio. 3) to reserve a new 

texture for a vital contribution to the denim of the work. 

The woodwind and percussion sections show the most development 

towards what one would call typically Sibelian usage. Flutes are used 

skilfully and they double the violins only when necessary: there are 

occasionally very effective uses of low flute, and they evolve some of 

their most characteristic phrases in thirds, as well as one particular 

passage (No. 1) in dim 5ths. Apart. from 10 bars in No. 1, the piccolos are 

used only in IIo. 4 '-, 'here they become a distinct feature: besides a more 

conventional use there are such moments as that (p. 60) where they double 

tppp' trombones two octaves higher. 

The oboe is undoubtedly Sibelius's favourite woodwind instrunont: 

for as well as tending to lead the woodwind section it has most of the 

important solo work. Its range is fully utilized with E-flat in alt 

not uncommon. In contrast the clarinet is treated with conspicuous reserv-e, 

while its large degree of unison work with oboes results in a woodwind 

timbre peculiar to Sibelius. The bassoon is melodically active, and some 

of its most memorable entries are those marked 'pppt which anticipate the 

'lugubre' direction of later works. 

The suite shows the brass section nearing its most characteristic 

use: horns are ;. nieloäiccily articulate, though they also have a very 

considerable amount of pedal work and frequently use repeated harmonies 

to supply rhythmic propulsion. The trumpets, apart from obvious 'highlights', 

are used sparingly - not however without some subtlety, as for instance in 
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No. 1 (bar 270) where they add an edge to plucked strings; they are 

also given some fairly lengthy pedal notes which could probably be as 

effective or. horns. 

The trombones are used as much for their expressive and sustaining 

capabilities as for their power. ?: uch use is made of them 'p' and not 

infrequently 'ppp' ('The Swan of 'Tuonela' even has 'pppp' : ). They are 

not melodically active. How far the c7ission of the tuba in los .1 and 

3 is a product of revision is not known: it is used in most works up 

to (and including) the Second Symphony (- and it may be suggested that 

most of these works would benefit if most of its 'f' entries were reduced 

to 'ref'). 

Perhaps the department which best shows Sibelius at his most 

sensitive and perceptive is the percussion. This is clearly seen in 

his approach to the timpani., which, apart from a few obvious places, are 

not used for their power alone (in Sibelius's honds they never become 

romantic 'rurýblers'). In No. 1 for example they are completely abandoned 

after bar 396 although the most foreeflul passages are to be found after 

that bar. Apart from its first entry, 'f', in this-work they are subdued, 

with the most usual dynamic markings between 'pp' and 'rnf'; they appear 

in only 44 bars and are hardly used conventionally at all, although there 

are many places for their tuning of G to be so used. In fact it appears 

that most of the work which is usually given to timpani is taken over by 

the Gran cassa. The Gran cassa is frequently used in extended rolls with 

a dynasic range of 'pp' - +ff' and it could possibly be suggested that 

Sibelius felt that the tuned pitch of timpani could not be satisfactorily 

maintained for such prolonged entries end he therefore replaced them 

with the unpitched but percussively exciting Gram Cassa. 
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The opening of No-4 with its long timpani roll would seem to 

contradict this, but it should be noted that its initial 'p' making 

is maintained until only twobars before the 'ff' direction, while the 

following bar is marked Idim. molto'. Occasionally timpani are used to 

'mart' or 'underline' a rhythm (No. 4) pages 19-20) -a necessary function 

at such places as four bars before Letter K (still in11o. 4) - where the 

timpani semiquaver helps to articulate the cello and viola theme. It 

may also be suggested that at times Sibelius uses the timpani as a 

harmonic bass: No. 1 bars 131 et seq. for example. This is not uncommon 

use by Sibelius, for by allowing the timpani to hold the bass it frees 

the contra basses to mcke a distinct impact with their 'pizz' entries - 

one has the effect without the weariness of (constant) 161 tone.. 

'The Swan of Tuonela' uses both timpani and Gran cassa together, 

and the entry of the timpii in bar 66 shows it used to mark the climax 

of the phrase - the gradual crescendo in the 'f' marking of Cor Anglais, 

then Bass Clarinet, the peck with first horn and timpani, followed by the 

diminuendo of the following three horn entries. 

The Gran cassa is used conventionally at times but by far the greatest 

part of its work is in very extended rolls usually makred 'p'. Its lack 

of definite pitch enables Sibelius to use it to supply some sort of bass 

tone, and thus 'underpin' and support a texture without making it so 

tonally determined as a timapni entry. The first Gran cassa entry in 

ro: fiects the previous B-flat entry of the contra-basses though it 

avoids the specific pitch: it thus helps to maintain the hovering quality 

of the introduction; also in No. 1 the Gran cassa entry at bar 506 does 

not dull the attack of basses and bassoons (on their bottom B-flat) at 

bar 510 as timpani would have done. A similar excx: ple may be seen in the 

closing, bars of 'The Swan of Tuonela' :a timpani entry here i: unth7-nkab e. 
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The most important distinction between Gran cassa and timpani 

is their function. Fron Op. 22 onwards Sibelius uses the timpani as 

a tonal weapon: its pitch and tuned attack are far more important to 

Sibelius than its loudness. Its most important functions are (i) to give 

tonal direction (to act as a tonal 'sigripost'), (ii) to act as a pivot 

between two undulating or ambiguously related tonalities (usually as a 

nediant pedal) 
1 (iii) at tines even to contradict (by acting as a tonsl. 

'constant' or as a fixed tonal ' memory') certain haruonic movements and 

suggestions. 

The Grar. cassa therefore evolves its characteristic use where 

(i) the tuned attack of the timpani would give too much emphasis to a 

tonal direction and (ii) it can create z:. -,. d sustain the e;: citement of 

percussion 1"rithout ring it tonal.: indeed the timap. ii can then enter 

later to greater effect. 

Tiere is a progressive refinement of the use of timpani and Gran 

cassa which increasingly ' reflects their particular and defined functions. 

The triangle too, is used not only for its colour, but as an aid to 

rhythm or articulation. In No. 1 (bar 75) it clearly shows that there is 

meant to be no cross-rhythri at this point (this is later confirmed by the 

two horn parts at Bar 338) while later entries (bars 527-8,541) show it 

used to enhance the articulation of repeated string notes - it crystallizes 

the articulation (of t, cheherazade', Rimsky-Korsckov, 'there the side drum 

aids the articulation of a rapid figure for tru, lpets). 

z, It is not tnreasonab1e to sur est that the 'mature' Sibelius would 
have roplaced the opening C natural timpani entry of 'iea:; irkainen's 
:. eturn' _: either a) a roll for Grün cassa, or b) an L-flat 
timpani roll . 
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The remaining percussion instruments are all used . i-, h imagination. 

In No. 4 the tambourine at times links two entirely different textures 

while the c;, -nbals, 'con bacchette', add a sheen to the string texture 

just as the Tamburo in No. 3 evokes an eerie coolness. 

On the whole there is a tendency to write for the orchestra in 

separate departments, and this evolves its own distinct character, though 

there is no evidence of an 'analytical' scoring (i. e. with the departments 

in combination, though each maintaining a separate function; vide, for 

example 'Sciierehazade' - inskr -Iiorsakov: 3rd movement, Letter G btu seq. ). 

Above all there is no doubt of the vital existence of a creative 

musical imagination that finds its natural expression in terns of 

orchestral music. 

In 1897 Sibelius failed in his attempt to obtain a teaching post 

at the University of Helsinki, but his friends successfully petitioned 
S 

the Senate to grant Sibelius a yearly stipend. 

The first orchestral. work written after this award was the incidentaj. 

music to a play, and this initiated a new area in Sibelius's orchestral. 

compositions: an area that was to remain throughout his entire creative life. 

Sibelius wrote incidental music for eleven theatrical productions: 

the first in 1898 just one year before the First Symphony, while the music 

for 'The Tempest' is the last significant published orchestral music of 

Sibelius. The music of these compositions ranges from some exquisite 

miniatures to pieces that are obvious and even trite, and at times the 

quality is nog consistent within the music for one production. Something 

of the reason for this variation may be seen in the size of the pieces; 

although sore rare more then 'miniatures' they are essentially srýa11-scale 

Although, as Layton points out, this pension did not free Sibelius from all his 
financial worries, nevertheless it enabled him to curtail his teaching, and to 
devote more time to composition. 
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wor.. s, and - as evidence fron these compositions and even some of 

the purely orchestral pieces will show - it appears that this small 

scale is a contributory feature to their inconsistency. 

The first of the productions to which Sibelius wrote incidental 

music was 'King Christian II' by Adolf. Paul. This play, successful in 

its time, concerned King Christian II of Denmark and his love for D, /veke, 

a Dutch girl of common birth and her eventual murder. Four pieces - Llegie, 

i" casette, 1-Itnuetto, and 'Fool's Song of the Spider' - were originally 

composed but later in the same year Sibelius added three further pieces: 

Nocturne, Ballade, Serenade. 

The four original pieces (scored for a small ensezäole of 2 flutes, 

2 clarinets, 2 bassoons, harp, triangle and strings) are all modest in 

size and intention, and the two best pieces are the Llegie and Musette. 

The Llegie (whose main theme is shown in Ex. 69) is scored for strings 

alone and echoes Grieg (with Wagnerian overtones). It was originally the 

prelude to the stage production, elegant and restrained, but wistful 

rather than tragic - it may have set the mood for the play's opening, but 

it hardly reflects the tragedy. The Musette is simple and unpretentious: 

Sibelius's o{'t-quoted remark about the basoon part should not be tJkon 

too seriously 

'land this is 'Dyveke's Dance' (Musette). It should be 
for bagpipes and reeds, but I've scored it for two 
clarinets and two bassoons. kin-travagant, isn't it? 
lie have only two bassoon-players in the entire country, and 
one of then is a consumptive. Buys my music won't be too 
hard on him - wae'11 see to that". `- 

. 

1. what no authority bothers to make clear is that Breittopf &H irte1 
published two full scores: - 1. The I usic to King Christian II, and 
2. The Suite from the rß. 5-1sic for King Christian H. 

2. Johnson (op. cit., p. 78) is here quoting from Adolf Paul. 
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'The Aiinue;;, weakest of the original 'pieces, is straightforward 

and unremarkable, but the one song in this production - the Fool's Song 

of the Spider (quoted'in Ex. 70) - has been interestingly described by 

Ringborn as "The most nationally characteristic piece of all". 
1 

Apart 

from this, however, it too is very conventional and little more than a 

vchicle for the words. 

The three additioncl pieces are all more ambitious in scope, and 

require larger orchestral forces: normal woodwind, 4 horns, 2 trumpets, 

3 trombones, timpani, strings and a different percussion instrument 

for each piece. 

The Nocturne which opens the published Suite is pleasant and effective. 

Its opening phrases (up to Letter D) have a charming freshness and are 

largely based on medient harmonic progressions: F-sharp minor -D major, 

F major -D major, and F minor -D minor. These appear first as a simple 

undulating progression, but later (7 bars after Letter C) the lz. st-named 

progression appears over an F-natural (medicnt) pedal, and in view of 

Sibelius's later development of this simple idea this passage (Ex. 71) is 

interesting. Moreover this mediant undulation is clearly present in 

the 'introduction' (- it-also closes the piece) and this too is prophetic 

of Sibelius's later technique: indeed this piece is the 'missing link' 

between the tonic/dominant pedal technique of Op. 22 and that of the 

mediant pedals end their associated tonal tensions end ambiguities as zee n 

in the (immediately following) . First Symphony and the revised version of 

'Ln Saga'. 

1. Ringborn: op. cit., p.; 6. 
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The Serenade is another pleasant piece and as a Prelude to the 

Third Act it was probably very effective. Its opening bars (up to 

Letter B) have a 'pleine air' quality about them, largely due to the 

simple tonic-dominant harmonies and the woodwind and brass orchestration. 

The 'cantabile' 9/4 melody in E major (ix. 72), which makes up the middle 

section of this piece, suggests some connection with the 'big tune' in 

the finale of the "First Symphony, but it has none of the sweep of the 

First Symphony's r. Blody and after its first few bars, it tends to become 

rather cbvious. The opening 'serenade' irasic returns to close this piece 

and mark the opening of the curtain. 

The last piece, Ballade is one of the wockest numbers of the suite. 

Its main 'ä lla Breve' theme is commonplace, but acceptable until it becomes 

more ambitious (a to . ipo, after Letter B) where it is sequentially 

'developed' and over-extended: several times it comes to a conclusion 

without reaching the end'. 

This incidental music was the first orchestral music of Sibelius 

to be published, and possibly the first to be played outside Finland. 



CHAPTER 

. 
SYMPHONY No. 1 
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CHLPT R6 

The Syrý: _ons :: o. 1 in minor, Cn. 39 was completed in 1599 and 

first performed in April of that year with Sibelius himself conducting. 

It is scored for Full orchestra, including tuba and harp, and a 

percussion section which requires cymbals, triangle, and Gran Cassa 

as well as timpani. 
. 

Formally the sonata-form first movement is extremely straightforward, 

showing clearly and easily recognizable sections, consisting of an 

introduction and exposition which presents a wealth of thematic ideas, 

a development in three sections each of which deals with a particular 

idea or co: abination of ideas, and a slightly abbreviated recapitulation 

in which the order of certain of the themes is reversed. 

Although this First Symphony, and particularly the first movement 

have been favourably received, many scholars nevertheless cone to the 

conclusion that it presents no radical breakaway from tradition; but 

radical innovation is not the only acceptable guide to musical value 

and recent, musical thinking suggests that this first movement is more 

truly Sibelicn and more creatively im, octant than may formerly have been 

recognised. 

The introduction for solo clarinet accompanied only by a B-natural 

timpano roll is noteworthy not only for its illustration of the most 

typical use of the clarinet by Sibelius (and incidentally showing the 

encestzy of the beautiful solo at the end of 'En Saga') but also for 

the comment it has aroused concerning Sibelius's method of sym-; honic 

construction. 
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Gerald : ýbrahc n in particular argues for the 'germinal impo; tance 

of this Introduction though his ardent appears to overstrain a 

"subconscious" relationship. Robert Simpson, on the other hand,, 

dismisses such thematic connections and makes the follotidng observation: 
' 

"So strong is the sound of G major at the opening of the 
Allegro energico, in its continuation to a massive counter- 
statement, and in its emphatic confirmation at the reprise, 
that I shall not be surprised if somebody eventually finds 
out that the slow E minorish theme (on a clarinet over a 
drum roll on B) which precedes all this is an afterthought, 
designed to establish E minor in the back of the listener's 
mind. There is not very much point in looking for subtle 
thematic connections between this theme and others in the 
symphony. Its function is tonal and emotional. Its 
presence at the beginning justifies týe first movement's 
ultimate subsidence into E minor ... i1 

- and bearing this suggestion in mind it could well. be argued that the 

E- F-sharp unacrusis of the 'first subject' is far more important in 

terns of tonality than it is in terms of thematic unity and later derivation. 

Indeed an examination of the 'first subject' in the light of 

Simpson's suggestion leads to the conclusion that the creative idea of 

this first movement is the tension which arises from the interplay between 

E minor and G major, together with its continuing 'ambiguity' and tonal 

undulation. 

1. Simpson, op. cit., pp. 7-&. 

2. If it were necessary, then additionL1 evidence in support of 
Simpson's su=i-estion concerning the tonal function of the 
(clarinet) introduction is to be' found in the Sixth ý,;; nnphony; 
for in that work tie absence of such an Introduction serves to 
increase the toncl a;. jbiFUlty. 
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Internal evidence supports this suggestion, provides acceptable 

explanations for certain recurring procedures, and indeed presents 

clear directions by which the important details may be related to 

the overall design. 

The basic tonal tension between E : ainor and G major becomes 

obvious if a sketch plan of the themes and tonal situations of the 

first pare of the exposition is drawn up thus 

74 

75 

76 

Theme Ton=t situation 

Introduction 1st phrase suggests do cant 
of E minor, 
2nd phrase becomes fairly 
clearly G minor; 

First subject G major... (E minor? )... G major 
Al 

42 minor dominant of E. then 

77 A3 

minor dominant of G; 

G major (then moves up to 
A major); 

Ref. to E;,. 73 (p. 7c ) 

1 

2 

3 

4 

A2 minor dominant of E; followed by 5 
(real) dominant of G; 

Counterstatement of Al: G major .... E minor 6 

- followed by aC major chord (via 7 
A minor) to F-sharp major as 
dominant of F3 minor (and the 
second subject). 
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The clarinet/tiipcno introduction itself contributes to the 

basic conception of the movement for while its first phrase clearly 

centres round the dominant of E minor, its second phrase (without 

Is 
timpano) suggests G minor, and finishes with a G-natural: this taken 

up by the reiterated G-B's which form the accompaniment 

for the first main theme (Al) and that too begins with a sustained 

G natural - only in its immediate repeat does the E- F-sharp anacrusis 

appear. The tonal tension of this Al theme is further shown by the 

ambiguous Lominsnt discord (7 bars before Letter rý - which sounds more 

like an interrupted cadence in G than a cadence in r: minor) and irdeed 

this first sentence finishes with aG major chord (just before Letter . t). 

The A2 theme increases this tcnal tension since it oscillates between 

the (minor) dom irre nts of L minor and G, after which A3 clearly starts in 

G major: moreover the sequential extension of A3 begins, as it were, on 

the supertonic of G major. After a repeat of . ti2 (with its dominant 

situations) a powerful cadential progression culminates, 'ff' (at Letter C), 

in an emphatic C major chord and the beginning of a counterstaterrient where 

the tonal tension is restated in a much stronger scoring. 

The first significant change of harmony in this cýmterstatement occurs 

at Letter D. and 8 bars later, following a short, energetic, extremely 

functionel transition, the movement arrives at the threshold of 3 minor - 

and the second subject. 

The tonal importance and function of timpani in Sibelius's compositions 

has already been suggested, and in this movement there is an extended 

illustration of its employiaent: indeed most of the stages of the 
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exposition outlined above are accompanied by a 'tonal' timpani entry, thus : 

Bar Timn entry Function 
introduction 

1st phrase (i) B supports dominant of B minor 

2nd phrase (ii) (silent) absence of timpvno enhances suggestion 
of G minor; 

A-7 G first entry of Allegro; occurs unter 
ambiguous discord thus strengthening 
G major orientation; 

A rolls on B. significantly emphasizing the tonal 
then D oscillations of A2; 

(repeated B-10 
et seq) 

C-2 (i) roll on D, Pnphasises cadential function in 
then GG maj or; 
(ii) G-B simultan- 
eously ) 

D+5 F-sharp (1ffft) clearly heralds the second. subject 
end the key of 3 minor. 

- the evidence is such that the essentiý1 and tonal function of the 

timpani cannot be denied. 

The second subject is situated on an extended F-sharp pedal; its 

principal theme (B1, ; x. 78) is slightly varied to give rise to two 

subsidiary themes (B2, B3, Exs. 79,80) and the latter of these 

(suggesting some lind of rhythmic re1ationship to Al) is shortly 

transforied (at Letter H) into what may be taken as the 'locus classicus' 

of Sibelivn 'propellor' uusic. 

The use of an extended dominant pedal as the foundation for the 

second subject was suggested as early as the first movement of tK, ullervo', 

but at that time it was inclined to remain rather static; here the pedal 

is active in that it presents a simple hovering; between the chords of 

; '--sharp ajor and C-sharp minor, possibly suggesting some sort of 'modal' 

the I -sharp majcr, and as a result of this it both parallels and balances 
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tonal tension of the 'first subject'. (Note: in 'Y, ullervo' the pedal/ 

transition was a balance in dimension only; here it is also a balance 

of tensions. ). 

Further its subsequent use of 'propellor' music together with its 

associated 'stringendo' direction allows this second subject to build 

up a convincing climax which confirms the key of B minor with a minimum 

of gesture and without the disproportion seen in 'Kullervo': here the 

tonal and cadential function of the propellor is so clearly expressed 

that when it arrives at its B minor conclusion (Tempo Primo) the event 

is so foreshadowed that it can be simply stated by an octave B-natural - 

and marked 'mf'; and the briskness of the propellor's cadential function 

itself parallels the brevity of the 'transition' between the first and 

second subjects. 

The development may be seen in three sections each of which deals 

largely with one particular idea or combination of ideas, though throughout 

the section there is a continuous line of thought which is progressive 

and becomes more urgent as the recapitulation and the return of the 

original tonal tensions become more imminent, thus the second section 

(Letters L- P) begins with B3 in G-sharp minor (hovering) over a B-natural 

pedal on timpani, but just before Letter :1 this is palled towards B major 

with the reappear&nce of Al - emphasized by the dyaa�tic markings of the timpanZ 

and its triplet B-naturals. This tonal move releases an energetic 

development of B1, in a thin texture, using short sequential phrases 

occasionally stabilized by internal pedals, but largely lacking *any 

sustaining harmonic accompaniment, and as a result giving rise to the 

sensation of increased, and more vigourous movement. 

In the third cnd final section of the development (tirhich is mainly 

concei ed with the initial phrase of Al) the mounting cxcitemcnt and 

urgency of the second section is further increased by the quaver movement 

, 
/ý 
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for cellos and contra-basses, the imitative woodwind entries of Al - in 

chromatic and contrapuntal oppositicn to the lower strings - and the entry 

and retained roll of the Gran cassa. 

The end of this third section of the development and the beginning 

of the recapitulation are subtly dovetailed. Two factors any responsible 

for this: first, the final section of the development has insisted on 

the initial phrase of Al (to the exclusion of everything else) and, 

secondly, the fact that there was a counterstatement enables Sibelius to 

omit the first (re-)appearance of Al and A2 and therefore to begin the 

recapitulation 'proper' with 
A3 

- in G major: the subsequent appearance 

of 12, followed by Al weil then swing the tonality to E minor. Sibelius 

uses these facts to make a natura abbreviation. 

Shortly after Letter jl the climax of this first subject is reached 

with an ' fff' aug anted-sir: th chord on C natural (though the A-sharp is 

here written as B-flat); this is the crux of the argument and it could 

have resolved directly on the dominant and thence -to the tonic minor. 

Instead it is followed by a short passage., replacing the original transition, 

that presents a pensive sun: nary or microcosm of the main tonal tensions: 

these few bars move first to G major, but the following sequential phrase 

is inncdiately returned to E minor; the idea is continued, making some 

nlE, y of the en; ýarnonic identity of E-flat/D-sharp, before resolving -after 

a co=wa and the direction 'tranquil. lo' - on an A minor chord which is 

itself shoti to be the subdominant of E minor ozLl, y after the harp has 

momentarily su; vested that it could have been the supertonic of G major. 

The design of the movement is completed (at Letter x) by the return 

of Bam, over a do: -anant, B-natural, pedal point (here emphasized by timpani) 

and leading directly to the 'poco a poco piii stret:. o e crescendo' propellor 

r 
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music which makes a further natural abbreviation as well as providing 

a siaple and effective means of finally re-establishing L minor. 

The short coda (beginning at Letter Z) both confirms the E minor 

tonality and at the sarge time takes the opportunity to continue the 

tonal conflict: significantly it avoids the actual chord of G major, 

thus narrowing do1-m the tonal oscillation. The essence of this coda 

is shown in x. 81: 

Ex. F 

aFl 

where it may be clearly seen that while the brass emphatically move to 

an E minor cadence, the timpani clearly suggest G major IL (and 

incidentally provides further 'proof' of their essential tonal function); 

the final resolution of the movement (last 7 bars) recalls (in augmentation) 

the anacrusis of Al, and suggests the tonal evolution (und thesis) of the 

movement, chile the top notes of the final twochords may be read as a 

motto - and a 'parting shot'. 

The tonal ambiguity of this first movement is clearly the basis from 

which the design is evolved and to which all other details are essentially 

and functionally subservient. she opening 'Allegro energico' presents 

what amounts to a toml thesis which is developed and explored: later 

Sibelius symphonies were to use more ' co u onplace' and functional material 

for the initial presentation of such a tonal thesis, but the principle is 

1. Compare tni3 Lx. 81 with Lx. 34-7(from the Sixth Syniphony, first rioverient, 
4+ bars after Letter L). 
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established in this movement and the work is more important in Sibelius's 

symphonic development then is usually credited. 

The advance of this movement over the 'Introduction' of 'Kullervot 

may be briefly listed as : 

1. the amain Al idea has an essentially symphonic and inherent 

tonal tension - the D-natural of ' Kullervo t is a colour note 

rather than a crucial tonal characteristic; 

2. the transition here is even more pointed and efýective; 

3. the second subject (on an extended dominant pedal) provides 

a balance to the tonal tension, as well as a balance in 

dimensions; 

! +. the development is more concise, and makes an even more 

effective use of a sense of increasing speed just before 

the recapitulation; 

5. the recapitulation: 

(i) makes a natural abbreviation of the first süaject, 

(ii) replaces the transition with a new passage marked by 

tonally ambiguous harmonies, summarizing the situation 

and prolonging the anbivclence, 

(iii) uses the dominant pedal to establish E minor, and to 

make a natural abbreviaticn of the second subject, and 

(iv) is followed by a concise, powerful, coda that again makes 

reference to the tonal conflict: it is not just an 

emotional climax as it was in 'Kullcrvo'. 
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The second, slow, movement is in L-flat major: a choice of tonality 

which, as Simpson points out, sounds more like the flat sixth of Cr major 

than any possible relative of the tonic (L minor); 
1 

moreover although 

L-flat is the key where 'big' cantabile melodies sit easily for Sibelius, 

the character and construction of this movement suggest a further 

development of the central tonal evolution of the first movement. 

The movement falls into three main sections, and the first - somewhat 

similar to a sonata exposition - begins irmieäiately 4th the main theme, 

Al (Ex. 82) 
. This richly romantic melody has four points of particular 

interest : 

(i) although it is clearly in 1; -flat there is a strong harmonic 

leaning to C minor, and it makes a particular point of the 

ambiguous diminished - 7th chord, 

(ii) this tonal 'abiguity' is both caused and reflected by the 

undulating G-F progression of the melody, 

(iii) the dynamic marking of the phrase-ending of the string melody 

and its clarinet reply are to be noted: the cresc.... descesc. 

of the string melody (pp. 48_9) swells out the plage]. cadence 

thus countering the 'disruption' caused by the submediant chord; 

in turn the rising-third of this phrase-ending evokes the 

artless clarinet phrase with its 'cool' L-flat cadence, 

(iv) the whole of this opening paragraph (right up to Letter C in 

fact) is firmly based on an h, -flat pedal, played by contra-basses 

and carefully phrased to ensure a continuous sound. 

In passing it is interesting to recollect 
of c., aikovsky's Fifth Symphony (in L minor) is in .) major. 
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The continuation and repetition of this theme explores further 

this attraction to the submediant - there is now (pp. 48-9) a significant 

break in. the melody immediately after the progression to the C minor chord, 

and the leaning to C minor is further suggested in the 'deciso' woodwind 

theme, A2, (Ex. 83) which follows at Letter B; characteristically this 

A2 theme shares the rhythm of the first there, and thus extends further 

the characteristic of ambiguity that marks this first paragraph. 

At Letter C, gun poco mono andante' there is a complete break in 

texture and melody: here a new idea is presented in a thin 2-part texture, 

suggesting a more active degree of movement and initiating a more obviously 

'symphonic' transition - in contrast to the 'melodic' character and basis 

of the opening E-flat paragraph. 

This active transition reaches some heated climaxes through sequences 

and rioves towards C minor where, with the restoration of Tempo primo (p. 55) 

and some fragments of Al, it hovers round the dominant: the scoring of 

this passage is peculiarly Sibelian and hauntingly beautiful: the only 

orchestral gesture to challenge this passage occurs in Op. 22 No. 3. 

However this hovering passage appears to take up the G-F melodic 

undulations (four bars before Letter F) end, having sequentially extended 

then (L-flat - F) moves suddenly to A-flat major Fnd the presentation of 

a new there, B1 (: x. 84) for solo horn. This B1 theme is directed 'molto 

trvvzquillo w id accompanied by a string figure derived from the F-flat -F 

undulation while the melody itself begins frith a sustained F natural 

moving to E-üat. This theme is repeated and followed by a subsidiary there 

in A, -flat that consists largely of tonic-dominant undulations over an E-flat 

tirpani roll and the continuing, string trill (E-i1k. t - F)': the cadential 

cherecter and tonal function of this subsidiary theme is obvious and becomes 

venº marked just before Letter ýi. 
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The extension of these cadential phrases, marked 'poco sollecitato' 

and answered 'poco tenuto' (p. 59), shows the tension which is again 

generated and reflected by the L -flat -F alternations; but the passage 

is broken with a bar-line pause, and the first main theme (Al) reappears 

in A-flat minor, Adagio. 

After an initial hesitation (a further bar-line pause) Al is taken 

up in A-flat minor and presented in full (melodically very much as in the 

opening paragraph) though it is accompanied by a chromatic figure in 

woodwind and a repeated pizz. E-flat (triplets) for contra-basses answered 

by off-beat pizz. chords for violas and (2nd) violins which suggests a 6/14. 

time signature in contrast to the main theme. The presentation of this 

main theme therefore is very zach as in a development section, and the 

considerable emphasis on 'E-fiat' with which this second section starts 

helps firstly to relate it to the 1-flat (but tonic) pedal of the 

exposition, while, secondly the triplet presentation by contra-basses allows 

this L-flat dominant pedal to become unstable and to accomplish the 

inherent movement (which was resisted in the exposition) to its mediant 

key - C-flat (itself complete with a tonic pedal and indeed a 

a progression to its own submediant chord. ). 

In turn this is followed by a 'development' of the transition figure 

which again becomes more active (the tempo direction is 'poco a poco meno 

andante) and moves towards the dominant of C minor before closing its 

phrase with aG minor chord. It is then worked to some heated climaxes and 

acco: apwied by an increase in tempo "s1 doppio movimento (del Tempo 1)" 

which 14unches an extended sequence, eventually reaching aG major chord 

that is Soon shown to be the dominant of C minor (and marked by the entry 

of the timpani) . 
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At Letter 0 the third section of the movement is reached: it opens 

Tempo Pri. no with A2 hovering on the threshold of C minor (which is now 

much more explicit than in the 'exposition') and situated over an i-flat 

pedal; but when the fourth bar of this A2 theme is reach-ad., its common 

rhythm su ; gests the Al theme itself and having reintroduced the G-F 

alternation - 'ff1', three bars before Letter P- both the melody and its 

accompanying string semiquaver figure stop aoruptly, leaving only an 

ambiguous trombone chord over Pn E-flat pedal. 

The first main theme, Al, is now restated, but the melody now begins 

with a C-natural, and its phrase is broken with some critically placed 

co. = as - questioning the tonal situation and continuing the ambiguity, 

though i-flat is gradually allowed to gain the ascendancy; note too that 

this time the clarinet phrases (not heard since the exposition) are also 

interrupted by commas (at Q-8, and Ca) which significantly break the phrases 

just before the tonic chord itself. However, the n: ýovement ends simply with 

the easy repetition of the last four notes of the string melody and 

repeated L-flat chords. 

Although the three sections of this movement serve some of the functions 

of a sonata design, this movement is not based on the sonata principle of 

contrasted keys and themes: instead it explores the tonal (and thematic) 

tension within one particular key, though it needs the tonal contrast of the 

A-flat episode. The material of this A-flat episode does not reappear and 

it is clearly not a second subject; its purpose is perhaps best explained 

if one describes the movement as a clever fusion of 'rnclodic' and 

Isymphcnic': moreover it is inclined to increase the obviousness of this 

fusion by fluid but quite positive and definite alterations of tempi. 
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The melodic basis of this movement embodies a tonal tension which 

(particularly from letter C onwards) gradually demands and assumes a 

more symphonic movement and this in turn suggests an approach to a second - 

sonata - key, and for which C minor would be a natural choice. This is 

avoided by the riove to A-i"lat (the sub-dominant of E-flat)and its 

accompanying episode, which appears to take up the L-flat -F undulation. 

The second section of this movement accepts this (minor) key of L-plat, 

but its complete presentation of the main theme (i. e. a return to the 

rjelo; ii basis of the movement) tckes place over a Lo, -ni. nant pcda. and with 

a disturbed, chr. o: ratic, accompaniment: the irherent tension leads to a 

symphonic ' develop: rent' w : ich again moves towards the dominant of C minor 

and eventuc17. y to a short restatement. 

This 'recapitulation' needs only to include the rain Al and A2 themes, 

and, like the first movoaent, it presents then in reverse order - thus 

utilising the inherent tonal leaning of A2 to C minor, though it is 

situated on an B-flat pedal. The continuation of this tonal evolution is 

to be observed in the commas which maintain this ambiguity for a large 

part of this restatement; this is very similar, in principle, to the tonal 

ambivalence seen in the phrases for trombones and timpani in the coda of 

the first movement. This similarity of princi,: le, though using different 

techniques, is a major reason for the fact that many of Sibelius's 

compositions may be shown to have remarkable si, -, alarities, yet to avoid the 

dangers and sterilisation of empty mannerisms. 

One of the most striking features of this movement (and one which 

illustrates the similarities of principle referred to above) is the use 

of a mediant/tonic pedal note. In the first movement the most important 

pedal note was C-naturcl; in this movement it i: L-flat which is the tonic 

(in i; -flat) end the iediýait of C minor. Sibelius uses this simple fact to 
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distinct auvcntage in the restatement. Similar nediant pedal notes 

were to appear in subsequent works and -hey are ideally suited to 

Sibelius's fondness for tonal ambiguities and his creative penchant 

for undulating harmonic progressions. 

This second movements clever fusion - for that is its essence (it is 

not a mixture) - of the symphonic and melodic eventually leads to the 

conception of the middle movement of the Fifth Symphony, and, more 

immediately, to the revised version of 'Ln Saga'; indeed as it will later 

be shown, this movement suggests one reason for the revision of 'En Saga' 

in 1901 - and not at cny previous time. 

The third movemeint, in C major, is a powerfully r., -c scherzo 

which, in contrast to the preceding slow movement, is able to complete 

its large design without undue length. It completes its exposition 

(main theme, Lx. 85, and opening paragraph in the tonic bridge passage, 

establislý-ient of second key centre and theme, Ex. 86) complete with hints of its 

subnedi nt, and a short codetta) with little delay, and suggests a 

development section with a thin tensile counterpoint which, just afIter 

Letter G, suggests an imminent reprise. Robert Simpson (having previously 

stated that "the C-major of the scherzo is decidedly the sub-dominant of G 

rather than the flat sixth of L (minor or major)" describer, the tonal 
1 

setting and argument of this movement as follows 

"The C major leans towards F minor, as if its own subdordn`nt 
relationship to G makes it want to drop to its own subdo_linannt. 
As the highly worked scherzo develops towards real sonata fore, 

we arrive at a dramatic hush and the start of a recapitulation; 
the C major feels even more as if it is going to Lito I' minor 
then it aid at the beginning. Instead Sibelius says, 'So you 
thought it wasn't the flat sixth of h, did you? ' and with a 
briliicn. ly a'brwpz and almost naughtily lurid chord pitches us 
neck and crop into major and a slower trio 

1. -3i . son, op. cit., PP. 8-1. 
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This 'trio' proves the preceding C major passage to be a 
' fausse reprisse' , and the proper recapitulation follows 
it some time later when the E major point has been thoroughly 
rubbed in, and it leads to a short, i$cethovenish coda. " 

However the abrupt transition to E major also illustrates Sibelius's 

continuing concern with the general. thesis of the first movement - and 

indeed of the entire symf, hony so far. The 'f' chord (in the 5th bar after 

Letter G) was previously used to mark the crux of the argument in t 

first movement: here it has been subtely ex ended so that its B-flat/ A-share 

(an augmented 6th on C natural, as before, implying E major) has been 

utilised both as a 'colour' note in the main C major theme itself, and as 

a tonal characteristic. The 'fausse reprise' is a typical tonal 

prevarication and prolongment of tonal ambiguity. 

The trio makes a considerable point of its E major identity with nach 

gesture towards C-sharp and G-sharp consistently contradicted. The ten 

bars starting at Letter Pi illustrate the delightful process of preparing 

for a- return to C-major in which the find iJ-natural 'pizz' for strings 

(i,: mediately before the pause p. 97) is a last E major gesture that is at 

once capped by the tuba's C-natural! The continuous tonLý evolution of 

this move=ent is carefully maintained by the use of Gran cassa and tinecni.; 

for exa: ; le, only the Gran cassa is used in the trio so that any undue tonal 

sugcesüion is avoided - the entries on o; ß. 95-6 illustrate this, while the 

next entry (-5 bars after letter I1) shows the Gran cassa used in combination 

with the harp `glissando' and thereby increasing the feeling Of -tor"' 

tuncertainty' - it is after all the 'lurid' chord which o; ýerzed the trio. 
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This third movement (is a spleiidid movement which) has been 

frequently overlooked in critical writings: it has a direct simplicity 

and vigorous rhythmic propulsion which, while wholly ad: airable, has too 

often been praised for its approximaticn to hints of a 23eethovenicn daemon 

(as expressed in rhythm) rather than examined, and understood, for its 

Sibelicn evolution. 

The last movement has the most obvious ronantic 'gesturest of the 

entire work, and even if it is not entirely svccessfu , it is exciting 

and enjoyable. 

Formally the sonata design of this movewent is clear though Sibelius 

entitled it 'Finale (: quasi una fantasia) t, probably as a result of the 

wide changes to tempi associated with its first and second subjects. 

The movement begins with a broad restatement of the introduction to 

the first movement now stated in octave strings over h-minor chords in 

horns and trombones: the effect is richly romantic. The ensuing sentences - 

until the Allegro molto - illustrate Sibelius'c ability in generating 

sufficient momentum to move from the opening ldante to the main 2/4 

(Allegro molto) of the movement. The principal themes of the Jalegro 

(i. xs. 87,88) are short, energetic ideas (making some point of D-sharp/ D natural)) 

presented in a thin texture, frequently supported only by an (internal) ped: 1: 

they are sequentially worked and rise to a climax where the D-sharp/natural 

alternation is powerfully extended and consistently answered by an L minor 

chord. 

Here it appears that although the threshold of the dordnant key ha: been 

reached, there is a reluctmce to leave the tonic, and (at Letter F) after a 
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pause on an unaccompanied D natural (for violins) a semiquaver figure 

for strings, 'risoluto', finishes with a B-natural. The contra-basses 

repeat this B natural, pizz, and complete their cadential progression 

(B - E) though the tonality is swung to C major. The second subject B1 

(h;:. 89) is now presented: a broad cantabile melody, pinned down over a 

C natural pedal, and marked - one might almost say 'of course' - by the 

most mannered of Sibelius's harmonic progressions and leaning towards its 

o,, n submediant key (A minor). 

The effect of this second subject is to recall the slow movement: a 

recollection and relationship strengthý.. ned by the common leaning to the 

submediant, the same harmonic progression (though it lacks the tension it 

possessed in the second movement) and its pedal foundation. 

But from letter ii onwards this theme turns away from its tcnic/sub- 

median alternation and the enharmonic (and ambiguous) a-flat/G-sharp is 

shown to be the mediant of F-minor, and the last complete statement of 

this theme (B1) takes place in the key of t+ minor, though the pedal C remains. 

The develop: aent section begins 'allegro molto come pri:. io' a,, letter K: 

it is short, sequential, and Highly energetic (- an impression which is 

enhanced by the fact that the development begins by taking an aug; aented 

6th chord on -, -flat enharmonically,. and moving off on the dominant of r -shy p 

minor).; it is entirely based on material from the first subject group, and 

returns to the tonic key and the beginning of the recapitulation at letter 0. 

Here, in an orc'zestrzl setting reminiscent of 'Len ink4inen's i. eturr. ', 

most of the openiýn first subject material is restated, and it is now 

ea-tended to include one sentence situated on the dominant (p. 1 ). The 

tr ýsition maintains the dynamic impetus it inherits) (note that after 

letter Q it avoids using timpai, and uses Gran cassa instead) and reaches 

its climax with a sustained (dominant 7th) chord on natura].. 
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The second major change of tempo now takes place, and with a Ct on 

time-sigplature and the direction 'Andante (ma non troppo) I this sustained 

chord (V7 on E) is shoi; n to be an augmented sixth in 11-flat major, in 

which key 31 is first restated. 

This time the second subject is not (at first) pinned down by a pedal 

point, but is instead accompanied by a gradually descending bass line, and 

moves from the key of A-flat to D-flat, after which the tonal progression 

is sequentially repeated (B-flat to E-flat) from where an enharmonic change 

(2 bars before letter U) leads to B major. From this point until 'poco 

tenuto' (3 bars before letter X. ) the restatement is literal though its 

re-scoring allows the romantic sweep and richness of this theme to carry 

everything, before it: the simplicity and effectiveness ofthis scoring 

are worthy of note. 

The literal character of this restatement was largely forecast in the 

original statement of Bi where it moved from C major to F minor: this is 

now parallelled by the move from B major to E minor. 

A short coda (beginning at letter Y) momentarily moves to the flat 

side of the key before an emphatic cadence closes the movement: the last 

two chords recall the close of the first movement. 

In this movement interest has centred on the wide changes of tempi 

associated with the first and second subjects; the actual technical 

means to effect this change are straightforward. 
1 But while many writers 

have praised this change simply for its effect, Simpson sees it more as an 

unresolved problem, pointing out2 that "the immense slow"niess of this idea is 

never really fully integrated with the rest of the movement. " 

1, Parnet, (ep. cic, pp. 6_7) finds it necessary to emphasize the process of 
changing the tern o, cna to warn of conductors 11110 misread these chsn es: 
Sibelius has, however, Made his ,,. 

14 i of -intentions E xfectt U1 cle4r as P-141 y the miniature score ;, n_u stý, lcý: ýa 
-ýy shows. 
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This cannot be denied, though the problems of musical 'pace' it 

implies are more conveniently examined in the finale of the Third Symphony. 

Here it may be suggested that Sibelius was aware that his ideas would not 

easily be acco=modated in such a (conventional) finale, hence the sub-title 

quasi una fantasia' " 

The similarity and comparison between this theme and the main theme 

of the second move:. uent is interesting and instructive: in the second 

movement the tension caused by the leaning to the submediant was first 

answered by the subdominant chord and then dismissed by the clarinet phrase. 

In this finale Sibelius answers the submediant tendency by a move to the 

subdominant key - thus emphasizing the melodic qualities and lyric character 

of this second subject, but thereby suggesting a time scale and a speed of 

progression which is not integrated with the rest of the movement. In this 

movement (in contrast to the second movement) there is no fusion of the 

melodic and the symphonic - it is a mixture and accompanied, therefore, not 

by a gradual and logical increase (and decrease) of tempi, but by a dramatic 

change. 

But the effect and importance of this cantabile second subject is not 

merely ihegative: the theme is immensely enjoyable and impressively presented; 

moreover since the first three movements have been shotim to have some tonal. 

'thesis' in common, a lightweight finale would have been incompatible and 

unacceptable. To counteract this Sibelius uses a 'big tune' which although 

clearly in the ror: antic tradition is here used purposefully, and his reeognitioa 

of the necessity for this is an important step towards some of his 

greatest , love . cents. 

It is obvious that reis second subject is something more than 
just a 

striking contrast: its large size, the amount of time it is allowed to 

occupy, and indeed i.; s domination of the recapitulation are indicative 
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of Sibelius's intentions. This intention is more nearly realised in 

the Second Symphony, while in the Third a genuine 'summing-up' theme (a 

term best explained later) occurs for the first time. From the finale of 

the Third Symphony there is a clear progression to that of the Fifth, 

and ultimately to the whole conception of the Seventh: the line of 

c: evelopment is clear and purposeful. 

Viewed as a whole this First Symphony is romantic in outlook, and 

supported by the use of a rich orchestral pelette. Its large designs 

are created and filled by necessity, and although the first movement - 

whose aavances on 'Kullervol have already been listed - is clearly the 

best, the remaining movements are far more interesting and important than 

some writers have suggested. 

The First Symphony remains largely within traditional forms, but it 

presents a number of features and tendencies which were to be consistently 

developed and exploited: the essential tonal evolution of the first 

movement (evoking some further consideration and reflection in subsequent 

movements) largely establishes the mode of procedure for the subsequent 

6 symphonies: the ideas are later refined, more poetically and subtely 

stated, but remain essentially similar to that of this first movement. 

One of the most important of these features - an internal tonal tension 

and ambiguity, marked by a mediant pedal - was to be fully explored in the 

only major orchestral work to be completed before the Second Symphony: 

viz. the revised version of 'En Sagas. 

But before embarking on this revision Sibelius composed music for 

another series of historical tableaux, and from amongst these pieces came 

that most (in) famous composition 'Finl andi. a '. 



CHAPTER 7. 

Scenes historiques I 

Finlandia 

E SAGA 
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Cr . P'i it 7 

In Finland the political events of 1899 (and particularly the 

publication of the 'February i: anifesto' by which Finland lost her 

political self-government) culminated in a series of so-called Press 

Celebrations in November. The principLl item of t. iese celebrations 

was the presentation of a series of six bistoriccl tableaux, and Sibelius 

composed music to accompany them. 

Johnson gives the fullest account of their subsequent history, 1 

though it was not until 1911 (the year of the Fourth Sym phony) that three 

of these pieces were revised and published as 'LcZnes Historiques I', Op. 25, 

viz, (i. ) 1111' Overture, (ii) Scena, and (iii) Festivo. (Scenes Iiistoriques Ili 

was co::: posed in 1912, though the common title and the fact that the pieces 

of the second set are numbered, 4,5 und 6 in the full score, would seem to 

suggest a coal-on origin and possibly a common date of composition - and some 

writers maintain that there is something of a common style to be seen in all 

6 pieces. 

The first piece, rßll Overture, is scored for full orchestra ( double 

woodwind, 4 horns, 3 trumpets, 3 trombones, timpani, and strings). In 

style, scoring and even material, it closely resembles the First Sympihhony: 

the premiere of which took place only seven months before the November Press 

Celebrations. 

The opening section of this work is a 'Grave' introduction (in E-IL-lat) 

w1hich leads to the main Allegro in G major: later the Allegro is briefly 

interrupted by a subsequent return of tief; Grave in U-flat major, and both 

the theme of the Introduction (:: 1.90) end of the main Allegro (r; x. 91) are 
2 

mar=e= by the augmented foui"th: and ROlph Wood describes this as "one of the 

cost assertive of all of Sibelius's uses of the sharpened fourth in L 

1. Jolunson, o; p. ci-t., x)p. 85-9. 
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major scale (outside the Fourth Symphony)". 

But YO-11 Overture accorprnied the tableau which depicted Vainamoinen 

singing to the people of Kalevala (though there is also a reference to 

Fohjola's Daughter) in which case the augmented fourth nay been seen as 

a touch of dramatic colo; ir, a programmatic reflection of Väinxnöinen's 

'magic' - 
(the Finns would of course know this) and, dare one suggest, a 

sort of Sibelian leit-notif! The retention of this augmented fourth in 

the main Allegro theme is economically clever, but, rather contrived. 

The stylistic links with the First -Symphony are not to be denied: 

(- though Layton goes so far as to say that it "anticipates the Sibelius 

of the Third Symphony rather than the Second"): the opening bars of the 

Allegro (v. Ex. 2) evoke an immediate memory of the First Symphony with 

precisely the same string texture following a slow introduction (and 

clarinet solo) while the main theme not only lacks the chiselled 

incisiveness on the Third Symphony but, with its sornitonzl alternations, 

recalls a subsidiary theme from the First Symphony (first movement). 

The second theme of this Allegro (Lx. 92) more nearly approaches the flexible 

rhythm of (mature' Sibelius and is, after all, written for flutes in 3rds, 

and has the missing-first-beat ictus, but its accompaniment is mechanical. 

The string texture a few bars later (Ex. 93) seems to be hinting at that 

peculiarly SibeliEn high-placed string texture, yet here (as in the First 

Symphony) even though it has a high cello part iit is accompanied by fully 

scored wind and horn chords. 

The manner and technique of the transition frort Grave to ALlle.; ro (Lx. 94) 

recalls the similar procedure in the finale of the First Symphony, while 

the omission of the tuba - which could be considered unusual for Sibelius 

at t'zP tine (1899) - suggests a. subsequent revision: certainly the tro ýbcnes 

1. Layton, op. cit., p. 83. 
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are hzý. ndled with more skill and sensitivity than in Op. 26 Ivo. 7 Finlsndia 

(wich also originated at these Press celebrations) 

X11' overture is ef_ective, straigi tforward., and clearly shows a 

coimon chronological ancestry itirith En Saga und the First Sy» hony: when 

Sibelius returned - for purely musical reasons - to the subject of 

Vai. nemoinen and the Daughter of Pohjola, seven years later (i. e. the year 

before the completion of the Third bymýohony) the result was the Symphcn: c 

Poem Op. 49 -a worthy companion to the Third Symphony. 

The second piece, Scena, accompanied the tableau entitled 'Finland 

in the 30 Years var' and must rank as one of the most pictorially 

'progr : ziatic' pieces Sibelius ever wrote. It is scored for the same 

orchestra as No. 1 although both flutes also change to piccolos, and it 

further requires triatmgle, tamburo, Gran cassa, Emd Piatti. 

After a delightful 'tempo di rnenuetto' introduction in L-flat minor, 

there conies the first main themes, Liarbial tm-npet calls and string 

propellor passages 'poco stretto'. These are followed (at Letter C) by an 

extended chro: aatic passage for strings 'sul pont' (Lx. 95) against which 

coins triplet interjections from horns, flute and timpani, and Johnson suggests 

that this represents the impending military conflict; it is also the most 

startli: ý ly imaginative idea of the whole of Scenes Historiques I. The tensile 

thinness of the texture at this point (a refinement of texture in advance of 

si. 'nilar textures seen in the First äymphony) suggests a careful revision? in 

1911. The piece finishes with what could be called 'standard' triumph music. 

The third. and final nuz., ber of Scenes i: storiques I is the best : mown: 

Festivo. It uses the same orchestra as ß: c. 1 but also includes, castanets, 

triangle, to nuro, Grcn ca$sa, and. Piatti. It is a mcst effective piece 

which introduces its 'spanish' colour with telling reserve. It could hardly 

be described as typical. Sibelius though its naiv there (Ex. 96) shows a 
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long starting note, beginning off the m=. beat, while the very last 

bars of the piece (unexpectedly quiet) illustrate the technique of how 

to suggest, ti-rith syncopation, a broader sense of rhythm without losing 

the 'a tcr: ýo' impetus - as it would do by calling for a 'rit'. 

: 1Firil ý: ndia 0p. 2ä, 0.7,1 gras originally composed as incidental music 

to the Sixth tableau for the 'Press Celebrations' of November 1899, and 

it is evident that extra-musical seasons contributed to the success of its 

first pe: fozmance. As an 'independant' musical composition it has, however, 

evoked much hostile criticism: many commentators have conveniently over- 

looked its on ima purpose which it undoubtedly served very effectively: 

few could have r. m ined indifferent to this piece in November 1S99 when it 

accompanied the final tableau entitled 'Eini. and L wskes' 

Chronologically the composition of 'Scänes historiques I' (Op. 25) and 

'Fiail. andia' followed the first Syj., phcny and pre-dated the revision of 

'Ln Saga' and the writing of the Second Lymphony. Internal evidence 

reflects this chronological position in both scoring and procedures, but 

'F inl : ndiü' had neither the creative necessity nor the opportunity to exploit 

when to the same extent as those more serious works. The overall construction 

of the works shows týiat, whatever the intrinsic value of this piece, certain 

technical procedures, which were to become of increasing importance to 

Sibelius's creative imagination and its execution, are now accomplished 

easily and eccno: aicclly. 

The tonality of '. ini ndia' clearly illustrates this. the key centre 

of this work is A-f &t, yet of its 210 bars it does not begin to approach 
that ky for its first SÜ bars, and does not, in fact, reach as an 

established key until bar 95 
- after Ei: llUst !: i'. j the entire work. 

1. 
Jo 

nscn, op. 
rill., opuses 

an : pL. nat n 
for 

j, surprisin, 
1 
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These opening 95 bars (complete with some brass scoring which obviously 

echoes certain moments in the First Symphony) circumscribe the rain key 

in a manner that is used to greater effect in its ixmaediate successor - the 

revised version of 'sin Saga' ; further the distinct and different functions 

of timpani and Gran cassa are clearly and purposefully maintained even in this 

small coupositionf 

Syncopation W35 later to prove a very effective part of Sibelius's 

technique and occasionally in 'Finlanc: ia' it is used to some effect: the 

last string entry (from Letter 0) shows it as a most suitable device for 

introducing an allargando which feels musically necessary - the syncopation 

appears to arrest the forward movement of the brass chords (cp. 'Festivo'). 

Although 'gin Saga', : yinphonic Poem for orchestra Op. 9, was originally 

written in 1d92., it way withdrawn after its first performance (1893) and 

the revised version did not appear until 1901. it is the revised version 

which is published and performed to-day, and this is scored for double 

woodwind, 4 horns, 3 tnimpets, 3 tro=bones, tuba, Gran cassa (but no tic: p2ni), 

cZmbels, triangle, and strings. 

The accounts- of its genesis differ: according, to ism r., 
1 Kaj anus 

asked Sibelius for en orchhestrs work "crritte; i for the general public and 

not iria'kiri too great Oemwids on their powers of concentration t . Cl 

comprehension" to which Sibelius replied ; 
"I ; ras not at X11 disinclined to �, -rite a 

piece 
in a ! acre 

popular style. when I got to work I found that some notes2 
I had made in Vienna were very suitable for adoption. In 
this way 'inn Saga' appear d. 

1. i knv, n, op. cit., P. 121. 
2. The '1: otes made in Vienna' refer to en octet for flute, clarinet, 

and s trirga on w! "ic. 1 ;; i; e? _ius was worý, tin ; in Vienna in 189U-1. 
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i _ngboin's account is significantly differ ont: 
1 here Sibelius states 

that nothing came of Kajanus's request - 

"Instead I completed the orchestral. work I had already started 
and to which I gave the name 'r. n .: aga'. This tone poem (which 
takes 18 minutes to perform) was by no means the result of 
Kaj 

anus's request to write a 'popular ' da capo' piece'! I did 

not comply with his request". 

The revised version of 'kin saga' presents a large ternary design in 

; which the first section (pp. 1-/+7) evolves and introduces the main thematic 

and tonal ideas, the second section (pp. 47-64) develops them, while the 

third section (p. 64 - al fine) resolves the thematic and tonal tensions 

and completes the design; but while this design is anal gous to sonata 

form it is significantly distinct: moreover its indebtedness to the first 

and second movements of the First SyLLhony (anti particularly the scccnd 

movenent) becomes more obvious, and more persuasive, as the thematic Gn 

tonal evolutions of this work are examined. 

The first section begins by presenting two (apparently) 2 
contrasting 

ideas: (i) an arpeggiated figure for strings (a 6/1+ A minor chord) with 

horns hovering around the dominant (en h-F alternation) hx. 97, which is 

followed abruptly by (ii) a phrase for woodwind (Ex. 98) which accepts 

E natural. as a starting point, exoands outwards, and finishes its phrase 

with an augmented 6th chord. This woodwind figure suggests a more active 

movement than the arpeggio string figure and hints at the evolution of a the-.. -, e-. ne 

Me main theme (X) E x-99) of this work is the first feature to emerge 

(against an acco: iprnyin; string, figure largely base. on a diminished super- 

tonic seventh chord) but Plthcu,; h it makes a complete Melodic statement its 

suggested tonality of i; sharp minor is not confii : ed or taten up, 

1. FingboT, op. cit., P. 33. 

2. The : lubriequent ar. 0 - is 
end. Ccnnert t. -ill show the these apparently 

co : tT. '. stin ' ideas are in T'E: a1jt f 'two sides of the same coin' : 
: gib at firs 

succe. "i. ", 1V0lf instead of si, ultvneousr. y; 
ti : or L'CLs are sug e.:; ted later in this chapter. 
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and the subsequent repeat of this theme, on the threshold of C major, 

shows some evolutionary cnanges. A third statement (beginning at Letter C) 
01 

of this basic - though evolving - theme presents it in a sort of diminution 

wile the tempo is gradually increased to reach 'Allegro' (p. 18) where 

what appears to be a new theme (Al, Lx. 100) is introduced. This new theme 

is situated on the dominant of C major, and both this themo (Al) and its 

answering phrase (A2, Ex. 101) are clearly derived from the opening 'basic' 

theme X. 

The repeat of these thenies moves (via C minor) towards L-flu: major, 

but (p. 22 - 3) the expected cadence is postponed and not until the 

establishment of an L--flat pedal (p. 25), the appearance of a Sibeiian 

'transition' figure, und the announcement of a further new theme (131, Lx. 102, 

at Letter F) is this new key established. 

This key of L-slat is in fact the tonal. centre of the work, and its 

establishment - after something like 140 bars, beginning at the far pole of 

A ninor1 - is emphatic, unmistakably clear, and typically 6ibelian: the main 

contributory factors may be conveniently listed thus : 

(i) a considerable amount of douLnc�nt preparation is finally allowed. 

to move to its tonic -a harmonic fact not observable prior to this; 

(ii) the 3 Grün ca:: sa entries (between p. 22 and p. 26) first adds on 

emphasis to the dominant of E-flat aid t'ahen, in the last entry, 

cnticipatE: s the opening] rhytImaic characteristii. c of the . 1031 theme 

which is to follow; and 

(iii) following the Above Gran cassa preparation a new themo appears (Bi): 

the characteri: t: c" cl. c ; lyt -hi prese: 0. s what co d be consitiered 

as i basic 'r'ýi r. ndc' theme or 'i n Saga' ; 

ti >a_ther il2us r {aon Cf 3 
to ke 

ibe1. »uý n 7s consistent use of Tj'^ýv part-1 rti ü LaýT' 

ys in opao iti on. 
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(iv) there is Fclso the intervention of a sort of 'transition' 

figure seen in the last bar p. 24 and the first 4 bars of 

p. 25 (which should be compared with two entries in the 

First S,,: Tphony (a) p. 9 first movement and (b) p. 53 second 

movement); and 

(v) finally there is the 'crescendo molto, of the last four 

bars of p. 25 (dominant, over a tonic E-slat pedal) resolving 

on a tonic chord characteristically narked 'p' - again compare 

the arrival at B minor in the first movement of the birs'. 

Syiiphony. 

The new Bi there, clearly in E-plat, is answered by a phrase derived 

from M0 which leans towards' C minor; B1 is restated but is once more 

answered by Al moving towards C minor - indeed shortly afteniards 

(at Letter G) the recently established is-flat pedal is replaced by a 

G-naturcj. pedal - and this tonal tension between L-flct and C-rumor, 

together with the interplay of their associated themes, is a large part 

of the basic creative conception of this work: indeed a major portion 

of the (basis and) subsequent evolution of this composition could be 

conveniently sui arized by the following musicaJ.. example : 

:.: ý. j 
.. 

Pi vChIr AJ, ss Iii 4t Atr e. rJL 
If-i 
e'tb' 

" ! MAI 1 

fMi b 

I t-. 10, 61LI t 
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This rove : nt towards C minor (p. 27 et seq. ) becomes more 

insistent, but the G-natura pedal is soon replaced by an E-flut 

(; ýodisnt) pedal point although the appearance of yet another new 

theme (Cl Ex. 104 at Letter H) confir,.. s tie C minor tonality; the 

E-flat pedal is now to remain unbroken for almost 100 bars. 

This new C1 theme energetically emphasises its C minor tonality 

(over the contirathig E-flat pedal) and is followed by a more contra- 

puntra, idea C2, (Ex. 105) which hovers round the dominant of C minor - 

it maintains a G-natural pedal as well as the continuing 1. -z'lat pedal - 

and leads to a climactic statement of Cl., though the ostinato string 

accompaniment of C2, is retained. 

It the climax of this C1 theme (just before letter I) the l:, -flat 

pedal pulls the tonality back to L-flat Major, and this tonal reversion 

is confirmed by the reappearance of bi (at Letter K). The repeat of 

this B1 there (as usual after the C minor hints of Al) leads to s-plat 

minor and the beginning of the tonal -move away from the region of i-flat/ 

C minor and towards the second (developmjent) section of this work. 

This passage (pp. 42-7) which leads to the 'development' presents 

a continuing thematic interplay of i31 and Al in which their respective 

identities are consistently narked by the restless (disruptive? ) quality 

of Al effecting mod", il. ation and frequently accompanied by an active 

semi- quaver figuration in violas cnd cellos, and axnsw rcd either by i31 

or its 
J- Po' I' 

ur' rhythm which seeris to suggest a more settled state. 

The sense of movement engendered by this section is throwfl into 

considerable relief by the contra-bass line which, after 11 repeated 

bars of B-flat (p. 42), moves down to G-sharp and then climbs quickly 

up to G-natural (PP-46-1,7). 
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T1" second section of 'n Saga' begins on the dominant C minor, 

with strings directed to play "sul' ponticello". This development 

section is mostly concerned with the C minor themes (C1 and C2) in 

contrapuntal combination (though from p. 50 onwards the 
. rigidity of 

t:. e string, canon - in inversion - tends to become monotonous) and 

passes quickly through the keys of G-sharp minor, x: minor, and arrives 

at C minor (- L-flat), though the section is stabilized by the internal 

and inverted dominant pedals of each of these keys. The arrival at 

C minor (- L-ilat) on p. 54, is accorpünic: d by both a G-natural pedal 

(on trunpets) und an L-fat pedal (on tuba), supported, as might be 

expected, by the Gran cassa; a tine entry here is unthinkable! 

This return to C minor, with its almost inevitable swing towards 

L-flat provokes one of the crisis points of this wort, resulting in the 

'fff' G-D outburst (p. 56) which later continues as nothing more than 0. 

ILs rhythmically reiterated G-natural for 12 bars. This is eventually 

tsi n as tie dominant of C minor, 2: _d a C-natural pedal is soon introduced. 

Over this, strands from 31, Cl and Al are woven together until, at Letter 0, 

the pedal point again beco:: ies L-flat, above which an ' espressivo' statement 

of C1 (oboe entry, second line, p. 61) leads to the end of this second 

section which dies away on an ambiguous F-natural for horn (p. 63. 

The closing bars of this section, and particularly those from 

Letter P onwards, closely reseuble the short passage which follows the 

climax of the first uIovement of the First Synpp. iony (pp. 37-8 min. sc ore) ; 
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both passages shot, - 

(i) an ambiguous tonal situation, 

(ii) a similarity in melodic outline, i. e. semitonal. movement 

followed by a step of a tone, 

(iii) both cone to a sustained subdominant chord, after 

(iv) a corma in the First Sy iphony which is directly 

paralleled by the empty bar in '"n Saga'. 1"foreover the 

following bars display a further similarity - though 

enlarged and developed - in that the subsequent harp 

entry in the First Symphony momentarily hints at (the 

dominant of) G major before moving to the 'correct' 

do naht, of E Dior, Chile here, in 'En Saga' the 

sequential ex-tension of the phrase (first 5 bars of p. 64) 

results in the move towards the sub-dominant side of E-flat 

being strongly countered by the shift (5 bars after Letter 

to the dominant of C minor. 

The final section of this work presents a simple tonic-dominant 

undulation in C minor over a dominant pedal, and above this, with an 

accompaniment derived from C2, the 'ancestral' X theme is restated and 

vigorously worked until (shortly before Letter S, p. 77) the final swing 

to Lflat takes place. Here the tonal tension is main prolonged by the 

avoidance of the expected cadence. The climax of the work is reached 

(at Letter 2) where the C-flat/B-Flat alternation of the strings, over 

the basic d"r aý 
J 

rhythm on grün cassa, culminates in the ' fffz' 

diminished super-ton .c chord (over an implied doraina t) 
. The one and 

only clashed en'-y of the C. rinn! s in this wary: accompanies this climactic 
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chord, and provides further evidence of Sibelius's essentially 

functional use of percussion 

The implied cadence of the third section is ultimately resolved 

in a short coda (at Letter U) in L-flat minor with a haunting; statement 

of the main (x) theme by solo clarinet: the antecedents of this solo 

have already been mentioned (v. Introduction first movement, First symphony). 

: they The cello entries (Letter 'I ei fine) are a typical closing gesture 

hint at the underlying rhythm of nary of the themes of this work, and 

thus suggest their conriion origin and the essential tonal/thematic 

evolution and the creative basis of this composition. 

The 1901 revised version of 'En Saga' differs considerably frort 

the original 1892 version. In his comparative study of the two versions 

Ringbc: m1 drew attention to four particular distinctions: the revised 

version 

(i) shows a reduction in the overall length from 952 to 810 bars 

(ii) contains fewer modulations 

(iii) contains fewer changes of tempi, and 

(iv) contains a greater number of pedal and 'held notes - and it is 

this last feature which is most frequently singled out for comment. 

Layton, 2 for example writes : 

"The duration of the pedal points is, strangely enough, 
much longer in the revised than in the original version; 
Sibelius was now confidcnt that he could risk a greater 
simplicity of tonal structure than he felt able to ten 
years earlier". 

I1ils Eric Ringbor: Le tvü ver3ioner4 , Sibelius' Tondikt "Zn Saga", "o 
. Abo. 1956. 

2. Layton, op. cit., p. 61ß 
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Si- 1arly Ylingboi1comments :- 

"And paradoxical as this ixy sound, the ruthless tonal 
hcmegeniety... (as exemplified in the 100 bar pedal pcint, 
for instance, and the disinclination to chcnge the key), 
seems, in its sovereign disdain of any fear of : ionoto:: y, 
not only more darin� but more thrilling in effect than 
the greater modulatory richness of the first version". 

But the explanation of this 'paradox-' has been seen in earlier 

Sibelius compositions c -,, d the reduction of modulation and the increase 

in pedals is not just a tonal simplification; rather it is a tonal 

concentration: a tonal intensification. 

The central idea of 'gin saga' is the h-flat/C minor ambivalence, 

and this idea has its roots in such tors as 'Leirjjrl: winen's Return' 

the first movement of the First : Sy.: iphor_y (indeed its basis! ), and 

particularly the second movement of the First 6- ,, . jhony there the ned! ant 

pedal achieves a particular significance in the restatement. 

The revised version of 'En :: aga' is clearly exploring the same basic 

idea of a tonal tensicii caused by an exabiguoas area within the key, and 

in making it more interesting and subtle by the equally M11 id ou use of a 

mediant/tonic pedal. (E-flat). 

Once this suggestion concerning the creative intention o* 'Ln Saga' 

is accepted it 411 cone as no surprise that the revised version contains 

fciwar, modulations: they would detract fror the central tonal issue und 

thereby weaken it. The tonality of 'En Sagal (like the pedal notes, and 

particularly the long, -flat, pp. 29-30') is stationary (in that there is 

little movement to other keys apart from the ' developLient' section) but 

not stagnant: loroover the central L-flat tonality has a spaciousness 

1. J ingbocn, cp. ciL., p. 39. 
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about it - which can tolerate this stationary quO-ity - since it evolved 

from its far pole of A minor. 

The thematic developments and evolutions support this argument 

concerning the central tonal issue, for although many of the main themes 

are derived from the opening 'ancestral' theme, their derivations melodically 

reflect and complement the tonal ambiguities. Certain of these derived 

themes appear to be linked with one key area in particular, thus, for 

example : 

(i) B1 is generally used in E-flat, while 

(ii) Al is more suggestive of C minor; 

(iii) C1 and C2 are exclusive to C minor but are nearly always 

'provoked' into 'returning to. L-flat - by the L-flat pedal note. 

The evolution and development of the main themes marks the progress and 

current situation of the tonet argu.. -ent. 

This central tonal tension and z-abiguity is largely expressed, in a 

condensed form in the previous music example (and, incidentally, invites 

its i mediate comparison with Ex. S2 from the second movement, First Symphony). 

This musical idea -a line of thought interesting in itself, as the First 

Syiiprony has shown - is capable of considerable extension: any moment 

e. 1. on this liio of thought may be drawn out and explored, thus the nova to 

the submediant chord now results in a siring of tonplity from L-fiat towards 

C minor. The delicate balance of these two keys hi ges on an ambiguous 

area which allows either side to predominate at e--iy given moment. 

Sibelius carries this creative idea a step further: the thematic 

t 

relationshipc and derivations themselves parallel the tonal ambiguities, 

end the close (and c ibiguous) resemblance of riany of the themes is a 
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purposefully deliberate and creative feature of this work. 
1 

This may be 

seen clearly enough in the comparison of themes Al and B1, but it exists 

no less clearly (nor irm,: ortantly) in the very opening oars of this work. 

The presentation of two apparently contrasting ideas of (i) a texture, and 

(ii) a woodwind 'theme', is, in fact, the presentation of two sides of the 

same musical 'coin'. Nor is this all: just as in regard to the tonality 

either the E-flat or C minor characteristics may predominate any given 

moment - resulting in the appearance or reappearance of particular themes - 

so too for a large part of the opening section of 'En Saga' there is a 

presentation of either (i) the evolution toward the central L-flat tonality, 

or (ii) the evolution towards the main theme. The successive introduction 

of these two opening ideas is a farther 'parallel' to the tonal and 

thematic ambiguities. 

'En Saga' explores and develops a creative idea which (although it 

must have bean inherent in the original 1892 version, may well have been 

'rediscovered' and revitalised as a result of the musical experiences of 

the First Symphony) is based on the ambivalent attitude of 

(i) the central h-flat tonality with its tendency to move to C minor, 

(ii) the accompanying harmonic ambiguity - seen particularly in the 

enharmonic identity of C-flat/3 natural, 

(iii) the E-flat nediart/tonic pedal, 

(iv) the thematic derivations which evolve in a close functional 

response to the tonal. ambiguities, 

(v) the rry-th3ic development and si: ^>;. 1arities of certain themes und 

accompaniments, and 

(vi) the 'introduction' with its two contrasted ideas presented 

succ ssively, and 4. VJ S1I}}. ̂ iequent evolution of either tä e theme 

or tonality. 

j. Our aopreci : tion of iibc 1l1ä S creative techniouc hem rests on hi- 

ability to derive t. ieIries which ae so S ^71 11^ - and yet are clearly 
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The result of these simultaneous, complementary and a;: tbiguous 

evolutions of themes, rhythms, tonality, harmony, pedal notes, amend 

constructional features, is e. work of symphonic integration which 

nevertheless retains the more leisurely and rhapsodic approach of a 

tons poem without becoming diffuse. 

The 'programmatic' inspiration of 'inn Saga' is worthy of some 

co=nent, for although - within the exception of 'Tile Swan of Tuoaela' - 

it is the first s; t! phonic tone poem which does not have an avowed progra. e 

it suggests certain features which are to be maintained in future symphonic 

poems - and in clear distinction from the symphonies. 

The opening section of 'Ln Saga' - the first 18 pages, and 

particularly the first 5- suggest the gradual emergence of the pattern 

of a story and the introduction of a new, and for the moment, unrelated 

characters: in fact the presentation of the various 'threads' from 

which the saga is to be woven. The gredual tonal progression towards 

!, -flat reflects this idea and it is also a feature to be seen in some 

later tone poems but never observed in the symphonies. 

The revised version of 'En Saga' is deservedly popular in the concert 

hall and an important musical experience in Sibelius's development; although 

it may lack some of the poetry of the Op. 22 Suite it has both the vigour 

and suötelty of a huge simplicity. 

(As a final note it is perhaps only necessary to add that the 

employment of Gran cassa 'con bachette di timpani' is obviously necessary 

and that the omission of the timpani is equally so. ) 

q6 
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CHAP R8 

Sibelius 's Symphony No. 2 in D major, Op. 43, was written in 1901-2 

(- first performed :: arch 1902) and requires a slightly smaller orchestra 

than that used in the =irrt Symphony: h; rp, cymbals, and Grvai cassa 

are now omitted. 

The first movement has aroused a very considerable degree of co ent, 

provoked severall analyses, and been hailed as revolutionary in its 

symphonic construction; in fact it continues and refines some of the 

procedures and techniques illustrated in tho opening movement of the 

First S. vmphony, thou.; h they are now carried by more ' co. mionplace I LgUsi. cal 
z 

materiel. The movement is more compact than its First Symphony counter- 

part though, paradoxical as-it may at first appear, it is enabled to 

present a veilth of thematic material without becoming diffuse. 

The first movement is remarkably organic and coherent but it is more 

of a 'norinal' sonata design thaxi some authorities admit, and its organic 

quality owes less to the development of thematic 'germ-motives' than it 

does to its essential tonal evolution. 

The 'first subject' and basic tonal thesis of the movement, is not 

demopstrable by there lone; it Js composcd of three features: 

(i) the opening chordal progression, r1( . x. 106) 

, 
(ii) the woodwind melody, J2 (. x. 107) and, 

(iii) the subsequent horn phrase, and in particular its 

cadence on the supertonic chord, ! t3, (Lx-1O7) 

These thm'C' features coioinc to sum-est that, while major is 

clearer establis:: ed, there is an intern_a1 tonal tension -a tonal 

fluidity. This tonz1 fluidity is seen firz't, in the opening chord , -a 

progression which gently stresses the subdominant chord: Ex. 108 shows 

the opening fiolre_re-jritton to illustrate where a first-: 1 Ject accent 

1. i. e. material more frequently used either to define the key or at cadences, 
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is apparently heard. The possible ardent that this rhythmic equivdent 

of a mis-writing is accidental cannot be justified: later appearances 

in the exposition show deliberate, and important, changes. (Moreover the 

subsequent woodwind melody also sounds as though it starts at the 

beginning of a bar) . 

Next, the woodwind melody, which is introduced over this opening 

chorda;. progression, presents a calm and pastoral quality and conveniently 

and conventionally finishes its phrase on the dominant with a normal half- 

close: but the horn phrase coa. ents upon, and indeed seems to question 

this 'conclusion' by finishing on a supertonic chord. The interplay of 

these three features creates a tension which only gradually becomes 

apparent. 

The iunediate repetition of this woodwind melody, now beginning on 

supertonic harmony, again finishes its phrase on the dominant, but this too 

is questioned by the horns. A third statement of this woodwind melody 

again begins on the supertonic (rather than on the more normal tonic 

harmony) though it now finishes its j±rase on the dominant: its last bar 

is twice echoed and then extended by a pause as if to emphasize its 

dominant function. 

But even here the expected cadence is interrupted (first on clarinets, 

then or. üutes) so that the first paragraph of this movement, elthou h 

clearly in D major, is unable to cadence 'correctly' in the tonic, and 

the three main features are seen in an interplay which creates an 

essentially symphonic but as yet dramatically subdued tension between 

the three chords of tho section - tonic, dominant, supertonic. 

The second paragraph (lasting until Letter C) begins with aI fanfere 

for bassoons (Li:;. 1Q9) whOsQ dOL"LJT:,, '1t-niht. h climax is a further stabilizing 

feature in thi: D major it Y: but having confirmed the key of D major 

I 
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it is teJ: en as the opportunity to move away from the tonic key, and 

begins the transition to A major. 

The transition begins with a new melodic phrase 4 (I; x. 110) for 

unaccompanied violins, and souewhat recitative-like in character and 

inflection; but the end of the phrase is pushed back towards D major - 

and in particular its supertonic chord. The insistent intrusion of 

this chord is heightened by the fact that it expands into a short phrase 

A5 (hx. 111) which is melodically articulate. The following diminished 

7th ffp' chord (one bar before Letter B) points more clearly towards 

A major and although t ,,,, e passage to . ich this gives rise clearly 

illustrates the gradual acceptance of A major, it too is turned back 

towards A major. 

Eventually the move away from t) Major (to A Tajo r) is effected by 

the 'pizz' passage which introduces a new theme (B1, Ex. 112) and culminates 

in a cadence (C + 
4): 

whether this cadence is imperfect or the first hLf 

of a perfect cadence, it is clearly in A major. For the moment the 

cadence is interrupted, and the opport . ity is taken to widen and reinforce 

the A major tonality by making this interruption into a 'key' - the 

submediant, of course! It is acccrmpsnied by the opening chordal figure 

whose rhythmic peculiarity has now been 'corrected' and this correction 

remains during the subsequent repeat. 

Two bars before Letter Da further diminished 7th, e: panded into a 

most typical propellor figure, moves towards the do:.: i wnt of A major vnd 

this is shortly balanced by a move to the If1Lt-side' of the key (C - natursl. 

chord, I ff') so that ti: e key of A major is establiehcd iiith considerable 

conviction. The fal? ink-fij'`th3 figure 
J 

(Ex. 1130 , which er phaticc11y marks 

the phrase-ending of the (second subject( is sequcntialy enlarged. here 

nr: d acts as a foil to the : pair. theme : týis fi re io us ýýýortwnt for its 
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harmonic implication and thematic variety as for its germ-motive identity., 

though obviously since it is an extension of previously :: now-al material 

it contributes to a tauter and less diffuse ar, u.. ent. The har, onic/tonal 

argument of this exposition cotad be schematically reprosented thus : - 

Ex. 114. 

I 

tAO 

Y ýwý 

/ 
-� 

j, a. -, Af 
_1 

III It II 
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The deie1opzy'nt is in three parts, each clearly differentiated 

by the material it uses. The first part presents two separate phrases 

from the exposition as one complete and unified theme (I:: ß. 115) before 

dcvelopin ; the falling-fifths figure sequentially against a harncnic 

progression in thirds. The second section (begin ing at Letter H) is 

more d. cmatically active: a powerful development of the 'transition' 

theme : gis now worked contrapuntally in a thin texture and progresses by 

a series of diuirii. shed 7th chords. This passionate working eventually 

arrived on the threshold of a return to the tonic key and indeed 

timpani and tubas anticipate the tonic chord. But this U-natural is 

taken as the rae diant of D-i'lat, and the new theme - evolved in the first 

part of this development - is no1w: presented as a climactic 'big tune'. 

This shortly moves to G-flat whit is later teen enharmonicýtlly to effect 

the return (p. 24,, ; "I + 4) to the tonic key. 

Howeve r . his return to the tonic key needs confirmaticf if it is to 

'conta-Lii' or resolve the original tor. U1 tension and fluidity with which 

the rove:. nt opened; the means whereby this confirr.. etion is effected 

leads to the Ciim x of the movement ireid bridges the end of the development 

and the beginr, Ln of the recanitul. aticn sect . ons. The climax is crowned 

by the dramatic rescoring of the bassoon fanfare and subsequent transition 

theme: the two previous facts (i) that in the exposition the bassoon 

'fanfa ' was a Stabilizing factor in D major - clearly emphasizing its 

(a) u: taccompcnied, do. ýin_ant, Cnd (ii) that tine following transition theme was 

wid (b) ýorced to point back to D major, and in particular its supertonic 

chord - these are now distinct adv '1tß , es. Together they dra. 'natica1y 

1. The If I marking of this tuba entry (p. 19) must he beat ced with the 
contra-Bassas; v, n X.,:: "esti";: _I. ec: tuba 'fs here souncth i gar. 
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restore the 'correct' relationship between the dominant and supertonic 

chords (and their respective functions): they resolve the original 

opening tension and rectify the tonal 'fluidity'. Here the climax of 

this development results in the re-establishment of i) major with climactic 

emphasis and compelling logic. 

The recapitulation begins with the restoration of 'Tempo Priro' 

p. 28: note that this follows a bar line pause which separates the 

supertonic and tonic (second inversion) chords! The woodwind theme is 

simply restated over a tonic pedal, and the supertonic chord is now 

ccnsistently and normally contained within the tonic key - it no longer 

-p atteý: pts to u$u the role of the doninant - a: id it leads to a straight- 

fort: "ard cadence. The subsidiary theme evolved by this supertonic chord 

can now be presented simultaneously with the woodwind r. 1elody since its 

cadential ; unction here is clearly established and demonstrated. Further, 

since the original tension was initially suggested by the opening chordal 

figure, and the tension has now been resolved, there is no point in 

reintroducing the opening; figure: Sibelius omits it. 

The design and balance of this movement is com, >lezed by the restatement 

of the second subject, which follows tine first with almost no transit-ion. 

The reason for this lack of transition is obvious, and Sibelius is again 

enabled (as in the First $yriphony) to mate a natural and convincing 

abbreviation. 

The second subject is first approached through the 'key' of B niror 

after which a slight extension of the 'propellor' material culrninates in a 

very 'flat' statei: ent (F-natur; of 31 (- note the li-A time entry, 

1. rosi.. ion: D-F sharp zdror to A; I ecap: L) -B tenor to D 
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begirnirg 4 bars before Letter s) before the sms11 codetta nicely rounds 

off the movement; the final 8 bars invite their comparison with the 

epcnir: g 8 bars of the movement - the differences are distinct, and vital.. 

The tonal evolution of this movement., largely carried by 'com onplace' 

material, much of which was cadential in origin, together with the fact 

that some of the problens are 'resolved' in the recapitulation lends 

weight to the sug estion that Sibelius presents a musical 'workshop': 

the opening material seems to have gone 'wrong' - the rhythm of the 

opening chords is questionable, there is a persistent I; minor chord: 

these are later resolved. Moreover it is the presentation of this tonal 

' problemn' and its eventual resolution that accounts for the remarkable 

organic quality and coherence of this movenient. 

Ldditionafly, the coherence and organic quality of this movement 

(which demonstrates its 'advance' over tine First Symphony) are enhanced 

by the facts that : 

(i) the tonal tension of the first-subject paragraph is balanced 

by the F-sharp minor -A tonal ImovenentI of the second 

subject: this is an enlargement of the process observed in 

the First Symphony (itself descended from 'K 1lervo') ; 

(ii) the transition. themes (f; 1r, 15) are themselves (directly) 

involved in he tonal evolution of the exposition (and later 

in the development); 

(iii) the subsequent 'pizz' passage which effectively accompanies 

the change of key from D to A major, is an extension of' the 

previous 'transition' passages that were characterised by 

contrapuntal ;, material (in reduced orchestral textures): the 

essence of this 'pizz' is counterpoint and the texture is 

mostly 3-part; 
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(iv) the essential junction of the development in that it 

eventually arrives at a 'resolution' of the tonal 

fluidity, and thus prepares for 

(v) the natural abbreviation of the recapitulation which 

then balances the design simply. 

The second movement in D minor is an abridged sonata form (omitting 

the development section). It has been described (by Layton. ) as ". yore 

loose-liebed and rhapsodic in feeling than its predecessor", but it maiics 

a considerable advance over the slow movement of the First Symphony and 

its rhapsody, though ranging widely, is supported by a logical continuation 

of nusical thought which is both interesting and passionate. 

Porm3aay t. ie movement falls into two equal sections with the first 

(exposition) opening in D minor, moving to a foreign key (r-sharp) and its 

'second subject', and completed by a short closing section. The second 

half (recapitulation) begins by restating much of the original opening 

material in F-sharp minor, works round to the dominant and then presents 

an enlarged version of the second subject: throughout this half there is 

a very considerable aegree of 'development'. 

After one bar of timpano roll on Un tural, in common time, the 

ope:. irg idea of this movement is rm uninterrupted solo line (pizz. ) in 

3/8- for contra-basses and, later, cellos. This solo line, Al 0"x. '! 15) 

has an actitie, discernible character -a 'personage' - that cannot be 

singt;; dismisse : as an inter stiff but unimportant ' introduction' (hbrzhs. 2 

described it as "one of the things that only Sibelius could have written; 

1. Layton, op. cit., p. 35. 

2. hbraham, op. cit., p. 21. 
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but his description "the seemingly endless tramp of pizzicato bass 
i 

quavers" is less than just). This solo line is not a stereotyped 

pattern nor just a simple and sequential idea; it is individual and 

has a restless quality which is somewhat diminished after the 'a tempo' 

direction (top line p. 39) where it moves to the dominant. Here the phrase 

is repeated and settles dawn as the accompaniment for the bassoon solo. 

The four phrases of this bassoon melody 1,2, (ß. x. 117) - with 

Sibelius's usual direction 'lugubre' - arc marked with the flat 6th and 

7th degrees of U minor, though they are accompanied throughout by a 

tinpano roll on U natural. In contrast to the opening bass line, these 

bassoon phrases, again in coiamon time, are more obviously melodic and move 

against the continuing triplets in broader phrases (- since the impetus 

on tue first-beat of the 3/8 bars has been removed). 

But in spite of the insistence on 'D' (pp. 39 and 4C) the restless 

quality of tre triplet accompaniticnt see: zs to contradict and disturb the 

bassoon melody: the interplay of these two features (41 and A2) both 

creates and reflects a tension within the tonality, and in this sense 

seems to share a common idea with the first movement - the choice of key, 

I) minor, becomes more immediately understandable with this suggestion. 

From Letter B the disturbance becomes more mark. ed, and 9 bars later 

(Poco Aillegro) the appearance of a new chord unleashes a vigorous new 

£igüre in strings (hx. 118), evokes a passionate reply from cellos (- notice 

the dynamo mari: in gs), and begins to move away from the tonic key. The 

violin figure is sequentially treated and climbs through e octave anti?, 

at Letter C, it is answered by a further new figure in woodwind which 

suggests a wider tonrl possibility (V7 on D-flat). This is not immediately 

1. I may be reading more into this remark than Abraham intended; his comment 
is not, perhaps., an adverse criticism. 
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accepted though the idea is developed thematically and the passage 

culminates in a powerful brass entry which a ppe ars to :. rove reluctantly 

from D ninor towards F Major. 

But although the movement arrives at a 'ff' tonic 5/4 in r major 

this is not accepted tonally and, after a bar-line pause, the second 

subject is presented in r'-sharp major, i. e. it now accepts the (D-flat/C-sharp) 

implications of the woodwind figure at Letter C. 

This new second subject B1 (r; x. 119) is richly scored (all strings 

are divided except contra-basses) and, although it is obviously derived 

from the energetic exposition st"rin figure (A3), its impact and intention 

here is that of a new idea in a new key. This second subject is marked by 

two melodic features: (i) the use of both the augmented znd diatonic fourth 

degree of the key, B-sharp and 13-natural, and (ii) the use of D and L-naturals 

1 in later oboe arid clarinet phrases. It establishes both its tonality paid 

character simply and succinctly: it then moves to its dominant 4 bars 

after Letter b, after which the one 3/2 bar (p. 46) presents a strong % 

cadence which is amplified in . he woodwind figure of the two following bars. 

But, at Letter F, with the direction 'Andante con moto ed energico', 

then; is a return of the disturbed character thich preceded this second 

subject, ra ti : pan roll, the and _o7lotrin^ a pause ;e on a solo 1ýnýý. 'ý 
,. u.. 

second half of this movement begins in F-sharp minor. 

It starts by restating the opening Melodic idea (.. 2) on solo trumpet 

echoed by elute . This is acc onp c. ied by s triplet figure for violins 

and ; violas which is itself answered by a rising 'spiccato' figure (- the 

spiccato here complements the opening pizzicato). The. cello figure gradually 

1" "he E videnco of th S them. ' (anci later that of the first subject of 
the First .,, oveuent of the `violin Concerto) clearly sug est s that the 
auEn, 4nted fourth is used for its pro-domin :rt qualities and of pct ly 

counteracts the fý. at-6th and flat-7th of the key. 
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acquires some of the character of the opening (Al) quaver movement and, 

as in the exposition, the disturbance becomes more marked with the 

arrival of the new chord, the vigorous string figure, and its cello rcply. 

This material is now sequentially enlarged and worked passionately; it 

culminates as before with the powerful brass entry, though the underlying 

tiripani clearly direct the tonal move: lent towards the dominant of D minor. 

After another lon;, bar-line pause, the second subject reappears in 

D minor, with its first statement punctuated by a reference to the previous 

brass figure Ifft, and a further brief statement of the theme (delightfully) 

stresses the flat-side of the key before cadencing with aD major chord. 

This second subject is now allowed to expand, and rises to a short 

but inpassionsd climax before the return of the closing section which now 

leads to a short coda. 

The coda (beginning four bars before Letter 0) hints at previous 

material before an impressive stringy passages tcon forza' mostly in demi- 

sendi-quavers moves to very 'flat' harmonies over a tinapano roll on 

D-natur, ý; 2: the opening three notes of this string passage are perhaps 

heard as a diminution of the cadence in the ; /2 bar of the second subject. 

The closing bars of the movement present a simple cadence in D-minor together 

with a sort of 'motto' reference to the falling-fifth fig re. 

One of the interesting features of this movement - and indeed one 

of Sibelius's symphonic strengths - is the speed of the 'progress' of the 

musical argurient. In this second movement Sibelius is interested in the 

gradual disturbance of the tonality and the energetic ünd passionate 

srorkirg it rf leaZes. But although the progression is leisurely there are 

no ' delays' s i-ndeed, having arrived at the climax of the transition 

(Letter D et seq) c, ibelius moves directly into the 'remote' key of F-sharp 

major. 
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Similarly, after Letter 0, the coda needs to close the movement 

without letting its strength evaporate, or allowing it to become diffuse 

by introducing new materiel: Sibelius presents two new 'textures' 

(i) the woodwind -rill, and (ii) the 'con forza' string passage, after 

which 7 bars close the movement by cadencing simply and effectively. 

The 'con forza' string passage parallels the function served by 

the 'pizz' passage (p. 7-8 rzin. score) of the first movement of this 

symphony., and recL1ii the 'propellor' passages in the first Movement of 

the First Sympho.. y: all of these devices are clearly functional and are 

either derived from cadential for:; ralGe or stimulate a cadential functioning. 

The rhapsodic feeling of this movement, largely the result of its 

wealth of thematic material and the manner of its introduction in the 

ex-^osition (particularly up to the introduction of the second subject) 

is heightened in the recapitulation which develops and expands the previous 

material in the same order of appearance: but the rhapsodic quality i. 

based on a strong cnd logical musical arg ment and this enables a wealth 

of thematic Materiel to be presented, and passionately worked without 

losing its clear sense of progression and design. 

This second movement is more broadly conceived than its First 

Symphony couiterpart, touches greater emotional depths, and is more 

nearly the equal of the first Movement. 

The third movement in 3_flat major is a scherzo with trio. The 

Scherzo is a soii_ t. a design which presents its min them, ; tic ideas with 

a Beethavi>n vehemence (pa Y cicu? a ly in the rhythm of the opening theme 

Aand in its drama ý (B-., -. 120) in 'ýý} jC dyne-"'-1c C CnLY'c''. StS . 1hG f1r3 t paragraph 
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concludes with three emphatic octave B-flats (and the fact that there 

are 3 bars here is significant). Lt Letter Aa diminished 7th introduces 

a new theme, B1 Lx. 121 ), which, t: hile maintaining the opening quaver 

movement as a fi gare of accornpanimcnt, modulates sequentially before 

settling down in the dominant key; later (nine bars before Letter C) hint- 

ing at its own submedia t key before making a cadence in F major. 

The development (beginning at Letter C) ccnsists of two sentences 

of which the second is largely a sequential peat of the first, and returns 

irmediately to the tonic B-flat. Here a sequential derivative of the 

opening material is accompanied by a rising scale for bassoons £nd leads 

direct., to the return of the second subject. Tho first subject reappears 

in B-flat major (at Letter D) and is completed by an emphatic and extended 

cadence that ends abruptly (and with contrasting dynarri. cs); it is followed 

by a number of G. P. bars broken only by a solitary B-f'.. at on timpsno: 

x. 122 

,/ 
v(VAttztlib 4. t-4. p 

. c-, p. . -6--, 

ý° I? iý'ý Irk' 
- notice the progressive markings of the dynamics und the last two G. Y. bars. 

The Trio 'lento e suave' is in G-plat major, 1Z/4. it has a beautiful, 

simple, oboe theme (Ex. 123) ': 'rich displays a number of the most t; rpica? 

Sibelicn characteristics, as well. as tckinz up the repeated B-slat of the 

ti. mpemi. This theme is repeated on the supertonic by clarinet, while a 

third statement leads to its clim c and the conclusion of the trio. 

The scherzo rctur:. s w'_týý dre atic : 3udde, css cam. its exposition 

is quickly restated. 3ut as it caciei. ees, (just beer: Letter q), a new 

theaatic idea is introduced, and the riy; ythm of these 7 bars is i. nterest=ý. ng, 
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since by introducing the first note of this new idea of the penultimate 

chord of the cadence Sibelius enables us to hear the rhythmic structures 

of the phrase as follows : 

E. 124 

mentioned 3 bars of emphatic B-flats. For the moment the purpose of this 

ineu idea is not clearly discernible and with only slight changes the rest 

of the scherzo is repeated, though the conclusion now leads directly into 

the opening bars of the Trio. 

The Trio is Mostly a literal repeat with some additional counter- 

point for lower strings; this new ccunterpoint was momentarily heard in 

the first appearance of the Trio, but here it is allowed to becomo more 

active and to propel the movement away from G-flat and towards D Major. 

This move is accompanied by the reappearance of the horn figure 

(f2irst introduced just before Letter H- see above example) though it is 

written in crotchets and slightly altered rhythmically - the phrase now 

begins on the accented beat : 

L. 1 25 

- and the Find1e later shows tlic necessity for both this and the previously 
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At Letter L the dominant of D major is reached, and the propellor figure 

of the strings leads directly, and impressively, into the opening of 

the : Finale. 

This transition frcr. the : icherzo to the Finale has bean carefully 

prepared, and 4 distinct events contribute towards it : 

(i) the presentation of 3 bars of emphatic B-flats (p. 70) is the 

initial preparation for the eventual 3-beat phrases of the 

finale, though the scherzo itself is moving in 2-bar units, 

(ii) the horn entry (p. 8l; ) emphasizes the 3-bar rhythm and begins 

to suggest a melody (in dotted niniias), 

(iii) the reintroduction of this horn theme in the Trio (p. 95) 

shows a rhythmic alteration: the phrase now begins on an 

accented beat, is written in crotchets, and grouped in threes, and 

(iv) it is finally transformed into the main theme of the finale where 

it appears in a 3/2 tine signature. 

This careful preparation results in on important change in the speed 

of this gradually evolved idea; its first appearance in the scherzo was 

marked by a very quick pulse and a considerable sense of speed: as the 

main theme of the Finale it moves within a broader pulse and with a 

considerably reduced sense of speed. 

" The feeling of 'inevitability' which marks the gradual evolution 

of this theme is emphasized (p. 95-8) by the fact that the cnergetic 

propellor figure (itself conventiona and supported by a dominant pedal) 

fireet prepares for the open=n;; of the finale, and is then revealed to be the 

theme of the finale itself. 
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Superficially the finale is a sonata move: aent, but within that 

framework a new approach is to be observed: and while it may not be 

altogether successful, it is a most exciting movement and a proving 

ground for ideas which were to find their happiest and most logical 

outcone in subsequent symphonies. 

After a concise but broadly stated exposition (consisting of a 

first subject, Al, (Ex. 126) which extends up to Letter A, a second there 

which hovers round the dominant A2, (Lx. 1 7) a short transition and the 

gradual introduction of the second subject B1, (Lx. 128), and its trombone 

subsidiary phrase B2, (Ex. 129)), the remainder of the movement shows 

Sibelius's desire to modify the sonata pattern in order to accommodate 

his expressive necessity. 

The development. section is e; cclusively concerned with the opening 

of the first subject (Al) and the trombone tai; (B2) of the second, and 

the whole impact of this section is very sinzlar to that of a conventional 

'do: xinant pedal' -- that is, a device used to generate e:: otion . excitement 

and create the expectancy of a return to the tonic (usually accompanied by 

a main theme) - and in fact, fron Letter J onwards, the section is supported 

by a dominant pede-1. 

This suggestion concerning the character and the purpose of the 

deteIopment section is supported by the choice and treatr.: ent of thematic 

material: the opening six notes of Al hart the marks of an 'emotional' 

peopollor (and it will be reLrerubered that written as crotchets they fulfilled 

the function of a propellor passage, and lead from the Trio into the Finale), 

end the 132 idea is similar in appearance and usePalress to a contrapuntal 

'tag' -and it serves to heighten the tense of n. ov-sment and mounting 

excitement. This sense of mounting excitement is carefully ccntrolled: 
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the section begins (at Letter F) with the direction 'meno moderato e 

poco a poco ravivando il tempo' but, after having initiated this idea 

with the opening cello passage, it is steadied (shortly after letter G) 

by the pedal entries of bassoons, contra-basses and trombones. iahen these 

pedal entries cease the sensation of increased movement is heightened by 

the semitonal sequential treatment of the two thematic ideas; the entry 

of the timpani (p. 117) adds a further emphasis - note the entry on the 

3rd beat of the bar. 

The recapitulation of the first subject group is straightforward, 

but that of the second is considerably enlarged and severa facets of 

this theme and its recapitulation are worth noting since it is clearly 

the 'prototype' of similar themes in later finales. Its most noticeable 

feat-are is its "perpetuo" like structure, centreing around a pivot note 

and accompanied by a simple harmonic undulation. 

Ito tonality is also interesting, since, contrary to what might have 

been expected (after the experience of the First Sy npl: ony, 'Ln Saga', 

and the first mover-lent of this symphony) the theme does not return in, 

for example, B minor or B-flat major to be pulled up to the tonic over a 

mediant (L natural) pedal; instead it is firmly in the tonic minor., though 

the passing modulation to 13-flat (PP-134-5) 'lifts' the subsequent D rdnor 

repetitions. The static quality of these repetitions is farther offset by 

the gradual increase in the weight of the orchestral texture, the use 

(beginning 8 bars before letter R) of the tro: ibone and tuba figure, and 

the persistent interplay of the melodic C natural and B-flat against the 

C-sharp of the accompaniment 

The impact of this immobile repetition sub, "ests that this theme has 
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increased in 'size' though in fact _t still moves over a constant harmonic 

rhythm. However, the dramatic energy thus generated is passed on to the 

short coda where the reappearance of the first main theme, Al, seems to 

possess an even broader sense of movement - i. e. more than would naturally 

result from the 'molto Itxgamerite ' direction. 

The immobile second subject is clearly designed to give strength 

and depth to the finale, since it is allowed to dominate the greater part 

of the recapitulation while the development section seems deliberately 

constructed to create a mounting emotional expectation and excitement - though 

this is not at once taken up by the first subject, whose virtually complete 

restatement (necessary and inevitable in this particular design) could be 

regarded as 'weakening'. But, apart from this, there is an advance (over 

the finale of the : 'isst byrphony) in that tue time-scale and rate of 

progress of the second subject are more nearly balanced by (i) the size 

and (perpetuo) nature of the first subject, and (ii) by the careful and 

extensive preparation for the change from the scherzo to the finale so 

that it is acceptable and convincing. 

This finale provides a greater degree of balance to the work as a 

whole, and has a coherence and strength superior to that of the First 

Symphony. But it is directly descended from the First Symphony and its 

'superiority' lies in that fact that the romantic 'big tune' is more 

obviously designed for the monumental effect to be created by repetition 

(hence the perpetuo-type coý_struction) and the changes in the design and 

purpose of the development section to aid and emphasize this: together 

these facts point towards ti-. e completely original and successful finale 

presented in the Third S;, nphony. 
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The first movement also shows its First Sy iphony ancestry for it 

is concerned with a further exploration of cm internal tonU- tension, 

though it is an 'advance' in that it is no longer a tonal tension caused 

by an ambiguous area between two closely related keys (as in the i? irrt 

6y=phony, and the symphonically integrated 'Ln Saga') but is now 

completely 'internal' in that the tension arises fron a certain fluidity 

within the basic harmonic foundation of the tonic key itself. 

The Third Symphony was com-lpleted in 1907 and r: lodcrn writers tend 

to emphasize the 'dramatic' differences which apparently exist between 

it and its predecessors: it will be shown that this is not entirely 

accurate and the Third Symphony is descended as directly from the Second 

as the Second was from the First. 



CHAPTER 9 

Valse Triste- 

Romance in C 

VIOLIN CONCERTO 
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9 

In 1903 Sibelius composed incidental music for the drama 'Kuolena' 

(Death) by his brother-in-law Arvid Ja"rriefelt. Jonnson1 lists this 

incidental ::: usic as "Six 'scenes' for string orchestra, bass drum, and 

church ball", and the music for the opening scene was later rescored for 

flute, clarinet, 2 horns, 1 timpani, and strings, and-published as 

'Val; e Triste, 0\. 41- 

Thu, stage action2 of the opening scene of 'Kuoleria' is obviously 

followed and reflected in 'Valse Triste', yet at the same time the 

essence of this short composition is clearly Sibeliun, and is more 

nearly related to its immediate predecessors (i. e. tho First and Second 

Symphonies, ý: n Saga) than many writers admit. 

The musical argunmt of Valse Triste (which falls into two sections) 

could be presented as in 8 stages 

First section - 
(i) an opening theme (Al. Ex. 130) - Lento - in F-sharp minor 

moves to G major, 

(ii) G major introduces (a) a valse rhythm (at Letter C), then 

(b) 
a vclse theme (131, EX. 131), (at Letter L) - 

note the dominant-eleventh chord with i is 

])-3llarpA. '-flat, 

(iii) the valse t'tietle su`gests cam. move to minor aid the evolution 

of a More obvious ' deaice' m iody (- beginning two bars- before 

Letter F)ý 

(iv) but this : rove to L minor is not completed., anci the opening theme 

returns to close the first hs3. f of the work - in -sharp minor. 

1. Op. cit., p. 2O3. 

2. Described by Jc. nisan, Op. cit., p. 101. 
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Second section (beginning at Letter G) : 

(v) after only four bars the vulse then (B1) is presented 

in G major, 

(vi) the move to E minor is now completed and the subsidiary 

'dance' theme 01, Ex. 132) is introduced - 'pcco r? _soluto', 
(vii) the climax of this new theme returns to G (minor) where it 

culminates in 

(viii) a 'stretto' presentation of the opening theme in G minor; 

8 closing bars 'lento assail make a brief and effective ending. 

The musical argument of Valse Triste not only parallels the stage 

action, but is obviously derived from the musical arguments of the 

previous works already mentioned. Of course, it is not maintained with 

the same passion, conviction, or im ginotion, but although some of the 

material in 'Valse Triate' is very obvious (and lacks the tension, 

subtlety - and pedal points - of those earlier works) it _s dramatically 

effective: perhaps it is also pertinent to remark that the stage actin 

almost demands an 'obvious' (stereotyped) dance melody that will be 

immediately comprehended as such. 

The most interesting feature of 'Valse t'riste' is that it presents a 

further exploration and working out of the tonal evolution and tensicn 

that are tine creative basis of these more valuable earlier works - but 

it is here presented on a totally different time-scale, and for an entirely 

different creative purpose. 

Sibelius's next compositicn - apparently written in 1903 but not 

perforried until March 190 - also presents a working out of similar to : a1 

tensions, end although it is even shorter it is undoubtedly more successful. 

This new worn was known in 1901y, as ' 
. when for strings': when it was 
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published 5 years later it acquired its present title - 'Ro xice for String 

Orchestra in C major' Oo. 1.2. 

This 'iionance' is cast in a simple ternary form, and the most 

imaginative part of the work is the opening (Ex. 133) for it begins with 

an unaccompanied phrase clearly suggesting h minor which is at once 

contradicted by aC major chord (- first inversion, thus typically 

presenting BE natural as the bass-note of the chord! ); the following two 

bars suggest a stronger move (, 
erith dominant - thirteenth chord) towards an 

h minor cadence, but this too is answered by aC major chord - in root 

position. 

This unresolved tonal tension is expanded (in the next four bars) 

by the equally ambiguous undulation between C major and A minor (using, 

of course, the enharmonic 'confusion' of A-flat/G-sharp) until a passing 

reference to i' major shows these undulations (to E minor on one side, and 

A minor on the other) to be circumscribing C major. The cadence at the 

end of this first section is clea: ly imminent but remains incomplete. It 

is followed by a bar-line pause after which a short two part canonic 

passage (Lx-134) modulates to L major: the strength of this canon lies 

in its lack of harmonic support. 

The second section in :E major is somewhat disappointing, for f>lthough 

its E Major tonality - consistently marked by A-sharp in its Hain theme, 

(L;;. 135) - and the fullness of its texture (a nice foil to the car-on) has 

a waruth which is justly appropriate, the acconpany =ng harmonic progression 

is presented as a 'stock' supporting accomvaninent: the progression here 

seeza. j mannered and an 'easy' solution - it fails to match the imagination 

of the opening. 
4 

The third section is largely a strer ; thencd restatement of t're first, 

Emd it is 
reached via to e`nonic passage in inversion. The work ends with 

an additional 6 `oars of sustained chord against which solo cello miter tcs 
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the opening phrase, now situated on the dominant, and finishing with 

aC major cadence. 

The opening bars are the most felicitous of the work, and the melody - 

complete with falling-fifths - is typically Sibelian in inflection and 

rhythm. The essence of this section and inc: eed the whole work, is the 

tcnal ambiguity created by a strong _mdiant (or submediant) note within 

the key. This recalls the First Symphony, sometimes in detail - the 

dominant thirteenth chord, the A-flat/G-sharp enharmonic identity, the 

'stock' harmonic progression, and even the E-natural bass note of the 

first chord which suggests a parallel with the pedal point of the First 

Symphony but now transmuted to a single note in keeping with its reduced 

time-scale: moreover the continuous thought of the opening paragraph - 

its gradual melodic development and tonal evolution - suggests a musical 

'size' to which the title 'Romance' is perhaps less than just. 

This work remains convincing and homogenous (in spite of its 

disappointing middle section) because it is founded on such a strong 

musical argument, but its advance lies in the fact that it is accomplished 

on suc. such a reduced time-scale, for this marks it as one of the more 

successful of Sibelius's smaller compositions. the evidence of later 

sn .l -scale works suggests that Sibelius was creatively inhibited by their 

smaller size: certainly they show a more variable degree of imagination 

End treatment than would have been expected. 

Between the premieres of 'Valse Triste' and 'Romance' Op. 42, the 

first perfornance of Sibelius's Violin Concerto was given in i, elsini . It 

was then withdra1"m enä the revised version of the Concerto for Violin and 

Orchestra in D minor, Op. 47 appeared in 1; 05; it is scored for double 

S 
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Woodwind, 4 horns, 2 trumpets, 3 trombones, timpani, strings and 

solo violin. 

As a young mit Sibelius had seriously considered following the 

career of a violin soloist, and his technical proficiency lead to his 

appointment as second violinist in the r-: usic Institute's (Helsinki) 

string quartet. It is not surprising therefore that his only concerto 

composition should be for violin. 

The first movement is remarkably coherent, though leisurely in 

its pro tress, while its tonal organization is worthy of note both for 

its otim intrinsic value L:, nd for the possible effect it has on subsequent 

compositions. 

For convenience the main outlines of the movement are tabulated 

below :- 
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B_ ", 
-r'- r ihene Crclh. /3o? o 3 

L:: pos_tion 

Bar 1 Al Solo D minor 136 

Fig. 1 A2 

solo passage titiork, over ncdiant pedal, leafing, to : 
Fig. 2 B1 Crch. B-flat/D minor 137 

Fig-3 B2 Orch. B-flat 139 

Fig. 3 +2 B3 Solo D-flat 139 

Largamente B2 &3 Solo L Orch. D-flat 

Fig.. Cl Orch. B-flat minor 140 

P. 17, bar 3 02 t. u 141 

Fig-5 C3 (Cadence tt tt 11, E 
theme) 

Dcvelopment - solo cadenza 

Recapitulation 

Fig. 7 Al Orcb (- Solo) G minor 

Fig. S A2 Solo D minor 

Fig. 9 Development of Al by Orchestra 

P. 39 B2 & B3 Orch. B major to D maj or 

P. 41 -D minor 

riý. 11 C1 Orch.: Solo D minor 

P. Ir6, Bar 2 C2 n :r n 

Fig. 12 Al Solo & Orch. tt 

As Tovey1 stated "its 

leisurely design owes litt: 

Beethoven, and Brah s, yet 

rsxely is violin Concertos 

outlines are huge and simple" and 'While itc 

e to teg mat cle sical concerto form of ilozat, 

this work has a strength ex'-n iýnpý: ct found only 

i Domaa Tovey: :. says in Ihz;; ic<o wiycis, Vo1. III, b. 211. 
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The exposition of the first nein theme (Al) is accomplished by 

the solo with a rainirxru n of support from the orchestra. This rain theme 

snows a consistent use of C-naturel. (and B . -natural) end G-sharp, and, as 

in the (second subject of the ) slow movement of the Second 6y.. i hony, it 

appears that Sibelius uses the augmented 4th (G-sharp) not so auch 

as a Todall colour note, but a3 a deliberate tonal counterbalance (to 

1 
the C naturLl). 

This suggestion is ouppor.. ed by the construction of the 'sul G' phrase 

of the Hain Al m elocyýy. Here, (although it is accompanied by a Neapolitan 

sixth) the melody largely centres round the subdoliainent, and the 

employment of the augmented fourth degree of the scale enables Sibelius 

to ýI ke an exact tonal ba? ance: thus 

D. ..... G-sharp - A, is exactly mirrored by 

G. C-sham, -D 

This toncl balancc is later used to purpose-All effect; more 

immediately it may be remarked that this opening theme is truly Sibelian 

in infLcc Lion, rh y t, h m and behaviour, and few could deny the genuine be : uty 

of the opening solo entry. 

The second theme (A2) is quickly stated, worked to a clirax, and 

culminates in semi-cadenza for the solo, after which the first paragraph 

is closed with a perfect cadence (at 1 ig. 2) . 

Two features of this exposition so far should be noted: first, that 

the whole of tic first group has been firnly held in D. minor, with a large 

part of t.. e second sentence over a tonic peda in timpani. and secondly, 

that the medicnt natural) pedel which accompanied the short semi- 

cadenza is at least symptom ; tic of Sibelius's intenticn to leave the tonic 

key very shortly: znediant pedals in Sibelius either su; cest tonal =bi, 1,7uit-Y 

or lead to tonal r.. oveTnent. 

1. This suggestion is 'coniix 
; -d' in subsequent work:,. 

S 
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. 2) without modulation and The second subject group begins (at Fig 

is at first tonally balanced between B-flat and D minor; the key of 

B-flat is gradually accepted while at the see time the second rain 

theme evolves towards its characteristic shape (B2). This is a nice 

parallel development of tona? and melodic thought - perhaps derived from 

'En Saga'; it is very effective in this context since it utilises the 

essentially melodic character of a violin concerto. 

The definitive version of the second subject is first stated by 

clarinets (at il'ig. 3) and almost i edi ate ly the solo introduces z. new 

counter-theme in cross rhythm (B3) 
. Under the direction 'larger n nte' 

these two themes rove quickly to D-flat major, where 32 is richly treated 

by the solo (in 6ths and octaves). The tonality gradually 'returns' 

(via hints of D-flat miner) to 3-flat minor, and at Al? egro molto (Fig. 4) 

there begins an extended 'codetta'. 

This 'ccdetta'1 introduces two 'new' themes (Cl and C2) and serves 

two purposes. firstly it is necessary to confirm the tonality of the 

second subject group since (i) the move to B-flay.. was gradual, and 

(ii) accompanied by a parallel thematic evolution which thenn, moved to 

fl-flat. This codetta cc nfirms the B-flat minor tonality simply: the first 

of its themes is entirely based on the tonic chord, and the second theme 

stresses the dominant. further these themes are both marked with the 

characteristics of Sibelius's propellor imsic - sudden dynamic changes, 

off-beat forzando's, and centred on pivot notes - and (like all propellor 

music) both suggest their derivation from cadential formulae and fulfil 

a cadential (and tonal) function. 

1. The correct 'label'ling' of the sections in ýýibolius's CO iL)Osition is 
no'_W TS straig-ftfJlvard; th rea-son fo: +Iie Ci1Ji c Of 'codettr"' 

410 here is discussed s:: orýly, 
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Some writers refer to both 'the second :, object' and 'a third 

group of themes' but the implication that the two groups (i. e. the 

B themes and the C themes) are so entirely separated and unrelated is 

demon3trably untrue. For while it is convenient to label this section 

with its C themes as 'codetta' it has (i) a distinct thematic relationship 

with the second group, since themes Ci and B3 are identical in part, (Ex. 143) 

Ex-143 

and (ii) there is a clear tonal relationship as has been described 

above; the tonal progression of this exposition is essenti&11y : 

D minor viLL B-flat, D-fl t (Llinor) to : 3-fiat minor; later events 
(p. 40 et seq. ) clearly support this. 

Lqually it is clear that these new 0 themes do function as a codetta 

and round off the exposition. The climes of this codetta (at Fig-5) 

presents a fu u, ýer cadence theme, (C3), which is again marked by typical 

Sibelian features: tce brass dynamics of piff -vop2 the rr: ciant (b-flat) 

tinp, ap-i roll - which has been much in evidence since p. 12 - and the 

au mcnted fourth in the strings. 

The second of the two functions served by tzi. s codetta is si^iply 

this: it provides some balaice in the distribution of material, between 

solo and orchestra. Up to this point the orchestra has been subdued and 

subservient; the first group was entii 1y nominated by the solo, while 

the material of the second group (although introduced by the orchestra) 

was later tcc, eäen over by the solo. Some purely orchestral material is 

therefore n-ceded to maintain a bala ce; from, this point of view the 
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previously implied distinction between 'second subject' cn. the 'codetta' 

is interesting and it could perhaps be argued that this codetta therefore 

serves a function sirsilar to that of the 'return of the ritornello without 

sclo' in the classical concerto. 
1 Further the importance and structure 

of this codetta is govenied by both the exposition which has preceded its 

and the development which is to follow it; for - with the exception of 

one orchestral cogent 'ff' - this development section consists entirely 

of solo work. 

The 'development' is a brilliantly written cadenza which manages to 

combine display elements with the rmasicsl necessities of development: it 

is brief, to the point, and always more than mere pyrotechnics. 

The recapitulation begins with Al in G minor, at first in the 

orchestra und later taken up by the solo; the subdoiinant second phrase 

`-of this theme is thus shown to have a pointed functional Purpose) for it 

enables the development and recapitulation scctions to overlap, while the 

'dark' G minor tonality is an admirable foil to the brilliance of the 

developri. nt section. : urt_:: er this dark tonal colour - logically and 

imaginatively complemented by presenting the theme in bassoons! - balances 

the rather austere beauty of the opening by its warmer and passionate 
J 

placing here: almost t. e whole phrase is now 'sul G' and since its final 

1. Apropos this suggestion it is interesting to quote a footnote from 
Tovey: (vol. III, p. 23) - the nderliningý is nine however: J 

"The recapitulation in the tonic is a recapitulation of the 
opening u ti as mil as of the first solo. It does not omit 

the features peculiar to the solo bt it adds to them those 
features of the ritornoilo v. eich the solo had not at first 
cco ted" 

. 

The idea of some rnaiterial froü the ritornello 
being reserved for shared Presentation in the recap becomes rsore 
irtorestin ire the 'coda' of , his racve: n: nt. 

It. 
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phrase (poco f, p. 2$) has already been shown to centre round the sub- 

dominant of D ninor, the tonst transition to D minor is subtly 

accoaplished (-a musical sleight-of-hcnd! ). 

The second tonic theme (b2) is restated in D ninor, but follcwing 

this the introduction of ',,. he second group provides the opportunity for 

a continued development of the opening : Krase of the main theme - by the 

orchestra alone. This development moves impressively to B major (and its 

subdominant is markedly emphasized, p. 3$) and this allows Sibelius to 

maintain a tonal movenent which balances that observed in the exposition 

whi'c omitting the preliminary evolutions of the second main theme (B2). 

Thus the key schemes of the exposition and recapitulation are : - 

Exposition: D rninor.... B-flat -. b-flat (minor) - I3-f? at minor, 

Recapitulation: ii minor (e. -;. G minor).... B major -D major minor)- L ainor. 

The coda restates both the C1 andC 2 themes: the first over a tonic 

pedal. in timpani, and the second in an imaainativuly fresh and delicate 

scoring - and both are accompanied by some brilliant solo display. The 

origin -a cadence theme (C3) is now replaced frith reference to the opening 

of the first ;: rain theme and the movement ends with brilliance and strength. 

Critical corüment on this movement rcngss cvidsly: 
1 but the reason for 

such x ax ed divergences of opinion seems to lie in the 'melodic' character 

of this work. The first uovenent is close knit and continuous, but it is 

lame-scale and decigned to be leisurely. The initial solo statement is 

itself. an extended :, ýelodic idea, and it makes apoint -though nelody - 

of en exact tonal balance between the tonic cnk the suabdornur_t; moreover, 

1. Conparc (and contrast! ) Johnson p. 10:. ß v. J. Hcrbsgo (Pelican 'Concerto' 
p. 278) or Tove;, r Vol. --.! I p. 211 v. R. ', doo:: ýiibz`.. ý17. ntý p. 67. 

S 
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the opsn: ing paragraph as a whole - having introduced two thematic 

characters, Al end A2 - does not atteript to Leave the tonic key. 

This large scale c: esign (suggested indeed by the very structure 

of the main Al theme) is imaginatively balanced by the continuous and 

simultaneous evolution of both the tonality and principal theme of the 

second subject. In turn these thematic and tonal evolutions are 

confir. ^ed and balanced by th simultzýr_eous function of the C group of 

themes as both the codetta and the completion of the, second subject. 

This ounl evolution and functioning of the second subject and the 

codetta is extended in the development-cadenza: the brevity of 

this c: evelopnient is absolutely r. --lit - myth ng approaching a 'normal' 

development section here (passing through a wider variety of keys) would 

make the design. unwieldy =d diffuse. 

The recaaitui. atlon is cj rost a mull restatement, and it includes sole 

äddition-a clevelop: nent; but there is a slight shortening of the second 

subject wale the coöa is as necessary as it _s effective. 

The fact that t--, ä_s work is a concerto for violin necessarily leads 

Sibelius to present his argizzient through melody (as opposed to the 

hamcricU1y stated argwnont of th3 first Llove Mezit of the Second Sy: apho;. J. 0 : 

this d rwst ic i-i, abiy mecri a leisurely progression. l, ]t: tonel organizau'-iGn 

is typically SibelAE-n and extremely ? ogict 1 in this context; it reflects 

a deliberate-I- leisurely approach n: ci indeed quite clearly parallels it - 
in am niter rcniniscen-IL of 'Ln Saga' 

. 

lie history j of one of v] be11us' S : 12oä t in: 1porvcnt key relationships 

i. e. the tonic - mediarit (or suÜmodicnt), may be traced from '/, erzinký inen's 

Return' through the birst S; phony, the reprised version of ':. ii Sa; a' aid 

the Second S; ýaho_ y. in the first move: ent of the First Syinýý. _c: ry the 
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tonality swings between L minor and G minor, while in En Saga the long 

pedal point depends for its vitality on the fact that it reflects and 

generates the tension between G minor and E-flat. In the Second Syuphlon r 

this internal tonal tension results in the second subject (in the 

dominant key of A major) being reached after a mo ientary medicnt 'key' 

detour (r-sharp minor). 

In the Violin Concerto this detour assumes a more pro. -inent position, 

but its ancestral development is clear, its purpose here is logical and 

imaginative, and it could have provided Sibelius with the basis of the 

idea that was to make a greater impact in the first %-. ovement of the Thad 

Symphony. 

r. hether or not one agrees with the jud; e: -ient that the second subject 

is 'so effective and so second rate' the (almost symphonic) 1: ohcrence of 

the large-scale design of thin first movement is impressive. 

ire slow movement in B-flat major is a t: =rna1y form and not altogether 

successful. After a short but haunting introduction for woocit: ind, the 

ini. ticl solo statement accompi, nied bfr the most mannered of 

Sibelius's harmonic progressions , 
is gradually unfolded and rises to a 

restrained climax that is completed by a delicate closing phrase; it 

justly 

earns ovey' ;; description - tra noble paragraph". 

The middle section (. figs. 1-3) begins with a strong presentation of 

the opening woodwind theme (rather like a devolop: eent) ; it moves towards 

G minor, and evolves a 'new' thematic idea which also sut-. üeL; ts a connection 

with the initial solo theme. 

This new theme m ekes a point of its own subr. ýediant (E-flat) before 

the return of a strong G minor secuence (p. 67) over a 33-flat pedal in 

ti perm and contra-basses. 1'i, is G minor - ir'th its mediznt pedal - is 

S 
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suddenly taken (Fig. 3 p. 68) as the opportunity to return to 3-fiat: 

the opening harmonic progression was clearly designed for this purpose. 

Ecually the fact that this movement also has some marked E naturals 

(i. e. the augmented fourth of B-flat) is again explicable as a tonal 

counterbal zce; in this novement the E-natural makes its (two) most 

telling and irportcnt cppearences (on p. 58, bottom line, bar 2- Violin 

solo; mid p. 68, four bars after Fig-3) when it moves to F-natural and 

thus clearly demonstrates that the preceding G-flat is not an enhar. aonic 

r -s _arp (mud therefore in G minor). 

The restatement of tý_e opening material is now carried by the 

orchestra ' pile the solo adds a siiaple decoration, only at the climax 

does it abandon its filigree tracings. The delicate closing phrase is 
4D 41 

now directod 'Sul G', end completed by a 'ppp' octave B-flat for strings 

against a 'ppp quasi niente' diminished 7th for horns which is gently 

outlined by the solo before its resolution. 

This is perhaps the least satisfactoxy movement of the concerto: 

its opening paragraph (a considerable and continuous melody), followed 

by an energetic move away from the tonic key, suggests a purpose and 

passion that is not allowed to develop. The, return to 13-flat is effective 

though perhaps a little too calculated - for nie sake of brevity. 

The finale - "a polonaise for polar bear., " - must rank as one of 

the racst e. Yhilarating of all violin concertos. its outlines are simple, 
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easy to follow and brilliantly effective: they are sketched in 

the following table - 

Fi i. c r Therie e_y Orc Solo Ex. No. 

Ex-position 

Bar 1 Al D Major Solo 11.5 

Fig. 2 B1 G Alin (To B-flat) Orch. 146 

Fig. 4 C1 B-flat Solo & Orch. 

Develop : rent 

Fig 4+ 11 

ßeccnitulation 

Fig. 6 -6 Al D Major Orch (+ solo) 

Fig. 8 +7 B1 D Min (to F) 11 

Fig. 12 Coda D Min -U Major 

The impetus and vervo of this movement cones : fror two sources: 
(i) the 'biting' dotted rhythm of the first subject and the 'ihcraiola' 

of the second, and (ii) the basically simple harmonic drive: the whole 

of the second subject (with the exception of only a few bars before Fig. 4) 

is based on a tcnic - diminished 7th (on the leading note) undulation, 

which is itself largely situated on a Lrdient (B-i'1at) pedal.. 
1 

This 

undulation, toget: ler with the rhythmic propulsion of the heniola creates 

a trer, endous sense of excitement, while the fact that it is poised on a 

medient pedal creates the expectancy of some tonal chenge. 

This expectation is fulfilled (beginning 7 bars before Fig-4) where 

the attraction of the B-fi&t pede], pulls the tonality (from G minor) to 

the key of B-f ate (The tJ Saba' derivation of this is unmistckable). 

1. There is also an internal D natur L2 podca on horns. 

lb 
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The subsequent B-flat cadence theme (Fig. 4) fulfils its function with 

some delicate scoring - but note that there are now two harmonies per 

bar as opposed to the previous one-per-bar of the second abject; the 

fcn liar falling-fifth figure also shows its cadential derivation and 

function here (P. 90). 

The development is brief and little more than a sequentially 

decorated harmonic progression leading back to D-major (mostly through 

diminished 7th over a dominant - A-natural-pedal) and this suggests a 

purpose similar to that of the development section of the finalc of the 

Second Symphony: both seem deliberately designed as little more than 

dominant preparation. But the simple adequacy of. this development is 

sufficient to establish the point that this movement is a sonata design 

and not a rondo. 
1 

The recapitulation is mostly literal, though the second subject is 

now situated on an F-natur^1 pedal (note, however, the A-natural pedal in 

timpani) and this eventually pulls the tonality to F major. In turn this 

demands an emphatic dominant passage (for D major, Figs. 10-12) and climaxes 

'4th a short cadential passage that closes the work effectively. 

In its chrönological setting, the importance and contribution of the 

Violin Concerto to Sibelius's symphonic development cannot be dismissed; 

for some significant changes maue their first appearance in the Third 

Symphony - the work which occupied Sibelius in the years 1904-7 and thus 

overlapped the revision of the concerto. 

The tonal schemes, for example, of the first movement of this concerto 

and that of the Third Symphony have several features in common. In the 

expositions of both works the first subject remains securely fixed in the 

tonic - this is not true of the First and Second Symphonies; both also 

1. And this last rover-ont has sorYetimes been described as -- rondo. 
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come to a full close in the tonic (again not in either of the symphonies). 

With the tonal evolution of the second subject there are further 

similarities: both are approached through the mediant of their eventual 

key i. e. D-flat (minor) to B-flat minor in the concerto and B minor to 

G major in the Third Symphony. Both moves are logical though that of 

the Third Symphony is dramatic (and symphonic) whereas that of the Concerto 

is leisurely and demands an extended codetta for ccnfirmation. 

If the Violin Concerto of Sibelius is not a1w; ys in 'inspired' work 

this is a criticism it must share with many others and deserves less: It 

is however a typical composition in both its material and construction; and 

the beauty of the opening 
bars is elegantly characteristic. 

S 
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CHAPTER 10 

Following the composition of the original version of the Violin 

Concerto, and during the writing of the Third Symphony, Sibelius composed 

a considerable amount of orchestral music - ranging from the valuable to 

the insignificant: viz. the suites of Incidental music to 'Pelle--s and 

, Selisar_da' (itaeterlinck) and 'Belshazzar's Feast (Procope), the Dance 

Intermezzo 'Pan and Echo' and the symphonic-fantasy 'Pohjola's Daughter'. 

The Incidental music to 'PolJ_eas and : N: elisande' was written in 1905, 

and the original score consisted of 7 preludes, 2 melodramas (to accompany 
dialogue) and 1 song: in the published score (Concert Suite, Op. 46) orgy 

one melodrama is o: itted. 
1 

All the (9) pieces of this suite are short and essentially small-scale, 

and there is a general evenness of invention, choice of material and its 

treatment, that combines to make this one of the most pleasant and popalar 

of the suites (of incidental music) that Sibelius ever composed. 

Tha first number (in 0 major) 'At the Castle Ga e' is straightforward 

and has a simple melodic line. It establishes the character -und proportions 

of the suite, and its simplicity belies its careful construction: the opening 

melody for example, (Ex. 147) lasts for 22 bars without a real break, and this 

is far beyond the bounds of a conventional mc. °lody. Later on the sequential 

treatment of part of the opening phrase passes quickly through a variety of 

'keys' each with its perfect cadence, and to, -ether with the long opening 

melody this tends to give this piece a musical strength not normally 

1. The A L11 score easo give an ullusuJ1y detailed speci 'ication of the 

1 flute (and piccolo) 1 oboe, (and Cor anglais), 2 clarinets, 
2 basooons, 2 tiliztow-ii, triangle, Gran cassa, and the following 
strings: 6 ; riolin I, 4 violin II, 4 violas, .4 

cel]. i, 3 contra-bassi. 
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associated with such a pleasantly straightforward niv±ber - i. e. withcut 

mthzing it pretentious or allowing it to become disproportionate. 

The second nwaber, "Oelisande'. 9 is a waltz in F minor, 'Andantino 

con me o, crotchett76'. Its Main th: cmc is shown in E x-148) and the piece 

has been (accurately) su:: ý^ýed up by Lvyton1 thus : 

"although it is a trifle facile, the cor angles Melody 
that dominates it has a grave charm that scorns to spring 
from a more spontaneous creative impulse"%. i. S. C. i. e. than 
"0.1) 

- and this quality of 'grave charm' is perhaps the emotional keynote 

of the whole suite: for the pathos and elegiac quality of the best 

pieces never reaches any gieat emotional depths, or releases any searching 

emotional qualities. 

The pathos of this piece is partly the result of its choice of key 

(F minor) following the C major of Ilo. 1) and the dark ir_stzVurlental colour 

of the cor anglais - one is tempted to add that if this portrait of 

11N16lis-nde was meant to suggest a tragic character then the key would have 

been in F-sharp minor. 

'At the Sea-score I (IIo. 2a) is am elodrýama, and quite clearly designed 

to evoke the atmosphere of its title. It is constructed of an undulating 

and unresolved harmonic progression supported by u D- naturel pedal point, 

abcve which a short uclodic idea for woodwind is gradually presented. The 

'clirnaxt of this short number is marked with impressionistic harmonics 

(tremolo) for all strings - including very high contra-basses and cellos. 

The comparative wealmess of this piece as an individual nu- ber is perhaps 

recognised by the fact that a footnote in the score states that it may be 

omitted in concert perfor; aance. 

1. Layton, oa. cit., p. 95. 
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The third nun'oer, 'Spring in the Park' is another simple and 

unpretentious piece, and its key of r major provides a nice foil to 

the F minor of 'NNlisande' (particularly if No. 2a is omitted); further, 

the immediate repeat of the open-rig theme (Lx. 1 9) in A major heightens 

its interpretation of its title, and avoids the commonplace. 

The closing bars (2 bars before Letter D, a]. fine, Ex. 150) are 

interesting; in its initial statement the last three notes of the main 

theme are -echoed as a pendwit bjr bassoon, but in these closing bars there 

is a gradual transformation of the falling-fifth, first to a third, and 

than (according to one's individu&l fancy) either disappearing or being 

transmuted into the flute phrase which is itself completed by the contra- 

basses pizz, and closes the piece. 

'The Three Blind Sisters', No. 4, was origin_clly u song. It is very 

short, and its most characteristic phrases are seen in the opening 12 bars 

(1, x. 151); in particular the sequential falling-fifth phrase ending clearly 

suggests its original purpose and derivation. The essential simplicity of 

this number arises fron the rather conventional clarinet phrases - with 

their large number of repeated melody notes - and this is heightened by the 

minimal (though sufficient) orchestration. 

The next piece, 'Pastorale' (in :: -flat) is another melodrama but, in 

contrast to No. 2a, it is also one of the tost charming pieces of the suite. 

It is based on two nelodic ideas (Lxs. 152,153), the second of which invites 

its cozparisen with a similar ohrc. se in the INoctuzzie' of the 'King 

Christion SIB Suite - though here its greater degree of refinement is 

obvious. 
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The attractive lilt of this piece is enhanced by the simplicity 

of the scoring (- in particular its spaciousness) and the persistent 

added-6th - indeed the cor anglais maintains this note even in the final 

chord. The prominence given to clarinets in this piece (aid also Nos. 4 and 

6) is at first sight somewhat unusual for Sibelius, but they are clways 

used with great reserve: dynamically they never rise above 'mf' and 

melodically they are restricted to their middle register (cp Symphony No. 1, 

and 'hn Saga'). 

'1"felisande at the Spinning-wheel' (No. 6) presents a constant musical 

reflection of its title in the persistent F-sharp -G quaver trill/pedal 

for violas (Ex. 15,154). The repeated phrase for oboe which marls this 

piece, together with the isolated 'cry' för violins (their only 

participation apart from adding some harmonic support) seems to suggest 

a more sinister aspect, but this is not developed, and it is difficult 

not to feel that this piece is too closely connected with the play to be 

entirely successful as a concert number. 

The 'Entr'acte' (Elo.? ) in A major is immensely - enjoyable. It has 

a polished simplicity, is pleasantly scored, nicely balanced, and even 

the chords (h- ) for timpani seems remarkably appropriate - notice too 

the fundamental simplicity of the opening bar (Ex. 155). 

This 'Entr'acte' has e freshness that char-&c torised the best 

runbers of the earlier 'King Christinn II' suite, though its greater 

refirerent is again obvious; subsequently similar small works having, 

this quality of polished sii: Iplici ty (as, for example) in the 'Scenes 

iiistoriques II') are apt to lose in freshness what they gain in refinement. 

Although this number makes no demands on the listener it exudes a 

Ce; iic and simile-hearted. warmth that- cannot be ignored. 
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The last number (in D minor) is 'The Death of 118lisande', and, in 

keeping with the character of the suite as a whole, this too is elegiac; 

it suggests pathos but avoids tragedy, even though its middle section 

presents the most passionate moments of the entire suite. The opening 

string paragraph in ]) minor (Ex. 156) has an admirable simplicity, and 

the first four bars (erith their three differently scored string versions 

of the same D minor chord) are illustrative of the care that contributes 

so pertinently to this - as do other details such as the viola part in bar 50. 

In the middle section the passionate presentation of that most mannered 

harmonic progression (of Sibelius) supports a melodic phrase (Ex. 157) that 

anticipates something of the style (and intensity) that characterises 

later works; the comparison of this melody with the Trio theme from the 

Second Symphony suggests that the enhanced Sibelian quality cf this theme 

(in isolation) is the direct result of its use of a sustained note (with a 

crescendo) instead of the repeated melody notes, i. e. its Sibelian quality 

is the result of its reduction - to elemental features. 

The general evenness of this Suite surpasses that of the enlarged 

'King Christian III Suite; it is moreover marked with a quality of pathos 

that is never overstepped, and its recognition of its limitations (of both 

size and emotion) contributes i:; arizedly to its success. 

Just over one year after the completion of 'Pellcas cxid Plelisando' 

Sibelius accepted the commission to write incidental mzsic to the drama 

'i3E, lc? jaz7, ar's Ferst' by H; jalmar Procope (apparently a friend of Sibelius). 

Originally there were 8 nunbers, scored for a small orchestra consisting of 
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1 flute, 2 clarinets, 2 horns, strings and percussion; in 1907 Sibelius 

published a Suite (Op. 51) taken from the incidental music nd now 

consisting of only 4 numbers : 

1. Oriental Procession (originally the Alta marcis of Act-1)., 

2. Solitude (the acconpaniment to the Jewish Girl's Song in Act III), 

3. Night Music (the prelude to Act II), 

4. Khadra's Dance (the original 'Dance of Death' and 'Dance of 
Life' now made into one number. 

- and Johnson states that little revision was needed apart from the addition 

of a second flute and one oboe. 

As incidental music the pieces "were apparently effective and well 

received; as a concert suite the pieces are straightforward and possess 

a certain degree of individual charm. Modal inflections are obviously 

used here to suggest an oriental setting, rind this is n Elected in the 

scoring where the main centre of nelodic interest is in the woodwind; 

the strings supply ostin_ato backgrounds for most of the suite, while 

the hones add harmonic support. 

she last two numbers are perhaps the most successful and enjoyable; 

the opening 'processional' number is straightforward but lacks any real 

imaginative touches, while the second number (The Jewish Girl's Song) is 

delicately scored but lacks rhythmic interest - though it might have been 

successful in the plcy because of its words. 

The 'light t: usic' displays much more imagination, and is fill of 

Sibelizn features. The opening flute solo (1. x. 158) is almost a compendium 

of Sibelius's favourite melodic devices: the opening long note, followed 

by a group of seuniouavers, the falling-fifth, the rising-third. Pýhytthic4UY 

and harucnic lly this piece is typical. Sibelius and recalls several si milv-z' 
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passages from works like the 'King Christian II' suite (and even the slow 

movement of the First Symphony). 

In fact many of the most obvious and frequent of Sibelius's procedures 

are seen in this small ; piece, in spite of which it possesses a far 

greater degree of freshness a: d vitality than the first two numbers. 

The final number is also effective and imaginative. The first section 

contains a delightful 'comment' for oboe which is so happy an orchestral 

touch that (as Johnson remarks) "one wonders w:. y Sibelius did not think 

of it at first. " This particular phrase is set in the fullest part of 

the oboe's range (Ex. 159) and elthou; h it enters the rem of pure 

speculation it is 
just 

the sort of phrase that most composers would have 

given to the clarinet - in its chalmeau register. 

The middle section (presumcbly the Dance of Death) is not particularly 

distinguished, though it gains most of its sinister aspect from being 

accompanied only by an octave 13-natural thrui ied on strings. 

As a whole the Suite is pleasant, but in spite of its oriental colouring 

and touches of imrginative freshness (in the last two pieces) it also 

gives the rise to the impression that Sibelius ha: standardized an approach 

to the composition of incidental music that was (i) effective and 

acceptable, but (ii) from which he need not depart for more enterprising 

music. 

'Prn -nd r, eho' (Dnnceeinter iezro . o. 3) On. 53aý1 ras also coupesed in 

1906 (though it was revised three years later), it is scored for the 

1. The sub-title of this work presents a slight enigma; for while the 
other Dence InterLiezzo by Sibelius (Dance Intermezzo, Up. 45 No. 2) 
was coujosed in 1907, i"s commaiv. cn piece 'The Dryad' 0p. 45 .: 0.1 - 
and presumably the First Dance Inter:: ýzzo - was not 1 written until 1910. 
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usual Full Orchestra and requires timpani and Gran cassa, piatti 

and triangle. 

Although written in the same year as 'Pohjola's Daughter' 

this present work has little value and makes little impact. It falls 

into two sections of which the first suggests the 'Echo' while the 

second is obviously a dance movement. 

The opening three pages of the full score - the first section in 

fact - are the better and more nearly Sibelian, of this work. Ex. 160 

quotes a large part of this opening and shows the typical undulating 

movement, pivoting on the enharmonic identity of U-flat/C-sharp, and 

characteristically hovering between the keys of the tonic F major and 

its submediont (D minor). Some of the scoring (bars 7-8 in particular) 

has a real delicacy, but the harmonic and melodic material of this 

opening section is used for its convenience: here it becomes (for once) 

a stereotyped mannerism. 

The second section of 'Pan and Echo' lacks even the degree of 

imagination observed in the first. It is composed of several smaller 

sections, most of which have their own particular melodic material und 

this is not only comrnonplace but is handled in an obvious, uninspired 

manner. The abrupt changes of key, to D-flat and A-flat, hwve little 

significance and indeed become (as Ralph blood says) 'trivial and 

mechanical' . 

The 6/8 finale section (strangely in F rainor, in which key the 

piece closes) is marked "string. e crosc.... molto.... strin .e cresc. 

possible" but in spite of some strong brass interjections it carries 

little conviction of a rousin finale since it has not been prepared and 

has only the impetus of increasing velocity to support it. The second 
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section seemo to have too rcuch material (of little value) and no 

clear puioose: the result is a work wherein the glimmer of promise 

observable in the opening fades into insignificance in the subsequent 

main section. 

In contrast the next orchestral work of Sibelius (- and the last 

before the completion of the Third Symphony) is a valuable composition, 

and one which fulfills the promise of its opening pages: viz. ' Poly i ola's 

Urau hter' n s-%*.. Thonic-fentr, sv OD. 4_9. 

Although Cecil Groy suggested that 'Fohjola's Daughter' was written 

between 1903-5, all other authorities are agreed that the date of its 

composition was 1906, in which year it received its first performance. 

'Pohjola's Daughter' must rank as one of the most praised but rarely 

played of Sibelius's orchestral works: critical writings (in English Land 

English translation) all remark upon the Merits of the work and are 

generous in their assessment, yet not one offers a single musical quotaticn - 
1 

not even Mood whose comment : 

"It is a complex, colourful, very varied composition, 
first-rate music, and contains one of Sibelius Is most 
ravishing motives. " 

- virtually amounts to the most critical appraisal available. 

The examination of the 'symphonic-fantasy' reveals not oray a 

valuable piece of orchestral music per se', but an interesting and 

enlightening work which may illuminate some of the similarities and 

distinctions between the' ;;, phonies and symphonic/toile-poems -a point 

that becomes of sc :e concern at a later date: for the noment it is 

perhaps pertinent to pcint out that 'Pohjola. 's Daughter' is in some ways 

the of the most 's}, ephonic' of Sibelius's symphonic poems. 

1. Jooc:, op. cit., (Abrvha) p. 66. 
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The oriýi: ýýl title page (according to Johnson) described the work 

as a "Symphonic fantasy freely based on the famous Kalevala epos". 
1 

Like 'r, n Saga', 'rohjola's Daughter' falls into three sections but, 

although it is progra atically conceived it is closer to sonata form 

than 'En Sas*a' and indeed presents what anounts to an exposition, 

development and recapitulation. 

Me exposition, (pages 1-18, full score) presents the main themes 

and tonalities of the work, but it presents then in such a way as to 

suggest a clear distinction between the two areas of symphony and 

symphonic-poem in Sibelius's creative approach. 

The overall tonality of the work is B-flat, but the cello solo, 

Al (Ex. 161), which begins the work - recitative-like in character and 

inflection, and suggesting a progrziiatic 'introduction' rather similar 

to that of 'En Saga' - is firmly fixed on aG minor chord, and a large 

part of the opening centres round it. This attraction to the sub. >nediant 

chord is gradually overcome with the arriva of what could be called the 

first main theme, A2 (y: _. 162) at Letter B. and at the climax of this 

'first subject' paragraph the B-flat tonality is confirmed by trombones, 

and then reinforced by the full brass section. 
2 

1. Johnson smites: "When the full score was published during 1906, it 
contained a paraphrase of canto VIII, in which it is told how the aged 
hero V; ina: roinen attempts to woo the 1" aýi d of , )ohj ola as she sits on a 
rainbow, weaving a fabric of gold. She craftily agrees to yield on 
the condition that he performs a series of difficult tasks to prove 
the power of his magic. The final one is to construct a boat from the 
splinters on her spindle and launch it without touching it. The old 
man's magic fails him at the crucial moment. He wounds himself with 
his aae and gives up in despair to seek a matic cure that will staunch 
the flow of blood. " (Johanson, op. cit., p. 114) 

2. It is worth co: mienting that the emphatic cor. fi: mation is achieved not 
only by a new tone colour, but -0. so by a particular shade of that 
colour - i. e. ti: e brass Ilion roars'. 
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The characteristic features of this tonic paragraph could be 

listed t'lius : 

(i) the key of B-flat is marked by an 'insistent' G minor chord: 

this gives rise to an undulating harmonic progression and a 

F-G note relationship. 

63 
eav L .............. 1 

p 

(ii) the rain theme itself (A2) show the melodic orientation tc 

B-flat held in check by the persistent G minor chord 

Ex. 164 

M"ýc; Rxý'" , 

4. 
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untiI J, 

(iii) the B-flat tonality is emphatically affirmed (and confirmed) 

by the striking brass cadence. 

The interplay of (i) Pad (ii) together frith the gradual establishment 

of B-flat, is enhanced by (a) the transformation of the opening Al cello 

theme into an accoL, pauinent for A2 (and Ex. 165 shows the beginning of this 

process with its typical harmonic undulation), (b) the F-G note 

relationship, and (c) the gradual increase in speed from the opening 'Largo' 

to 'moderato'; appropriately the climax (and affirmation of B-fat) is 

marked 'largamente' and expands into 3/2 bars. 

Two of the principal features of this paragraph - the gradual 

confirmation of the main tonality and the gradual evolution of the main 

theme (and its acco; upaninent) together with the associated increase in 

speed, strongly suggests and reflects a progrataatic approach similar to 

that previously observed in 'En Saga' - and both features are obviously 

very effective in programmatic contexts: the opening cello solo of this 

work appropriately suggests the beginning of another epic 'saga'. 

There is however one essential difference between this opening and 

that of 'Ln Sa a', and this is one of the mein factors contributing to 

its more overt symphonic quality: 'Fohjola's Daughter' starts within 

its main tonality which is itself characterised by the 'dominating' position 

assumed by the submedient chord, and this toncl characteristic is nearer 

to Sibel. ius's sy*. sphonic argunents than) for exý plea 'En Saga' . More 

inportaitly this tonal fluidity will necessitate the ectablishient of a 

second, sonata., l: cy-cer_tre, and this was avoided in both 'En Saga' and 

'I. erW' irLCýýýror_'s Return'. 
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The second paragraph of the ex-posit. -ion (pp. 11-18) introduces 

further th: natic and tonal ideas. I: °aaediately after the brass climax 

of the B-flat paragraph there comes a new anu contrasting idea in " major, 

'Tranouiflo molto'. There is no modulatory passage and the similarities 

(of abrupt tonal change and orchestral effect) seen between this passage 

and the first movencnt of the Third Symphony (finished cne year after 

': 'ohjola's Daughter') are interesting. 

The main themes of this second section, B1 a, b, and B2, (Exs. 166, a, b, 

167) perhaps portray the 'Daughter of Pohjola': certainly this 'daughter 

of the air' is subtly suggested by the shifting and unconfir ied tonality 

of this secticn (and by the variety of the thematic guises of B2); equally 

since most of the first part of this exposition was concerned with the 

clarification of its main tonality, a clear-cut tonal episode at this 

point would lose much of the ethereal quality of this second half as it 

actually stand--. The tonal identity of this second half paragraph will 

not be lost since the timpani persistently keep B-natura clearly in 

the texture. 

The 'development' section (pp. 19-25) is brief, Extremely energetic 

and merges into the recapitulation. It rises to two short '. ff' climaxes 

before reaching the C major chord (one bar before Letter H) which is taken 

as the dominant of F major and, with the reappearance of one of the second 

subject themes (B2) it both completes the climax of the development and 

begins the recapitulation. Here the reappearance of this there leads to 

the establishment of a : I-natural pedal (on timpani and trumpets) and 

this is maintained as aan energetic string figure (derived from Bi) is 

worked to a climax accompanied by a whole--tone scale in wood, , And - breaking 

off abruptly (at Letter J) with a repeated 3-natural. 
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After a bar-line pause a short simple sequence points first 

towards L minor, but this is quickly shown to be a familiar undulating 

progression (V - VI) in G major and, after only 4 bars it is sequentially 

repeated so that it is now situated on the dominant of B-flat - and, of 

course, includes the opening G minor chord: 

Ex. 16 

P. 29 

P. 30 

This resolution cnd 'explanation' of the opening tonal attraction to 

the G minor chord (within the key of B-flat) is essentially symphonic, 

aid it recaUs the first movement of the Second Symphony rather than. any 

process in 'kin Saga'. 

From the reappearance of this G minor chord onwards a similar process 

to that of the :. 'irut half of the exposition takes place, and it is worked 

to a climax mich as before. The climax is extended - this time with the 

brass confirmation over a striking dominant accoL-paniment in strings - 

after which it moves directly and with considerable force (the brass 

lion-roars) to the flat submediant (G-;. lat); this is immediately 

contradicted and conplemented by a new woodwind texture (at Letter 0) which 

S 
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restores the major tonic, and begins the short coda. 

The woodwind texture, and indeed its triplet rhythm, is vortby 

of note since it only appears (along with other similar occurrences) 

in certain particular situations, and for quite specific purposes. The 

texture is peculiarly Sibelicxi and its most noticeable occurrences are 

designed to restore tonal balance and to reassert a previously established 

tonic - here it balances and answers the emphatic flat-side swerve - frone 

which temForary departures have been made (this point becomes of even more 

significance in Op. 55). 
1 

The reappearance of the main second subject theme (at the beginning 

of the coda on p. 43) is supported by a chromatically ascending bass. This 

h1 theme has not been heard since the exposition and it is now dre atically 

transformed as the result of its revised and broader scoring as well as 

the additional impetus of a more frequent first-beat accent; it appears 

to take up the inherent-broadness of this theme, but paradoxically this 

enables it to maintain a more purposeful (and climactic) sense of movement. 

The closing bars are quiet and intriguing since they appear to hint 

(izith ironic humour perhaps? ) at the tonal evolution of the exposition - 

almost as a motto, (Ex. 169). 

The symphonic qualities of '? ohjola. 's Daughter' are the basic result 

of three features : 

(i) it begins within its central tonality and it displays a 

particular attraction to the -cubmediant chord, 

(ii) there is a need to establish a secondary (sonata) key-centre 

as a complement and foil to the opening paragraph; and with 

the exception off 'ý: i ; stride and $iinrise' Op. 55 (another 

1. Dompan: also bars 333-6 of 'Le: nmi,, nIa ncn in Tuonela'. 
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'symphonic' work) most of the other tone-poems, like 

'The Bard' or '1Gpiola' are basically concerned ( as was 

'En Saga') with the vagaries of tonality and its establishment: 

they do not attempt to establish a second, sonata, key; 

(iii) there is the later resolution of the opening tonal attraction; 

a recapitulation here is tonally necessary, and it pz: rallels 

the symphonic procedure of the Second , phony more closely 

than any other tone poem. 

Equally, 'Pohjola's Daughter' is programmatic in its leisurely approach 

to the confirmation of B-flat, and the means of doing so writh an accompanying 

increase in speed. Further both the second subject paragraph, with its 

shifting restless character and the development with its dramatic, al-most 

theatrical climaxes, and character, suggest progrcmraatic origins. 

The. chronologiccl situation of 'Pohjola's Daughter' is inport&nt: 

for although an increase of speed within a movement has been previously 

seen in Sibelius's compositions, its use in this work suggests that 

Sibelius is beeom 
.: igly increasingly interested in the creative interplay 

of speed, pulse, harmonic rlvthma, and change of tonality - and the 

increased impetus of the B1 theme in the coda is as significant in this 

respect as the increase in speed in the opening paragraph: this is 

especially interesting since it achieves the (paradoxical) combination 

of a broader sense of phrase with an increased impetus and forward movement. 

1%nd this is just what the finale of the First Syiaphony had lacked, and what 

the Scccnd Symphony avoided by its static - perpetuo - repetitions. 

The next co: apleted orciicstral work- of Sibelius, the Third Symphony, 

pursues this interest in 'speed' and the matter becomes of considerable 

consequence in the unconventional design of its n. e. 1 fi a 

S 
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C"HAPTßR 11 

The Symphony No. 3 in C major, 0p. 52, was written between 1904-7; 

it is a genial work, clear in design, modest i: i its orchestral colours, 
1 

and emotionally chaste. It has not achieved the popularity of the Second 

Symphony nor received tý veneration of the Fourth, yet many Sibelian 

scholars profess it to be - like the Sig, -th Symphony - one of the most 

truly 'Sibelian' of all the symphonies. 

The first movement is a clear and straightforward sonata design 

which possesses ricny subtleties. It is frequently described (as indeed 

is the whole sy: iphony) as 'classical' in outlook, and noted for its 

'athletic lec ness': but both of these descriptions tend to minimise its 

tensile gtrength. 

The exposition of the first subject group is clear and concise, it 

introduces a host of thematic ideas (Ex-170 a, b, c, d), oll clearly in C 

major and for a large part over a tonic pedal: in fact harmonically, 

apart from three diminished 7th chords, the whole of this first subject 

paragraph is a diatonic and unblemished C major, and this avoidance of 

chromatic harmony may account for some of the classical outlook and 'cool' 

emotionza. appeal of the first movement - even the climax of this first 

subject is achieved through VI -I rather than V-I. 

The climax of this first paragraph is crowned (just before 

with trunpets and trombones rising C-DE over a tonic pedal in timpani 

{Ex. i71) . This is the complete affirmation and confirmation of the C major 

tonality, but it is at once followed by F-sham in four octaves in woodwind 

and horns, and although this appears as a simple extension of the brass 

It is scored for: double woodwind, 4 horns, 2 trumpets, 3 trombones, 
tim rani, and strings . 
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Motive it is taken as a pivot which effects cn imue-diate and dramatic 

modulation to B minor: the effect is impressive after the consistent 

C major tonic pedal. 

This new key of B minor presents a new thene, 1 B1 (Fx. 172) - the 

first of the second subject group - and is supported by a reiteration of 

tonic and dominant chords. But although both this new hey and' thence 

appeared with dsatic suddenness they have been carefully prepared: 

the first significant chromatic note to appear in the opening C major 

paragraph was r -sharp - 'rfz' - while the initial rhythm and contour 

of this second subject theme was suggested by the woodwind on p. 2-3. 

After a repeat of its first melodic phrase this new B1 theme 

disintegrates into a rolling semiquaver figure (for strings in octaves, 

without har.,: onic support) and works round to G Major. The acceptance of 

G major is gradual being finally achieved at the 3/2 bar (p. 9 top line) 

, and with the entry of the flute 3 bars later the codetta confirms the 

G major tonality. 

This tonal confirration is reflected in the gradual subsidence of 

the semiquaver figuration into a subdued quaver accompaniment while the 

reduced rhythmic pace of the flute and violin melody also helps to stabilize 

the k: ey; and this tonal stabilization is enhanced by the establish^icnt of a 

medisnt (B-natural) pedcl on p. 10, the reappearaýlce of a 3/2 bar, and 

finally the minim i otieuent (itself a further reduction in speed) to a 

half close tpoco pesünte' in the two bars before Fig. 5. 

j, one derivation of t'_v.. s 'near' theme is discussed later; at the 
mount one of its more iiiportnnt functions is that it introduces 
a fres thematic character. 

S 
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The following passage (from Fig. 5 to the next double bar, a passage 

of some 12 bars) smoothly dovetails the end of the exposition into the 

beginning of the development section. 

At Fig-5 a 'ppp' octave B-natur:. for strings (tranquillo) moves 

outwards in two unsupported melodic lines 
( 

LIx. 173): 

Ex. 173 
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at first this appears to be a cadential elaboration with the contra-basses 

intending to complete their cadential function by moving down to G-natural. 

But the violin line momentarily touches on C-sharp and the resulting 

instability is at first balanced by an L-flat and then smoothed out by 

a flute reference to the semiquaver string figure of the exposition; 

the subsequent interplay of the string figure (now 'a tempo') and the 

flute phrase is accompanied by a continuation of the contra-bass line 

that now becomes increasingly purposeful, and together these two lines - 

still without any harmonic support - 
(and which give rise to a considerable 

nunber of augmented 4th clashes, marked by an asterisk in the preceding 

example) - Move away froia G major and generate a feeling of melodic and 

tonal exploration which initiates the development section with some subtlety 

and strength. 

In fact the whole of this shoat passage makes for a continuity of 

thought which parallels the striking 'transition' between the first and 

second subjects: here, although there is a complete lack of rhetoric and 

emotional heat (in keeping' with the cadential character of the beginning 

of this passage) this passage nevertheless generates a momentum that clearly 

begins the development section and thus gives it a sense of inevitable 

. c ontinui. ty. 

The 'inevitability' of many of Sibelius's symphonic movements is in 

some measure due to this technique of either 

(i) moving from one large area of thought to another with little 

(or no) transition, or 

(ii) by racking those zus: ctional passages serve two sirr111tanCOus 

purposes, and in fcct to reflect, cnd perhaps parallel, the 

tensions and characteristics that rare the rwovemont as a whole. 
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For instance it may be remarked that the opening C major paragraph 

is marked by an F-sharp which later swings the tonality to B minor, 

while in this short cadential passage at thee nd of the exposition 

(Fig. i et seq. ) thcr occurs the augmented 4th of G major - C-sharp - 

which disturbs the G major tonality and helps to initiate the development 

section; and this insistence on the augmented 4th is to become a feature 

of the development. 

Before proceding it is worth remarking on the interrelationship of 

the mein Al and B1 themes; the preparatiorr- for this transformation have 

already been seen in the woodwind entries on pp. 5-6 of the score, but the 

actual details of change are worth listing (and appear to support the 

suggestions made in Chapter 3); these changes are : 

(i) the replacement of repeated melody notes J 6? om, with a 

sustained (end elongaýed) note; 

(ii) the consistent use of a syncopated characteristic together 

with its associated 'off-beat ictus', instead of the'straight' 

rbyth. r of Al ; 

(iii) the appearance of a rb r . hmic 'knot' (of semiquavers)., and 

(iv) the appearance of a falling-fifth phrase ending; in addition 

these changes are enhrslced by 

(v) the contrast of textures: the opening octave presentation is 

replaced, at Fig . 3, with a full harmonic support in a simple 

figuration. 

or is this 311, for Sibelius obtains a grcat variety of effect from 

the basic _% motive: apart from the thematic reference 

it is also reflected in the Flute and violin melody of p. 9 (last two bars) - 

10, in the minims before Fig. 5, in the scales at Fig.; (where there is a 

e 
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further new texture: i. e. two unsupported melodic lines) and in the outline 

of the Violin I entries in bars 6-9 after Fig. 5. 

To return: with the reappearance of the sequential semiquaver 

figure for strings (on p. 11) as an active 'background', the first half 

of this development section settles down and proceeds to develop certain 

thematic ideas from the first subject paragraph only - and with a 

particular insistence on the opening. 7 notes of Al. The effect of this 

first half is that of a preparation for some future event, and it is 

propelled by the gentle interruptions (no less than 5 times) of mild 

dominant and supertonic discords which are so presented as to outline 

the augmented 4th characteristic - Fig. 6 is a good example of this 

presentation - and clearly shows the essential nature of the (passing) 

reference to F-sharp in the opening tonic paragraph. 10 

The purpose of this seems to be to launch first the Al motive, and then, 

through that, the whole of the second half of this development section; 

this first half has the emotional, excitement usually assocaited with a 

conventional dominant pedal (and it is interesting to compare the 

similarities of purpose and construction between this second section and 

the development section of the finale of the Second Symphony). 

The second half of the development section (be irrein 1p bars before 

rig. 8) is almost e: -clusively concerned with material from the second subject 

(first introduced here by solo bassoon) und accompanied throughout by the 

continuing string semiquavers and a series of pedal notes for horns. The 

horn pedal sequence begins on B-flat but climbs through a complete whole- 

tore scale before moving to B-natural (8 bars before Fig. Q) where it remains 

until the tonic C major is restored (3 bars after Fig. 10). 

1. Additionally between Figures 2-3 the c-basses only play C-B-A. 
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One of the most interesting features of this second half is the gradual 

rapprocha., °ent of the principal themes Al and B1, (between Figs. 9 and 10). 

This interrelationship has already been shown, -nd can be traced back to 

the similarities evident in their original announcement, but the interest 

here is that the relationship is demonstrated and made (obviously) audible. 

After the first slight melodic alteration in the solo bassoon statement 

(at Fig. 9) - itself anticipated by the woodwind and horn phrases at 1'ig. 4 

et seq. - the relationship is stressed by its 6 appearances in successive 

bars; further it helps to clarify the reason for the apparent division of 

development with each half dealing only with its own material. 

This thematic merging also hakes the role of the string : cmiquavers 

worthy of closer examination, and concerning which Abraham wrote: 

"It is not exactly thematic, but it exercises a binding 
function similar to that of the chordal-acce: iip; niment 
figure of the Second Symphony, and produces a psychological 
effect akin to that of Sibelius's other long ostinato 
passages. " 

This is true as far as it goes, but these persistent semiquavers act not 

only as accompaniment but also as a hind of background (more than a 

binding function) from which themes can emerge and which appear, perhaps, 

to suggest a co: ancn genesis. 

In passing, this background texture typifying or suggesting a common 

genesis of later thanes has already been seen in Sibelius: the opening of 

'En Saga' with its arpeggiated string figure is en obvious example; 
2 

it will also be seen in later works - most pertinently in the, finale of 

the Fifth Symphony. 

1. lbrahmi, op. cit., p. 23. 

2. And attention was drawn to this aspect in discussing 'En 3£ga' . 
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The horn pedal segLcnce of the second half of this development 

section is also worthy of comment. Lx. 174 shows the progressively 

diminisning distance between the entries, while the repeat of the 

progression in bars 19-20 just before the final move (from '>-flat to 

B-natural) adds to the increasing excitement by delaying the now 

expected .: love. uhile not outside a normal compositional technique these 

horn entries suggest a more critical awareness of the effect of using and 

indeed deliberately controlling the harmonic pace. Considered in isolation 

this sequence may not appear significant, but the subtle change from horns 

which supply a harmonic background to successively and deliberately measured 

horn entries adding impetus and energy to the imminent recapitulation 

(- especially when combined with (i) the launching of the second half of 

the development section through the intermediacy of the first half, and 

(ii) the (demonstrably) growing rapprochement of the two main thematic ideas) 

stands revealed as a calculated and vital. necessity; they are also 

significant for the future development of his tetrnique. 

For the most part the recapitulation is straightforti: -ard, through 

the second subject (retaining its melodic alteration) is restated in E minor 

from where it gradually works back to C major (thus presenting a parallel 

tonal move to that of the exposition, since E minor is to C, wr. at B minor 

was to G). From Fig. 15 onwards there is a Move to the subdominant side of 

C major, i4-dle the impetus of the semiquavers is di r, ished: both ten' on 

and movement are relaxed by the bar-line pause (top line p. 20/) as well as 

the following pause on the diminished 7th chord i rlia . 
diately before Fig. 16. 

The coda (tihich begins at Fig. 416 and resolves the tension of the 

movement) bears sons relationship to the closing theme of the exposition, 
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but the relationship between these two passages is not as (obviously) close 

as some authorities would a; pear to expect. For example, Layton writes :ý 

"'Tile actua there of the coda is entirely new, though it seems 
related to the closing idea of the exposition; but, as is 
often the case in t11-10 symphonies, the relationship is not one 
of contour (though for the best part of three bars they share 
the seine rhythmic pattern) but a less easily defined kinship 
of spirit. " 

But in fact the relationship is more than Layton allows : the first three 

notes of this new theme as well as the phrase in bars 3-4 clearly refer 

to the main theme(s). it the same time the 'kinship of spirit' of which 

Layton remarks suggests the possibility that this coda is successful - 

not only because it is derived from the main themes - but because it is 

different, and not a literal repeat of previous material: there are 

moments in the course of a (large-scale) composition where the composer 

needs to make a (comparatively) new statement, i. e. where variety - even 

if it appears only momentarily and as a foil - is as important as unity. 

Sibelius's coda is not a terminal development, but it is a tonal, formal, 

and emotional necessity: it reaffirms the C major of the movement and 

provides a suitable and necessary area of C major (complete both with 

brief references to some first subject material and a 'new' theme) that 

effectively completes the recapitulation and confirms the tonal evolution 

of the second subject. 

ihm first nove. aent of the Third Symphony is regarded by some writers 

as evidence of the fact that this is Sibelius's first*Iyature syu; hony: 

certainly the reduction in orchestral textures, the al. -,, 03t text-book 

sonata 'form') the general lace; of Lio antic excesses, and the avoidance of 

heated climaxe s., a---- ß:. C'1 representative of a major change. 

1. Layton, op. cit., p. 40. 
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But this is not an abrupt change of style, neither is it an abando: ient 

of the creative ideas experienced in the first two symphonies, for the 

Third Symphony continues to explore a (similar) tonal evolution and in so 

doing it also draws upon the experience of more recent workcs - notably the 

Violin Concerto and 'Pohjola's L'aughter'. 

The tonal structure of the first movement of the Third Symphony 

displays both its indebtedness to previous works cnd its own unique 

character, as well as suggesting some derivation' from the first movement 

of the Second Symphony where the second subject, in the dominant key, was 

approached from the me dient: the key scheme was D major .... via F -sharp 

minor.... A major. In the Violin Concerto this kehr scheme is elaborated 

(in keeping with its melodic solo instrument) so that it becomes : 

D minor .... via B-flat and D-flc t.... to 3-flat minor 

This marks an iipo rtcnt change, for the second main key (B-flat mixior) 

is now reached through its own mediazit, and this is the basis of the key 

1 
scheme in the Third Symphony: C major ... via 3r inor... to G major. 

This tonal scheme is presented dramatically by its immediate jw tapcsition 

of C major wnd B minor, vildch in turn suggests some reflection of the 

similar procedure already noted in 'Pohjola's Daughter'. There the change 

of key (B-f7 at to nGturýý. ) was (i) äroJaatic, (ii) an immediate jutaposition, 

and (iii) followed imcdiately the confirmation of the main tonality of 

B_2at, which was itself (iv) -mar. zed by a particular tone colour held in 

- reserve for cnd until that moment: the first movement of the Third 5,. -m, hony 

shares Falb- these characteristics, and its impact is as imaginative -, s it is 

logical and clearly indebted to the previous e:: p ericnce of both the symphonies 

nc, the symphonic poems. 

1. If the key scheme of the first movement of the Violin Concerto is 
abbreviated thus 

:) minor ... vi a C-sharp ( D--f7 t) to I3-lut miror 
its cäoaeness to the T!, - 4rd Sr, - phony is even mom apparent. 
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But this is not the extent of the subtelties of this first movement, 

for the approach to the beginning of the recapitulation was fron the 

dominant of L xdnor (the development finishes with a long L-natural pedal 

in horns) which thcn steps up to C major. The significance of this is 

revealed later tirncn the second subject is restated in E minor - thus 

; resenting (L minor to C major) a parallel tonal movement to that of the 

exposition. Moreover it is interesting to remark that the striking movement 

from C major to B minor in the exposition appears to be recalled here 

(Fig. 13 et seq., pp. 23-5) by the timpani who comment on this note-relationship 

thus : 

Ex. 175 

J- . "_, t .:.. � 3 .. ý-"" i9 - // 
. 
ýý' `ý° Vif, 

This note-relationshi p has already been pursued to some effect by 

the tiripazil : 

Ex-176 

(10 e ic. 
ýý. 

-. ý. ý ý, ý't., 
v.. yam.. 

t.; hich' was itself developed fron : 

1x. 177 

(ill) t. rfrc 

. "y,,. "... ý.,,., tr. 
If a- 
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Of course in perforiGnce these 3 examples occur in reverse order, and at 

comparatively close inter-, ' is cnd this heightens the increasing insistence 

on this note-relationship. 

The tend ancestry of this Wo c --ert is clear enough, but its tonal. 

argument is presented here with a poetic refinement and a lack of rhetoric 

that : sake it both more subtle and more simple. The tonal evolution of 

this movemc nt is no longer based on an internal tonal fluidity or ambiguity, 

but is now so sensitive that a 'passing' reference to the augmented 4th 

degree of the scale (i. e. F-sharp in C major), which conventionally points 

towards the dominant key, is suddenly taken as the dominant of the key-of-the- 

leading-note (i. e. B minor) before it moves to the key of G major. 

Indeed if the tonal movement of the exposition was to be represented 
lit 

ý''ý,, 
so that the role of the augmented-fourth is seen in 

relation to the juxtaposition of the main keys, then such passages as Ex. 178 

(or that on p. 13, bottom line, bars 3-4, or at Fig. 7, ) occur with increasing 

ff scination. 

Ex. 178 

" 
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Moreover in a chronologica1 context it is interesting to note that this 

is the first movement in tifnich the presence of the augmented fourth degree 

of the scele effects a large-scale tonal evolution. 

The subtleties zu-id strength; of this first movement lie in the, clarity 

with which. it presents and pursues its creative purpose; but the feature 

that makes this movement so 'Sibelian' is the fact that it presents so 

many features - each ielth its own evolution and development - that work 

simultaneously and in conjunction; in this movement there is : 

(i) the C major tonality with a 'passing' F-sharp (that is taken 

up tonally in the transition), 

(ii) the key relationship C-B rdinorý 

(iii) the augmented-fourth characteristic - in 

(a) the transition, p. 7, 

(b) the dovetail to the developme:: t, p. 101 

(c) the development section itself, 

(iv) the corn-. on semiquaver 'background' of the development section, 

(tiº) the rapprochement of the two main themes, 

(vi) the C-B note-relationship taken up by the timpani, and 

(vii) the balance and purpose of both the similarities and 

differences between the closing bars of the exposition 

wiä the coda. 

Further the character and construction of the development section of 

this movement - though obviously indebted to the (First and) Second 

Symphony - is ono of the first that could be described as "essentiýý. ", 

in this sense, that it furthers and continues the essentic]. tonL1 evolution 

of the novc.:. ent not only by a development of the principal t . cues, but by 
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presenting the essence (ca-id perhaps the source of energy) of the tonal 

evolution in a variety of non-thematic ways - as hercby the augmented 

fourth clashes, and the C-B note-relationship for timpani. 

The tonal, harmonic, rhythmic, and orchestral coherence of this first 

movement is remarkable and always purposeful. Its simplicity is deceptive 

and this helps to explain why the movement (and the symphony as a whole) 

has failed to achieve popularity on the one hand, and why its essence has 

rarely been demonstrated by scholars on the other: moreover in contrast to 

the First and Second Symphonies, i% substitutes elegance for rhetoric and 

poetry for passion. 

The middle movement of the Third : symphony has frequently been C::. nz ned 

by faint praise, dismissed as one of the simplest movements in Sibelius, and 

described as consisting (as Gray puts it) "of little else thzn the ringing 

of changes.... upon a sing-le melodic forrula by shifting it up and down on 

to different degress of the diatonic scale. " 

But this movement is more than just a moment of light relief bctwcen 

two more 'iriportant' outer movements, since Sibelius appears to have used 

it as a pattern for the middle movement of the Fifth Symphony, while on 

exatniation its simplicity is shown to cover an intrinsic musical strength 

and subtly conceals a rather unique musical character. 

The noveient is written in G-sharp minor (a convenient enharmonic notation 

for J-ilat rý. inor, thus preserving Sibelius's medient key relationship between 

movements) and is headed "Andantino con moto, quasi 1"11c: gretto, crotchet = 

116"; the time-signature is 6/4 (3/2). 

1. GrcZf, op. cit., p. 31. 
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The design of the movement is a ternary form in which the two 

outer sections (very similar in essence and worlI: ing) illustrate the 

deployment of a complete tune, and indeed it is the obsessiveness with 

which this theme is pursued that marks cut the movement fron the usual 

ternary form. The main theme, (Ex. 1179) and in fact the first complete 

melodic sentence, is not completed until the fifth bar after I+'ig. 3, and 

it is marked by (i) a phrase for clarinets and bassoons that points 

towards B major, cnd (ii) includes two phrases that z: onentarily suggest 

the mediant key itself; there is also, particularly at the end of the 

phrases, some interplay of the 6/4 - 3/2 timing and the whole sentence 

is largely supported by horn pedals. The second complete melodic sentence 

(which begins on p. 34 bar 1 and lasts until the full close irmiediately 

before Fig. 6) includes a short (but telling) phrase in G-sharp major and 

slightly alters the ortg, inal order of the individual phrases, so that 

there is thus a (enjoyable) feeling of repetition that avoids being literal. 

At Fig. 6 a short pas,:,; e- at first carried by celii div. ä3 &nd 

later completed by the woodwind -- enlarge, - on the original phrase for 

clarinets grid bassoons (mentioned above) and suggests a tonal movement 

towards B major, but this is not taken up hare and, at Fig. 7, there is a 

return to the main theme in the tonic key. However the contra-bass line 

now consistently includes L-sharp and centres around F-sharp (as dominant 

of B minor) and following this the main theme makes a (complete) statement 

in B minor (beginning four bars before Fig. 8). Within this statement the 

individual phrases are largely presented by different woodwind instruments 

thus suggesting that the original continuity is not so completely maintained 

here. 
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This B minor statement cores to a full close at P ig. 9 and the 

following section (until Fig. 12) n, -naget, for the moment, to break away 

from the melodic presentation of the main theme and to suggest a concise 

'development' section - and one which avoids overweighting the movement. 

It begins with a 2- and 3-part texture for strings, pizz., which presents 

a working of the opening three notes of the main theme and then, at Fig. 1O, 

launches a new idea in woodwind (in contrast to the main theme). This new 

idea m`kes successive starts in various keys thus suggesting one of the 

processes of development, viz. modulation, but each attempt at stating the 

woodwind theme is held in check by the obsessive A-flat (G-sharp) of 

horns, timpani (2 notes) and lower strings. Aventually the insistence of 

the string section on 1: -flat, the repeated dominant 7th chord for horns, 

and the 2-note chord for timpani causes the movement to come to a momentary 

rest on the sustained and unaccornpanicd G-flat for oboe: 

Ex. 18O 

and the abbreviated third section of the movement. The closing bars are 

characteristicrllf functional, brief, and pointed: in pcrticular the tempo 

markings of the last 10 bars are worthy of note (allargando... all'.... 

. p, rdante: allargando), while (following a comma) the 'a tempo' direction 

of the final two bars is almost diagnostic of the presence of Sibelius. 

The orchestration of this movement is a feature of some interest., 

and for convenience its rost striking and irnports,. t characteristics may 

be briefly listed as follows ; there is 

(i) an almost continual use of woodwind in thirds, 

(ii) a oorsidcrable amount of pizz. for strings, 

and this. s then taken as a convenient way of returning to the tonic kcy 
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(iii) a complete chcnge of texture at Fig. 6 and the eloquent 

passage for div. celli, 

(iv) the 2- and 3-part ti: ritin; for strings in the (development', 

and 

(v) the momentary nisalignia. nts in the woodwind pl-cases of 

Fig. 10 et seq. (Ex. 181) which add point to the suggested 

modulations in addition there are 

(vi) horn pedals for a large part of the movement, while 
(vii) between Figs. 2-3 the flute appears below clarinet. 

The miudle movement of the Third Symphony is deceptively simple, 

but its obsessive pursuit of the main theme, together with the suggested 

process of development in the middle section, sustains its interest and 

gives it a strength that keeps it from being overshadowed by the two 

outer movements. Its deployment of such a complete melody suggests some 

sort of derivation from a slow movement (the mo<"t usual place for complete 

melodies) though here it is easily contained within a very modest time- 

scale. In contrast, the scoring of the movement, its serenade quality 

(the 'plein aire' feeling) and indeed its tempo, suggests a derivation 

from the scherzo - or rather those movements that. Brahms usu&7.1y wrote 

instead of a scherzo: perhaps the teiaa 'Intermezzo' would be more 

appropriate in this instance. 

"This movement is a unique fusion (riot a mixture) of some 

characteristics of both a slow movement and a scherzo, moreover there 

is no obvious division of these separate characteristics but rather a 

coherent presentation of melodic material (and its development) derived from a 
distillation-of these movements, and unfolded in a movement of 
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pore modest proportions than its use of such a complete melody would 

at first sight suggest. 

CriticcJ. discussion of the form and construction of the finale of 

the Turd Symphony ranges widely, but although scholars and analysts are 

almost unanimous in their assessment of its importance and achievement, 

they have not always demonstrated clearly the reasons for their admiration 

and conviction. Tovey's analysis is perhaps the most pertinent and 

succinct: he wrote: 
1 

"The finale is in a form invented by Sibelius... The essence 
of the whole is just this, that nothing takes shape until 
the end. " 

- but it must be noted that the invention and novelty of this movement 

are clearly derived from past experience (particularly the finales of the 

first two symphonies) and may be considered as a logical and highly 

imaginative result of them. Although several writers refer to this 

movement as in 2 sections, the function of the passage between Fig. S 

and four bars after Fig. 13 clearly distinguishes it from the proceding 

passage, and the Movement may therefore be seen in 3 sections: 

(i) from Bar 1 to Fig. 81 

(ii) Fig. S to four bars after Fig. 13, and 

(iii) Fig. 13 44 al fine. 

But although the first of these sections is m: n exposition and the 

second is a development, this movement has nothing in co=on with sonata 

fo. s; neither is it a mixture of scherzo and finale elements: its 

character Ord nature are peculiarly unique and indivisibly coherent. 

1. Tovey: Essays in TIusical ýrclysis, Vol. IZ, p. 125. 
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The first section opens with a melodically articulated perfect 

cadence (on oboe and flute) and it is followed by a viola trill which 

leads to a theme, Al (for oboe and clarinet, Lx. 182) whose third and 

fourth bars are seen to be the opening 'cadence': indeed these bars 

are used again (two bars after Fig. 1) to make an even more emphatic 

perfect cadence. The subsequent thematic phrases - on oboe, clarinet, 

then strings with a marked subdominant flavour, and finally oboe again - 

all continue to emphasize this cadential aspect and establishment of 

C major. A further cadence is avoided (at pia allegro) by the diminished 

seventh which xeeps the end of the phrase open, and against which strings 

introduce a slight, 3-bar, staccato figure1 before flutes recall the main 

melody of the second movement. 

The character (and purpose) of this opening C major paragraph is 

important: it establishes the C major tonality with considerable (cadential) 

emphasis, but it also suggests that the oboe theme (Al) - together with 

the falling phrase-ending of the flute 

Lx. 183 

the subsequent phraces (after Fig. 1) - although they too hint at possible 

thematic ideas - are also allowed to dwindle into cadential formulae. 

The principal. charcctericc. ic of theso three bars is the staccato . 
quality: the melodic figure it carries is little more than a 
convenicrcc and can be changed as needed. 

- is more of a convenient starting point than a significcnt theme; and 
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And this feeling, that the establishment of tonality takes precedence 

over the theme it carries, is heightened firstly by the 'avoidance' of a 

thematic development (hence the continuing cadential aspect of the phrases 

after Fig. 1) end, secondly, by the quotation from the seeona movement. 
A. 

This quotation gives this opening paragraph a sense of review before 

proceeding: it taps the nervous energy of the previous movement as if 

that will give it the thematic momentum and character it apparently lacks. 

These opening bars therefore, present four features - (i) the insistence on 

cadences, (ii) the establishment of C major, (iii) the h1 theme and in 

phrase-ending, and (iv) the quotation from the particular the fa-lint, 

second movement - which together make a complete (and almost closed) 

statement that is not at once taken up, and whose significance is seen 

only later. 

The first paragraph is completed by a repeat of the theme from the 

riiddle ; iovemeut (on oboe) and the phrase is now rounded off by the addition 

of the original cadence figure; but although the oboe finishes its phrase 

in C major, the phrase-ending (row changed to C-G sharp) 

x. -'r - 181, 

opportunity for a tonz1 change to A minor. 

Before continuing it is necessary to note the directions which 

accompany these bars between 'PA allegro (p. 47) and Fig. 2 (p. 48)2 since 

two appearances of the striarg- staccato figure are marked "Viol. 1 tercet ad 

lib-ed. 3t : te''wbi1o the first 4 bars of p. 48 are marked "vi... de". 

1. played by flutes, beginning last bar p. 47 and continuing until bar 6, page 48. 

is successively extended by violins, bassoons, and flutes and provides the 
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No writer has ccr..:, ented on these strange directions, though it right 

later prove possible to offer a suggestion concerning the apparent 

uncertainty here. 

To return: just before Fig. 2 the expected C major cadence is 

avoided and the . -J. teration of the phrase-ending gives the passage a 

continuous sweep so that the G-sharp moves it tonslly to A minor (at Fig. 2), 

but with a pedal C. Here, after a very few bars of string staccato te, cture, 

a new theme, 131 (hx. 185) for woodwind and lower strings (and later horns) 

is introduced, and for wzich the string figure is transformed into a 

filigree arpeggio figure - legato. This new theme is soon abandoned 

(at Fig. 3) and the motive force of the string staccato texture quich3 

wor3: s back to C major where the opening thecae reappears (shortly after i'ig. 4). 

The most : Unterestin; and significant feature of this A minor episode is 

that it is never prepared and established as a second, sonata, key-centre; 

there has not been a sonata move from one key to another: instead A minor 

is presented as a direct apposition to C major, and thus appears to question 

its establishncnt, or, to suggest that only by such a new (tonal end thematic) 

approach ., ill the movement be empowered to progress satisfactorily. 

Two other features deserve ttention: the first concerns the character 

of the B1 theme and in particular the held B-natural of the contra-basses 

and bassoons (p. 49). This s-natural seems to leave the end of the phrase 

open, 'and to suggest a continuance that it not fulfilled here: instead it 

is answered by L. he woodwind and horn phrases which, although they possess a 

more obvious melodic character, seem to be as conventionally convenient 

(and almost as cadential. ) as the opening woodwind phrases in the initial. 

C major paragraph. thditioncl. ly this B-natural hints at an underlying tension - 

a certain instability -within the key of minor itself (and perhaps suggests 

a desire to return to C major, 
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The second feature occurs shortly before Fig. 4 where the move 

back to C major now presents the previous C- G-sharp interval as C- A-1'lat 

(with some quiet emphasis) 

Ex. 1 86 

04 F. 'ý 
r wr a 

while rhythr.: ically it is changed to a duplet, and evokes a rising 

diminished-fifth in reply. 

However shortly after Fig. / the opening Al oboe theme is reintroduced 

and linked with part of the seccnd, : 31, theme. This oboe theme is now 

slightly enlarged and the original subdominant string phrase (of Al) is 

then taken up tonally (just before Fig-5) so that the reappearance hers; of 

the woodwind falling third motive (now :: -C, together with its associated 

reply) leads to a return of the filigree arpeggio figure for strings in 

F minor. 

In turn this (F minor) accompaniment now supports the introduction of 

a further new theme, Cl (Ex-107) for horns (in A-flat? ), but this too is 

scon abandoned and the previous Bi theme reappears - again in woodwind, 

lower strings, and horns. Iiz ediately prior to the introduction of this 

now C1 thecae (i. e. frort: ig. 5 onwards) the falling-third motive is yet again 
1 

presented with some emphasis: it appears five tines in quick succession 

before the appearance of the new horn theme which begins with it - and 

although the second phrase of i1 a- so begins with a falling-third - 
with the acccnted beat on the lower note - it is not until the 
passage ir: udiately following r'zg, 5 that this change in rhythm is 
demonstrated as a point of sonne si¬, nificarce. 
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A 

indeed this motive is the most pro: ýinent feature of that theme (Ex. 18th) : 

1 

I 

The reappearance of the second (Di) theme at Fig. 6 is directed 

'poco a poco rativivando all' ... I: llegro" and, with the disappearance of 

the legato narking for strings, it is worked up to a climax (at Firl. 8) 

which leans towards A-flat major, and initiates the second section of the 

movement - atdevelopmcnt' section, though since it appears in rather a 

strange context, it may perhar: be more accurate to describe it as a cross 

between a 'development' and a section in which motives are 'hurried-up'. 

The first part of thin section is one of the most vigorous of 

Sibelius 1s symphonic development. s. It begins with a closely worked theriatic 

development of the clarinet phrase from Al, and out of this the more 

familiar string staccato texture emerges. Subsequently (in the second half 

of this section) the string texture launches part of the 131 theme (7 bars 

after Fig-10) which explores and attempts to cadence in various keys - at 

first F-sharp minor and C-sharp major, then A minor and C major. 

The tempo indication that accompany these tonal explorations are 

sigiiiicant: each nmove:.. en_t towards a new 'key' (effected through a staccato 

texture) is directed 'a ter.,, jq' an,; this is in clear distinction to the 

'dclcc' and 'tranquil. 
_lo' markings which accompany each statement of the B1 

phrase in the various 'keys' : and these directions are consistently maintai ed 

(fro::: -g. 10 to jus c, after "r'ig. 12) 

Ex. 188 
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With the arrival at the threshold of C tiaj or, an L-naturcJ. pedal is 

established (Fig. 12) after which an enlarged and transformed version of 

the previous C1 theme returns, in*divided violas; and this presents a most 

typical tonal ambivalence that hinges on the enhar, onic identity of . rL-flat/ 

G-s; _arp, and points to the tonal ( and thematic) climax of this movement. 

Four bars, after Fig. 13 the. prevailing 6/8 of this movement is changed 

to common time with the direction ' a., tempo con energia 1 { )' 121 

while the viola and cello theme (and for the first time it is unmi6ts käbly 

a complete theme9hx. 159) is presented in, a clearly eptablished' C major: 

inaeed this theme now remains to dominate the rest of-the movement. And 

it is at this point that the novel design andconstruction of. -this movement 

comes to fulfilment - though again it is perhaps still necessary to-state 

that it is not only a thematic fulfilment: the thematic climax hero is 

important and symptomatic, but it is not the only. (major) factor. 

However this new theme signifies much of the comlZetion of the. previous 

workings of this movement, and it may conveniently be described as the first 

fully mature 'sui ing-up' theme to appear in Sibelius's symphonic 

compositions. The main purpose (and even construction) of the summing-up 

theme h pe already been hinted at in the finale of the Second Symphony with 

its self-repeating second subject (itself a descendant from the 'big tune' 

of the finale of the First Symphony) but while this may shod the antecedents 

of this theme;, the comparison ud. th the finale of the Third 0y aphony illustrates 

what was previously lacking in terms of both quality and context. 

Three features are notable for their contribution to the success of 

this s using-up theme and the fulfilment of the unique and unorthodox ' design 

oy this movement. 

The first is simply that this theme is the result and climax of a motivic 

u olution and progress towards a thematic identity, that hL. s been in developmerit 

1. 'o also p. 191. 
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since the beginning of the movement. moreover the careful avoidance of 

anything approaching such a complete theme prior to its appearance allows 

this summing-up theme to dominate - to crown the movement, and, as it were, 

to gather into one theme; the Melodic character of the movement - hence its 

convenient label. The structure of this there, and in particular its 

repetitive rhythm is clearly derived from the experiences of (the Finales) 

the First and Second Symphonies; this structure is important since it enables 

the theme to be sustained for a considerable length of time (in order to 

balaz: ce the previous sections of the movement) without losing momentum. 

Secondly (and occurring simultaneously with the achievement of the 

thematic climax) the C major tonality widch is established here is a tonal 

achievement and not simply a tonal return. It fulfils the establishment of 

C major suggested at the beginning of the movement, and resolves the tonal 

ambivalence caused by the apposition of A minor, which has been reflected 

throughout the movement in the development of the C- A-flat/G-sharp motive. 

This tonal ambivalence is clearly pointed L. t Fig. 12 where it is supported 
1 

by an h-natural pedal. This provides the opportunity for maintaining some 

tonal interest ELFT the establishment of the summing-up theme: thus, although 

the C-major tonality carniot be significantly disturbed again, there are 

as well as some nevertheless, two full closes in L minor (before Fig. 19) 

passing references to the A-flat/G-chap enharmonic identity. 

In turn this climactic establishment of C major appears to demand the 

driving tonal force of the F-sharp (aug: ented-fourth) which appears from 

Fig. 14 onwards. The use of the augmented-fourth as a stabilizing tonal 

force has alreauy been pointed out in previous works. Here it takes up the 

T In both its function and place of occurrence this passage is somewhat 
similar to that passage (just before Letter X) in the first movement 
of ; he First Symphony. 

2. First at Fig. 1546., then at Fig. 18-1. 
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F-sharp which (first) appeared in the Al oboe theme, and of course 

provides a pivot for the full-closes in ] minor (in the last section). 

The third feature of importance arises from an article published 

in 1950 when David Cherniavsky made known some of Sibelius's tempo 

corrections - with particular rer rd to the I"fiI markings appearing in the 

printed scores. The first serious discrepancy appears in this finale, 

where the first two Psi markings (on p. 46) should read : 

(i) hoderato 
J" 

_ 88, ca id 

(ii) Allegro (na non tento) 
J, 

=j 100 

and NOT as printed: 

(i) Moderato, 
J. 

88 

(ii) Allegro (ma non tanto) 100 

This is an important correction, for if the printed direction tigere 

followed it would have a serious effect at the change of tempo just after 
2 

Fig. 13 (a tempo con energia 
Js= 1) 

= 112) - it would necessarily result 

in a slowing down, whereas the tonal and thematic momentum achieved here 

demands an increased speed - which this correction would effect. 

A part of the success of this last section rests on the fact (i) that 

it is moving faster than the previous exposition and development sections 

in terms of speed, while (ii) its change of time signature (as well as the 

increased frequency of the pulse) makes for a vigorous presentation of the 

theme as a whole and the falling-third duplet figure in particular, and 

(iii) there is the compressed rhythmic effect of presenting in one bar 

what was previously in two. 

1. David Cherniavsky: "Sibelius's Tempo Corrections", lhisie and betters, 
Vol. X: C{i, 1950. 

2. Cherniavsky's article lists this as 
j= 

112 (- a printing error 
perhaps? ). 
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These three features - (i) tiIe climax and resolution of the 

thematic development, (ii) the simultaneous tonal climax with the 

achievement of C major and its continuing tonal interest, and (iii) the 

establishment of a new and more energetic tempo within a new tire signature 

(which thus appears to resolve the previous conflict of 'a tempo' End 

'tranquillo', as well as being, an elemental and vital contribution to 

the success of this movement) - these three features provide the basis 

for the domination of this mcve *aent by this last 

section and the appearance 

of the summing-up theme. 

The success of this finale has frequently been ascribed to a scheme 

which (as Tovey puts it) "builds itself up out of fragments until a full 

sized there appears as a supreme climax"; this is quite true, but it is 

only one side of the musical coin - as the other features contributing 

to the success of this sum: dng-up theme have just shown. 

The essence of this finale is that while nothing takes conclusive 

shape until the climax, that climax is noticeable, firstly for the number 

of separate and parallel ideas (t;: ough they are, of course, in a state of 

interpenetration, and developed throughout the movement) which simultaneously 

come to filfilment at that moment, and secondly, for the careful control 

of the rate at which the movement progresses - in all its tonal, thematic, 

motivic, and even orchestral manifestations: i. e. there is an additional 

quality in this movement which reacts directly upon (and in fact governs) 

its unorthodox form and construction. This controlled rate of progress 

could conveniently be celled its musical Ipacet. 

1. It is therefore unfortunate that such statements as : "... the 
impressive C major on pages 61-70 : asst be regarded as not only 
the apex of the conclusion but as the no:, t importarm section of 
the whole movement (rarmet p. 41) are not sufficiently accurate. 
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The evidence of works like 'Lerzaink'ainen's Return' the First 

Symphony (first movement) und the revised version of 'En Saga', give 

ample proof of Sibelius's ability to sustain a vitally energetic and 

interesting thematic development over a slow harmonic and tonal 

progression - frequently supported by a pedal point. But in this 

" Third Symphony the concept of Ipece' as a deliberately constructive 

factor goes further than that, since it exercises a particular and 

specific influence over the construction of the movement. It is perhaps 

more clearly seen if the main events of this movement are tabulated thus : - 

1. C major is established (with cadential emphasis) and there is 

a falling-fifth phrase-ending, G-C, but 

2. it largely avoids presenting a 'first subject theme' (though it 

does have the Al oboe melody as a convenient starting point) - hence 

3. the quotation from the second movement which appears to counteract 

this thematic 'shortcoming'; 

/ý, the motive changes to C- G-sharp, and creates the opportunity for 

5. the presentation of A minor, with its B1 ideas, (but with a pedal C) 

as a direct apposition to C major, but this too fails to present 

much more of a significant 't; hene t; 

6, the motive is now presented as CC- A-flat, and as a duplet; 

7,, there is a return to C major, and some thematic 'detielopmentt 

takes place in that Al and }31 are briefly 1ink,; d together, while 

13. The subsequent F minor (with an admixture of A-tlat) episode 

presents the basis of a new (C1) idea, (end incidentally now shows 

the falling-third motive to eve a thn; rnatic sigrifict nce , even 

though it is not kt once taken up); the return to the : 31 idea leads to 
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9. the development section which is in two parts, the first largely 

motivic, and the second concerned with tonal exploration, gradually 

steadying to arrive at the threshold of C major with the emergence 

of the (vL. ola) them, and the tonal ambivalence of G major/A minor: 

this demands 

10. the tonal and thematic resolution of ected by 

(i) the achievement of C major 

(ii) the appearance of the summing-up theme, and 

(iii) the establishment of the new tempo 

The deliberate control of the pace of this movement becomes more 

apparent when it is realised that the first 5 steps achieve little more 

than the placing side-by-side of two keys, without a 'significant' theme, 

and. with only the beginning of a possible motivic development. From step 

6 onwards the 'pace' gradually accelerates: there are a greater number 

of events (including the significant introduction of a further thematic 

idea, after which the first part of the development is vigorously worked 

and leads to the crux of the section with its- estzablishment of the h-natural 

pedal. the emergent viola theme, and the A minor/C major ambivalence. This 

serves both to point the need for a tonal resolution and to signify that 

the fulfilment of this movement is ii= Anent) Equally the acceleration in 

the pace seems itself to demand the increased speed of the last section. 

In some respects this movement appears to recall 'Ln Saga', but in 

that work there was a clearly recognisable theme present from an early 

stage, iihile there was clear tonal progression 'ab initio'. In contrasts 

in the finale of the Third : 3; mphony (i) the 'theme' itself does not emerge 

until the final section, (ii) the pace dictates that there shall be a tonal 

apposition and not a tonal progression between C major and A minor at the 

beginning, and (iii) it dei nds its specific resolution. 

Unfortunately, the tabulated scheme above is umble to show clearly 
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the impact of such other contributory (and vita) features as the 

string staccato texture : inch is used throughout the movement as a 

'generating' force and from which the summing-up theme may be said 

to emerge. 
1 

It is perhaps for this reason that Sibelius was concerned 

at the beginning of the movement to avoid suggesting this generating 

staccato texture too soon on the one herd (hence the direction Viol. ' 

tacet ad Jib), and giving too much significance to the quotation 

from the second movement on the other (hence the vi... de).. 

The valid appraisal of the unique internal construction of this 

finale is in fact realized only when all the contributory features are 

seen in a state of interpenetration, amid progressing simultaneously 

under a deliberately controlled pace. 

The finale of the Third Symphony is as unique ar, the first movement 

is subtle and the second move ent is deceptively simple. Although there 

is an obvious avoidance of romantic rhetoric and a general- tautness of 

orchestral textures, these are not indications of a total change of stylo, 

but rather an avoidance of now unnecessary orchestral weight and rhetoric. 

In the Third Symphony Sibelius is even Hore concerned with a tonal 

evolution; but it"is presented in even more subtle terms, and tightly 

knit symphonic design (than its two predecessors) and which now includes 

the concept of pace as a constructive factor. 

Two other orchestral compositions completed in 1907 were the 

'Dance Intermezzo' Up. 45 No. 2, and the symphonic pcem '. iightride and Sunrise' . 
In the latter work, while there is no use of 'pace' as exhibited in the 

fins; le of the Third : iymphony, there is a pronounced use of constructive 

changes of tempi as an integral and basic part of the original conception. 

These two works are considered in the following chapter. 

1. Cp. the first movement, and 'r: n Saga' . 
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CHAPThR 12 

The 'Dance Interirexoco' Op. 45 ; o. 2 is the second of the three JJ ce 

Intermezzi composed by Sibelius and is perhaps the most successful 

of them all. 

All three Dance Intermezzi fall into two sections, and in Op. 4ý No. 2, 

after four bars of introduction, the first section in B-flat minor begins 

with an oboe melody (Al, 1x. 190) in 7-bar phrases (there are G. P. 

markings in the 8th and 16th bars) in which the familiar falling-fifth 

figure makes several appearances. The subsequent answering sentence (A2) 

moves towards the key of U-flat, but its first phrase remains in B-iltt 

minor, while on being repeated it cadences in B-flat major and marks the 

beginning of the second section. 

The second section 'con moto' has an enjoyable main melody (Ex. 191) 

which is not immediately recognisable as typically 'Sibelien'; however, 

later presentations (Ex. 192) of this melody illustrate more recognisable 

Sibelian traits, including both the replacing of the original quavers with 

a sustained note and the appearance (later on) of a rising-third phrase- 

ending. 

With the approach to the climax of this work (at Letter 1") the 

expected perfect cadence is suddenly interrupted, and (with a return of 

the five-flat key-signature) the ensuing 8-bar passage hovers on and 

alternates between the supertonic and dominant chords of U-flat before 

leading to the tonally ambivalent A2 answering phrase which has not been 

heard since the first section. :. part from its typically Sibelin behaviour 

1. See Crap--er 10, p. 156. 

2. O'p"45 NN: o. 2 is scored fcr: 2 flutes, 1 oboe, 2 clarinets, 1 bassoon, 
4 horns, 2 comets, castanets, tambourine, timpani, harp and strings. 
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this short passage illustrates Sibelius's economic musical craftrn reship, 

and provides the work with a more effective climax approach to its 

short and conventional climax than any a; -fount of the usual tonic-and- 

dominant re-iteration would have done; and to have indulged here in such 

obvious and stereotyped phrases would have disrupted the rather restrained 

style of this piece and broken its stylistic unity. 

Indeed it is this very careful observance of the stylistic 1i-its 

of this work. that makes it more artistically successful - and indeed 

enjoyable - than either of the other two Dance Intermezzi, although the 

beginnings of both the other works suggest a more 'imaginative' idea and 

are marked by more characteristic mannerisms; however both the other two 

works disappoint since they create expectations (in their first sections) 

which are never fulfilled. 

The date of composition of the symphoric poem lil, Ight-ride and Sunrise'. 

1 _5 is given variously as 1907 or 19C9, with more recent authorities 

, accepting the earlier date. The situation may be summarized by the 

following quotation: 

(i) "Night-ride and Sunrise was completed in 2lovember 1909... The 
principal motif... was conceived during; the sging in Italy 
in 1901 when I made a trip to lose in April". ' 

1. Scored for: 2 flutes and -piccolo, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets and Bass 
clarinet, 2 bassoons and double bassoon, 4 horns, 2 trumpets, 
3 trombones and tuba, timpani, Grcn-cassa, to buro, ta;.: bourine, 
triangle and strings. 

2. Sibelius, quoted in Ekrian, p. 202-3. 
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(ii) "A number of authorities, including Lkriun and Abraham, 
date tl,. is 1909. This was, in fact, the date of its 
first perforria^nce in -6t. Petersburg. According to rru 
Eva Paloheimo, the composer's 9ldest daughter, the 
date of composition was 1907". 

This apart (and either date is acceptable since it was obviously 

written between the Third and r ourth Symphonies) most writers agree that 

while this piece is undeservedly neglected, it demands a very searching 

perform, ance if it is to succeed in the concert hall. 

The overall tonality of 'Eight-ride and Sunrise' is E-flat - the 

expansive key for Sibelius - and the work falls into two contrasting 

sections of which the first, with its persistent 'galloping' rhythm is 

obviously designed to represent the 'night-ride'. Although there is no 
2 

official ' progrnne' , Rosa iiewmarch wrote: 

"Sibelius often spoke to pie of this work; he regretted 
that I had no opportunity of hearing it. I remember that 
he once asked nie whether it might lead people to expect in 
it a reflection of the older romanticism of haff's day, 
whereas the music is concerned with the inner experience 
of an average man riding solitary through the forest gloom; 
sometimes glad to be alone with nature; occasionally awe- 
struck by the stillness of the strange sounds which break it; 
not filled with foreboding laut thaxý: ful and rejoicing in 
the day break". 

The opening bars of the work: 

1. Layton, op. cit., p. 72 footnote. 

2. Rosa Newmarch: Jean $iäelius p. 47. 
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and indeed their ccntinuaticn up to rig. 2 could be described as little 

more than an arresting introductory gesture which establishes both the 

E-flat tonality and the 6/8 rhythm: in fact they also establish the 

basis for the subsequent tonal evolution that is a large part of the 

creative basis for this wort; characteristically the very opening chord 

is a supertonic chromatic ninth which moves directly to the tonic, after 

which the A-natural is taken up in bars 2-3. In turn this phrase is 

completed by some powerful duplets which finish the phrase with a 

sustained B-natural (and the chord of B major) that eventually resolves 

to C-natural (at Fig. 1). In the following 10 bars (until Fig. 2) the 

previous disturbance is gradually steadied by the L-flat of the timpani, 

and the paragraph eventually settles down in an undisturbed i: -flat 

tonality (at Fig. 2) - and this is confirmed by 4 bars of quietly emphatic 

]-flats from horns and timpani. 

(In passing, the choice of key, the use of both Gran cassa and 

timpani, the early appearance of B-natural - which could later be taken as 

C-flat - all create the expectancy of a tonal evolution embracing E-flat 

and C minor). 

The first thematic idea, Al (Ex-194) is presented by strings four 

bars after Fig. 2. It is a unison/octave theme having a wide tessitura - 

a characteristic it shares ;: rith the opening theme of the slow movement of 

the Second iyrsphcny (as well as the third movement of the Fourth); this 

is not usual for Sibelius though the wide tessitura admirably characterises 

(both here and in the Second Symphony) a sense of restlessness and (inherent) 

disturbence. 

This Al theme is accompcnicd with only occasional tonic chords in 

woodwind, honis, end tinpani, and it is presented with few "changes until, 

at Fig. 5, it begins to move away from E-flat. 
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As might be expected the ton, --Llity roves towards C : ainor (Figs. 6-7) 

but although thcre is an early 'cadence' in C minor (3 bars after Fig. 7) 

this new tonality is not achieved until a considerable passage containing 

-more definite harmonic progressions has intervened; even :o it is necessary 

for the sequential modulations (between Figs-11-13) to be repeated with only 

few changes (Figs-14-16) before C minor is ultimately established (at 

Fig. 17, P. 12). 

The reason for this comparatively long process rests on, the fact that 

a large part of this C minor passage maintains both I3- and A-flat, and 

(as in 'Ln Saga', for example) the tonality is balanced between the keys of 

L-flat and C minor. Thus clthough the timpani insist on C and G fron Fig. 7 

onwards and there is the r. cadence for timpani solo at Fig. 14 even 

at that point there is an almost immediate resumption in E-flat major 

(complete tidth A-natural) as well as a reference to the opening duplet 
AC 
A rhythm. In turn this leads to a slightly altered repeat of section 

between i; s. 11 and 13. 

It is only when (at Fig-17) : 

(i) the theme is reduced to little more than a cadertiL figure, 

'sul Pont. ', 

(ii) there is an unmistakable anä vital tonal direction given by 

' timpani, and 

(iii) (in contrast, and for the first time and only for these bars) 

a marked emphasis on B-and A-natural., 

tL. at C minor is finally established. 

li-mxdiately after this Sibelius reintroduces both B- "nd A-flat and 

these remain for the whole of the succeeding C minor section, which begins 

(a few bars after Fig. 18) with the change of time signature from 6/S to 

... 
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21, /16 =C (hx. 195). 

The original Al theme is now transformed into one of Sibelius's 

many typical staccato/ostinato string passages, and this accompanies 

two new themes which are successively introduced (at rigs . 19 and 21) by 

'woodwind, B1, D2 (hxs. 196,197); during this o stinato the string section 

is reduced so trat only one-half of the section plays at one time. The 

orchestral texture is then gradually strengthened (and string tutti restored 

at Fig. 24) as these two themes are worked up by simple repetition to a 

moderate (but palpable) climax, complete with C-natural timpani rolls. 

This climax subsides at Fig. 25 and the end of the woodwind theme remains 

incomplete: it is followed by the return of the 6/8 time signature 

tempo di coLmiencio'. 

The first main theme is here restored to its original shape, and 

immediately begins to move away from C minor to G minor: as usual the 

timpani anticipate this tonal movement (as early as r'ig. 26) though the 

establishment of G minor is not completed for some time and is effected 

by the employment of some 'new' material (mostly from the 'introduction' 

and not used since then. ) 

The key of G minor is eventually established at Fig. 32, though it 

is persistently marked by E-flat and F-natural, and shortly aftertiards 

a further change of time signature (to Coa--non time, 'Moderato assail 

(minim = crotchet)) leads to a largely literal transposition of the 

earlier C minor episode though the scoring is reversed - woodurind now 

have the semiquaver figuration while the two melodies are in the strings. 

One of the new and more interesting features of this G minor section 

is to be seen in the timpani part, for (frow. rig . 33 onwards, as the section 

reaches its climax and then begins to subside) it persistently uses the 

notes G- 1) -L -flat, and uckes a particular point of the relationship 
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at Fig-36, thus : 

Ex. 19b 

Lx. 199 

., 

employment of the tonal role of the timpani. 

After the subsidence of this G minor eNisode, the timpani maintain 

their three-note figure(though an incrcasingly longer note values) und 

against this the strings present a short phrase (Ex. 200) recitative-like 

in rhythm and inflection, and so:. etlv_ng like a codetta in function; the 

intensity of this phrase (:.. ostly due to its boning) recalls similar 

phrases in earlier works which have been remarked upon previously. At 

first this phrase maintains its G minor tonality, but it quickly moves 

towards B-fiat and finishes on the dominant chord (B-flat); two bars 

later the time signature is again changed, this time to 3/2 = 6/4 Largo 

(ma non troppo). 

. But the actual (anu expected) return to L-flat is delayed and, 

after some isolated 'bird-calls' for woodwind, a further new there is 

gradually introduced - and hovering, at first, between C minor and E -flat. 

Typically Sibelius initially supports these 'bird-calls' with aG major 

chord, but, shortly after the change of time sig*_iature, the phrase is 

complcted (three bars after 1? ig. 38) with an octave B-natural for horns, 

cnd this is sustained for 2 bars: it recalls (and explains) the held 

B-natural which originally occurred in bars 7-11 of this work. 

In contrast the contra-basses reiterate the following figure: 

and there is thus a further explicit excrple of Sibelius Is, vital 
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This sustained 13-natural (2 bars after r'it, º. 38) is itself answered 

by a held L-flat for violins (and directed f ff) after which the 

emergence of E-flat accompanies the introduction of a new theme. This 

new theme, Cl, reaches its first complete appearance in a typical 

Sibelian texture at Fig. , 1+0 (Ax. 20't) and is followed by yet another new 
J" 

theme, C2 (Lx. 202)Ais scored for horns and bassoons. (There is a 

delightfully scored change of texture here: it allows the horn tone 

to emerge from the preceding string and woodwind texture). 

A few bars after Fig. /+. 2 the process is reversed as the theme is 

tekcn over by strings, but it shortly comes to a pause on the subdominant 

chord (6 bars after Fig. 44). 1 

After a double bar the first of the new E-flat themes, Cl, reappears 

rzid acts as a preparation for the entry of the second theme, now on 

J. trumpets and trombones which is expansively presented and allowed to 

build up to the climax of the work. But this imminent climax is interrupted 

1. The ' glissa: do' . direction for violins and violas 2 bars after 
Fig . ß; 1F is unusue3 for iibelius: it does, hot evar, help to mzý ce 
a point of the progression to the subdo: ninant, ana this will be 
exolainod shortly. 

2. It seems to anticipate some textures of t. e Seventh Symphony. 

S 
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(at Fig. 49) faith a passage that demands quotation 

Lx. 
AýýD 

. any r. + 

... ... ... ... ... 

jz- 
.... 

Lnd 5 features of this passage are to be noted; 
(i) it is approached (one bar before r'ig. 49) from the subdor. unant, 

(ii) it sustains a ll-flat "major chord for 3 bars, and this is then 

(iii) answered by the chord of C-flat (B-natural) major before a 

resolution on the dominant of L-fiat, ' ff' (at Fig-50); 

(iv) immediately after this the strings again suggest the dominant 

of C minor (thou h significantly the marking is 'p' - before 

there is 

(v) a further emphatic supertonic chromatic (seventh)chord which 

resolves directly on the tcnic chord of i, i'1at major, after 

which a more 9 bars completes the work. 

This passage - absolutely Sibelien in its behaviour and tonal 

prevarication (of Symphony 1. '?: n Saga') is both the emotionall, climax 

of this work and the fulfilment and climax of the toncJ. and thematic 

evolutions. 

ra: Vc 4. 
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The whole of this -flat passage, fro: a Fig. 38 onwards, has been 

marked by both the (ambiguous) supertonic chromatic chord and the 

answering subdominant - and the subdominant has consistently appeared 

at phranse-endings in order to counteract the possible 'ambiguous' leaning 

of the supertonic to C minor ( moreover the subdominant was subtly 

emphasized just before and after Fig. 14 by both an appoggiatura and a 

glissando) . However at 2ig. 49 this s ubdominant is suddenly taken as 

the opportu: iity to sug.: est the 'key' of ll-flat major, which is then 

immediately contradicted by the chord of C-flat (i. e. 3-natural). 

The subsequent hint of C minor for viclins is finally and firmly 

rejected by the ' fff' supertonic chromatic chord for brass and ticipeni; 

thus this passage purposefully and convincingly fulfills and resolves the 

tonal and harmonic implications of the opening burs of the work. 

'Night-ride and Sunrise' is a straightforward work which ccn ( in a 

good performance) create a tremendous effect from only modest and purely 

nasical sources. It also exhibits a further and continuing use of ccvsral 

of Sibelius's most frequently observed devices and procedures, but although 

common to several works they do not become 'uGnnered' and 'empty' since 

each new work (of significance) shows thorn in a new context - and frequently 

associated with a further development of a previously established technique 

or idea. 

The antecedents of the tonal construction of this kork are obvious: 

indeed the original move fra-a L-flat to C minor, though lengthy und subtly 

prolonged, was foreseeable from the very opening bars; this C minor 

submediant relationship was then balanced by an almost literal G riinor 

transposition, after which the whole design ; ras completed and resolved by 

the second ruin (E-flat) section. 
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The impact of this second. 6-flat section is due to several reasons : 

(i) here the L-flat tonality avoids the uncertainties (flat 6th &nd 

7th) that marred the C- and C--minor episodes; 

(ii) the key of h-flat is here a tonp1 achicverent that eiserges 

only gradually. 

(iii) it resolves and explains the opening supertonic and B-natural 

chords, 

(iv) it fulfilled the thematic evolution by presenting new themes 

(Cl. and C2) as a thematic climax - rather like the appearance 

of the summing-up theme in the Finale of the Third Symphony 

(though it lacks the motivic feature) or the earlier 

t Lemmink7 jnen ls Return' ; 

(v) these now themes were aided by the striking reservation of the 

brass section for this purpose, and 

(vi) although there was a feeling of 'speed' in the first section 

(generated by the galloping string rhythm) there was also a 

comparatively slow tonal movement in which the acceptance of 

the other two tonal centres (C minor and G minor) was marked 

by both the appearance of new themes and - more importantly - 

by presenting; them in a broader tempo. 

The changing of tempo within a movement has been previously observed 

in Sibelius's orchestral compositions, and here it is carried out easily 

and to great effect. In this work the two new tonal (und complementary) 

areas not only use this broader tempo to mark their tonal achievement, 

but in so doing prepare the listener, psychologically, for the broader 

second (sunrise; section with its concomitant tonal and thematic fulfillraent: 

in this sense the affinities with the finde of the T ird Syraphon r are clear. 
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The affinities with the previous synphonic-fcntasy - 'Pohjola's 

Daughter' - are also clear, and particularly so when considering the 

dramatic U-flat outburst w; iich occurs in the last section of this work. 

This is not so much a passage of 'modulation' as some writers have 

suggested; the experience of 'Pohjola's Daughter' suggests that this 

1-flat (and the immediately following woodwind texture) could be taken 

as an extreme development of Sibelius's method of marking the flat-side 

of the key: but the passage as a whole is a typical tonal prevarication, 

and the climax and resolution of the tonal, (thcmatic) and harmonic 

implications of the very opening bars. 

'night-ride and Sunrise' continues the line of development first 

established in 'Lemminkäinen's return' (writh which it shares an obvious 

progra. ütic link) and the revised version of 'hn Sava', though here 

the tonal, harmonic, and thematic evolutions are now accompaziied by 

constructive changes of tempi as an integral and basic part of the 

conception. This composition is a rewarding work, unjustly neglected, 

though it possesses a subtlety that only an intense (and sustained) 

performance will realize. 



CHAPTER 13 

,SlIE 

IN MEMORIAM 

THE DRYAD 
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CHOMP. 13 

Following the conpleticn of such works as the Third Symphony and 

'Night-ride and Sunrise' in 1907, the-intervening years till 1911 (and 

the completion of the fourth symphony) produced a number of compositions 

that range from the sublime to the pretentious, and includes so-c- unevenly 

imaginative incidental music; unfortunately the one undeniable master- 

piece of these years - the String Quartet (Voces intimae) OP-56 - falls 

outside the scope of this study. 

In 1908 Sibelius accepted the comrission of the Swedish Theatre to 

compose incidental music for the fairytale 'Swanwhite' (Strindberg), and 

originally he composed 14 numbers, scored for a small orchestra. One year 

later after some revision, and scored. for a larger orchestra, Sibelius 

p'blished the Concert Suite 'Swanwhitc' Op. 54.1 This Concert Suite 

contains only 7 numbers, and according to Johnson2 the revisions consisted 

largely of "pan expansion of the original melodic ideas"; he points out 

that No. 3, for exsrnrie, was originally only 25 bars long, whereas in the 

published suite "it is stretched to a monotonous 66 bars. " 

The first number, 'The Peacock', falls into two sections of which 

the second is almost a literal repeat of the first, apart from a slightly 

enlaced scoring. It is repetitive, and uses simple melodic ideas which 

show few characteristic Sibelian traits. Ralph wood drew attention3 

to the 'pedal point' for oboe, clarinet and harp which persists throughout 

the work (1x. 20 .) and described the piece as "an eartromeiy original, piece 

1. It is scored for: double woodwinLi, 4 horns, strings, timpani, harp, 
with castanets in No. 1 and triangle in i4o. 3. 

2Johnson, op. cit, P. 1 is* 
3. Ralph 'Hood in nbraý , op. cit, p. E;. 
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of masic for all the extreme simplicity of its material; in other 

words it is quintessential Sibelius"; but he then found it necessary 

to add: "if in some moods, in the concert hall, one eight find it 

sound dull, ordirm y, monotonous, that would certainly be an impression 

put into correct perspective if the nusic were heard in its proper context. " 

This comment suggests that much of the strength and imagination of 

this first piece lies in its dramatic (and extra-musical. ) associations: 

certainly as a concert piece it seems to bear out Johnson's implied 

criticism. 

The second piece, 'The Harp', opens ari. th more promise: it starts 

from aD major/minor key centre and gradually works round to the main 

key of A-flat minor. The main section of this piece (and particttlarly 

that quoted in E x. 205 which occurs near the beginning of the main section) 

does occasionally seem to have some of the delicate poetic quality found 

in first-rate Sibelius: it shows the archtypal features of (i) flutes 

in thirds, (ii) a 'typical' thematic shape (see also comment on h-, -.. 205), 

(iii) the undulating harmonies of the harp, and (iv) the C-flat nediant 

pedal of the timpano. Unfortunately after these few bars the magic Is 

not sustained in the subsequent repetitions. 

It is interesting to note the key of the piece, L -flat minor, since 

its rich darkness (as well as the opening tonal ruminations) seera to be 

very much in keeping with the idea of 'the harp' as a reflective instrument. 

Notice also that the opening tonal progression parallels that of 'ha baga', 

and this too is in keeping with the idea of reflection md =ditation; 

the comparison is not without interest for future works, for 'she Bard' 

Qp. 6.1, uses ui equally rich and dark key (h-flat minor) and features an 

important solo part for harp. 

S 
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'The Maiden with the Roses', iio. 3, is a charraing and unpretentious 

piece in J-flat minor; in spite of Johnson's remark it does not 'weary' 

the listener by undue length, and it is delicately scored. The change of 

mode, to L-flat iaa or for the next piece ('Listen..... the Robin sin-s') 

prepares for the roost musically ambitious number in its construction 

and the host musically valuable in its achievement. 

The opening bars (ix. 206) of this fourth number recall the 

beginning of Op. 22 ilo. 1 (which was also in E-flat) and although the 

material of this piece is straightforward and undramatic, yet it iranaltes 

to achieve a strength and depth without ever stepping outside its -own 

delicate bout-diaries of either harmony or orchestration: for example, 

although it is scored for 4 horns rand double woodwind, there is hardly a 

fI or Pity scored chord in this first h'-flat section. 

lhere is a short rLiddle section in 13 (- natural) major (the theme of 

which is shown in Ex. 207) which, in contrast, has a 'romantic' warmth 

and quality about it in both its scoring and material; yet even here 

(where the 'look' of the score again recalls Op. 22 No. 1) there is a 

restraint even in its most passionate moments. The scoring of the woodwind 

recoils the Third Symphony, as does its means of giving even this short 

and lightweight movement some depth of character by sug_-estirg a 

'development' without ever los-Inc- nonicntum by delaying, too long the return 

to, the original material. 

The opening material returns more in essence than in fact, and a large 

part of the final i-flat section is taken up with the figure quoted in 

yx. 208. This subtle undulation prophetically calls to mind (in miniature) 

the same pendulum swings of tonality that occur in the first movement of 

the Fifth Syuphony, while the return of the opening bars - after a one 

beat rest - to settle this tonal 'argument' (yx. 209) is neat, effective, and 

seems to illustrate trio almost ' eyml, hone' approach of Sibelius to tr. is 
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piece: certainly this could account for a large part of its strength 

and musical achievement, and no other number of this Suite can match this 

piece in any particular. 

The fifth number, 'The Prince Alone', is virtually monotheinatic and 

presents one settled e-otional 'picture'. Its modal touches 

suggest its 

chronological nearness to 'Night-ride and Sunrise', and it makes its 

point with effective simplicity and without undue length - though it 

never manages to achieve anything more than this. 

'Swanwhite and the Prince' (No. 6) is, after ido. 4, the other most 

succcssful piece of the Suite. It has something of the naive charm of 

the King Christian III or the'Pelltas'Suites , and indeed seems to share 

some rhythmic, harmonic, and textural features with those works - as is 

evident from the passage quoted in ; x. 210. Again its simple concentration 

on an uncomplicated and unpretentious musical idea ensures its easy and 

purposeful flow: its si..: plicity strengthens the impression of its 

sincerity. 

The last piece of the Suite, 'Hiy n of Praise', is one of the weakest. 

It uses only a rainimum of harmonic resource and the piece fails bcc use it 

has a static quality which soon becomes sterile. 

As a Suite Op. 5/+ is an uneven mixture: two of its numbers (Nos. /+ and 6) 

are imaginative and enjoyable, while. IVo. 3 has an unpretentious cham. The 

remaining pieces . are, unfortunately, either disappointing or nondescript. 
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In the scnie year (1909) that he published the 'Swazrwhite'Suite, 

Sibelius also composed the 'In.. eroriam' funeral march for Orchestra, äp. 59 - 
w+w 

a work of both factual and musical dispute. Opinion as to its musical value 

ranges -Prom "a profoundly moving work" (Gray) 1 
to "Sibelius's worst work" 

2 
(Mood), and while according to hkrnan the work was not connected with the 

death of any particular person, Sibelius's eldest daughter assured 

Johnson that it was written in memory of hugen Schaunah. 

A careful consideration of this composition leads to the conclusion 

that - as with some of the Dance Intermezzi - the work is an unhappy 

compromise between typical Sibelian procedures and the formal necessities 

of a Funeral :: arch: and that this compromise is responsible for the sharp 

division of critical opinion. " 

The opening of this composition cstablishes both the tonic key of 

C-sharp minor and the conventional March rhythl. The first main theme, 

Il a, b, (Fx. 211) is straightforward though its second phrase (Alb) is 

someir: at bombastic. This first cor. ýpiete sentence evokes a second sentence, 

A2 (hx. 212), that is at first situated on the dominant chord but then 

moves towards a cadence in the dominant minor key. And the following 

phrases gradually confirm this change of tonality, first by the presentation 

of a new phrase (at Fig. 2) which leans towards E major (the submediant of 

G-sharp minor) and then by a simple cadence phrase for oboes. 

1. Cecil Gray: Sibelius; Oxford University Press, 1934; p. 111. 

2. Wood, in Abraham, op. cit, p. 64. 

S 
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The first section of this composition is rounded off by a short 

codetta1 whose main characteristics are a recitiative-like first 

phrase and a very conventional and cadential second phrase. 

After the full close in G-sharp minor (at Fig. b) only a rhythmically 

animated unison G-sharp remains; this is sustained for 4 bars and leads 

directly into the second 'section'. 

The short second section (Figs. 6-8) is apparently little more than 

a convenient way of returning from the dominant key to the tonic (where 

the subsequent third section will very largely present a repeat of the 

first). Baut it contains the most 'inspired' moment of the entire worn, 

and the pathos and sincerity of the opening (bassoon) phrase shines out 

(L; x. 213)z This initial phrase is answered by a simple phrase for oboe, 

after which (from Fig-7 onwards) the remainder of this section is 

concerned with the (anticipation of, and)preparation for the return of 

C-sharp minor - and the third section. Nevertheless the peotic intensity 

of the opening of this middle section, its muted orchestral colours, and 

particularly its (a biguous) tonal situation allow it - momentarily - to 

act as a 'development', 
3 

and it gives this Funeral March a depth that is 

at once welcome and paradoxical. 

1. The unison l)-natural (at rig. /) which follows directly on the G-sharp 
minor cadence is certainly in keeping with the 'tragic' inspiration of 
this work. The device is used to more effect later in this work, and 
anticipates the 'dovetailing' function it performs in 'The Oce, n: icies' 
Op. 73; it also recalls the transition and the dovetailing of the 
exposition and development in the (first movement of the) Third Symphony. 

2.. Layton misquotes this passage (he mistakes Horns in h for Horns in A). 

3. The 'Development' function of this short passage could possibly be 
derived from the experience of the miLdle movement of the Third 
symphony. 
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It is welcome in that it is so fine a moment, and paradoxical 

in that (i) such a phrase should occur in what is larý, ely an uninspired 

work, while (ii) the fact that it is followed very shortly by a repeat 

of the main theme is almost a matter for despair: the two themes - 
though obviously related - are separated by an emotions], chasm. 

The third section is largely a tonally adjusted version of the 

first: the procedures and orchestration are much as before, and the 

previous leaning to L major (as submediant to G-sharp minor) is now 

balanced and replaced by a leaning towards A major (as submediant of 

the tonic key). After this the cadence theme (for oboes) returns in 

C-sharp minor, though before proceeding to the codetta a repeat of A2 

gives rise to a short sequential passage which culminates in a final 'ff, 

presentation of the Alb phrase before reaching an emphatic plagal cadence 

(three bars after Fig-14). 

ire codetta follows, but its initiel G-natural (i. e. F-double-sharp) 

is allowed to anticipate the beginning of the codetta, and it intrudes 

directly - and forcefully - on the C-sharp rinor chord irself (r. ä. 214) . 
The final bars of this work are directed 'poco a poco piü pp' and Imorerdo' 

and could be interpreated as the gradual disappearance (from view) of the 

Funeral procession itself: characteristically the work ends with two 

C-sharps for solo tinp�no. 

'In Memoriam' runs to 36 pages of ii score and presents certain 

evidence that suggests a 'fettering' of Sibelius's creative imagination 

due to the necessities of the March. The opening 15 pages, for exsiiple, 

suggest a symphonic background (and breadth of thought) : the establisr.. nrenz 

of the tonic key is quickly followed by a move to the doi.: inent which is 

emphatically confirmed (and extended) and indeed occupies riore room than 

the tonic key - and this could have led to the evolution of a large 
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design of some value. Equally the short middle section is at first 

suggestive of some sort of develops nt, but its promise is summarily 

dismissed by the conventional repeat of the first section whose bombast 

seems all the more inexcusable after the muted passion of hx. 213. 

'The Dryad', tone picture for orchestra, Op. 45 E0.1, was composed 

in 1910. It is scored for a large orchestra, though it is one of the few 

orchestral works of Sibelius to omit the timpani. Both the title and opus 

number of this work; suggest its connection with Op. 45 No. 2 'Dance Interuezzo' 

and with 'Pan and Lcho' Op. 53; and like both those works 'The Dryad' falls 

into two sections. 

The tenality of this work is U major, and it begins with its most 

imaginative stroke (again a similarity with 'Pan and Echo'): the opening 

bars, Al (Lx. 215) and in particular the first six bars which hint at 

F-sharp minor, are peculiarly Sibelian in shape, rhythm and inflection, 

while the entry of the cellos and contra-basses (beginning off the beat, 

of course) is a veritable fingerprint. After these opening 11 bars, a 

'rfz' scale of a major - which pauses on G-sharp - leads to an emphatic 

1) major cadence (hx. 216) which is slightly extended to lean towards its 

own submediant (B minor) at Letter A: and this extended cadence is then 

sequentially repeated (first on E-flat, then E-naturcl). The last two 

bars of this cadential sequence are repeated twice before an emphatic 

brass-call, A-sharp - U-shams, effects a modulation to G-sharp minor. Lud 

it is in this new key that Al returns (in diminution, hx. 217) and completes 

1. It is scored for: piccolo, 2 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, bass clarinet, 
2 bassoons, is horns, 3 trumpets, f trombones, tuba, tambourine, castae ts, 
v£1Tburo, Grc: n cassa and strings. There are no timp 

. ni: other works to 
unit the timpani were ': 3elsha:. zar's Feast' Op. 51, and 'Ln Saga'; but 
in this respect 'ý.: Saga' is exceptional. 
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its phrase with a full close: the final cadence chord hints at a dance 

rhy thr4, and is marked 'saltato' . 

This G-sharp minor cadence is imi.: ediately followed - with no 

modulation - by a repeat of the emphatic L Major (- B minor) cadence: 

and this cadence is itself followed by the outlining of a G-sharp minor 

chord (on solo flute; accompanied by strings 'saitato'). 

At this point it becomes clear that the dianetric opposition of 

the keys of 1) major and G-sharp minor reflects the essence of this work 

which is to reveal the gradual emergence of a dance movement from the 

leisurely opening in D major. This evolution is now accomplished though 

,. he alternation of (i) phrases derived from the original D major cadence 

and (ii) the introduction of passages (usually directed 'poco stretto') 

which suggests the emergence of a dance (and frequently contain the Al theme 

in diminution). It is this fact that explains the Necessity for the 

unusually large number of detailed tempi directions which mark this first 

section. 

L remainder of the first section is cccupied with the growing 

antagonism of the material derived from the opening and the dance elements, 

though it is now presented in the keys of C major and F-sharp minor. 

From Letter D onwards the cadence theme is presented in a very attenuated 

form for sölo oboe (ü x. 21$) - and punctuated by some 'rfz' brass 

interruptions; this continues until the dance elements finally triumph 

and the second (dance) section is introduced at Letter L (poco stretto) 

with a conventional 'introduction' (on the chord of i, -flat) and the usual 

bar-line pause. 

The second section proper begins, at 'Cor~modo'; or. the dominant chord 

of U minor - in which key it is to remain. This dance section is largely 

1 concerned with a gradual increase in speed (re4ci^. 3T1ý 'Vivace', on p. 15) 
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but in spite of its use of such devices as the overlapping of phrases 

(and the direction 'subito piano') this section remains rather 'wooden' 

in its rhythms. The section introduces two new themes (Lxs. 219,220) and 

makes some reference to the diminished version of Al and to the A major 

scale that originally introduced the emphatic cadence (at Letter &). The 

climax is reached at Letter n where there is a gradual reduction in speed, 

and the original li major cadence is simply dovetailed into the last phrase 

of the dance. Subsequently the closing bars in L major typically allude 

to the r'-sharp minor hint of bars 1-6 (quid their pointing; towards 13 minor) 

as well as presenting Al in diminution, and as a kind of motto (Lx. 221). 

The most interesting and significant feature of 'The Dryad' is that 

it is the first orchestral work of Sibelius to present the tonic key and 

the key of the augmented fourth in direct juxtaposition and, as it ýrere, 

in conflict: and this is to become a vital factor (unleashing a violent 

tonal conflict) in the Fourth Symphony which was completed only one year 

after the composition-of 'The Dryad'. In this present work the tonal 

conflict is pursued with some interest but without any great passion and 

this seems to reflect the general attitude and character of this work: 

for it appears to present the genesis of an interesting idea which is more 

valuable than the use to which it is put here, and the rusical composition 

it in fact creates. 

It is unfortunate that the 'Dryad' of Sibelius is not related to 

the 'Faune' of Debussy! 



. CHAPTER 14 

_Canzonetta 
Valse romantique 

RAKASTAVA 
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CHJLPMR 14 

In March 1911 (less than one month before the premiere of the Fourth 

Symphony) the Finnish National Theatre presented a revised version of 

'ruolcma' and Sibelius added two new pieces to the existing instrumental 

music (that he had composed in 1903). These two new pieces were 

Canzonetta Op. 62a, and Valse Roraantique Op. 62b, and Lk:: ian statesl that 

they were written in January, during the composition of the fourth Symphony. 

The first piece, Canzene-cta, is written for strings alone, and apart 

from the contra-basses, they are orated -throughout. The key is G-sharp minor; 

one of the rarer keys for Sibelius: it seers to release a particular warmth 

and richness, and this is heightened by the fact that the main melodic idea 

is played by violas (for a large part of the work) the, range of the 

violins is restricted to 

This piece is siL. iply constructed and only 60 bars long: and in keeping 

with its title of 'CGnzonetta' it is almost exclusively concerned with its 

one main melodic idea, Al (Ex. 222), presented first in G--sharp minor, and 

then sho:: n, in an immediate and literal melodic repeat, to be in ß major. 

The idea is slightly extended and the first section finishes in the tonic key. 

There follows a short middle section of only 12 bars, wherein the main 

idea is sequentially extended before breaking off at a coma and presenting 

eight bars of dominant preparation which takes up the quaver figure of Al. 

This leads to a complete restatement of the first section, with the melody 

sti]. in the violas while violins add a simple quaver decoration. 

1. hl-man, op. cit., p. 206. 
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'Canzonetta' is a pleasant piece that rightly relies on no more 

than its si... ple melodic charm and the warmth and richness its choice 

of key evokes. 

Its coiranicn piece, Valse Ronn ntique is scored for 2 flutes, 

2 clarinets, 2 horns, timpani, and strings, Lnd gin it falls into 3 

znoin sections, although this time the t1drd section contains no re-ccorin;; - 

it is a literal repeat. 

The first section presents the main idea (1x. 223), some subsidiary 

ideas, moves towards the dominant key, , end then delays the expected perfect 

cadence. seven bars after Letter D (p. 13) A breaks off unexpectedly to 

present a very simple working out of one of the subsidiary ideas before 

moving bsci: to them i idea in the tonic key (p. 17). The scoring is 

adequate, but, as in most of -Sibelius1s Valses, the rhythmic necessities 

of the dance seem to have stifled his creative imagination. 

In contrast, 'REkastava' for String Orchestra, Op. 14, presents 3 

short pieces eherein Sibelius's creative imagination is seen to have 

(gained) a poetic refinement and intensity that makes it one of the best 

of his smaller conpositions. 

The history of this 'suite' is interesting for it was originally 

composed in 1893 when the University Chorus of Helsinki sponsored a 

competition for an original work for male chorus, and Sibelius won second 

prize with 1116. cstava' - using words from the 'Kanteletar' . it was 

subsequently revised twice, -and eventually 'rewritten' in 1911: its 

various versions may be listed as : 
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Version I: for 14ale chorus a-capella - 1893 

Versionll : for r; ale chorus znd string orchestra - 1894 

Version III: for mixed chorus a capella -1893 

Version IV : for string orchestra, -triangle and time ii - 1911 

Concerning, these versions Jolhnson1 writes 

"In 1911, Sibelius rewrote (' arranged' would. be misleading) 
'ha; astava' for string orchestra, triangle, and timpani..... 
This final version... . has led such Sibelius scholars as 
ttalph Mood to suspect that it is closer in kinship to the 
Fourth 6ymphony. (1911) than to anything the composer wrote 
around 1893. This is correct, but it should be added. that 
'R&; astava' really belongs to both periods. It is an 
excellent illustration of : )ibelius's develoument as a 
composer. After 18 years, he employed the same melodies, 
and, to a certain degree the sahne harmonies, but in the 
suite for strings the melodies undergo en most. magical 
transforilation in terns of rhythmic and contrapuntal 
subtleties. " 

However it is not to be, doubted that the 1911 version: ej ounts to a 

significant rewriting tnat betrays its l, indship with the Fourth Symphony: 

intern&1 evidence alone is conclusive on this point. 
2 

1. Johnson, op. cit., pp. 63-4. 

2. she following analysis (and comment) shows that this wort: is a 
mature Sibelius composition, and it eventually begins to prompt 
the question "is there any significance in the'fact"that Sibelius 

chose to re-write this work in 1911 - the year of the Fourth 
Symphony - after a complete break of some 13 years? " It will 
be remembered that a si.:. ilar question (w-id a:; serer) arose in 
Chapter 7 when discussing ',,, n 

t! aga' 

. 
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The first movement in U minor, 'Rakastava' (The Lover)' illustrates 

the mature Sibelius's concern with, and exploration of the vagaries of 

tonality and its establishment (i. e. in non-symphonic works); moreover in 

this movement there is the suggestion of a (symphonic) tension, and the 

movement certainly recalls some of the procedures (and essential creative 

ideas) of, say, the exposition of a first subject group in the first 

movement of a symphony. _ 
The opcning 6 bar phrase establishes the tonic key, introduces 

the first main theme, Al (Ex. 224) and comes to a normal half-close, though 

the phrase is marked by the interplay of B/B-flat and C/C-sharp. The 

opening is characteristically. 3ibelian: note the gradual introduction 

of the opening chord, the rhythmic flexibility imparted by the slight 

syncopation, and the underpinning of the dominant chord (by contra-basses) 

at the end of the phrase. 

The subsequent answering phrase begins as though for a normal repeat 

(which would conventionally finish on the tonic chord) only to find that the 

phrase finishes with a dominant minor chord instead. This allows the 

following contra-basses entry to provide the opportunity for what is to be 

a considerable (and sustained) enhancement of the submediant chord. 

1. In describing the first version (1893) Johnson writes (p. 63): "... the 
text was taken frort t; iree runos in the first book of the '_. cnteletar' 
1. 'Where is icy Beloved? '; 2. 'icy Beloved's Path' ; and 3. 'Good 
livening, Little Bird". For reasons that will. emerge later the title 
of ho. 1 seems more appropriate to the 1911 version then its -: resent 
one. 
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the Lausical argument could be represented thus : 
k 

2-25 

1 

� 
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The enharce;.: ent of this submediant chord, which assumes some of the 

characteristics of a 'key', is effected by (i) the 'perfect' cadence of 

the contra-bass entry both here as well as the F- B-flat contra-bass 

entries which are not altered until one bar before Letter 13, and (ii) the 

subsequent B-Mat major/minor oscillations and the triplet semiqu aver figure 

of accompaniment to which it gives rise. 

The persistaice of this suriiediant 'key' is exemplified in bars 1-2 

of page 4. here although there is the opportunity for i) minor to reassert 

itself through the intermediacy of the augmented sixth chord (on 13-fiat) 

Ex. 226 el-IT 

- 
ti 

i 

Ir1.1`h_IUý ý. 

f_ ~a i' 
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- this opportunity is not taken up and the following 10 bars repeat the 

previous B-flat major/minor oscillations, and move to a half-close. 

This ticie the half'-close is followed by the appearance of a new 

phrase, ; 12 (ix. 227) 

rhythmic and melodic 

'questioning' quakt 

13-slat minor cadence 

F major. 

- though it is one which recalls the opening in its 

construction, and seems to possess a certain 

y. This A2 phrase is answered by a quietly stated 

whose sequential -repeat finishes on the chord of 

At this point the sustained F-natural bass note., and the enharmonic 

use of D-flat leads allows I) minor to emerge. though the phrase once again 

comes to a climax on the augmented sixth chord - with a subtle difference in 

its actual presentation : 

Lxt _8 IQ 

The questioning A2 phrase ii returns again and it gives rise to a 

characteristically active string figure (Ex. 229) - derived from the previous 

triplet semiquaver figuration - who3e sequential modulations (szeaäied by 

`timpsz: 
o rolls on -b-flat, then G) are main completed by the appearance of P,. 2; 

and, as before, this leads (via D-flat LIinor) to the sustained chore: of 

F zajo: from where L uinor emerges easily and with a characteristically 

subtle change in the final presentation of the augmented sic; th chord : 

Lx 230 11 
V 

II 

nr 
r. .. ý. 

ý 
ý 
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The second movement 'hkestetun tie'- (The Way of the Lover) is scored 

for strings cmd triange: und, of course, it is in the key of B-slat major. 

It is charming end unpretentious, -rd largely consists of alternation:, 
1 

between a major and a Tiro, nelody (Exs. 231,232) both of which consistently 

fr-fl into 3-b. ar phrases. The scoring, is delicate euid even the simple inner 

parts give rise to other raclociies. 

', -t Letter D (only 12 bars from the end) there is a sudden move into D 

rinor (for 6 bars) though ý-ti11 using the same materiel, and each bar is 

marked by a single stroke for triangle - indeed this is the entire triangle 

part. 

These 6 bars are at once answered by a 3-bar phrase that centres on 

D-flat before the final 3-bar p'nrase briskly and succinctly finishes the 

; ýoverýent in U-flat, though on a 6/3 chord (,,, x. 233)- 

The significance of this ending has rarely been mentioned, 
2 but the 

facts : 

(i) that this raoveiic t was in B-flat, 

(ii) that it mostly corrsisted of altervlations between major and L" nor, 

(iii) that is nmadc such a late reference to D minor (marked by the 

triangle) and 

(iv) finishod on ý. 6/3 chord. 

- are all clear indications of its tonal relationship with the first raovenert 

on the one ha; iid (taking up and in fact enlarging on the U- B-flat (tonca) 

relationship rather like a 'second subject' or a slight development - though 

ý. I am forced to disagreo with Layton's stater. -nt 
(p. 86) "There is no 

more wonderful tune in rill 6iüeiius then that of the exquisitely 
wrought and moving second movement, The Path of the iielove&) . 

2. wood (in 1_braham, op. cit., p. 59) described this as "en ending comparable, 
for abruptness and app. -a- xit inconsequence with t1iut of the second novei3nt 
of the 1'oux"th 6yuphony" - and this leaves unrersamcd the tonal cnd 
formci lunctiorý of tho;; c bars (arid as will be shown later, is equally unjust to the ? Four h symphony) . 

S 
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it never loses its melodic simplicity cinch is a nice foil to the first 

movement) and, on the other hand, clearly implying - from the lateness of 

its D minor swerve and the fin l 6/3 chord - that some sort of tonal 

'resolution' (recapitulation) must follow in the third end final movement. 

The suggestion that the first Liovement has in some ways acted like a 

(Sibelian) first subject paragraph while the second has appeared almost as 

a second subject (or development) is supported by the function, character, 

and construction of the last movement: "Hyvää iltaa.... iaE hyvüsti" 

(Good ldight, iiy Beloved .... Farewell) .- 

The last movement opens on a chord of F Major and a two bar ostinato: 

L: ß. 234 

LfºSL1A 

a theme (for violin solo) that is drawn towards D minor and indeed quickly 

establishes a thematic relationship with the first movement. This Al theme 

(hx. 235) mikes three appearances but its climax is consistently Marked by 

the augmented-sixth chord on B-flat (as in the first movement) which is 

itself characterised by a two-note motive (G-sharp - . i) for ; olo cello. But 

the key of D minor is not yet achieved gor some considerable time - again 

a fact that in balancing the tonal 'tensions' of the first (and second) 

movement, also serves to establish the overall tonal proportions of the 

entire suite. A significant resolution of this augmented sixth chord is 

consistently avoided, and the first section ends inconclusively (and still 

ambiguously) on the chord of F major (p. 12). 

This provides a balance to the B-flat of the second movement and supports 
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At this point it is fascinatiflg to attempt the 'composition' of the 

remainder of the suite for oneself, and given the evidence of the first 

12 pages of this score (i. e. up to the 'Uoppio pik lento' which is about 

to begin) it should be possible - theoretically at least! - to sketch 

something like tre conclusion of this work. 

The evidence of these three movements so far is this: the first 

movement in D minor contains an enhanced (and persistent) submediant chord. 

The second movement takes up this submediant as a key in its own right and 

explores further the major/. ainor oscillations (which first appeared in the 

first movanent); later its sudden swerve to D minor and its final 6/3 chord 

illustrates both its tonal relationship to the first movement and prepares the 

way for a third movcient which will present a tonal balance and resolution; 

it raust bring the continuous line of thought, so far presented, to a 

satisfactory, conclusion. 

The last movernt opens on an F major chord, and although this suggests 

a balance to B-flat, the key of D minor is not as yet accomplished. tilhat is 

now required (by Sibelius) to complete this elegant design? 

The prime requires lent must be to establish J minor, and to counter- 

balance the tonal tensions of the previous movements - and may require some 

sort of l; minor coda. d the means to }affil these requirements host not 

destroy the delicately balanced dimensions (in emotion as well as size) of 

this suite; in short it needs one of these active string passages which can 

explore a variety of tonal oper: ings, can generate sufficient energy to 

disperse the previous tensions, and can approach the dominant of D riinor. 
1 

1. Such a passage }gis already been observed in the fist movement where it 
fuliil. ltd a similar function; it was also observed in she second 
movement of t}_a Second äy;; phony- (4 bars after Letter 0) . In some 
respects it parallels the of: act of the woodwina triplet figures which 
occur towards ehe end of 'Pohjola's Daughter' ana ': iý; nt-ride and Suurrise' . 

4b 
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This, in fact, is largely what Sibelius does; the passage between 

'Doppio piü lento' (p. 12) and 'Lento assail (p. 14) presents a typical 

scurrying figure for strings which, although 'signposted' by the F natural 

timpand rolls, comes first to a pause on an augmented sixth chord on D-flat 

(one bar before Letter B) before its sequential treatment leads to the 

introduction of a new 'theme' in an F major key that is marked by B-natural. 

From Letter C onuürds this is pulled round to D minor, and settles on a 

dominant (A-natural) pedal at 'Lento assail. 

The rest of the movement (in effect , the 'coda' trat was previously 

suggested) uses little apart from tonic end dominant harmonies occasionally 

i11uiainated by a major subdominant chord, and sonne clear references (mostly 

for viola solo) to both the in theme of the first uovenent end the 

opening. Characteristically the movement reaches 

its climax on the augmented sixth chord on B-flat: 

__ ýýý ., A 

ý. r 

.s 
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- after which the suite is shortly and succinctly completed, frith, of 

course, -a last reference to the aug need sixth. 

The structure of this last movement is convincing evidence of Sibelius's 

overall tone]. view of the Rskastava Suite: the musical argument is lucid 

throughout the work though the last movement demands a gory s3: npathetic 

perfori: ance if it is to succeed in the concert hall since its formal and 

cmotioinal function needs a control that uri l avoid making it sound sectional 

and unsatisfactory - for it lacks some (- not much -) of the exquisitely 

poetic feeling of the first movement or the immediately approachable and 

haunting simplicity of the second. 

The conclusion that 'itakastava' is nearer to the Fourth Symphony than 

any work written in 1893 is not to be doubted: the internal evidence confirms 

this beyond all doubt - the ability to suggest the function of large-scale 

tonality within such a small time-scale, and Iwrith an avoidance of emotional 

heat as well as such details as the significant differences in the successive 

presentaticns of the augmented sixth chord in the first movement, the tonal 

reference, entry of the triangle and final 6/3 chord in the second, are all 

indicative of Sibelius's mature ability and creative imagination (and strongly 

hints at the period 1907-11). 

P{oreover the comparison with other works of similar size clearly 

suggests that its undoubted achiovezaent arises from the essential 'tonal' 

argument: comparable works, lacking, this central tonal iaea, are mostly 

conspicuous by their failure. 



. CHAPTER 15 

SYMPHONY N o-4 
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CUUAPThR 15 

The Symphony i+o. 4 in A minor,, up. G3 was completed in 1911, and 

although its first performance was apparently successful , its subsequent 

critical reception was far from cordial. Today however the Fourth Symphony 

is recognised (by Sibelicn sc6lars,, at least) as Sibelius's most profound 

symphonic creation, and one of the more important works in the symphonic 

literature of the twentieth century. 

The first movement is uncompromisingly Sibeli�n in essence and matericl, 

and although clearly a straightforward sonata design, it is unusual - in 

the symphonies so far composed - in that it is a slow ; iovement. 
2 

The 

initial tempo direction is 'Tempo molto moderato, quasi adagio', and 

Chcrniavsky's account of Sibelius 's tempo corrections suggests aL 

marking of 
ei 

= 45-5/f. 

The opening p: irase, Al (Lx. 237) presents the essence of the movement 

,, rith its augmented fourth, syncopation, and consequential alternating und 

overlapping i-sharp -h pedal ostinato. 

This opening recalls the Second Symphony in which the first movement 

started with material used either as a cadence or to establish the key; 

the opening (dramatic proposition) of the Fourth Synphony begins with the 

interval C- I-sharp and then the alternation F-sharp - E: a cormentary 

on a note-relationship that conventionally occurs later in the course of 

a Piece. The initial augmented fourth interval could be seen as su. gresting 

the tension which exists between the (mediant) 4 onal poles on either side of 

1. See, however, Johnson, op. cit., p. 126. 
2. It is perrapo worth stating that this first movement is not a slow 

movement; in the accepted sense. This is not =erely a change in the 
conventional order of movements; it is a symphonic first-movement 
that happens to aoti e in a very slow te, po. 
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J minor: its essence may be sketched thus: 

Lx. 23S 
'r 

The second feature to appear in the movement, the first main theme, 

! u? 
(Ex. 239), for solo cello, is leisurely and rhapsodic; it lacks the 

impetus of the opening, while the marked contrast of the diatonic and 

flattened sevenths, G-sharp/G-natural, serves to heighten this (rhapso'cic) 

impression. The rhapsodic quality is enhanced by : nediý nt progressions and 

the melody being thickened out in thirds. 

This A2 cello theme is accompanied by the continuing r-sharp -E pedal, 

though the undulation is broken three bars after Letter h on the significant 

note F-sharp which is enharmonic ally supported by violas arid celli. 1,4hsn 

the pedel ostinato is resumed, the leisurely har.. onic progression settles 

on the chord of C major - which could be taken as the normal medient key. 

The ostinato finally stops !+ bars before Letter i3, but 2 bars later 'poco 

Largamente' (and against a sustained C major chord) an F-sharp (and C-sharp) 

peda point (re)appears. This new pedal then supports (at Letter 13) three 

bars of dramatically forceful brass 'lion-roars' and - with a momentary 

and impressive increase in harmonic rhythm the key of F-sharp major is 

achieved, and the main theire of the second subject is introduced. This 

theme B1 (Lx. 240) is based on the opening augmented fourth and is marked by 

syncopation. 
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The 'inner ccnnection'1 between the second subject and the opening 

augmented fourth - and the tonal drama these musical characters are 

acting out - may now be seen. The second subject/augmented fourth theme 

is a dramatic incident, a climax, but as such it is related to, and 

comments upon the opening proposition and the first subjcct theme A2 

(with its underlying and continuing tension); hence Sibelius had no 

option but to include it in his second subject - note too, that the 

allusion to the opening is exact, for this i31 theme leaps between the 

minor mediant and major stiomediant of ]'-sharp major. 

It is this interdependence and (eventual) explicit statement of 

symphonic significance that makes for the 'inner connection between 

all the motives' and illustrates the principle of organic growth; 

equally it ccnnct be denied that the augmented fourth becomes the focal 

point of that growth, but only as a result of its context. 

Thus far the exposition may be summarized as follows: (and as 

sketched in hx. 241) : 

1. See quotation on p. 237, footnote. 
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a dramatic detail, a proposition type of theme which suggests a commentary 

on a note relationship, is (dramatically) presented but left without 

immediate explanation. It dwindles into an alternating pedal above which 

a broader and more leisurely minor theme is announced. This new theme moves 

smoothly towards its relative major, but as it approaches the threshold of 

C major the pedal re-asserts its dominance and the tonality is quickly 

pulled round to the F-sharp major. The climax of this tonal drama is 

marked by a dramatic comment - the opening augmented fourth: this takes 

up the symphonic significance of the opening three notes. (The augmented 

interval has been subtly maintained - without emphasis - throughout the 

opening paragraph, since the thirds on the bottom line of p. 2 are on G-flat 

and C in quick succession, and of course the C major chords (p. 3) of the 

strings and the F-sharp of the horns outlines this characteristic. ) 

Following this the rest of the exposition presents several features 

which can be quickly and easily placed into the overall scheme. The 

subsequent material of the second subject group is both necessary and 

vital: it provides a considerable amount of corroborative evidence to ma-ti 

the structural importance of the establishment of this new tonal centre as 

well as providing some necessary variety and 'relief' fron the all-per vraciing 

augmented fourth. 

This additional material - (i) a sequenti repeat of the 4 chords 

for trumpets and trombones ýý ich effected the modulation to F-sharp major 

and now move to the dominant-cf-the-dominant, (ii) a new phrase, B2 (rx. 242) 

whose rhythm recalls the opening of 31 (though the interval is now a 7th) 

and which mcves to the subdominant of F-sharp major, (iii) the gentle emphasis 

of the subdominant by the horn calls, and (iv) a powerful perfect cadence 

(in the successive 4/4 - 3/4 bars, PP. 4-5) - these four features circumscribe 

the new key briefly and effectively. 
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The exposition is completed by a short codotta (beginning at Tempo 1, 

p. 5). This shows the complete acceptance of the F-sharp tonality, and 

the criginal au. _; nented fourth is now replaced by a woodwind phrase using 

only a perfect, fourth (Lx. 243) -a change symptomatic of the new tonality 

and signifying a (momentary) relaxation of the tonal tension. 

The development section begins by dropping quietly into b minor in a 

rhythm that recalls the opening of the movement: the contra-basses ; º-sharp 

completes the allusion (as well as being a dovetail) and reveals that the 

tonal drama is not over. This section soon settles into a pattern (4 bars 

after Letter F) and is at first entirely concerned with the two phrases 

which contain the augmented fourth. The (contrapuntal) texture is sparse, 

frequently unsupported, and at first consistently syncopated. It maintains 

tension without allowing any particular tonal centre to emerge, and avoids 

any more normal sense of deliberate progression, or even an easily 

discernible sequential pattern in the rising and falling augmented fourth 

phrases. 

The section is bound together and marks its progress by (i) the F-sharp - 

G motive (leading to the augnented fourths first on flute and clarinet, p. 7, 

later on cellos and basses, p. 7-5), (ii) the evolution of a further 

woodwind phrase (itself an expansion of the augmented fourth interval), 

(iii) the tonal 'signposting' of the timpani, acting as a perfect pitch 

'memory', and eventually (iv) the clearly recognisable sequence for 

woodwind (p. 10) with the final move to an !i major chord which is outlined 

(a largando) im ediately before Letter I. 

ft 
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The end of the development section is dovetailed into the opening 

of the recapitulation, but although the tonic key and the opening augmented 

fourth are reached in the two bars before 'Adagio' (Letter I) the main 

weight of the recapitulation falls on the repeat of the second part of the 

second subject - in which the augmented fourth motive does not. itself 

appear. This considerable abbreviation of the recapitulation (- a further 

similarity with the Second Symphony) is symptomatic of the tonal 

resolution of the movement. In view of the fact that the original tonic 

has been re-established and its tonal tension has been satisfactorily 

resolved there is now no need for the opening proposition. This is a 

natural abbreviation, justified and indeed created by the necessities and 

resolution of the musical argument. 
1 

After this the emphatic subdominant harmony together with its horn 

calls and brass cadence are all restated, and at 'Tempo I' (2 bars before 

Letter K) the coda balances the codetta, and makes i4z relaxed reference 

to the first subject; but it also makes one vital change; the perfect 

fourth phrase for woodwind is finally repeated as a diminished fifth (E:. 244) 

for strings. 

To call this change vital may evoke some surprise since the diminished 

fifth is largely considered as a musical synonym for the augmented fourth; 2 

but here the use of the diminished fifth represents an admirable balance to 

the augmented fourth: for whereas throughout this movement the augmented 

fourth is aggressive, the diminished fifth - with its highest note, B-flat, 

felling to the tonic - has an air of resignation about it. 

1. It is difficult not to feel that this creative necessity for an 
abbreviated recapitulation is frequently ignored - certainly it is 
rarely stated; a similar point arises in the second movement of this 
symphony. 

2. Even L. Coo .e in his book 'The Language of Miusic' me-. es no distinction, 
yet tha function of each interval can be strikingly different - as here. 

ýa 
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Analytical conraent on this first movement has (in the past) 

frequently stated that 'it all evolves from the opening augmented fourth', 
1 

but this ar wient is acceptable only in the sense that the augmented fourth 

is 'primus inter pares', and without the interplay of all the other thematic 

and tonal features its dominating character and position would disappear: 

in this respect it is sirailar to the finale of the Third Symphony where 

the suiiming-up theme' dominates the movement by virtue of its inherited 

situation and evolution. 

And in this movement the effect of the pedal ostinato, the orchestral 

effect of its actual overlapping, and a metrical 'discrepancy' (pointed 

out by Parmet) are all worthy of especial note. 

The opening phrase quoted in Lx. 237 shows the establishment of the 

undulating ostinato; five full bars are allowed for try his to become 

established and the change from crotchets to dotted crotchets then rminirs 

should be noted. This change has the effect of slowing down the energetic 

(syncopated) rhythm of the opening phrase to that of a gentle undulation 

and a slower speed - above wich the rhapsodic melody of A2 can be introduced. 

Further the fact that this ostinato accompanies the A2 theme is important 

for two reasons: first, its alternations suggest a prevailing tension (from 

'i . 
This arganent is frequently supported by Sibelius' oft-quoted 
conversation with Mahler: "When our conversation touched on the 
nature of this symphony T said that I adnired its severity and 
style and the profound logic that created an inner connection 
between all the motives. This was the experience I had come to 
in composing, i,: s; nler's opinion was just the reverse. 'No' (he said) 

the symphony must be like the world. It must be Ell-embracing 
(Uman p. 191) - and this is capable of supporting several completely 
different interpretations. 

S 
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the opening drw-aatic co-. lent) which is not present in the melody itself, 
1 

and, secondly, that by its overlapping (and presence) it inhibits the sense 

of progression of the fir3t -main theme. 

The orchestral effect of the overlapping of the divided basses 

(which is not disturbed until 3 bars after Letter A) consistently lessens 

the impact of the change of note on the accented beat: the aura]. effect 

is that of one note growing out of the other ( rather than a clear change) 

and this reduces the impact of the metrical rhythm. 

In this context Simon Parmetts reconstr°action of the opening phrase2 

is interesting; 

{. 245 
_. -. -f 

X' 
a /i IN 

C3. Irv 

. ýr 

1. gain as clarity to the Second Symphony. 

2. Parmet, op. cit., p. 49. 

II 
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The corpari. son c-4 Parraer. 's reconstruction with the original Sibelius 

shots cray cne rain cii. Lerence (at I. -. ') and Pa=et cozi ents : 

(that Sibelius) "... can also have had other reasons, which 
elude our judgement, for selecting a notation differing 
from that which we would consider natural and correct. And 
it is just this that appears to be t: ie case with the main 
there of this novc:, 2ent. Sibelius did not write the score 
as it is without some valid reason. " 

Later (p. 50-1) Per. ret concludes: 

"The solution to the problem would seem to be this: the 
bass-ostinato motif gives us the correct metre, while the 
theme itself.... rrast somehow be regarded as being attached 
from c. iiy mutu;, l connection with the metrical scheme, thus 
appearing as a freely treated reciticative-like element. " 

This largely -supports the suggestion race above concerning the 

importance and functions of P- , harp-E ostinato; further the reason for 

the 'discrepancy' (pointed eat by Parrnet) may simply be that Sibelius's 

intention was to avoid the first beat 'fetus' at 'x because it would 

have sounded too metrically exact and decisive - and suggestive of a 

ref? ular progression. The essence of the : A2 theme is its rhapsodic 

characteristic, and in keeping with this it takes some time for the theme 

to settle down to its natural rhythm, and even when it does there are 

entries which thrust against the rhythm. Later on, the syncopated entries 

of violas, violin T1, and violin I (p. 2 bottcm line) give rise to a 

similar effect. 

These features (the undulating ostinato, the rhapsodic characteristic, 

the rhythmic discrepancies, the overlapping) combine to enhance the icea 

of rhapsody and are designed to support, the idea of leisurely progress. 
In describing the, procedures of this raovement reference has already 

bean made to 1the silailarities between this move:. ent end the first novsucn 

of the Second Symphclly - both works start with a tonal proposition type o 

theme, the týn:.; ion of this proposition is not explicit in the subec 4c:,. t 
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'first subject' melodies, the significance of the opening becomes more 

apparent with the presentation of the second subject, there is a later 

tonal resolution of the ope:: ing proposition, an abbreviated recapitulation 

becomes necessary - these, and other similarities demonstrate that this 

first novement of the Fourth Symphony has a clear basis in earlier 

e: -perience: arid it is a logical, though far-reaching Development of them. 

But this move,. lent is exceptional in Sibelius's symphonic compositions in 

that it reaches emotional depths uncharted by its predecessors, and it 

presents its Lrasical and emotional ardent in an unusually intense and 

concentrated nzaxuzer. 

Many writers have referred to the 'compression' and 'lack of unnecessary 

detail' of this work, viewing these characteristics as a continuation of the 

process of reduction observed in the Third jy phcny. Taking these terms 

literally it is difficult to accept fully this view since there are few 

'unnecessary' details in the Third 6ynphony, and the paradoxical characteristic 

of this movement is that it achieves the illusion of a vast design. 

This Movement fulfils the suggestion of a large design without becoming 

diffuse, without using a large aiaoant of diverse material, and within a 

remarkably shot span of time. This illusion is largely created by the 

interplay of two complex features: first (1) the s1ctr pulse, speed, and 

the leisurely and rhapsodic drift of the opening paragraph, apparently to 

C major, on the one hcnd (and necessarily including such 'details' as the 

initial abando: mcnt of the opening augmented fourth proposition, the tendency 

to avoid a regalarly recurring metrical pattern in the individual phrases 

hence both the 'discrepancy' pointed cut by Parmet and the syncopation of the 

carlier part of the development sections as well as the inhibition of the 

haznnoni. c rhythm itself by the pedal ostinat) and, on the other hand (2) 

the briskness of t ac tonal action is establishing F-sharp major so quickly 

ft 
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and forcefl. LUy after having approached it from the remoteness of C-major, 

as well as directly taking up the symphonic significance of the opening 

three notes (and later extending; to include such features as the avoidance 

of a conventional progression in the devalopment so that the 'pace' of the 

section cannot easily be asacased, as well as enabling the recapitulation 

to emerge - again with little forewarning - out of the tonal. 'chaos' of the 

development, and not forgetting the inpact of the abbreviated recapitulation 

itself. ) 

The interplay of these complex (though musically lucid) features 

results in the establish -ent of a complex Lxasical 'pace' whose essence is 

the interaction of those apparent opposites, and it is this that enables 

the movement to suggest and achieve the convincing illusion of a vast design 

without the necessity for real, commensurate dimensions. The 'compression' 

of this uovement necessarily arises frone this fact, though in contrast it 

possesses a remarkable illusion of space and 
freedom. 

In the first movement the augmented fourth, C- F-sharp, suggested 

. he two (conflicting) tonal alternatives reaching out from the central A 

minor tonality; in the second movement in i-major, Allegro molto vivace, 

the triton is more conventionally situated since its hinges on the 

augmented fourth degree ( B-natura) of the key and the resultant F- B- natural 

interul. Although critica discussion of this movement hcs largely been 

concerned with (i) the continuing influence of the augmented fourth, and 

(ii) the 'form' of the movement; (with its suggestion of a 'return' of the 

scherzo), this change in the position of the tritons has not been mentioned. 

This movement falls into two main parts, the first a scherzo (in 3/4) 

in ternary fom, ar: ̀ a second which has been variously described as 'a kind 

of Trio' and a coda. 

The scherzo begins ld-th a si : ple i- quaver ostinato for div. violas 
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above which oboe solo announces the main theme, Al, (.: 
x. 246). The first 

note of this oboe theme is exactly that on which tree first movement 

finished: a quietly effective way of linking the movements and 

suggesting that there is to be a further consideration of se:: e part of 

the centra creative idea of the first movement. (The device is used 

again between the third and fourth movements). This suggestion of the 

ccnti: raation of some part of (or revexberation from) the creative idea of 

the previous move:: ent is also to be observed in the timpani patt of this 

scherzo since it is restricted to the notes F-sharp -E and thus maintains 

the note ral. aticnship established in the first movement - and this tuning 

is not changed until the trio/coda. 

The first main oboe theme (Al) of this scherzo avoids E-I1at for some 

considerable tint::, but the eventual correction of its B-natural (by B-flat, 

one bar before Letter A) robs this augmented interval of some of the dramatic 

power it possessed in the first movement. Similarly the B-natural of the 

subsidiary phrase for strins, A2 (Ex. 247) is later 'corrected' (counter- 
C3 

balanced)by h-flat, after which the development of a shot scqucnce of 

diminished 5ths (for oboe and violins in dialogue) ecntinues this 

reduction of dramatic impact. Thus although the very 'lightness' of this 

scherzo has a 'sinister' quality, the augmented 4th is so far contained 

within the hey of F major and not allow-ad to disrupt the movement. The 

first' section of this scherzo is completed by a short phrase for violins, 

A3 (Ex. 248), which ccncludes with a sort of 'Neapoliter. ' cadence, i.. e. 
I ilb -i. 
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At Letter B the second section - which acts in the mariner of a 

development - begins with a new phrase for strings, B1 (Ex. 249) in 

unison/octaves 
1 in 2111. (- note that this change of time signature applies 

only to violins, violas, and cellos). This gradually begins to move away 

frort the tonic key - supported by the F -sharp -L progression in timpani - 

and towards the evolution of another idea (132). But. this too quickly 

becomes sequential and (just before Letter C) once again in danger of 

losing its impetus. The sequence is broken by the abrupt restoration 

of 3/4 while the following crescendo figure for strings is interrupted by 

an unexpected chord for brass. This chord is sustained for 6 bars end its 

(complete) lack of rhythmic articulation is adequately coipeni; ated by the 

dynamic marking of fp-c:: =a1..... f. It is answered by aG minor chord for 

woodwind (held for 4 bars and marked Ip') after which the two chords are 

sequentially repeated a tore higher, though both are now sustained for 8 

bars. (This short passage is also accompanied by r'-sharp -b on timpani). 

As the woodwind maintain their A minor chord, a B-flat pedal is 

established by contra basses, and over this (at Letter B) the original 

diminished 5th sequence is presented in inversion; during its presentation 

the B-flat pedal is taken over' by horns, and shortly afterwards a 

(sin ltcneous) L-natursl pedcl appears in timpani. 

In turn this diminished 5th sequence leads directly to a repeat of 

the last sentence (h3) of the opening section, though this time the 

cadence is completed by he chord of i)-flat. This introduces a new theme 

for flutes, Cl, which (is directed 'tr: inquillo' and) moves to E-flat in 

which key the strings reply with t; 2 -'a tempo I. The f! ute then, e is 

ropeated a tone lower and finishes its phrase on J-fiat: and this is then 

1. i find that t.; o essence of this pasa ge is counterpoint; certainly the tensile thinness of the parmsc rre r ec<sfls those cuntra. un. tcJ 

passages in other words where there is the beg nning of a raovem nt 
away from he tonic key. 
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quickly taten to effect a modulation to G-flat from where (at Letter G) 

the. 'Neapolitan' cadence effects the quiet return to F major and the 

complete and literal restatement of the first section of the scherzo. 

At Letter Ia short codetta - marked by a chromatically rising, 

trill for violins and violas that suggests the imninent emergence of a 

more obviously sinister development - provides a convenient link to the 

second part of the movement, which begins at Letter K and is directed 

"doppio p± lento". Opinion is divided as to whether this second part 

is a trio or a coda, though since it appears (in retrospect) to illuminate 

and fulfil the inherent possibilities of the first section perhaps the ter 

'coda' is the More appropriate. 

This coda falls into two almost equal sections, of which the second 

is a slightly extended (and orchestrally strengthened) repeat of the first. 

The construction of this first section is siLlple: it presents two 

(apparently) new melodic ideas, cnd is accompanied by (i) the ce&scless 

F -E violin trill, (ii) a very considerable timpani roll on 13-natural, md 

(iii) a rising figure which passes through lower strings (in quaver 

triplets and moving in a consistent cross-rhythm). 

The first of the new melodic ideas (announced by oboe and clarinet) 

has two complementary sentences, I;. 1a, L'. 1b, (Exs. 250,251) with the 

first co,. ipleting its phrase with the interval F- i3 natural, and the second 

B-natural - F: the second sentence is somewhat aided in this tonal 

argument by the subsequent 'rfz' entries for bass and cello, which by 

their thozaatic alteration seem to reinforce the tenacious stability oý te 

r (minor) tonality. The second now melodic idea, 
1 

D2 (Ex. 252) is first 

presented by violas (p. 23, bottom line, bar 6) and so, ý e slight develop7: enz 

of this idea t es Place - married (particularly in the 4 bars before Letter L) 

1. These new themes, L1 and u2, are rhythmically altered versions of 81 and 132 from the scherzo. 
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by some striking ham. onic clashes. The 7 bars folio'. -in; netter L 

brings the developing tension of Iris coda to its first clime with the 

grinding clash of 1)-f'lat against C-natural, but the tension is i.: omentalily 

relaxed as the L-flat resolves to C and the movement is steadied on the 

dominant of F major: it is significant that the timpani support this 

C-natural. 

however the influence of the B-natural reappears almost ir: ediately 

(bottom line p. 2.1,. ) and leads to the essentially literal repeat of the 

preceding part of the coda which now lasts until the last bar on p. 26. 

Here the development of the D2 idea is continued and enlarged, and the 

climax of the movement is reached (1.27, bar 4) with the augmented fourth 

for woodwind - now, 'rffz' - reinforced by horns, and accoy, ponied by the 

continuing string trill (F 
- L) over the B-natural in timpani, truz: pets 

and tro-,: hones. This provokes a very 'h at' version of Di which hints - 

no more than that - in its closing bars at the opening of the scherzo. 

These closing bars have excited considerable coma-ent; they have been 

seen (by some) as the most significant and interesting ng of the movement, 

and assessed as symbolising a repeat of the scherzo section., 
r, I his idea cannot be accepted: the basis of this second movement is 

the continuing influence of the summen ted z curth within the key of F major. 

Robem Simpson is correct in asserting that the augmented fourth "is 

prevented from affecting the large-scale tonality of the symphony -,. ntil 

the last movement where the tension at. last causes a fearsorae upheavals; 

nevertheless in this movement, while no other key centre is significartlr 

established, the argun,: ýnt rests on the dramatic disruption , which the 

B-naturl causes (and is worked out) within. the key of F-major. 
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This disruptive ele2ent is contained in the scherzo (though, as in 

the first paragraph of the first moveüf, ni, it is clearly maintained 

throughout the section), but it then brea; zs free and creates a marked 

disturbance in the coda where it becomes the dominating feature which 

can no l:, rger be restrained and rises to a considerable climax - presented 

as tie naked interval F- B-natural. 

The argument reaches its climax and is resolved within the last 15 

bars of tho noverant, and timpani assert the final tonal (and thematic) 

conclusion. The closing string version of D1 su: 'gests the possibility of 

a return to the scherzo, but this is not accepted since the argument of the 

movement has been completed and brought to a conclusion: to return to the 

opening would invite bathos and begin again a tonal evolution that has 

already been worked out. Characteristically it is the timpani that bexish 

i, hu- very possibility of such a return. 

The third movement in C-sharp minor, Irl tempo 1aTgo'l is one of the 

most romantic (mid personal) in all oibelius, and it has been elegantly 

and accurately described by Simpson2 as "an unclassifiable growth where a 

therm ferns itself by quanta. " 

1. Chexrliavsky's article suggests a i"IM marking of 80-92. 

2. Simpson, op. cit., p. 20. 
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The movement has a rhapsodic quality that is More than superfic. r. 

yet it is blended with a consistently purposef i evolution, and even if the 

growth is 'unclassifiable' the intention of the movement is clearly to 

reveal only gradually both (the growth of) the main theme and the 

cstablishment of its C-sharp minor t, nality. 
1 

This intention is largely 

realised through the interplay of two states of the same basic thematic idea. 

The course of the movement can conveniently be outlined as follow- : 

1. the movement begins with a gentle rhapsodic unfolding and the 

presentation of the basis of some thematic ideas; the first of 

these, Ala (for flutes), rhapsodic and sequential in character, is 

steadied by the appearance of a dominant (minor) chord, and is ansi'ered 

by a phrase for clarinets, Alb'., and this clarinet phrase is later shown 

to be the basis of the main theme of the movement: 

Lx. 253. 

I 

:. nü tris iss cc::: p' _. tely different process from that observed in the 
finale of the Third Syxiphony. 

S 
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the sequential enlargement and development of this phrase is broken 

by the return of Ala and the passage cones to rest on a seventh 

chord on A-sharp; 

2. next A2 - and the beginning of the main theme - is iritr o:. uced by 

4 horn soll: it is on the threshold of C-sharp minor and passes 

through its tonic chord before finishing its phrase on a diminished 7th 

Lx. 2514 ( ýO . 
ý- 

., 
ra" 

"ý 
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- but the tonic key is not immediately taken up, cnd the purpose of 

the W) cello phrase which accompanies the c rainished 7th is not 

immediately clear; but it leads to the development of 

3. an seauenticJ. passage, based on Al a (and en route, thrZu-, h 

aC major 'cadence'); this eventually completes its phrase on the 

chord of A-flat major: 

; x. 255 ---^ý 

(se.. tor. 4l) rising bass line, {3r tkuJ' si.. Snif ica ni , -old criaracteri.:. 1iic, qu. Crver rest/ immediately 

before the final C-sherp in t1Lr cello phrase. 
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! f. this is timen enharmonically (by the contra-basses) as the cdo,:. inaxit 

of C-sharp minor, and Lts dominant function is confir; -. Y_, d by tile 

presentation of a slightly extended version of A2, now clearly in 

the tonic key and, for the first tit , beginiiný ýýIA tl: e tonic note 

itself: 

Lx. 256 11 

w 

L. -ý- 

This theme c orne s to rest on a (b/ii. ) D minor chord, and this provides 

the opportunity for 

5. a return of the- opening flute clarinet rhapsody (at tirkes in strict 

canon) over a sustained chord for strings; this chord is not at once 

resolved and at Letter C it is gently abandoned; 

6. here the main theme is presented sequenticily, in both inversion and 

diminution, though the seiiitonal iaovernent of the Yelody line i-cself 

gives inc phrase a' fn: sn' c . arecter 
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this passage of sequentizil 'development' quickly works towards the tonic 

key, , hero (7 bars bevor ; Letter D) 

7. an extended version of ' now rzoJes to a normal half-close and is 

completed by a second sentence which is itself shown to be cn 

enlarge: ent of the earlier A3 phrase (with the melody in violas); mid 
these sentences az : now supported by the swing of harmony 

tonic--3' dominant--> tonic: 

:. 258 1 
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Foll ou rg this an abridged statement of the complete theme leads to 

S. the esttblislment of a (long) sustained dominant pedal - later 

supported by the entry of the timpani - over which the simple 

woodwind phrases hover round the dominant: 

subsequently, 

9. the restate,:, crit of A2 begins in C-sharp minor, but now complete; 

a movement towards it3 dominant key-. 

E;:, 260 

Sr, J 

., 

o -ýý 

M 
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1 1 i 

U. hexe, a. ter a brier reference to Ala, the first phrase or A? 1S 

presented in G-sharp minor; but this key is soon abandoned cnd 

(after hints of B minor and I) minor) leads directly to the cli, nax 

of the movement; 

E::. 25ß 
low, - 
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11. this climax (beginning at Letter G)- is passionate end powerful 

though brief . 

Ex. 201 

-4r. 
I. ' 

von 

_r 

t }_\. t . i. -J 
n 

it is supported by a bass line (moving in contrary motion) which refers 

to some elements of the main there (bars 1- 2) and the summit of this 

climax is marked by the ' ff' ana ' fff' entries of the contra-basses 

supzorted by the brass scction. The 'fff' entry is the first direct 

reference to the augmented fourth within this movement: here it balances 

.. he previous 'ff' entry (which seems itself to be an augmented version of 

the rising fifth of the main theme) and before the short coda can complete 

t . As mo'vaLierit, the 'ff-I' entry evokes the following. phrase froia bassoons and 

Clarinet: : 

4k 
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: x. 262 

ýx ein- 

. 44i 

IfZI&, fI/,. 

This seems) momentarily, to tale up the note-relationship (A - D-sharp) 

1 sugrested by the ccntra basses, but the matter is not pursued here, end 

the coda, echoing some characteristic features of the previcus extended 

dominant pedal (though of course it is now changed to the tonic) quietly 

closes the uovemcnt on C-sharp in octaves. 

The quality and achievemont of this noveuent is both person and 

profound, and it largely rests on two features. The first 

is the flute/clarinet opening which acts (in various forms, throughout 

the moverent) as a subdued generrating force -a rhapsodic background from 

which new ideas can emerge and evolve. 

Several features of this flute/clarinet rhapsodic cpening are worth 

noting. There is, to begin with, a clear though subtle distinction between 

the two states of the basic theme as presented in the initial Ala and Alb 

phrases; for although the basic and constituent phrase of both "the flute 

and clarinet versions outlines the interval of a fifth., their differences 

in shape: and character enables Sibelius to present either (i) the Hore 

direct sequence of the clarinet (which is later transforaed into the 

beginning of a thenatic statement, ., 12) or (ii) to enhance (through 

the flute entrie3) the idea of a rhapsodic and leisurely unfolding of (lat(;. nt) 

thematic and tonal possibilities. 

(Moreover the rhapsodic quality of the opening passage as a whole is 

enhanced by the choice of rostra cnt l colour, hach largely remains cons bent 

throughout the movement, the avoidance of a clear-cut key centre, the bride 

separation of the melody acid bass lines, arid the lack of harmonic support. ) 

1. The si; f cence of t}i 
.' fil' entry ü. »d the phrase for bassoons ad 

c? P-2 L, _ is seen at the beginning of the Finale. 
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The rh. apsodic opening constantly suggests and pot ins towards a 

wider range of thematic and tonal ideas, and the pattern of the movement 

is established shortly after Letter A. For., at that point, the A2 statemant 

for horns presents a more definite and articulate version of the clarinet 

Al b phrase; the pattern arises from the fact that each subsequent 

rhapsodic passage also results in either (i) a further release of a 

'discrete amount I (quanta) of the main theme, or (ii) a clearer definition 

(or statement) of the main C-sharp minor tonality, or (iii) the continuation 

of both that theme and tonality - and thus marks the progress of the 

movement. In this respect even the change of orchestral colour from the 

(rhapsodic) widely spaced lines of the opening 8 bars to the conparativc. y 

close-spacing of the new (horn) colour at Letter A ccnnvributes directly 

to the more purposeful quality of the A2 phrase itself. 

But the real significance of the leisurely rhapsodic flow is seen 

only tijhen it is considered in conjunction with the pace of this movemont. 

For, while the actual achievement of C-sharp minor and the unfolding of 

the rein theme needs the whole of the movement, "there 
is both a 

considerable amount of incident, and a remarkable briskness of action. 

Even allou-ing for the broad tempo, ti: e main tonal and thematic evolutions 

of this movement - gradually- expanding from the sugc estion of dominant and 

tonic chords (in steps 1 and 2) to a confirmed dominant function (;, 4) 

and thence to the passage of 'development' (S, 6), leading to a complete 

musical sentence supported by a tonic - dominant - tonic string of har : ony 

(7), and followed in turn. by the establishment of a dominant pedal (8), 

then the movement towards the dominant key and a statement of the main 

theme therein (9,10), and from there to the brief, passionate, climax - 

]] these are in fact presented with considerable briskness: eric step 

follows another with little interruption or little dalag. 
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But even so, in between each of these steps : Sibelius td; es the 

opportunity to return to the opening rhapsody, and thereby to suggest 

. i'urt her possibilities which enlarge (and develop) the actual tonal 

and thematic evolution - as the follovring exaiples will show. 

At Letter n the movement is s ho; tin to be on the threshold of C-what p 

ninor, but this key is achieved only after the subsequent passage has. 

suggested a wider tonal possibility (the 'cadence' in C major) and the 

evolution of a 'new' thcnatic figure (A3); the ease aid swiftness with 

which this is then turned towards the tonic key enables it to accrue all 

the impetus and enlarged tonal sense arising from the passa, e of tonal 

exploration which intervenes between the tonic chord (just after Letter A) 

and the achievement of t., -Le tonic key (at Letter B). 

A similar tonal enlargement occurs in the passage around Letter C 

where the opening woodwind rhapsody ana sustained string chord are 

suddenly abandoned; but when the key of G-sharp minor and the main 

theme reappear, it becomes clear that these 4 bars wore (as it were) in 

parenthesis, and the harmonic progression was in fact: 

Ex. 263 1.. 1 

This at once enlarges the tonal charactar of C-sharp minor, while it is 

only in the third bar after Letter 1) that thc: thematic significance of 

this 'new' B1 them- is revealed. 

Finally, just after Letter ^, the abandonment of the thematic statement 
in t. ¬ domin. nt key of G-sharp minor is-directly brou ht about 
by the reference to the Ala xuaterial: this enables the point of this new 

key to be made (a : ci enhanced) without the a: tual necessity for a complete 

statement wit .n the key itself - thus the climax of the movement crn 

fcl1 : with increased vigour Lnd effect. 
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The interplay of the suggestive power of rhapsody with the 

consistently progressive pace enables äibelitis to achieve the effect 

of a considerable tcnal evolution, and the impact of a widely varied 

thematic development without having actually to fulfil their implications - 

end to do so within a remarkably small time-scale. iioreover a considerable 

par of the achievement of this movement resides in the fact that this 

concentrated desigp is not contained and liriited, but expansive and free. 

In some respects the concentration of this movement on the steady 

rclease of its main them: and the establishment of its tonic key, recalls 

the 'obsessiveness' of the middle movement of the Third Symphony; and, 

as will be suggested later, it seems to point towards the middle move. rnnt 

of the Fifth +Sym phony. 

One of the more valuable orchestral worts written between the 

com o:. ition of tine fourth sand Firth Symphonies was 'The Bard' Op. 64, acid 

the study 'f t1hds third movement of the Fourth Symphon f suggests that part 

of its most significant feature nay have . escended from this movement. 

In one sense the third movement is the e: notiono]. tkernel' of the 

entire symphony even though direct references to the augmented fourth are 

few: and this profound mid intense movement proves to be an admirable 

foil to the exposed and fearsc,: e tonaal cQnflict unleashed in the finale. 

The sonata-form outlines of the finale of this i'ourth L ymphony are 

clear, yet the essence of the noveiient (- and the climax of the symphony 

is not so =uch w be found in thematic identities as in tine tension that 

arises from the direct ju ,. F-, position of the tonalities they characterise - 

and this tension is not easily demonstrable by quotation. 
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The exposition lasts for some 60 bars (i. e. until the per_ultim;. te 

bar p. 41) and the opening tonic paragra-ih introuuces two main themes 

and a ru ber of short accessory motives. The first of the : main themes, ?, 

(Lx. 264) begins with a direct uuo ation fron the previous moment: 
1 it is 

marked by the au mented fourth (D-sharp) and (after Letter 4, ) this is 

presented in direct (and sirmltaneous) conflict with the L-riatural of the 

violas. Three (tonic) motives of some in ortance arise from this first 

sentence: (i) a strong rhythmic motive for violas (supported by timpani) 

: iatfing a particularly emphatic reference to the au:. nenwed fourth (Al' 
, 

(ii) a 4-note figure for 'Glockent2 and (iii) a subsidiary phrase for 

violins which is mar-ed by the flat 7th (G-naturel) and a felling-fifty: 

phrase endin?. (Lx. 26i, b, c, ) 
. 

The presentation cf these motives is followed by the appearance of 4.2 

(Lx. 266 ; p. 39 top line) last bar), a complemantary phrase of Al; it is 

situated on the dominant chord and even includes a reference to the 

augrnnnted fourth of the dominant, i. e. A-sharp to L major. But, in 

addition to its dominant situation, one of its most important and 

characteristic features is its sustained penultimate note - D-natural 

(i. e. the diatonic fourth of A major). 

1. It io interesting to recall that the fjnalc of the Third iynphony makes a 
quotation from the preceeding rmovement; here apart from, providi. r_7 a 
convenient starting point (since this theme does not itself return water 
in the novement) this fact does help to account for the darker quality 
of this A major - as Simpson has pointed out. 

dispute as to w her this iriplies ' r- z 2. There is a ýnýt' this ý' glOC_. eI1. ýplEý. or 
'ballst; Joýiri jon states (Lý. 12 3 footnote) "'r'i, L isti conductors, to th 
Sibelius as their authority, insist that ti. c part.... should be rendered 
on the glockenspiel. " 

Robert Layton informs me that, in a letter to Sir Thomas Beecham, Sibelius wrote 
of a small set of tubular bells. 
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The second rain theme, 1's3, (Lx. 267) is first announced by sclo cello 

over a dominant m nor chord: it is quickly taken up by the rest of the 

strings and (at Letter B) leads directly to a return of the three tonic 

motives, and an emphatic cadence that completes this opening paragraph. 

This broad tonic paragraph could be briefly outlined as follows : 

the movement begins with a tonic sentence in A-major that is marked by the 

augmented fourth degree, and gives rise to a number of motives. It is 

balanced by a complementary sentence that centres round the dominant, and 

includes the (sustained) diatonic fourth. 

In turn this leads to a further sentence (for solo cello) which is 

shortly followed by a return of the most characteristic and forcel"Va tonic 

; aotives. ! tt its climax (Letter B) this first paragraph is marked by the 

c. i rect clash of the adjacent D-sharp and D-natural, while the final eL phazic 

cadonce is itself characterised by a suspension that again sustains 

L-natural. - and thus aekes a particular point ei' the diatonic balance and 

present containnent of the disruptive auguented fourth. 

Following this first tonic paragraph, a tonic-dominant (quaver) ostinat"o 

is established in strings, and over this (Ltt Letter C) the woodwind suggest 

a new idea, Bi 
1 (Lx. 268) that leans towards the key of --flat - thus taking 

up the tonal inpliciations of the augmented fourth ! )-sharp -though the string 

accompaniment remains firmly fixed in A major. 

This contiluity of i. -flat and A major begins to generate a tonal 

tension, but this is not immediately developed since the tension is smoothed 

out (momentarily at least) by the fact that the final note of this theme 

(L Ilat) is accepted enharnonically by the do. ainsn chord (of !, -major) t , at 

j. Could Ertý'1:: 1ng be more ' 
º`. 

1belian' than this thei e? its rissirr:; -L121 rd, 

, ustained notes, cnd rnytIr-Ac entry off the beat, are at -flic essence 
of Sicelius's (mature) inelociic think'i. ng. 
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accompanies it (p. 43,11 bars after Letter C). And following this a 

number of previously established features return to continue the smoothing- 

out process, including the do i. ent-based A2 (on clarinets, and this time 

its final li-natural is thrown into considerable relief by the semi-quaver 

'flourish' that precedes it) and the Glccken motive. 

The final steadying (or so it seems) of A-major occurs, on p. 4.4, with 

the move to the tonic chord, the inverted tonic pedals (later changed to 

dominant) for woodwind and horns, and, at Letter D. the return of the 

three tcnic motives :. n woodwind and strings. 

But the previous (h-flat) disruption now begins to take significant 

effect, for the descending bass line passes through the tonic chord of 

A major while even the (previously) steadying force of the A2 the. ne is 

quickly wide--mined and the enharmonic translation of D-sharp to L-flat 

(2 bars before Letter E) begins to pull the tonality towards i, -flat - raid it 

is no longer held in check by a ton, y stable acco; n sdment. 

This move-nent away from 1; major towards h-flat generates a growing 

tension (from Letter L onwa_rd: 3, where it is momentarily marked by the 

bare clash of A-flat/A-natural) and in the passage between Letters E-F 

the increasing tendl conflict is presented as a gradually accelerating swing 

between the (implied) chords of A and E-flat. These chords are characterised 

by the J. -note 
(Glocken) figure in strings, the contradictory dialo=gue for 

flute, and clarinet whose respective phrases finish on the notes L cud L-flat, 

and are accompanied by the descending bass line; but although horns and 

timpani clearly point the tonal direction, this passage of tone1 conflict 

everitu lly breaks out in an exposed form (at Letter F) with the direct 

juxtapositioning of the chords of L-flat and A-::: cjcr. 

However, although there is a clear intention to move to E-flat, this 

is not immediately accomplished and ý, he subsequent bars introduce a new 

chorale-lice theme in c: ood,, rind, 132, (Lx. 269) . 
This is no,, tonally established 

S 
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until. (shortly after Letter G) the horn version of this theme mates a 

clear modulation to t. -. flat: the emphatic :, uý: lity of the full close here 

is both deliberate and vitally necessary. This is followed by a syncopated 

passage for strings, B3, (1. x. 270) which quickly reintroduces (a syncopeted 

version of ) the B2 theme, and gives rise to a second phrase, B4, (1. x. 271) 

that should be noted; at first this B2 (and 134) theme is supported by the 

chord of B major (with :. -sharp in the bass). T i. s ambivalent chord (which 

could be taker. in either 1: -flat or A major) continues and maintains the tonal 

tension (as well as frequently outlining the interval of an augmcnted fourth 

he . 'wen its outer parts) and reveals that the tonal drama is far from 

resolved: the sequential continuation of this theme then moves quickly 

away fron L-fiat and dovetails smoothly into the development section (which 

begins in the second bar after Letter II, P-50). 

the development may be taken as lasting until the change of key si.; na:;: utre 

on p. 56, and it mostly consists of a string ostinato in C major against which 

the trx pets present a sustained version of the au;; rented fourth motive 

(A. lx) - accompanied by a similarly enlarged version of the Glocken figure. 

)fter this the remainder of the development section is concerned with 

the (quiet) regeneration and re-intensification of the tonal conflict. This 

is accomplished in three stages and begins at Letter I where the C : ajoz, 

tonality is changed to C minor: first there is (i) a stele juxtaposition of 

the chords of L-illat and A (with the latter directed 'rfz' -a violent reücticrý), 

then (ii) the introduction of a tiroodt, rind phrase for oboes (p. 55 top line, 12. st 

2 bars et seq) derived from the syncopated 93 thenc, and interrupted by the 

repeat of the tonal confrontation - though the L-; -? at chord is now uotivicelly 

anirated, and (iii) at Letter K this conflict is repeated between the 'keys' 

of C a'id i'-sharp. After this the end of the development section merges ev-siijr 

into the beginnirr of the recapitulation (at the change of key signs: L, t. re) with 

a clear modulation to B major joys o` v 
(P-56p 

.. i line) . 
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Here the chorale-like B2 theme, with its B4 second phrase, is 

restated over a :3 major chord (and, after the contr. -bas: entry, this 

is again in first inversion) and its sequential repetition and extension 

gradually moves round to A major - which is at first emphasized by the 

resolution of the sustained D-;, harp (p. 58) and then tonally confirmed 

by the reappearance of the re:. 1c�ining tonic motives. 

After this giere is a straightforward repeat of A2 (ýrtaintýiý. in its 

semiquaver flourish) and A3 (now played by all strings except contra- 

basses). But, al thou; "h this looks as if it is to be a 'normal 

(conventional) rest&teraent, the A3 theme now effects an immediate and 

draratie modulation to h-i'lat - and it is this new key that is now 

vigorously confirmed (on p. 60) by the three main motives. 

Here, in the estarý1ished hey of E-flat, the tonic-do:: tinant quaver 

ostinato returns, and above this (shortly after Letter i; ) the ii1 theme 

reappears in A major: as" simply: reversal of the process first 

observed at Letter C. (I1ote that this 131 thecae is very slightly decorated, 

and suggests a relationship with the Blocken motive). The result of ti. is 

tonal opposit ion now "Leads to the climax of the moverie zt, for in the following 

passage (until Letter 6) the ton, -l conflict cn-i no longer be restrained: 

it rises through a fiercely worked progression to culminate in a passionate 

resolution. 

In this climactic passage (1. ). 62-6) the cug ierted-face h motive is 

first presented on tr^impe ws, echoed din di. rainution) on horns, and moving in 

r: ecliant progressior_s(frc, a 4 iiajor, to C major, to L-flat in the bar before 

Letter P). After this the intensity of the conflict is enphasized and 

brought to its climax by ; - 
(7) 

t`. t; e ? r2.: Jiiv1 r slowing C own of the string ostin. to, fir3t to e slow 

Plternation a; -,, d to a stop and the cessation of ti2E: st inn cnt: `'i; 
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(ii) and the fact that after the gedient progression to E-fiat (last 

bar p. 63) there is an almost continual modulation that is itself 

purposefully pointed by 

, a) the successive presentation of the chords of E-flat and A, 

(last two bars p. 63, first two bars p. 64), 

(b) the successive octave leaps on C and F-sharp for trombone 1 and 

horn 4. (p. 64 bottom line bars 1- 2)2 

(c) tie chords of C-sharp minor and G najor in quick succession 

(p. 6i; bottom line, -bars 4» 6), and 

(d) the presentation of the a:. p? nented fourth motive Jul B major, 

L-flat (! %-Sharp) 
, 

"Y-Sharp, and A in successive entries (p. 65, 

bot tort line, bars 2, - p. 66) 
,, 

(iii) t: he lack of sustained hanonic support (in the passage after Letter P) 

following the cessation of tha string figure: ' trüs emphasizes 

the contrapuntcl effect', and 

(i. r; the reintroduction of a syncopated string figure (9 bars before 

Letter F. ) . 
The cnix of the argument is reached (last bar p. 65) with I fff' A 

04 
major chord that accompanies the augmcntcd fourth motive on trumpets 

(supported by timpani on 1, - L): note however that in the four bars before 

Letter S the tonic note itself is , present only in the ; locken figure, while 

characteristically this climax is marked by the steadying of the syncoi ated 

string figure to an alternation between the notes F-sharp - E; 

Thp, coda follows without a break - indeed its first chord (including 

a C-natural) anticipates the ending of the 1--major chord - ca-i it is 

largely ccrsposed of the interplay of t . -,. e syncopated string figure and the 
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rising-thin Pict filing-aeventn (derived fron the Bi theme): the essence 

of this coda. is the harmonic progression f" om the m nor : ubdom inant, first, 

to a cadence in 1h minor' (one bar before Letter T), thence to an eventual, 

pcrf eet cadence in A minor. Tie insistence on the minor subdominant chord 

by the woodwinds rising-third - following the 'rfz' drop (of a major seventh) 

to i: -natur: . 
1- 

consistently restrains the syncopated string figure, and 

eventua-Ily leads to a cadence. Thc. - closing bars (beginning after the comma 

at Letter Z:, and at first directed 'GrifIbre. i; t', are severely cadential 

but they possess a haunting quality: they mýatce a subdued but deter.. i: 1ed 

point of A minor tonality frith the ö successive tcnic minor chords that 

close the work. 

The essence of this movement lies in- the tension caused first by 

the disturbing influence of 1)-sharp within A major, than by the tonal 

polarity of the keys of s-Plat and A end the conflict bist arises froh 

their juxtaposition: and this tension caflnot be shown in therlatic quo. i oil, 

though its airronic (and tonal) basis can be sketched as follows 

at 1. The drop to L-nura? i. s itself an indication that the disruptive 
mercy of the augmented fourth has lost its ability to disturb the 
tonality., 

ft 
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This sketch n&, y also be used as convenient basis from which to 

demonstrate that the form of this last movement is so functionally 

determined by its content that it is in some ways unfortunate to have 

to describe it in 'sonata-foci' ter-is, since this tends to conceal the 

essentially creative features of t1 us movement, and to ocaeure its formal 

'innovations' and in. agination - and three particular features are wort. ly 

of comment in support of this statement. 

Firstly, the first train theme, 41, is strndon, rd after its initiea 

appearance since the au tinted fourth motive that arises out of it is 

sufficient to maintain the point, i. e. pnce the key of , F, major has been 

established it is the disruptive force of D-sharp within that key that is 

the important feature; Sibelius therefore has no need to keep this tho . ie. 

Similarly the appearance of a 'second subject' theme in E-flat (just after 

Letter F, and particularly the horn phrase after Letter G) is less important 

than the fact that it takes place after the first climax of the tonal 

argument - and in passing it again illustrates why so many writers refer to 

the 'inevitability' of Sibelius's symphonic compositions; this B2 theme 

does not initiate the tonal conflict: rather it shows that the tension - 

wýiich originally beg ins in the first main theme, becomes more urgent at 

Letter C, and eventually breaks out in naked conflict at Letter F, which 

is thus the climax of the argument so far - has been momontarily resolved 

in favour of L-fiat; the almost banal ending of the horn phrase (at Letter G) 

seems to support this suggestion, for its emphatic full close is unusual in 

Sibelius. 

Secondly once it is realized that the essence of the movement '! ies in 

. he tension caused by the direct tonal conflict, hen the purpose and 
construction of the development section is clarified. The develop+_-, i3nt 

section is a masterstroke, since for the nest part it is s; -abolic 

e 
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rather thaxi purposefully 'developmental'; it presents the tonal ar7; anent 

in a static form (while the F-sharp -W interval is a Odrect reference to 

the opening of the first movement) . The logical place for the tonn_ 

conflict has already been demonstrated in the exposition (most Pertinently 

in the section between Loiters L- F) and the appearance of the second 

subject (and particularly its horn there) comes as a momentary resolutibn 

and relaxation in the tonal argu; ient. it is therefore creatively necessary 

that the recapitulation should show (i) so=e restatement of the passage 

between Letters L-F. possibly with a reversal of the tonal roles, 

(ii) that the climax of the work is an essential part of the recapitulation 

(and must not tage place before it, as in the Second symphony, for e. cunple) 

and (iii) that the development, section x. rist no;, pro-empt this later 

'developmert', though equally it must not allow the tension to evaporate 

at this point. 3_bolius's solution is two-fold: he presents an enlarged 

statement of the augmented fourth motive to act as (a symbolic) developr°ient 

and maintain the tension, and then uses the remaining part of the developilent 

section to regenerate, quietly, the tonal conflict and thus lead directly to 

the recapitulation. 

The static quality of this tz apet statement is counter-balanced by 

the energy of the string ostinato; moreover the augmentation of the 

augmented fourth motive enables Sibelius to suggest a depth ( of development) 

that would not be available by more conventional wars without ; 
intruding, on 

the ton el conflict that is to follow in the recapitulation. 

Thirdly, the order and structure of the recapitulation is virtually 

doter-Lined by the evolution of the trasicci arguuaent that has preceded it. 
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It is necessary both for the elements of the second subject to be 

presented first, and for the restatement of the first subject motives 

to take place initially in A major: only when these conditions are 

i , J. fi11ed can the tonality be pulled round to h-flat from where the 

tension caused by this crucial tonal juxtaposition can be worked out and 

resolved. In turn the resolution of the tonal conflict der: iaaids the change 

to the minor mode (in the coda) in order to dispel completely the disruptive 

effect of the augmented fourth: it also suggests that this violent tonal 

conflict is only just resolved - there is no heroic victory in this movement, 

but it does avoid tragedy. 

Tha functional interdependence of the three main sections of this 

movement clearly reveals its remarkable organic coherence. 

The orchestration of this movement, and the symphony as a whole, has 

been taken by some scholars as indicative of a general ! trend' of 

reduction first observed in the Third Sympho:? y. Joheson, however, vieu 3 it 

as a more than an orchestral economy, and poses the pertinent question 

"Car. it be that in its early stages the Fourth S3rnphony was conceived as 

a string; quartet? ' The idea is not without some attractions, but 

although it might be "a simple exercise to arrange this work for a string 

quintet without destroying any of the musical ideas", such an exercise would 

lose the vital tone-colour separation that is, in fact, a characteristic 

feature of this work; in the finale, for exaa. y, cle, this separation of 

tone-colour is used to nark the tonal conflict, -Lhus woodwind versus strings 

roughly equals E-flat versus A major; in the third movement there is all 

obvious interplay of the rhapsody (in woodwind) and the main the=me which 

is (.: J-most entirely) stated by strings, while in the first movement the 

strinC"s carry the main weight of the exposition and develop: ent but are 

largely subservient in the development. 

lib 2 
. 

-1 
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The general avoidance of a full-orchestral sound in this work 

is not so ach a process oL orchestra]. reduction, as simply that any 

additional orchestral weight would serve only to obscure (and lessen the 

impact of) the musical argument itself; Sibelius uses all the orchestral 

forces that are recessary, but, from the Third S, mphony onwards he avoids 

orchestral richness or effects that arc not Musically necessary. 

Sibelius's Fourth 5, mphony is perhaps his most searching symphonic 

composition; certainly it seems to be his most personally revealing and 

emotionally profound: and this is achieved by the use of his most frequent 

and characteristic features and procedures. 

This symphony is directly concerned in all four movements - though 

less so in the third - with a tonal evolution that arises froin the intcrvsl 

of the au: mented fourth. In the first r-iovemunt this is stated vithin a 

frr-mewo-ýk that a Loos the C- i'-sharp polari t; * to reach out in different 

(uediant) directions from the central A minor tonality (end thus it is closer 

to the tonal schemes of its predecessors than it would at first sight appc; ar). 

In the second movement the augmented fourth is (just) contained within the 

key of r major. 

The third movement stands souewhat apart in that the tritore makes 

relatively fern direct appearances, though it is a part of the entire Fabric 

of the amoverrent; nevertheless this riovenient serves as the errotional centre 

of the work. Th:. finale is driven to a violent tong. conflict between keys 

ß; n4 augncntcd-fourth apart, and the working out and resolution of this conflict 

dominates and su. -as up tia entire symphony (and deLiaxids almost as many 

unconrention_1 formal responses to creative necessities as did tho finale 

of the Third Symphony. 
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T'hio centres. tonal evolutio i of this work demands, and is 

ch. racterized by 6ii; eliusr s nost characteristic orchestra. textures 

and techniques, sozaý of his roost ele enba1 melodic phrases and icicas, 

and the use of pace as a deliberate and integral feature of his creative 
1 (3, Y7nplionic) i; iagination . 

The Fourth S3nphony is a masterpiece: and likely to prove one of 

the greatest symphonies of the 20th Century. 

1. iorc than any other of Sibelius's svn^piionies, this Fourth Symphony 
scents 1o bear out the state-ment by Georges i3racq ,: "In art there 
is no progress, only a clearer definition of its li! aiVsH. 
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Chapter 16 

lathour, h the music that Sibelius com, osed in 1899 for the : Jove: rbcr 

'Press Celebrations' was discussed in Chapter 7 (i. e. in its chronological 

setting) it was not until 1911 that three pieces were revised and published 

as 'Scenes historiques It, Op. 25. When therefore it is learnt that in 

1912 Sibelius published three more pieces under the title 'Scenes 

historiques II', Op. 66, and that these three pieces are numbered IV, V, 

VI, in the score, it seems logical. to suppose that both sets originated 

fron the 'Press Celebrations' music. However although 1"uru1jelm apparently 

stated that one theme (from the 3rd piece of Op. 66, 'At the Drawbridge') 

cai: ie from the zmxsic which accompanied the 3rd tableau of the Press 

Celebrations, 1 Johnson asserts that the other two pieces have nothing to 

do with those tableaux, mid were not in fact composed until 1912.2 

The first piece of Op. 66, 'The Chase' is scored for doable woodwind, 

jr horns, timpani, and strings, and the very aspect of the score begins to 

suggest its later date: there is a more spacious look about it, a more 

delicately balanced texture which yet maintains all the strength of the 

earlier thicker texture. It has some of the nonentttn and verve of 

'Lo ±'. k inn's 14--turn' or 'Nightride and Sunrise', thcugh in spite of 

all its skill it does not attain the stature of either of those earlier 

works. Of course it lacks their dimensions, but even so it seems to have 

lost in crude vigour what it has obviously gained in style and poise. 

. 
It may also be rern:. ra; ed that r`uruhjeln: 's statem erst . ay not amount 
to anythi.. ng more significant that the c.: mpar able derivation of 
ihn saga - from "some notes made in Vienrza.... very suitable for 
adapt oir'' (see Ch. 7, p. 102 footnote); or 'hi,, htrj. de a1,.. Sunrise' 
(completed in ", 909)"the: principal motive of wich (in oibeli s's own 
words) was "cunceitied in ; 901 curing; t. '_3 p2'ß: in Italy When L1. .0 
a trip to home in (see Chapt. 12, p. 197) 

. 
2. R.: aood iikd su xrested that perhaps there was just enough st f. sti c end 

historical evidence to "clinch or.. )'s belief that tß: 3 six c'ec did 
ý. "ý) indeed originate at -tbc sore time". (týorali: ýr1, op. cit., 
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The second piece (though it is numbered V in 
.. he score) is the 

'Lovesong' (i 
. nnelied) and this is scored for double woodwind, 4 horns, 

a single G-flat time, harp, end strings. It is written in the rich key of 

G-flat, and the opening theme has a rhythmic and melodic plasticity (, x. 273) 

which those pieces ' of the earlier Op. 25 set lack; note too hoer the end 

of this first sentence is left 'open'. This 'Lovesong' is skilful yet 

almost deceptively strsightforiard, and certainly it has an undeniable 

warmth about it - and in this respect does it not eal3o 'mind 
the 

'Canzonetta' Op. 62a which is written in G-sharp minor? 

The last piece of this second set of '. 3cenes historiques' is titled 

'It the Drawbiidge'. Once again this is 'lightweight' Sibelius; but it 

is more successAil than 'Thc Chase' even though it has a greater degree of 

style and polish. It has. a springing lightness about it in rhythrn, melody, 

and orchestration, and these qualities ware not evident in the Op. 25 sot. 

But it is also true to say that these later pieces seer. just to miss 

perfection; they appear just too polished, too suave, perhaps too cerebra.. 

They appear to have exchanged the vital 'directness' of t}ß;. 25 for glistening 

refinement and if these three pieces of Op. 66 are 'revisions' of works 

originally conceived for the 'Press Celebrations', then the revision has 

been dramatically (and demonstrably) greater and more ruthlecss than it was 

for the Op. 25 set published only one year earlier. 

Such historical considerations snd contentions do not arise in the 

consideration- of the Two Serenader, for Violin and Orchestra, Op. 69 a/13. 

The fi=st Serenade (Op. 69a) was written in 1912; it is scored for 

double woodwind, 4 horns, tirpw1i, str ngs, arid Violin solo, The key is 

U iajor -2-d the work is ca-st' in a large binary fox-n (the first section frort 

ft 
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Bar 1 to Letter L, t_. e second section L eater F- a1l, fine; the bars 

between Letters I. -F are a very short 1inL: ing pa--sage). 

The first section is :. mainly concerned with the tonal tension 

(and evolution) that arises from the presence of the flat 7th (C-natural) 

within the first orchestral theme, Al, (:. 2744incits counterbalance 

by the augmented fourth (G-sharp); the initial phrase for Violin solo, 

A2, (ix. 275; includes the augmented fourth only. The Al theme is 

presented exclusively by the orchestra, chile the A2 theme is mostly 

reserved for the solo though it is occasionally taken over by the 

orchestra (at Letter B, for example) . 

However the influence of the augmented fourth is such that, by the 

end of the sole's second phrase, there is a hint that it will itself 

disturb the i: major tonality - and here it leans towards F--sharp nino_. 

But this tension is smoothed over, and the opening; sentences finish zl 

the tonic key at Letter A. 

The following 7 bars (to Letter B) effect a clear modulation to 

R (minor), and this change of key is then confirmed by the simple seni- 

-quaver 'bravura' sequence for violin solo which reaches its climax in the 

key of B major (p. 7) - in which key both the Al and A2 themes reappear. 

The presence of the tritone again causes a certain ton, -J- uneasiness, 

but it is vehemently answered here by a poweri\al. move to the subdon;. nent 

(L rmjor) and, after a pause at Letter D, the main Al melody is restated 

in h major. The first section is then closed with 12 bars of severely 

cadertici materi�1. - mostly a tonic/dominant re-iteration. 

Subsequently the passage between Letters D-F provides a convenient 

linking of the two main sections of the work: this linking is effected by 

a simple chromatic move-m*: nt for divided s (flvatuto), string later steadied 

by a short timp no roll on A-natural, and working back to D major (two bars 

a air i et'ý, e r Fý 
. The material for this short pa: sGge is derived fro" 

subsidiary ph. ase that first 
. appeared between Letters i1 - B, - but its 

ft 
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pirpo: e here is no core than a convenient way of uor dng back to the 

tonic (and without makinf it a signiificcnti ' event t) and introducing a 

new accompanying texture. 

The second section of this binary design begins (two bars after 

Letter F) with the restatement of A2 in D major over the chromaticnil. y 

moving accompan I nt, and it is clear from the re-entry of the violin 

solo that. this second section will be largely concerned with some sore 

of 'restateient' of the principal their: (a) within I) major ýr-nd =uncomplicated 

working up to a find climax. This is effected by changing 

the end of the second phrase for violin solo so that it now easily accoamicdate 

the previous leaning, to, F-sharp minor and gives rise to a short sequential 

passage that leads to the establishment of a dominant (A-natural) pedal. 

Shortly after Letter I the work rises to its (psoudo) 'passionate' 

c? irn :. - the solo is directed 'eoxn Cutte forza' - but it is the final 8 

bars that reveals the presence of bibelius, (Lx. 2716 note the easy 

Obso_'etion of th. c C-natural (by th:: cth inished''7th on D-charp), the last 

characteristic reference to the theme uuhich opsned the work, and the 

simple, unaffected ending- (- unaffected- in both material and orchestraticn). 

This first serenade is a pleasent work which easily fulfils the simple 

promise-of its title, and the restraint of its solo part is a feature of 

its success. 

The second Serenade, 

of G minor and it is cast 

svoids the Hore convention 

to suggest. 

Op. 69b, was-written in 1913.1 It is in th key 

in the simple pattern of ABA 13 A. though it 

zal 'rondo' qualities such a scheme w ou: l d appear 

It ± snoredfor double i; oouuT_nd, 4 horns, 3 tipNüni, triangle, 
L1.4iyýýyý and Violin 1 ýJ 4Nl ý'olU. 
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The first (A) section of this design is headed 'Lento assei' and 

, it consists of 5 phrases (in e/%. ) of easily flowing c: stabile Melody 

for Violin solo - z.. arý{ed ' dolce' . The ' grave charm' of this Violin solo 

is enhanced by the sustained chords of the accompanyin ; strings (which are 

muted throughout ; he work and rarely rise above 'mi'). The first phrase, 

," Al{s: x. 26 is characterised by F-natural, and this is countered in the 

second prase (for violin solo 'seal G') by the introduction of the 

augmented nth C-sharp; but this C-sharp is taken up (by timpani and contra- 

basses) at the end of the phrase and impinges on the G Liinor cadence. 

The third phrase (which begins at Letter A) centres on the dominant 

chord, (where the C-sharp momentarily ells the tonality towards D minor) 

before it finishes on the tonic, where once again the C-sharp (in till p^ni 

and contra-basses) encroaches on t? : (G minor) cadence. 

The subsequent phrases (which begin 6 bars before Letter B) move 

first to a half close (on aD minor chord) and then lead through a sequence 

of passing modulations (to :, -flat, D-flat) C) to the conelusivn of the. 

first section; 3 bars of G minor tonic chord rounds off the first A 

section and introduces the contrasting (B) section. 

This second section is also in G minor; but the time signature is 

ch i; ed to 2/4 (crotchet = crotchet) in which the accompo hying stringc 

maintain a constant To. 
, 

pui; terýn, while the solo is '1Imost exclusively 
7 TO 

concerned with a simple theme, Bi (Ex. 277) in the persistent rhythm 

of marked enf: rgico . oa 9o' jý ® 

There is a general rese:.: blcxice of hai ionic syructure between the 

first and second sections, acid they share the characteristic features of 

the flat-7th and augmented 4th: in fact this r section now parallels the 

-procedures of the first two pt. rases of the J. section - .. e. the C-sh. trp 
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appears first as a courterbaanee to F-natural, and then remains to 

iLminge on the G minor cadence, though of course These parallel procedures 

are now carried by a contrasting theme and rhythm. 

At Letter La pause effects a simple return to the restatement of 

part of the A section, but after only 9 bars it returns directly to the 

contrasting 2/;. section. 

This time the appearances of the augmented fourth exert a stronger 

influence and actually pull the tonality towards D--slut (C-sharp) minor 

(arid making a characteristic leaning to r minor) . This tonal ' arg rent' 

takes place between Letters F-H of the full score, and the solo part 

makes its point with some force although the accompaniment rarely rises 

above ' mp' and is frequently directed ' ppp' 

However from Letter H onwards the G minor tonality remains unndiat.: rbed 

and the straf htfox': z rd repetition of the last two phrases of the A section 

closes the "iaovenont - though with a chord of G major. 

Although the basic creative idea of thi- second Serenade seems Simple 

enough - the use of the üugmented fcurth first to establish the key and 

to counterbalance the flat 7th then to disturb (quietly) the G i., dnor 

cadence, and eventually to su gest the 'key' of D-fiat in direct opposition 

to G minor - this idea does not seen to have been carried out as effectively 

it : right: thu persistent rhyt a of the solo (in the 2,11, sections) is 

apt to lose its impetus very quickly, while the sectional i rework of t! As 

piece almost seeri at o"ds with the continuing tonal evolution and . developing, 

tonal disruption. 

Both these Violin serenades are. plecsmt and enjoyable music, though 

pricy are overs. 7: iiow cd by the 6 
; 
71 

, .' loresques for Violin and Orchestra th t 

Sibelius was to write four years later. 

ý. ii: aiareo 'ý. h se fcaturci, i: id torw nais? o. 1} if-LTir: ki first . ̀ercia b'. 
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Apart from the co nrpocition of the second. Violin Sorcnade in 1913: 

Sibelius also wrote the music fora 'tragic pF; ntomirn ' ca-led 'Scare ouche' 

(by Poul Knudsen and l: ikael Trepkes Bloch. 1 

The (thin) story concerns II3londelaine - the young wife of Leilon - 

who is first bewitched and later seduced by 4l,. ss neforned. Scara+ ouche - -a 

uho goes mad, end violinist'. Scaramouche is later : tilled by Blondelaine, 

(; z. ices until she falls dead in the arme of Leilon. The music follows clce ly 

the details of the story, even ua;: ing use of sore: 'themes of rerriniscenec' , 

cad although described as a 'püntorzine' this work also contains P. 

considerable amount of spoken dialogue. 

';; caramouche' Op. 71 is not important in the assessment of Sibelius Is 

compositions, rind its drenatic d. ependance on the details of the T; antomme 

virtu, -11y excludes it from the 'orchestral' rrasic as such. It was 

£ibeliusrs intention, in 1921, to revise the score as a concert suite. 

and had he 
. 
done this something of the order ofd say , 

'Belshazzar's 1'es st' 

might have emerged - the charu of the ü-fiat episode (between fi,, ures 113-9) 

for ex ple, would have made a delightful miniature (- ilegie, ; ̀docturne'? ). 

The opening bars ("x. 2'78) proclaim Sibelius's authorship, thou h for 

what this lacks in poetry or inspiration it is only necessary to rec^. '1 the 

opening bars of ' hakastava' . stylist c41ly the work is something of am ix-Lure, 

recalling at times the incidental music to 'Kir.?; Christinn II', (end using 

the harmonic formula of : 'x. 71-2) as well as the Second Symphony., conpiete 

Lath its U&gnerian undertones. It the same time 3ibeiius is not afraid to 

malte full use of the opportunities presented by the dramatic situation 

(xs. 279 a, b) and he is also able to evoke such delightful orchestral 

L1ument3 as the G-plat episode ("x. 280) mentioned ea lier. 

1. Jobnson state = (op. cit,. ) P-13, r. -') that Üibeiius con_ osed this rrasic at 
the 

IE`of his ilC ni h pubiisn 2 rý .ý 
is I1scn; t: 1` score va3 notes 

j blisi; e (as Üýý /1 until 5 Years later, mad the p cIaiero did not 
take lact) until 1"122 
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As a whole this wort is less then the sum of its parts: the : 4: x: y 

-eha rages of texture, te,: po, and thematic nateri. are prcba7b1y all 

effective : J'ren accompanying the stage action, but they do not coalesce 

to rake tha larger impact of opera, while its very continuity rnct dramatic 

stage development rob it of the effective contrast of a suite of separate 

and finite nuLbers. 



, CHAPTER 17 

THE BARD 

THE OCEANW ES 

2 Pieces for ifloljn and. Orchestra 
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Cr I'MR. 17 

Of all the unjustly neglected tone poems of Sibelius perhaps none 

nore deserves chü'npioninc than bähe Bard', Op. 64i, : Jhich was written in 

1913 - the rare year as the second Violin Serenade, Scaramoucho, and 

that other neglected and remariable tone poem (for voice and orchestra) 

'Luonnatar', Up. 7O. 

'The Bard' is comparatively short (running to only 19 pages of 

miniature score) and its form is frequently described simply as 'in two 

parts'1 but this description is less than accurate when applied to such 

a totally unified work: for the second part may be seen as a function (and 

consequence) of the first. Moreover although this composition is concise, 

it has a remarkable freedom and achi¬'ves a cunsiderable rrasicai size. 

This tone poem makes no direct reference to the 'diabolus in rrusica' 

that appears to have dominated much of 3ibeliusls creative thinkin, in the 

years 1910-1913: neue Wheless 'The bard' appears to share one particular 

process with (the third movement of) the Fourth Sym phory, while there is 

also the possibility that a part of its creative esse: ce may have devolved 

from the Fourth S 1, )Irony (and other worms using the augmented fourth) 

'per contra', as it were. 

Inc Bard' is scored for fäll orchestral with socic notable additions, 

including sui inporta: it part for Solo harp, and it shout,:. be noted that '00th 

cellos and violas are t div: isi l for most of the work. 

1. L fiten quiif'icd such a description by rcmar_. inj "but the change of : mood 
between thcia mi it, well be co, -pared to the shift in emphasis in the 
second part of a sonnet" (op. cit., p. 74) -a persuasive ca:: LSent. 

2. It is scored for CC; l: ble woodwind, plus $7ass Clarinet, 4 hoxrs, 2 tra-ipCts, 
3 trombones, timpani, TrLzi-c4. ssu, harp, cstrinfrs - and t, ̂ ,:; -tc2i in o. ýe 
bar only. 
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The first section of this work (under the direction 'Lento assail) 

consists of 7 quiet and leisurely sentences, and it begins with the 

simplest and most direct statement (by clarinets) of its overall tonality 

of : -, -flat runor. the harp enters immediately and in four chords rises to 

the : subdominant seventh, after wkd. ch this first phrase is completed by the 

supertonic chromatic chord. Following this an chain of seventh chords leads 

to a momentary pause on the chord of A, -flat minor (over a timpani roll on 

C-flat) and the succeeding bars lead quietly back to the tonic chord of 

s-flat minor (at Letter A). 

phis first sentence (Ex. 281) contains three features which together 

constitute a large part of the basic material of this composition -a fourth 

feature of some importance appears later; these three features are : - 

1. the gentle swing from the tonic to the subdominant chord and back again; 

2. th. ý subdorinant-supertonic chromatic progressicn, and the important 

G-slat -F note relationship to which it gives rise; and 

3. the semiquaver 'figure' for violas which first appears in bars 3-4; 

later appearances of t is figure frequently present the two parts 

in contrary notion= in which case it is the 'texýure' that appears 

as the more important characteristic. 

Apart from introducing the Lain features ýt r. ay be suggested that 

this first sentence is a virtual miniature of the entire wor.., for, in its 

swing airy from the tonic towards A-flat minor then back again, it clearly 

outlines the essence of this first section, and reflects t-'-,, a brooding, 

x ina:. ing, character of the work. 

The second sentence supports this suggestion, for it begins as though 

intending to confirm the tonic key by moving to the dominant chord; but 

it arr ve3 at a domir-ailt minor Ciiorc1, cnd h3 is followed by a Chrom ati C 

sequoilco 
( x. 282) - the fourth feature - which asses through the tonic 

chord nd a: Ä e3 at a distinct cadence in 13- l at minor (3 bars before 

.., CäLýJ LcL 
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This B-flat uinor cadence is almost immediately contradicted, and. 

the ! +-bar phrase beginning at Letter B clearly moves to the key of A-flat 

minor. But this key of A-flat is at once shown to be within the boundary 

of the tonic (b-flat) rinor, and to which it then returns. At this point 

the (last 2 bars p. 5) the 're-statement' of the L-flat miner tonality is 

followed by the subdoxinent - supertonic chromatic progression, which once 

Wore leads towards tho sustained chord of ! A-flat minor (- still ever a 

tiupu. ni roll on C-flat). 

At Letter C an enhar.: onic chunrige (of C-flat to B-natural) introduces 

a new 
(shimmering) 

string, texture which quickly Wor: ":. si towards F-sharps major. 

This too is taken enharmonically, aäid, with eile direction ýü tea po', a new 

phrase begins its statement as though in the key of G-flat major: it closes 

zr_zh an interrupted cadence, followed by a bar-line gauss. This interrupted 

cadence conveniently reintroduces the tonic chord of L-flat rumor, and at 

Letter 1) the chromatic sequence xoappears and this time it leads to a simple 

cadence in the tonic (L-flat minor) key. 

Subsequently the last two sentences confirm this e3tablish! fenL of the 

tonic minor key and round off the design of this first section: the 

penultimate sentence is a literal repeat of the 7 bars which first appeared 

at Letter A and led to the derxinant minor chord: here tho viola figure/ 

texture is extended end gently e., iohasises the chord of B-flat najor, i. e. this 

penultimate sente,: ce now moves to a nor, nnal half-close. The final sentence 

(Letters F- G) is a simple presentction of the previous chroiatic sequence, 

though it is now broken by some sigilificant pauses (first by an empty bar in 

the harp part, then by a bar-line pause) before it nc4ces a simple cadence in 

k: -ýý at minor - tekin; 'on passant' the chord of A-flat minor. 
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The second section begins at Letter G -'Largaa,, ente'. It opens with 

a (characteristically) syncopated figure for strings supported by an ý, -h at 

pedal-rhythn on timpani and Gran cassa (and lower strings). At Letter H 

a 'new' theme (Ex. 283) is introduced over this pedal, and at first this 

th r st-rin ;s the tonality towards A-flat: indeed the horns anticipate a 

cadence in that key (last bar, p. 13). Lut at Letter I this new there reaches 

its climax on the supertonic chord of i-i1at and the slight extension of 

this phrase (at Letter t. ) stresses the supartonic before it finally moves to 

the dominant chord. Subsequently the cli: aý of this work is realised by the 

reaffirmation (in string, -, and brass) of the h"-flat tonality in an intense 

tonic discord (with dynamic markings of f'if > p"r, - fff, complete with low 

: lutes acting as additions 1 brass instruments). This is followed by a 

strcxig cadentici progression (ty)ically marked by the anticipatory entry 

of the timpani) and includes the solitary note for tan-tam - on the 

tonic major chord. Six bars of 'codetta' close tute movement with a 

descending phrase of four chords for solo harp leading to a simple perfect 

cadence. 

This outline of the structure of this com osition suggests that 'The Bard' 

is concerned with the exploration of the vagaries of tonality and the broooi. ng, 

introspective quality that arises fro:, it. To this end both the choice of. 

ý-fiat minor and the fact that the essence of the composition would seem 

to centre on the attraction to the subdominant (and its continual return 

to the tonic) are particu7. arly interesting. 

the choice of k. -flat minor is noteworthy in that it seems to combine 

the exprnsive freedom norraal2 -y associated (in Sibelius) with the key of 

E, flat major, while the minor mode seems to give it the richness and warmth 

found in such keys as G-flat or G-oharp minors . ý'iE darker, intense, quality 

1. Cciapare 'Lcvesongi - Scenes hiotoriquec II, or Canzonetta Cp. 62a. 
t 
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of 'The Bard' seers to result partly from the minor node, but more 

significantly perhaps from the fact that its internal tonal attraction 

is to the key of the subdmoninrnt. 

This subdominant attraction is all the more interesting since, not 

only is it a rare relationship in Sibelius's orchestral compositions, but 

it zollows a period of creative activity that centred on the explorations 

of the tensions caused by the augmented fourth (both within and between eys); 

here the use of the diatonic fourth creates the opportunity for this dark 

(subdued) emotional quality and for the achievement of a design which combines 

succinctness with both strength and e;; pansiveness. 

This achievement of a large design within a co, aparatively short span 

of time recalls the third movement of the rourth Symphony: for, in that 

movement the gradual unfoluing of rhapsody was shown either to release a 

further discrete amount of the main theme or to reinforce the establisl srt 

of its C-sharp minor tonality. she size of that third movement was the 

result of the interplay of (i) a slow but determined progress towards the 

final achievement of a main there in azi established tonality, rund (ii) the 

suggestion of a number of possible tonal openings rand thematic rocsibilities 

arising from the rhapsodic unfolding. This resulted in a complex uasical 

'pace' that was slow yet active, and which created the illusion of a large - 

thcuoh paradoxically concise- design. 

In 'The Bard' there is a further application of this (same) principle 

of cönstruction, thoug h it is now applied to entirely different creative 

(sand emotional) ; rarposes; the differences which Hwy be observed (between 

'The Bard' and the third movement of the r'ourth Symphony) again serve to 

illustrate one of the main reasons for the avoidance of 'empty rsrýrerisms' 

in Sibe)_iiis's works - even though those works constantly revea his reliance 

on a co. paratively snail nur oer of constructive principles. 
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In 'The Bard' the tonic key is establisl d from the outset, but the 

a. p earancc of a chromatic chord su.; gests the possibility of a tonal rnove.; ier_t 

away frsu L-flat minor: this movement is most usually towards the sub- 

dominant. But each movement away from the tonic key is shown to be rarely 

a tonal detour alnd the 'retui: n' to L-flat nvnor follows shortly; perhaps 

the best exniaple of this procedure is seen in the passage between Letters 

B-D. 

In these two sentences the attraction towar-ds, -nd cadence in j: -flat 

minor is quickly shown to be within the range of 1: 4-flat jrinor; but the 

confirmation of this tonic key once again alious the pull to A-flat minor 

to take effect. And following this the introduction of a near texture 

(atu Letter C) suggests that it is about to take up the opportunities created 

by this movement away from the tonic (and the enharmonic change) . But this 

tonst. opportunity - with a new texture and a new 'theme' - is shown to be 

in G-flat major, and that key is itself quickly found to be pointing cowards 

L-fiat minor, and indeed a cadence in the tonic minor is quickly effected. 

(Compare the similar procedures in the third movement of the fourth Sy.::;, hony, 

between Letters A- B). 

The third movement of the Fourth Symphony marked its progress - clearly - 

with either the growth of its main theme or the addition of conventional tone. 

'references'; hero the progress of the argunent is marked - to a certain 

extent - by the three appearances of the chromatic sequence. These three 

appear, nces could be su. aed up as 
(i) an initial appearance (w:. ich passes through the tonic chord and 

arrives at a cadence in 3-fiat minor), 

(ii) a second appearance which leads to the achievement of a simple 

cadence in -1-flat minor, and 

(iii) a final appearance - broken with significant pauses - 1rhich effect's 

ai conclusive cadence, and resolves the 'capriciousness' of the tenclit: 7'. 
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Further, as in the Fourth 5yrsphony, this creation of the illusio. m, 

of a1 arge cosign is also dependant on (and greatly enhcnced by) the 

rhapsodic qualities of the woe,:. In 'The Bard' there are a number of 

factors contributing to this rhapsodic quality, and perhaps the most 

important is the avoidance of clear-cut thcixes: instead there is the use 

of textures (cn'I orcili, stra1 col. -urs) as a directly creative and vital force. 

Three examples fro, i the first section v: ß ll illustrate this use of 

textures. 

Firstly, the seiriouaver figure/texture for violas and cellos is used 

throughout the work to decorate the chord structure, to suggest a degree 

of 'movement' in this slow tempo, and by its movement, to shape and point 

the individual phrases: this is most clearly illustrated in the passage 

which consists of the last 4 bars of p. 3 and the first 4 bars of p. 4. 

Secondly, the change of a texture may be used to suggest the tz. king up 

of possibilities created by the movenerit aw. y from the tonic key and the 

arrival at the subdominant chord - as, for example at Letter C where the 

sudden change to a shimmering string texture is in direct and striking 

contrast to the previously sustained texi. ures. 

The third example may be seen in the passage betweh-n Letters L-i 

v: ilere the approach to the final 'establishment' of L-flat ainor needs some 

preparation: =. d in the 6 bars before Letter F she violas subtly eap. si ze 

the chord of B-flat major (sustained only by a horn pedal) and their 

pre-e; ninerce at this point serves to point their tonal function. 

in contrast, although there is a general avoidance of clear-cut 

the. ýes, it i: interesting to note the relationship that appears to exist 

between the melodic outlin s of the strung texture at Letter C and the new 

theme of the second section: in both cases the phrase-ending is IAar ed by 

ra dosziward step fullowed by a felling-fifth, and an upwards sequence ensues. 
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This adds weight to the argment that the second section is largely 

a continuing function (and. consequence) of the first: this new theme 

appears to release and exploit some of the previous 'thematic, suggestions, 

and thus presents the tonal tensions in a more dramatic form - and which 

moves with increased power to the climax and resolution of the work. 

Three other features also contribute to the rhapsoaic quality of 

this conpositicn. i'irstly there is the psrticulor quality of the 

orchestration whose ::. ain characteristics could be listed briefly as 

(i) a prominent part for solo harp (- an instrument of reflection) a 

(ii) the richness of the scoring for divided violas and cellos, 

(iii) the general low register of the first section - the highest 

string note is E-natural, and 

(iv) the avoidance of bright colours: even at the climax (two bars 

before Letter L) it is the flutes - and not the trumpets - 

which have the highest part of this chord. 

This rhapsodic quality is also heightened by the use and function of 

certain orchestral entries and colours - as for example in the horn entries 

of p. 4 - 5. Here horns 3 and 4 move in steps from s-flat up to L" -flat (the 

dominant of A-flat minor) and thus help to nahe a point of the cadence in 

A-fiat minor: me nwriiile horns 1 and 2 merely sustain E-flat; Out this 

sustained h-fiat becomes significant when itis continued into the return 

of the boy of L-flat minor - in which function it is aided and accompanied 

by the timpani, and the 6 successive minim entries (on h-flat) by oboe solo. 

The timbre of these oboe entries ensures that the "--flat will penetrate the 

texture, and it thus acts (- as the timpani have previously been shorn to 

do on other occasions -) liI: e a perfect pitch 'memory'. 

Other passages for bot. horns and timpani are noticeable for their 

la, nticipatoryr entries (e. g. urns 1 and 2 at Letter F, 4 horns on p. 13 and 
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tin" 4 bars before Letter L... 31 ; ine) while mention mot a so be wade 

of the solitary note for tm-t on the first significant L-flat major enord 

of the uork. 
1 

Finally there is also the fact that the sentences of the first section 

are simply dovetaiiLd together; this too has been previcusly observed, 

but here its effect is more marked since some cf the dovetails (in the 

fourth bar after Letter B, for example) challenge the establishment of a 

new 'lcey' or intrude upon a barely completed cadence. 

These features - the avoidance of clear-cut themes, the function of 

textures and orchestral colours, the dovetailing of sentences (which is 

frequently effected by the G-flat -F note relationshi') - these features 

combine to produce a rhapsodic quality that is ideally suited to the 

creation and reflecticn of a, soibre, brooding, character, and a composition 

which centres on the tonal tension caused (for once) by the diatonic four-ch. 

The counterbalancing of these rhapccdic qualities with the slow yet 

deternined achievement of an undisturbed (t-flat minor) tonality gives rise 

to a complex musical 'pace' that ar" ates the illusion of a large design 

within a short span of time. 

'The Bard' is an undeservedly neglected composition, though its brooding 

introspection (and related intensity) demands a searching performance - %,. -Ah 

just the right degree of tension - if it is' to succeed in the concert hO. 2 . 

1. ihre are onl; r another 3 notes for t. ra-tam in cli of äibelius's 
published orchestral music. 

2. lyart from bars 3-4, see also 
(i) p. 2 bars 6-8 
(ii) p. 5 bars 5-7 
(iii), p. 7 bars 1-2 

iv) p. 7 bars 56 
V) p. 8 bars 5-7 

(vi) p. 10 bars! -5 
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Following the C0: 1po.; 1tion of 'The 23ard', the only other significc. t 

orchestral. coiapositio-n of Sibelius completed prior to ti: e i'if"tii Symphony 

was 'Thu -%ceanides', a tcne poem. for large orchestra Op. 73.1' 2. Trio 

was i-ritten in response to the invitation to co: ipo3e and then conwuct 

conduct a (choral) wor.: for a music festival in Norfolk (U. S. A. ). This 

tone-poem, was conplezed early in 1914, though it is worth: noting that 

Sibelius wrote two quite different versions - of which the first remains 

in manuscript. 

The neglect of 'The Ocennides' is unfortunate since severa critical 

appraisals concentrate on the so-called 'exceptional. ' characteristics of 

its orchestration and then fail to remark on the work's essenticl (Sibclim) 

. _ualities - which are the source of its strength and character. Equally 

the neglect of both 'Tho Bard' and 'The Oceanides' produces r: sort of 

creative hiatus between the Fourth . ynpho: iy and trio Fifth Sympnony, an thus 

appears to highlight the apparent 'iso'-lation' of the i'curbh and dramatises 

the return to large- scale designs as seen in the Fifth. fn fact the two 

tone Poems (Op. 64 end Op. 73) present a clear line of development that 

reaches from the Fourth Symphony of 1911 to the Fifth of 191; -9; moreover 

both Op. &; and Up. 73 offer persuasive evidence that they are more truly 

Sibelicn than some other 'representative' works. 

1. The title of this work is also given as I': iullottaret" and itinigbo; ^ quotes 
äibelius as stating that "the title : gas reference to Homeric mythology 
and not to characters in tnce K levela. The 1"'innjsh title of the work 
"., a iottaret" (Daughters of the haves) is merely a translation. " 
(Ringborn p. 126). 

2. It is scored for triple woodwind, 4 horns, 3 trwipets, 3 trombones, 
2 pairs of tinppnni, St ;. }'1st'üöe, triangle, 2 harps, and strings. (I he 
orchestrci requirements of tue first version differs Only in lacking 
the 3rd tsu: zpei, md it lists t re : ui crs of s-* rings as : 16,1b, 12, 
10, as). 

0 
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The most rcmzrkable feature of 'The Ocecnides' is the expansive 

quality of its large-scale design, and the paradoxical fact th .t it 

achieves its design without creating a work of Auge dimensions. In this 

respect it could be seeii as a complementary design to 'Tue Bard', for 

whereas ''The Bard' achieved the illusion of a large design within a s:. iall 

time-span, 'The Oceanides' demonstrates the reality of its large-scale 

design within a co iparatively modest time-span. The design of up . 73 is 

frequently described as a 'free rondo' (and it fulfils the formula i. B 1.1 ni 

though this convenient title is perhaps less tines accurate: on the other 

h nd there is some justification for describing this work as a "symphonic 

rondo'- - in D major. 

In the printed score this composition occupies 11,1, bars, and it opens 

with a leisurely ex id impressive paragraph of consider able size, taking 'p 

t ne first 2S bars: the size of this paragraph is pof some importance in 

the scheine of things, and while it is convenient to ne&sure it iii texr:, s of 

26- bars, it is truly large-size in musical terms. 

Thee features of the opening bars are to be noted 

(i) the overlapping timpani rolls on F3 and A (VI, -V in ii riajor), 

(ij. ) the overlapping phrases for violins I and iI (which centre 

round B and A) 1 (Lx. 2 x/j. ), and 

(iii) the extended and graduvally unfolding t: me for flutes (which 

lasts until Letter B). (Ex. 255) " 

These three features combine to establish the tonic key, bo su ; t; est 

(through the undulating ha: onie motion so prevelent in large-scale 

Sibelius) the size of the design, cnd to present the basis of a typical 

tonal. argument which will arise from the tonal ' coirn ntary' on a 

1. T ho, shcaoe end Cverl.,;: )LJ1r1 C17: arc. Cteristics of these phrases COUI. « e:.. s1J 
be a Ri'o`", ra; 'uatiC interirotF, ' or o 'Thf- Sea' . 
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note-re aticnsid. p suggested here. Further the size of this opening, 

paragr. ph is embodied in the extended f ute ýue1odyý that introduces 

host of thematic ideas, works its way round to tiie dox n&; nt of the 

dominant (-a fact that is gently ei: phcsized by the entry of both harps 

on p. 5) axid then iaoves easily towc. rc. s a full close. 

But (at Letter i; ) the expected perfect cadence is postpcned, id 

tree return (in contr. -basses) of the B- ti note-relationship now supports 

the unrialýtion of sup:: rtonic - chromatic and tonic chords. This pukes up 

(end mýJ: es explicit) the implications of the very opening bars, 2 ý., nd in 

this it is supported by the subsequent violin entries of bars 19 - 20 and 

2: - 24 (which recoil the opening strinL. phrases) and the flute phrase of 

bar 24. In adý:: i. tion the accompanying 'texture' of bars 18 -- 21 subtly 

introduces P. melodic outline (r.. 
. 286) that is later to becoire important. 

This firs. paragraph is finally rouiu ed off with a perfect cadence 

at bar 25 (p"8) but although the timmip ni reinforce this : )-major cadence 

the continuing influence of the B -- A undulation is maintained after the 

cadence by the syncopated string alterru tions: indeed the alte: nLtion_s 

re are t icke. ied out in fourth. ': ýa: id gently emphasized by the lie- 

ha. =Mies. cJ = ==; 

Although the first paragra;, h is (to use c'ovey's phrase) a 'complete 

lyric stanza' and comes to a full close, the G-sharp entry of the contra- 

basses provides w easy dovetail into the first episode. 

.. The phrase endings of this extended : elody are consistently marked 
L-y short, rising notes, off the beat. 

^ It is perha s pertinent to recall that the first movement of tree 
'Fourth Sy m,.: hony is harked by the undulction of r -sharp -L{ VI - VY 
inAmzinor;. 
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The first episode is mostly concerned ; sitih the move -away froll the 

tonic key, and it is effected by a i: ew theme B1; (. x. 2; 77) - in die? ogue 
1 

between oboe cnd clarinet - and its close d-orivative 132 0;;. 268) (which 

appcsrs as a sort of diLlinution of : 31). This B2 theme at first hovers 

&: biguously between B minor and D-major, but (on p. 10) it is sequentiMy 

repeated in D minor where it then accoipeni. es a phrase (for flute hx. 2S9) 

derived from the opening rondo theme - and which is clearly in F-major. 

But "WI-Lis tonal azzoigrLaty is not i me diately or easily l esolved, and 

although there is no doubt of the (ultiLiate) movement towards F major, it 

is at first hid in check by the insistence of aD minor chord. (From p. 10 

onwards it is interesting to observe tl. o continuing l: nduiz tion 
- 

in four. -h: - 

in strings and harps: the very presence of this 'texture' is itself an 

indication of the tonal tension of this passage. In this respect this 

fourths-texture is a further point of relationship with 'Thy: Hard'). 

The unresolved tonal tension leads to tl:, r: presentation of a (second) 

ccmplete paragraph (beginning t Letter L and lasting until Letter I on p. 1; 7) 

which faUs into two main parts. In its first part the openingg of to rondo 

there is situated on the dominant of F major, accompanied by an energetic 

string figure, and supported by simultaneous tiinpsui rolls on C and B-flat. 

dominant preparation for the hey of F major reaches its climax 

(at Letter F) where the woodwind phrases - alid in particular tha oboe 

entry of bars 53 - 54 - present the tonal tension in its most acute four,. 

::. ti; eýer, after this, the seconci part of this paragraph presents the 

restate. --lent of the entire rondo theme in an undisputed F major. 

1. ti: e facts that this tc me is (i) presented in wi. alo, -c, (ii) in ? /;, 
zci (iii) ;;. c a sort of dininution, heighten 3 -its increased r: )r`,, I-r_dc 

iupeýus tmci strer:; thens the urgency of the c3. c: 7a: xt for a change of key. 
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This rondo restatement is El quite Iiterai transposition and 

nccessarily includes bot the i oveLlent to the dor: dilant ci: the dcnvxiarit, 

and (at Letter H) the cadential extension : and unduJ. L ti an between the 

sunertcnic chromatic and tonic chords. But this time the disturbance 

arising frora this undulation is smoothed out by the appearance of a 'news 

theme (E x. 29O) presented, at Letter I, in a 5-bar phrase for St&ilst'äbe 

(supported by solo clarinet and harp harmonics) : tid s new theme (q? z. ietly 

prominent as a result of its orchestrcl colour) is an augmented vercicn 

of the Lielcdy first presented in the accompanying texture of bars 18 -9 
(cnd repeated in bars 62 - 3), and it completes the rondo restatement. 

But E. 'redundant' entry of the opening- flute theme troves momcriturily 

to the subdominant of F- 
.aj or (at Letter J) and initiates a rocking har cnic 

motion wiii. ch gradually overcomes the reluctance to leave i''-major. lt leads 

to a slow chromatic progression (aceompanicd by harp glissandi and chromatic 

phrases for contra-basses) that. reaches the ambigaaas tonal area' of ei-flat 

=d G minor which reintroduces the B1 theme (bar 82). The sequential 

repetition of this theme (begi*nning at Letter L) is similarly poised bettrmi 

C minor, snd E-flat md leads to the reappearance of 132 - accompmied as 

before by the undulating fourths-teure in strings. 

The following passage (from Letter M- N) is e: sentielly a repeat of. 

the first episode; in the first episode the mote fromm B i.. inor/D major was 

towards F-major (U minor) and this is now paralleled by the move from 

C "... isior4-fat towards G-flat major (E-flat rrninor), =d, as before, there 

is no imu: ediato resolution of this tonal tension. 

However, t ids sy! n., ietricll rc , tatemcnt not only provides a balance to 

the design as a whole but allows its large-size and e.,, -pensive desip1 to ho 

contained' in a modes u time-scale. For, as in the firnt episode -the tonalt 

riovemenü towards F major was 'interrupted' (just before L teer L) anü recuuired 
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an extended do'. inant preparation to establish F major, so, here, the lack 

of tonal resolution between G-flat and E-plat iin_or provides the opportunity 

for an extended (and climactic) dominant preparaticn for the return of the 

tonic key of D major. 

This extended preparation (beginning p. 2¬, with a 4/2 on A-natural)i 

reintroduces the undulating fourths-texture in strings, introduces a slow 

moving brass progression which is characterised by a chromatically rising 

trumpet figure and works towards the establishment of a dominant (Ii-natural) 

pedal. In fact a dominant pedal is established at bar 113 (first bar p. 30) 

and remains until bar 131. It supports two short sequences (each 5 bar; ) and 

a slightly larger find, phrase and together these effect a pouerfuJ. approach 

to the climax. of the work which iz finally achieved with the release of the 

main rondo theme in D major - 'fff' - at Tempo Primo (p. 34). However, this 

final appearance of the rondo theme is severely curtailed and the closing 

bars of the word; are largely concerned with a quiet emphasis of the flat side 

of the key. This shortened version of the main theme is nevertheless entirely 

adequate: it balances and completes the design, and illustrates both its 

strength and its ability to combine expansive freedom with a modest time-scale. 

The exp naive quality of the design of 'The Oceanides' is a fact of 

musical construction that can be demonstrated: the work begins with a. 

suggestion of tonal 'fluidity' which only (gradually) becomes obviously apýparcn 

at the end of a complete lyric stanza. The resulting tonal tension is then 

reflected in the first episode itself (sometimes acutely expressed) and creates 

the need fora considerable. doranant preparation for the establislment of the 

new key. The sy.. L.: etry of this design then provides the opportunity for a 

raassire preparation for the tonic key itself. 

1. The timpani A-natural which intrudes up or, the E-flat minor chord in 
bar 1')O is ae rest allusion: to the be _; inn ý. nz; of the first episode (where it was G. -sharp against aD major chord); and again it provides 
ü co nvcnicnt; dcvetail becWeen the main paragraphs of this coi pcsit4- on. 
This crevice was o'bsci ed pxovious1y in the 'Funeral March' Op. 59. 
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This preparation is effective and achieves a considerable climax; 

its success rests on the following facts 

(i) although there is an extended dominant pedal-point, the 

dominant chord is avoided for a considerable tiiie; 

(ii) the dominant chord (bar 131) is finally a, )proached through the 

supertonic chromatic chord (at bar 130 - where the dominant pedal 

is broken for the only time: thus changing the simultaneous 

timpani rolls on 3 and x into a momentary undulation); 

(iii) the whole of these 19 bars -have been accompanied by an undulating 

string, figure which gradually unleashes a (simple) chromatic 

figure which rises to a considerable climax; 

(iv) the strength of this preparation then enables the tonic key to 

be so firmly re-established (and its tonal tensicn satisfactorily 

resolved) that a great'! -Ir abbreviated version of the rondo thane 

is sufficient to complete the whole design: i. e. a complete 

restatement is now unnccessary (not merely avoided), and 

(v) the very brevity of the final a, -)pearance of the rondo theme 

seems to present a neat balance do the short 3tahlst9be melody 

that was used to 'confirm' the i major tonality. 

Thus the initial tonal 'commentary' and its ensuing evolution results 

in a large sea? e design which moves in a leisurely fashion yet avoids 

the necessity of having the 'heroic' proportions its first paragraph 

would seem to i: 
-ý. 

ly. In its expensiveness 'The Oceanides' represents a 

further progression from the conception and realization of 'The Bard' 

(itself a progression from the Fourth Symphony) and looks towards the 

creation of the rifth Symphony. Indeed it provides the final link in a 

chain of creative thought that stretches back to the "prccecs of reäuctcian" 
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first observed in the Third Sy phony (and absorbs the experience 

of concentrated designs) and moves towards the concei. )Lien of large 

designs which have great freedom but avoid becoming grandiose or 

loose-limbed. 

" The orchestration of 'Thc üceanides' is frequently singled out 

(in critical writings) for special corimnent, largely on the grounds of 

, hat has been called its ' pointilliste' and 'impressionistic' character. 

Butt while such descriptions have a superficial appeal., they are less 

ix.. )ortcnt than the recognition that the orchestral colours and textures 

of 'The Ocesni. des' are as integral a part of its original conception as 

those of 'The Bard'; i. e. the orchestral colours cannot be disassociated 

from the themes and tonal- tens cn3 they carry. The use of two pairs of 
1 

tiripani, for example, is perhaps an extreme developmnt of the (quite 

typical. ) usage of the timpani as a tonal weapon, while the frequent 

presentation of the fourths-texture in harps and strings offers a subtle 

way of maintaining the presence of the tonal torsion without lit-king, it 

overtly dramatic, and which is not present in the :. x do theme itself - the 

musical 'point' of this fourths-texture is clearly apparent at its first 

appearance in bar 25. And the exotic tone colour of the 'stahistabe' is 

as functionally (and quietly) effective as that of the tam-tam in 

'The Bard' : both make a musical point. 

Equally it cannot be denied that the orchestral colours (and their 

thence) will respond to the stirulus of the 'poetic idea' of the tone-poem; 

it simple prograratic interpretation of the opening bars has already been 

suggested - but t. ds is only another measure of Sibelius's genius, since 

1. It is intore:; ting to note that the overlapping tiripani rolls are a 
constwit feature of the first version. 
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the actual 'rmxiner of its presentation is founded on a clearly recognisable 

and previous'y o:: tüblished procedure peculiar to Sibelius: rain it is to 

be rerarked that Sibelius works on a few large principles of construction, 

thus the diverse applications of orchestral. colours i3ay be reflected in 

such widely dii'ferent compositions as 'The ýis. rd' and 'Thu Oceanides' . 

'The Ocen sides' belongs in the first rank of Abolius's tore-poe, ýs: 

only ' iie Bard' and 'Tapiola' are its equals and neither is its peer. 

The remaining orc: iestrc1 compositions of 1914 are the Two pieces for 

'Violin (or Cello) and Orchestra, Op. 77.1 These two 4ece^a are nowhere as 

interesting os tie : jix : roresques (Op. 87 snu dp. S9) that Sibelius was to 

write in 1917, id do not Suite rleaoure up to the Im3ginative standard of 

the Two Serenades Op. 69: but neither are they to be dismissed too lightly . 

The first piece in k-flat major (Op. 771) Is titled 'Laetare anima 

rea', 
2 

and it is scored for 2 flutes, 2 clarinets, 2 hoi. s, 4 timpa. ni, harp, 

strings, und violin solo. It falls, into 3 clear secticns of which t, , -. e 

second is in the tonic minor and the third largely a literal repeat of 

the first. For the most part there is a steady flow of deliberate, even, 

melody (x. 291) that just occasionally - especially in the syncopaticn of 

the solo (Lx. 292) - seems to anticipate some of the splendidly flevring L-): -, d 

unfolding melody of the Leventn Symphony. 

The steadiness and deliberation of this composition are heil htened by 

its scoring: the horns and woodwind are in their lower registers throughout, 

while of the four timpani at least two are nearly always sounded 

ci ral. taneously. The use of the harp, together with a certain 

1. Also known as 'Two Szrious 

2. It is frequently referred to as 'C;,. ntinue' though it is not so ; r-. lleä 

on the title page of the full score. 
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. eelingý seo: as t0 suggest seine SZi tlt connection with tl; iý Bard' : this 

feeling is supported by the shared cjurlities of deliberate move-me-It, dark 

orchestral colours, choice of key1 ('The Bard' was h-flat minor), stability 

of key, and of ccurse use of the harp, though it lacks the Most essential 

ingredient of 'The Bard' -a brooding introspection. 

The second piece (Op. 77b) is titled 'Devotion' (Ab i mo pectare) and 

it is in the key of U minor: it is scored for 2 flutes, 2 clarinets, 

2 bassoons, 4 horns, 3 trombones, violin cob and strings (no timpani Or 

pcrcussicn). 

This uork is dominated by the solo part and its lain theme, which is 

introcuced over a simple rocking quaver ace oiiiptinic: cnt. This vain theme is 

marked by a frequent syrnicopation, and syncopation is c). s. o found between the 

solo and accompEmiment, and within the accompani, nen t itself - and this would 

(pk. rhaps) sug_-est some sort of tenuous connection with 'The Bard' (and the 

Fourth Symphony) 
. 

TYP structure of this main theme (Ex. 293) is interesting since it is 

clearly feshioned by the form it seeks to create. The first part of the 

theme mpy be divided into two phrases, 410a, Alb, both concerned only with 

the tonic key though the cadential second phrase (Alb) acts as a tonal siga- 

post -a role usually taken by the timpani. After its initial statement 

this Alb phrase occurs only after the convincing re-cstaclisbment of the 

tonic xey: moreover the rhytr: I of its last 3 notes p' oý p 

enhances its tonal (and cadential) ft. nction. 

The Second part of the main theme, A2, " never occurs in the tonic key and 
is used exclusively for modulation. In this respect its tonal restlessness 

is reinforced by its syncopated cadences - in contrast to the measured 

movement of i4ji 

1. It is increasingly interesting, to note the Mount of evidence Wiv. c: l 
supports this linking 

an f elipuis : vet quality to the key of b-flat 
(major or minor)., &11C, ;; ho e: ýuý? :iy constant uw of minor as its diametric 
tonal pole. y 
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The entire structure of this piece flows naturally fror ;; rte 

construction of this main theme. Thus after the initial D minor statement 

of Ala and Mb, phrase A2 modulates first to B-flat minor, then to F-shaip) 

minor from which it returns (with considerable brusqueness) to 1 minor (Ma); 

in its re-establishment this D ninor encompasses the key of F major, after 

which the cadential Al *b returns. 

The tonal and thematic 'picture' of thi. s short piece of. 57 bars could 

be sketched as follows :- 

Section 1 Section 2 Section 3 

1) Minor (Ala, Alb) 

BI nor (k2) 

r i, iLinor (A2) 

I) 2Linor (Ala 
I 

F Major 

D Ilinor (Alb) 

v El Minor (L2) 

. vi 13 Pi or (J 2) 

D Minor (Al a 

F Major 

D Minor (Alb) 

Eb ',! or (A2) 

B i"anor (i. 2) 

D Minbr (Ala, Alb 
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;t is unfortunate that in spite of. this detailed construction 

this piece sails to convince, pos^iä3_y because the almost liter^1 

repeat of section 3 (litera apart from sere octave transposition 

and a strengthened orchestration) seems to suggest a lack of purpose. 

It thus lacks in conviction what 'L. stare anima meal seems to lack in 

poetry: both worts just fail. to attain a convincing creative necessity. 



CHAPTER 18 

SYMPHONY KID-5 
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iUJ t 'i:; R 18 

After tie compact concentraticn and emotional depths of the Fourth 

Symphony, a certain expansive quality becomes increasingly discernible 

in the two tore-poems Op. 64 and O`'p. '/3, and this quality achi ves a 

particular prominence in the easily approachable and heroically extrovert 

FIFTH S1; -1_ H:: i: Y Op. 82.1 But the writing of the Fifth Symphony was not 

4 thout Bora co: p1ications, and the history of its cojpositicn is not 

without bearing on a critical assessment of the work itself. 

According to i. an, the ideas for the Fifth Symphony "had begun to 

shape themselves in Sibelius's mind" by the end of September 1914. The 

5ymphöny urns completed in 10,15 and first performed on Sibelius's fiftieth 

birthday, and although some alterations were made during the final rehearsal 

(for the first performance) there is no doubt or argument that at this time 

the work was written as four separate movements. 

Sibelius first revised this Firth Symphony in 1916 mid the revised 

version was perforcied in December of that year. It was then revised again 

and reached its final fox (in which it is published as Op. 82) only in 1919. 

The historical facts can be tabulated thus : 

Original composition 1915 

First Revised version 1916 

Sec cud : revised version (Op. 82) 1919 

However, in 1918 Sibelius ,. rote a private letter (dated 20th May) 

which has since become- famous. - or infamous - for its remarks concerning 

1. Scored icr: double woodwind, / horns, 3 trumpets, 3 trombones, tinýsri 
and strings. 
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the Eifth Symphony; ik:: z. ri quotes it 
1 

as follows 

"My muw work-s - partly ske tcii d and planned. 
The Jth oymphony in a new form - practically co'--xposerl 
anew -I work at daily. Movement I entirely new, : ovemcnt 
II reminiscent of the old, move: cnt III reminiscent of the end 
of the I rno Jemcnt - of the old. -, ovencnt 1V the old motifs, but 
stronger in revision. The whole, if I nay sy so, a vital 
clime: to the end. Tritmmphal. 

The Vith Syni, )hony is wild and impassioned in character. Sombre, 
with pastoral contrasts. Probably in 4 move: ncnts,. with the end 
rising to ü sombre roaring of the orchestra, in which the main 
theme is drowned. 

The '111th Syn bony, Joy of life and 'vitality, with appassionato 
passages. In 3 move mcnts - the last, a ': Iellenic rondo' . 
a1. this with due reservtion.... It looks as if I was to come 
out with all these three s , phones at the sane tire.... 

tiiith r egt rd to symphonies Js end VII the plans may possibly 
be altered according to the development of the. 
musical ideas. ý,. s usual, I am a slave to iiy treues and submit 
to their dci flds ." 

It is perhaps North restating here that information conveyed in 

I)i-i. Vate letters must not necessarily be accepted £s literv . 
truth, nor 

indeed from inhibiting the com; osex from changing his : ind, at a later date; 

thus Johnson's remark: "The curious thing about this letter is that the 

co; nocer obviously regarded As symphony as consisting of four movements 

at that time" need not necessarily cause surprise. Equally Paxr.: et's 

stater gent -'" 

"However neither F'uruhjelm nor m'self (we were both present at the 
first performance in December 1915 and. at the Birst performance 
of. the second version in 1916) can remember ti-Lat the cri, inal 
version of 1915 differed radiciý^.; y I. r.:: a the later versions. this 
new version included the addition of a discreet bridge between the 
first rSd second riovem nts, thus joining tllEn together (this h--d 
dread' teen place in the first revised version), and - if our 
mexorit: s are to be relied on - the ti d mcvoment had undergona 
certain important changes and 'ehe finw. e containti; d the 7reatly 
revised, majestic conclusion so much admirea today. " 

- is 4t o, _üs with the letter that states that the work was ' pra cticc-l.. ly 

com. -, oied anew' an the first, movement 'cnti ely new'. 

P. 70. 
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-1 
These discrepancies and apparent contradictions become more 

significant in the consideration of the first moveTaent: debate centres 

on whether it is really one movement, or little more than a convenient 

joining-together of two separate movements, e. g. a first movement and a 

scherzo - and Cecil Gray pointed out the simple fact that in the printed 

score the roi : tarsal letters begin again (at Letter t) after 'ehe Allegro 

: jodcrato (p. 30) on p. 30 (- the second p, -at of the movement). 

This situation is further confused since Sibelius himself is quoted 

as having said that the second half of the movement has 'the character of 

a scherzo' - though even this states nt is challenged by Parrot (on rather 

curious grounds) 
1 

who co:. ies to the c nclusion that "'The rUoýt adequate 

description of the movement (part Il) is that it is a toccýata... The firs" 

movement (part I and kart II) consists, then of an introduction in sonata 

form followed by a toccata. " 2 

It is therefore obvious that the historical fact trat; this composition 

was originally written in four troveaents gives rise to considerable rar gw cr_t 

amongst critics: but ninth of do 'evidence' so far considered. has been of 

as eaxtra-riusical nature, and the main reason for accepting this movement as 

something more thin just a clever welding to , ether of 'two separate movcrients 

is to be found in the internal evidence which the music itself presents: and 

it is on this evidence alone that the movement must be judged. 

1. P; Lr et's arge, ont centres on the following state::. ent the undcr- 
linin, g is :. dne) : "It completely 1c. cks the distin guisl, ins; fog. al features 

of such a nove:. lent, and furzhcrmore, its very nature is not ttia, t o° a 
scherzo. it plumbs a: C: I rises to :! 'l; s tf 

, -, 
t a self ti o1.. ý ilE1. t' 'I':: O 

. '. 
(i 

avoid if it 
is uo 

re..: 
'. ý. ýf 'G1 

lip ý. tw. r Vo 
! n'at'ure ftu-I O1 

uucin FJ1 v1e:. _d_'1L 0= Nä VfL. .; Ies into p ,. lore seri. us till : till.. 

2. ic:. ºct, op. cit., p. 71. 
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The opening ten bars of this first movement present an undulating 

tonic-supertonic (seventh) progression, and over this an 'introductory' 

hor_r. -call, All pausing on te supertonic chord, is e swered by a woodwind 

phrase which returns to the tonic (bars 1- 4) and in the following bars, 

these introductory phrases are gently elaborated and extended (-x. 29/+). 

At bar 10 (3 bars after Letter , "º) tnc supertonic chord changes to donina. t, 

but the expected cadence is interrupted and a change to the nilnot mode 

introduces a subsidiar, yr theme, A2, (in woodwind) (1: x. 2)-5) which is 

supported by mother undulating progression. This subsidiary A2 theme 

would appear to be esson7cially cio; ninwnt-based, but its supporting diminishcd- 

seventh chord (on i-natural) is tanken as t . he opportunity for an enharmonic 

modulation to G-major - where a second subject group is presented. 

This second group introduces two main themes, X31, B2, (hxs. 20,6,297) 

and two cadential phrasos, 133 BIS (l;;;;;. 29ä, 299) while the G major tona. iby. 

is carefully and elaborately establislved: thus while 131 ac: d 132 are anznoimced 

by woodwind, the actor., an ring ( string) figure climbs through an octave and 

a half to reach the tonic before the strings are allowed to become theraticeJ. ly 

articulate (at Letter D- where the Lull orchestra is used for cadential 

euphasis) . 

From the musical procedures so far presented it is possible to obtain 

certain 'clues' which : gay lead to a clearer understanding of this first 

move. ent. The opening bars (and bars 1- 10 in particular) are worthy 

of considerable examination, for the initi, 71 undulating harmonic progression 
su, 7�ý7ests that this is to be a large-scale de3i n- it is (after all) one of 

the roost typical and frequent of 
Sibelius Is 

ways of beginning large designs, 

and it is accompanied by a leisurely harmonic rhythm. And this suggestion 

of a large design is to so ice extent confirmed by the Quick and emphatic 

a tI c. +'üitio11 theme 
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est,. blish ert of G r4ijor, for do idea of a latter returr. to a convincing 

t: -Mat major would itself seem, to imply the necessity of such a Tarr e 

scale design. further the character and impression of the openin,; is 

that it is (not co rauch an introduction of main themes as ) the typical 

presentation of a musical corriient or proposition. In this case the opening 

2axwo: iic progression, with its born-cc11 Oxid woodwind elaboration, seers to 

be moving, slowly towards some more clearly defined idea when it is itself 

taken up symphonically aid accepted as both the main thematic idca and main 

tonali:. y: the opening proposition is accepted without any of the more usual. 

symphonic rhetoric. lind by bar 18, therefore, the key of G major (and the 

second suojecz, group) has been reached. 

The result of this quick chcr go of tonality is that by the end of the 

exposition - only 3 bars - the . second subject group has been established 

with more (ton t) emphasis than the first, and while the harmonic rhy 4hri 

has been slow, yet the establishment of the new key centre has been 

acco: cplished easily and quickly. It is worth cci--L-icntinig that in these 35 

bars Sibelius has repeated a process very similar to that in the first 

movement of the f ourth Symphony: the most important rind enlightening 

difference being that whereas the Fýourt"h Symphony started with a dramatic 

cor lcnt/proposition that was NOT immediately take', up, the Fifth begins with 

a most undramatic proposition that is (almost) immediately taken up 

symphonic : lly. 

However, at the end of the e ; uosition the return of the first main 

there Al (at letter :) at first in G then novin- quietly to ls-flat, su e is 

that this is the beginning of a development section. But ,, he reappearuice of 

A2 (on the dominant of B-flat minor), followed by the' estuülis}anent of a 

1. -win it ;:; y be remarked Lhat these two works : J. uitrate the varied 
applications of a ow basic üriracipies of construction, end that the 
oaserved ? i: '.; ercr res between ti use two war.:: 3 a °e ce: aplýracnLai rasher 
c`"D n COt'l:. T'ýzl: 1eto y. 
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G-natural pcd, )1 (at Letter G) and the return of 131 and B2 over a 

chromatically decorated verüien of their original string accompcni! ncnt 

loads to the clear establishment of L-i1 t and the re-presentation 

(at Letter S) of the clenorous cadence themes, B3 and L4. Two details of 

this passage are worth noting: (i) the occasional C-sharps (U-flats) which 

accompany the CU-natural pedal, and (ii) the clear tonal function of the 

timpani - which is particularly marked at Letter I where a dominant pedal 

is established for just two bars 
1. (after which it returns s to G-naturr: 1.. 

So far then the movement has gone through the motions of a sonata form 

without a development section, since, to výº_?. intents and purposes, the 

section between Letters E-3 has been a recapitulation) though some. scholars 

take the view that it is a counter-exposition. To this latter view the 

objection may be raised that it does not immodiately lead to a change in 

tonal direction: it is a co plete restatement of the main themes - and 

cadences in the tonic koy. Ecjuclly it must be remarked that this restatement 

is occasionally disturbed by (i) the G- C-sharp pedal, and (ii) the chromatic 

string, aceounpanicient, .,; hich ' obscures' the tonality, although the purpose of 

these features is not i=ediately obvious at this Moment. 

tlhat follows sounds, at first, somewhat like a coda; at Letter J the 

horns again announce 131, which then quickens by diminution and is developed 

(by clarinet and bassoon) against (what Tovey has aptly described as) a 

'chromatic cloud'. This dovelopment - or (tonet and thematic) disintegration - 

culuinnates at Letter L where the L-flat tonality age-in einer¬; es, though it 

is again questioned - even more obviously - by trumpets and trombones; for 

the -rings cnt though L-: -tat remains, and the strings in octave , present 32. 

rý 1+ 1. The funotion end entrie3) of the t; li. ̂ <<. )F; ni f om p. 14 to P. 21 is wort-V 

of sane study. : it al-1. the c-, tci; 1 'toii; ýl orý:; ýý s the t_rl£, ni ensure that 
t1-, domi r an. (of :- -±1atj i ; had: note how the zimDani anticipate the 
G -212 

t11Y'e äE dcl at 1"e? 
if: 83' r: i'it l L. roll on '-i. Lz:, ,, cnd E. gaiil SOUK 

the do- inrr, on p. 1 es ;o bar 1; p. 17 earl; :: nd p. 23 bar 1. 
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The striking feature o tom: section (letters J- M) is that the L-flat 

tonality reriains unch ngcd: and it could conveniently be referred to either 
r, 

as a 'coda 
, or an L-{1at 'continuo i' . 

But, just as the beginning of the development; restvtcment section 

was itself ambiguous, so this partial confirmation of E-flat proves to be 

an ambiguous function and, at Letter M, it is taken as the opportunity for 

a change of tonal direction, and only G bars later (i. c. four bars before 

Letter i: ) the key of B major is reached: this new key (the enharmonic of 

C-flat) is an exact tonal balance to the earlier G-major. But it is not 

until tip; Allegro iioderato (ma poco a poco stretto) (p. 30) is reached that 

reference to the M, 1 main theme is fully taken up and recast. This new version 

of Al (AM 
I 

Bx. 300),. although obviously derived, now has a new character and 

a greater degree of rhythmic iispetus: it does indeed have an 'allegro' quality 

about it -a fact that is enhanced by the rising counterpoin-c in horns. This 

new th;: ie is carefully presented and acco:. ipenied by some features that later 

become import=t: t. ese features are 

(i) the pizz. phrase for cellos at Letter ä(p. 32) -a development of 

the horn counterpoint at the Allegro moderato, 

(ii) the pizz. phrase for contra-basses which begins four bars after (i) 

above, and 

(iii) the B-natur-1 pedal. for horns (p. 33) which supports the more 

sequential treatment of the 'new' ILtgrc the:: ie. 
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At Letter b (p. 31. ) the 'c"crality slips back to r. -fiat cmod a further 

new theme1 (With A A1 as its aceompan. irxnt) is presented in woodwind. This 

now theme is a convenient figure for reinforcin (the return to) the E-flut 

tonality and it also acts as a simple foil to Al; and (frort Letter -s onwards) 

the iaove: ient appears to settle down in E-flat with AO and this new theme in 

coinbiiiatjon. 

Eight bars before Lotter D however, the contra-basses entry again 

disturbs the prevailing 4-bar harmonic rhythm 
2 

and (at Letter D) a 

farther new theme, 3; 31, (Lx. 301) is presented by tru: i pets (and its rhythm 

under-lined by tiLu, 3axü) .3 The initial statement of this theme is made in 

E-flat, but the tonality then suddenly swings to D major - in which key 

this 3131 theme : i. s restated by horns, after which it is taken up by woodwind, 

and the cadence marked by cross-rhythm (just before Letter F). 

This woodwind version of BB1 is briefly presented in i: witatio z, mid 

leads to the establishment of a G-natur 
. pedal and a short rising sequence 

(pp. 4-4--5) that culminates in -, n intense 'ppp' discord for strings which 

resolves simply on (the first inversion of) the tonic chord of h-flat - 

though it is worth noticing the G- C-sharp undulation of timpani and 

clarinets (recalling the previous questioning of h-flat - in approximately 

the same place in the de jn of the second half as it originally occurred in 

the first half! ) 

............... ...... 
1. It is in fact the pizz. phrase for cellos presented only a few bars 

earlier, but its solo jýresentütioii here allows it to assume the 
function of a new theme. 

2. Sc ealso (ii) above. 
3. /lt1iou, -jl it Is true that this }3 31 theme has r ythi is affinities with Al, the phri"! C3 marked "Cl is rcmar: ably sý1. J. lar to 12. 
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: 'ollowing the 
--e-solution of this discord a further undulating 

pro ression (Ib 
- lib) is estEblished, and 10 bars later (last bar p. 46) 

another version of i2ýim 1332 (Lx. 302)ýpresonted by strings. But the 

rhycliric rewriting1 of this version, (in ha oboe entry, 8 bars before 

Letter J) quickly leads to the ciisinte{"ration' of this theme and. the 

establishment of mar,: edl. y contrapu.. ti. I section (begirriin-" at Letter :). 

This is, in fact, a highly ener. getic develo? Went section, =(t it wor, s 

up Lo a climax and the fiua]. rc-estcblisl Lunt of the tonic key. 

The restatement is her ded by the <.: nnounccment of the oriý; inci version 

of Li (in tr4 apcts, nine bars a ter Letter Ti), followed (at Letter 0) by 

the cadence theme : 33 (on horns) 
. 

This cadence :: ii e is taken up by the 

ý'ýý11 orchestra at Letter P, and a few bars later (p. 59) the strings prescht 

vn altered version of the B4 cadence treme a. ai.. st an tfff' present, pion 

of Al by trombones - und over a tonic redal. In turn this is folio'. ed. rf 

a 'prestos c'111C1 ri i presto' sections in 'v! }ý ch Al nahes its final Lppearance 

end closes the roveüicnt in great triumph. 

The vOrk]ngs of. ' the second il<^. ýi of this movemc; nt (i. e. from the r611ogro 

moderato onwards, ) provide the justification and : 'Vlfilmcnt of the 

unorthodoxy of the first half: d impact =1d success of this design 

rests on its overvll tonal arga: uent, together with thr direct and deliberate 

control of its pa. ce ünd speed. 

But the essential point of this (co,. alete) first movement is that 

it is U_I COIEF '1: 
_, 

-DESIGil, i. e. no'G until both heaves are -put together cc', nn 

the move: -lent actuv ll y functicn and zac 
iovo its particular creative purpose; 

moreover it c nnot be accurately assessed until the relationship of the 

two halves is considered in the licht of tzaeir respective contribution to 

t:. e whole design. 

i. 1 
. ks . 

thic Sustained (t dd le.. at. c. ) 
notes for viol ±r s arc now eAaced 

by 

r pccttcd (o 
mcl J'JHQcc tto) no. j. E: s. 
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The discrepancies that have arisen in the (previous) cssessmaents 

of this Movement come not Daly fron the historical facts concorning the 

cor: , ýoaition and revision of this symphony, but, more importantly, from 

the 'i . lure' to recognise that two quite different (though inter-depvenia t) 

functions take place in the section between Letter :: and the rllegro 

iioderato (p. 30) . Once these two functions have been distinguished then 

the overall c esif; n of this (unique) movement falls into , perspective. 

The distincticn of the two unctions , gay be raore easily seen if - for 

the mo-ment - the movement is considered in two separate Yves. 

in the first half (i. e. bar I to Letter ii) a leicurr1y and undr : iatic 

proposiz, icn it. 'L-f7_at ist -zen up quid is quickly followed by a move to 

G major; this impressive (though quiet) tonal progression is balanced by 

a 'develop ý. ntý 1' restate. opt mid the subsequent addition of en area of 

L-flat tonality (- a coda). The formal and tonal scheme of this half 

(bar I to Letter i"; ) - which presents an abridged sonata desire wherein 

there is an c nbiguous functioning of certain moments of th design (e.:. z. at 

the beginning of the development/restate_Zent; the coda/brid e passa e) - 

cold be tabulated as follows :- 

l#xT? oSition 

Al E-flat 

A2 i. -flat minor 
131 G major 
B2 ºº 

133 
B4 

itecapituJ . 
ti on 

Al G-major (- B-flat) 

A2 B-flat ninor 
B1 L-flat 

B2 If 

B3 
B4 U 

31 L-flat coda 
B2 L-i-1at It 
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The design of the second half (N - 4..... a?, fine) could be briefly 

:: }. etched thus 

n 

13B1 

n 

UB2 

rý-; ia j or 

h-f7_ t 

y-flat 

B-iaa j or 

L-flat 

Devei o: -)nent Letter K to N+8. 

Recapitulation (I1 +9 ra fine) 

Al (orig) L-flat 

132 L-flat 

134 (+ Al) E-flat 

It i3 however vitaly iraport3nt to realise that, TIE 1 SIG: 1 UI" Tý: r, 

: wýCUW W IF 11 1I ICTLY PAR1I LEL LE3IGN T4 THAT UP T: lb FIRST : ̀ALP: 

wid five features in particular are worts of note : 

(i) there is a tonal novemieiit from C-flat (: 3-natural) to E'-flat 

(which is L.; ACTLY par . 1e1 co that of r, -flat to G)., 

(ii} that the riove: «ent from B to E-flat follows quickly upon the 

initial., establish-ion". - of B major itself (just as the move to 

G followed quickly upon the initial establishment of ---flat). 

(iii) that this tonal raoveaent is acco: aLaished (at Letter B, p. 34. ) 

with a lack of rhetoric and erlotional heat (as with the 

parallel tonal movel-, enit in the first half) . 
(iv) that no other key centre (apart from B ünd s-flat) is established 

again no key centres other than G and in the second het i(- 

h-slat were established in the first half), and 

(v) that these tonal relationships are paralleled by some striking 

thematic relationships in particular :- 

Al - Al 

132 - (:; z31 
(13B2 

pese tua crýjtica functions that Lake place between Letter N and the 

t, rO moderato may now be distinguished; they are 

1. th9 f sct ;: sat iii i°aTpressivO. tonal move-1ent (frort i; -flat to 3) 

is tndý'-ý fýE'n i:: order to arrive at a po, i cion from which the 
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second half of tho rnovemant I1C. y coruence its design and function: 

i. e. at this point the tonal design of the entire movement should 

be represented as -» 

L-ulat to G... to E-flat; then 
... 

C-flat to L-flat 

and NO 

L-flat tc G.... i -flat to C-flnt... to E-fiat 

The tonal argument here is not the relationship between s-flat 

and B (at point :; ) but rather the relationship between B and E, -'1ät1 

as a counterbalance to that of L--flat to G; 

2. the fact that the energy required to move away from i-flat to B 

is so inr.: ense2 (and the :. ove so lone delayed) that 

(a) it estcbliehes a momentum that ccnot be denied, and so 

results in the parallel procedures of the second half taking 

place (and 'being worked out) at an increased pace - torus 

allowifg ti: e second half to include a fully Worked out 

development section - u; hich was not possible in (the time 

scale of) the first half, while 

(b) the release of energy at the achievement of 13 major results 

in -:, grac aal - though far-reaching Gzid progressive - increase 

in : hoer speed. i1. nd this increasing speed is itself enhanced 

Laid etipnasized by both the deli berate control (over an extended 

period) of the harmonic rhychn, x -. d the specific ftnction of a 

nuräoer of orchestral details. 

........... 
1. It is precisely for this reason. :: mot elt. nouýPi the initial appearance 

of 1331 is in it r. US return to B major since its uu7"D, oce as 
P. transition tt_e: «, e (para7. lei to i1) is -co effect the tong. ý, love'-Ir_it 
pro major to ý-; lat! 

<^.. The energy required is i' ?: Lncnse since 
aj it has to ovUrco: re the 'ý"; ei tht cC the previous L-flat recaoitul :. t= c: l 

and coda, and 
b) it aas o nzks a . °r "t'isfaetoiý% pre oration for what is to come. 
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In brief the second half of this movement could be considered as 

a 'mirror' reflection - and consequence - of the first half, though it 

is necessarily accomplished at a different pace, and enhanced by the 

progressively increasing speed released by the energy required to start 

the second half in a new key; the tonal design of the movement as a 

whole could be reduced to the simple state.. ient 

E-f13t to G... r; -flat; C-flat to 1. -flat.... Devel..... h-. ', lit 

This unique design is quite clearly one movement which can only 

achieve its creative purpose when the two halves are allowed their 

conseauentisl interaction. 
' 

The most striking feature of the second half of this movenent is 

that the pace is clearly faster than that of the first half, `" although 

its impact is largely effected through the increase in speed, together with 

the deliberate ccntrol of the harmonic rhytihn, and the particular function 

of some orchestral details. 

1. If one wore to attempt the not impossible task of merely rounding of 
the first half, (c. Lcttor h) to make it a separate first movement, it 
would result in an unavoidable feeling of anti-climax. hqually the 
second half of the movement could be made into a separate 'scherzo' 
Movement, though it would largely be a 're-hash' of the first movement 
without the quality of continuing the line of thought (as, for example 
in the slow movement of the Ist symphony) or approaching the same idea 
from a neu viewpoint (as in the 2nd movement of the fourth Symphony) 

. 
2. The evidence for this statement nay been seen in the following facts 

(1) the movement from B to i. -fiat takes slightly less time than the 
conparable movement fron i, -flat to G, 

(2) the exposition of the second half includes a repetition of the 
tonal riovencnt 13 to -slat, i. e. whereas the first h" 

.f of the 
movement contains only a single movement for r'-flat to G, the 
second half contains the movement ii to :: "-flat, then 6 to i -flat again. (3) the second half toLso contains a c: evelonrh nt section. 
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The increase in speed of this second half is clearly shown in 

in David ChenLiavskys account of Siöelius's Tempo Corrections, which 

motes the following ;; ii narkings for this movement 

M , eripo molto moderate Page 3 
ý" 

= 66 13t ha-If of 

Largeraente u 25 
J. 

= 63 movement 

Allegro moderato " 30 g0) 

Letter D 39 j. 
= 96) 2nd half 

3 
Letter K - ti 49 

c. 
_104 of 

, 
Letter N 52 =112) Tlovelaent 
Letter iJ tit > 54 

ý. 

ýýz6) 
Presto 11 60 (" =13g1ý 

But perhaps the most important and fascinating feature of this 

increase of speed (and the faster pace it enhances) is to be seen in the 

control of the harmonic rhythm: and in addition to this there is the 

rhetorical effect of progressively shorter phrase lengths together with 

some vitelly functicnal changes in orchestral texture. 

To dean. with the harmonic rhythm first, the first point of interest 

occurs at the change of time-signature fron 12, /8 to 3/4 at the Allegro Moderato 

(p. 30). At this point the established harmonic rhythm is not disturbed 

since the previous dotted crotchet is now replaced by a dotted -., rdnim (end 

the previous harf onic rhythm of 1 in a bar, is replaced by that of a change 

once every 4 bars). 

Baut this new barring is not just a technical convenience, for it gives 

the oreviously unaccented second and fourth beats a natural first beat accent, 

i. e. each bar not. begins with an accent. This enhances the Allegro quality 

of tine theme is supports, and although the harmonic pace itself is to re lain 

unchanged until ?. 46, certain features occur which gently emphasize the 

increased speed (ara pase) of thi:; second half, as well as emphasizing the 

desire for an accompanying increase- in the rate of the hart onic rhythm. 
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The first of these features has been apcjý- described by Tovey 

(in anothcr cen t ext) as "a flexing of the muscles": in those movements 

to such ircnients occur : 

(i) the contra-bas-F, entry -5 bars after Letter A p. 32, 

. -x. 303 

/, li älWIL. 

Ld 

A. I bf 
U 

ýw / 

this ýntraduces the sequential treatment of Al and leads 

directly to the sudden change of key to L-üaat - after which 

the Movement again setts es down in 4-bar periods, and 

(ii) the 8 bars before letter U, p-38, 

ý: x. 3O4 

-1 1- IIk .1Lf- --- - . -ýi _1 _K I L. -. -i--. i1-=. -. 1 I fý! - - -i- 

which introduces the now true pet version of BB1 and leads 

to the (second, tonal change to B 
. 
major. 

The effect of these 2 contra-bass entries is essentially r torical 

in that they create the e penctancy of aomc event or change: in thin case 

they anticipate ei t., &, er the introduction of a new theme or a cli mge of key. 

But these entries are only the 'Devi iý ýg o; s whole nrorcess, and in 

isvlat 
. on their impact is lost negligible: they are important because 

they appear to iiuitiate the desire for change in the harmonic rhythm. 

""he change Of the 
.' -bw harmonic . hythm c oe not occur irir, il p46 

ºriiere it i, reps aced by a 2-bar hamonic rh rº. gym; but in the intervening 
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period (from Letter L to p. 46) a number of significant features make 

their first appearance: the features become increasingly obvious and 

exert a more direct influence on the harmonic rhythm. 

The first of these features is the cross-rhythm that occurs at the 

end of the woodwind phrases between Letters L and G: initially the effect 

is only slight (and occasional) but it is heightened after Letter F where 

it is accompanied by a greater frequency of 2-bar harmonic rhythm. In 

turf the disturbance of the prevailing 4-bar harmonic rhythm leads to a 

passage (between Letters G and ii) which avoids any obvious harmonic rhythm: 

instead there is the presentation of a rising sequential figure that 

culminates in the 'ppp' discord für strings, after which a 2-bar harmonic 

rhythm is clearly established. 
1 

Once established these 2-bar harmonic periods are marked by 

(i) the presentation of some apparently 'disjointed' violin 

phrases (13132, p. 47) 

(ii) the staccato quality. of the oboe phrases on p. 4$-9, which 

is startlingly new in this movemei, t so far, and 

(iii) the persistent cross-rhythm of the phrase endings from the 

bottom line of p. 48 onwards, 

and these all coalesce to lead to a further increase in harmonic rhyt1n 

(to 1 in a bar) in the section wich begins at Letter K. 

At Letter K the speed of the movement is increased still further 

(d. 104) while the change to the new harmonic rhythn of 1 in a bar is 

itself enhanced by the following orchestra. details: where is 

{i) a general lack of harmonic support, 

(ii) a prevalence of (thin) contrarunt. ý31 texture, mostly .. ly 2_ end 

3-pert, 

1. The 2-bar harmonic rhythm (f roil P-46 onward: ) could possibly be 
regarded as srýb-divisions of a 4-bar phrase: buy the oizz entries for contrabasses and the persistent accent which :.. arks every 
other woo(iwin bar stresoeJ -ýhc 2-bar c: iai acteristic . 
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(iii) the cessation of the undulating string pedal - for the 

first time in over 200 bars (; ) 

(iv) the avoida; ice of uny clearly recognisab"le key centre, and 
(v) the altiphcnel orchestration - initially of very short phrases. 

No-, e too the remarkable fact of the sudden and coincidental.. appearance 

of several of these features at (or shortly after) Letter ii. 

Two final facts should be noted: firstly that the return of Al (on p. 55) 

is dovetailed into the prevailing texture, und that this takes place i76: 'L- 

the tonic key is unquestionably re-established - thus helping to maintain 

the impression of an increasing speed - while secondly, the return of the 

B3 cadence therle (at Letters 7 and 0) creates the opportunity for su ýestirg 

that the harmonic rh , rthm has been increased to 2 in a bar; secondly, that 

the timpani entries fron 'presto' 
... 

ei fine, are constaltl y urging ail even 

greater increase in speed: they show the following progressive patterns : -- 

h x-305 
ate, 

ß ,_I. 

R 

t. ý 
67.. 

. 

L. 
`L I+ #ý I- 1ý 
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In this nove; nent the use of a 'progressive' increase in speed 

(toget:: er with its conco=ritent features of harmonic riytbn and certain 

orchestral details) drauatically characterises the increased pace of the 

second half - and this increased pace is the result of the powerful tonal 

change needed to balance, fulfil, and work out the tonal tensions created 

in the first half. 

The result is one totally unified and convincing movement: a unique 

design of huge simplicity that encompasses a wealth of subtleties, and 

presents them in an increasingly dramatic and exciting wanner. 

The subtleties arise from the interplay and evolution of a nimber 

of separate features which have been detailed above; the extent of the 

subtleties rutty also be seen in the careful. and deliberate way in which a 

sirraltaneous increase in speed and a change of key are consistently avoided 

(after p. 30) - though the two events are usually only separated by a few 

bars, and could easily have occurred simultaneously 
L 

This firs movement has nothing in common with the mere joining 

together of two separate movements: it is a grand, and single, design. 

The seconu movement is frequently dismissed lightly as a set of siü; cle 

variation::, cli hour"h there is no co: iplete cgreern nt amongst scholars as to 

tahether the foundation of -these variations is a theme or just a rhythm. 

But while he movemccnt has a charm and delicacy that reccfl the middle 

movement of tit '21iirdd s:. Ilphony, it is worthy of cn even closer examin&Lien: 

indeed its cäaz snd si: rpliciv-y could conceal a larger intention which May 

eveiitu:. 1ly be seen as something of an a--hieve-, a---nt. 

1rea80I1 or -;, oiui: 7g üa`i siinu1t2. ricous Occurrence is (£u'-'e1. 
%'% 

nut (UffL u1t to sun-, d, -, c: if both events Occurred S':: LÜ ý. i2lE'Olt31j 
he 

deli ri Would vpJe. ar Suddcn1Y 'l O leap i orw : ds, whereas by intrcGL C1T! ý 
thO T1f0 L : 't'? 7týý in :; L; CGecsioT thO üt? äigi I; ýUV6: i smoothly -` cri d the c -üCt 
is thereby exihanccCd. 
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To begin with the basic theme deserves some co, anent for while the 

first paragraph lasts from bar 1 to Letter B- some 4,0 bars .- and while 

the r'rr{thn; remains alnost tmaltered, it is possible to isolate four 

separate melodic strands, ; t1, JA2,1'. 3, i'. 4 (. x. 3,1., 6). Certain phrases are 

comnon to at least two of these strands, and although the differences 

between the first three strands are snail, they subtly sustain interest : chile 

helping to preserve the illusion of the utmost simplicity - and constantly 

bemuse the ear with their similarities. The last melodic stand, t 4, is 

more öbvio: usly dominant-based than cny of the others: it acts as a cadence 

tlicrie and usually only appears at the end cf a paragraph. 

The harmonic support for this first paragraph is restricted to the 

most basic progressions and indeed the nonchalance and simplicity of the 

theme are (deliberately) reilected in these basic harmonies and static 

tonality. 

As the first paragraph )comco to an end the woodwind bt; g n an 

üccompaninciit (8 bars before Latter iii that is to feature throughout the 

second paragraph (Letters B- C) md again illustrates Sibel. ius's fondness 

ý11y mý. ýce for cont'ru: iy. for dovetailing the sections of a movement &nd nature 3t 

Some comment ht's been made of this woodwind figure (I; x. 3e7)1 with one writer 

describing it as2 

"decidedly harsh.. " . this undoE:. tic (fordousfri. a) encounter of the 

notes C, C-s. -. arp, Li acid E:.... 

1. The degree of harshness of this (. encounter is perhaps a matter for 
discussion and di Spute: 

certatiirü; r in a carefully 'oaf a? iced perfon. ience 
the effec-v of the actuwl h aLshness w ll be mini, -iised; the scoring is 
. las ter' ;j-t'., o coolness o the i. L-L to C--sharp contrasts with the more 

acid bite of the oboe C-natur:, ±. iiri. ch is then imediately resolved - 
±, jd it ensui es that, the han onic clash i.. ill be easily and clearly heard 
without unduly intruding on the variations it uccorpunies. 

2. idnghoi, op. cit., p. 13g. 

t 
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The second paragraph (beginning at Letter B) pi escnts the main 

irelodic strands in a simple quaver decoration over a tonic pedal in horns, 

and acconpanicd by the persistent woodwind figure mentioned above. Ißt 

bar 61 (first bar p. 74) a dominant pedal is established and this supports 

the reappearance of the cadence strand, /: 4. 

'o1lotwring a aecorated repetition of this cadence phrase, the woodwind 

and lower strings momentarily suggest the minor key (in the two bars before 

Letter C) -a pathetic touch - after which the cadence is completed in a 

short closing section 'poco tranquillo'. 

Six bars after Letter C what appears to be a turd section begins with 

the direction 'a tempo' , but shortly afterwards the reappearance of the 

'pathetic' minor phrase in woodwind (two bars before Letter L) is taken as 

the opportunity to turn the tonality quickly to L-2 at. 

The most interesting feature of this chance of key is seen in the bar 

immediately before Letter L (: r. x. 3O) for this shows the div. violas and 

cellos beginning their phrase in h-flat while, simultaneously, the wooc: wwri id 

complete theirs in G minor. This deliberate change of key occurs at a 

somewhat surprising moment: for the previous appearance of the minor 

woodwind phrase (i. e. the two bars before Letter C) was followed by the 'poco 

trazlquillo' closing section and the co il, -ýtion of the Ion,; awaited perfect 

cadence. Here, at Letter L, the cellos end violas introduce the same 

ttra gaill. c' passage, but in E-flat - almost as thou h nothing sin-nificant 

had ta;; en place, zünd at the very mome: it of the G major caclence. The manner 

of this overlapping of keys, together with the lack of any preparation fcr V. 

icncl chsnge, as well as the avoidance of more normal key rhetoric, 

deliberately minimises the dramatic impact of this event. 

i, Trio contra-bass entry the third bar of p. ' 7 slýould :e fiot 3d 
it trio be discussed later (see p. 322-) . 
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However, (on p. 82) w ti: the direction 'poco a poco a tom pol and a 

return of the ; sj. n nelcui c strands, it is interesting to observe that 

whereas the G major paragraphs had been both harmonically limited and ilcw 

roving this ü-flat section now doves briskly towards its dominant key. 

Thus this key of L-flat is established with some (quiet) emphhasis, 

and the section then begins a sequential movement (from the last bar p. 83) 

which although hovering around the ke3ri f L-flat soon provides the. opportunity 

for a simple and easy return to G major (at Letter F, where the rflat horn 

pedc slips back to b-natural) . 

: 'urther simple variations follow in the tonic key of G major. These 

are at first marked by some simple chromatic harmonies and lead to the 

, no, aentary establishment of D major (ertpihasizing the G major 'return') ; 

the tii: pcni, of course insist that this 1? major is nothing more than a 

heightened domincnt und persist with G-and D-naturals throughout the 

(D rvajor) cadence. After this t. lw, rest of the section is largely concoriied 

with major/minor alternations that are eventually resolved by the perfect 

cadence three bars after Letter G. 

Shortly after this (p. 92) the end of the movement appears imminent 

with the 'loss' of the m. lody and only its rhythmic outline on reiterated 

k. -naturals. . iuprisi. ngl y these are taken up and ex; lored almost as if there 

had been a change of key; but the process is forcefully interrupted before 

it bcco-mes established, after which it is sequentially repeated, starting 

on F-natural . This too is simi? aarly interrupted at Letter H. 

}ere aft-or a bar--line pause, a short passage - which rmomentarily takes 

up Y-sharp - reintroduces the fsnýiliar nelodic outline and leads to a very 

s imil e stateient of A3 (on solo oboe) over essentially subdoninpiZt 

hcr^. cries, and the desifn of the mcve::, er. t is then rounded off of tý) i the 
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rcappcrra. *lce of the woodwind figure of tß:.: 07, (ii) a short codetta, 

which recalls the previous 'poco trap ui]1o' closing, sections, cod 

(iii) a siwplc: wood. uind cadence. 

The character of this movement is intriguing Lnd its elegantly 

deceptive simplicity conceals a sytiipiionic subtlety. she point of the 

rover nt is E to present interesting variations: the variations are 

reduced -to the utr: iost si_iplicity, =1 this si:: apl icity is Part of the 

essence of the rsoverc: nt. 

.v the same time this very simplicity combines with an insistence on 

the G major tonality to gi. ve the movement a 'monumental' aspect: and several 

features contribute to this intriguing blend. 

`r'ir$tly the main theme -- with its shared clew nts, its repetitive 

rnytný aid static harriordes - is designed to carry &, nü ent..: nce hi's. 

movements particular characteristic: the uelodJ itself is the size of a 

symphonic x: oveucni, for it coztinuwlly tuns road {BSI itself: it does net 

"present a continual enfolding but constantly reorganizes (aý. d decorates) 

its co-istituent eleinorits. 

This flow of melody is supported by a particular insistenco'on the 

G major tonality: this is itself enhanced by both the slow swing of 

harm mies, as outlined by the horn wid brass ped-als, and by the C/C-s harp 

cl =h Ft letter B. 

The horn -rd brass pedals are an ir1po-"ta11t characteristic of this 

zneverent, nici their uict insistence on the do:, Lirimt and tonic adds to 

the sundar enter siraplici ty of the rnoveu., ent and 11 - ps to create its 

znor: aý: =. iýt_l aspect.. In the. first paragraph (up to letter C) for exwaple, 

the first sentence is frequently supported by a dcrnincnt pedal, whilc the 

'E . By tile do,. ii. na--it" and tonic iX't''Lc^1.5ý &. 1j it wore, "I arger than life' 7 
5ibc iu exemplifies a basic characteristic of any 'mo eent, <. ' object 
or i: caLvveL: ent. 

Interestingly enough it has been suggested to me that perhaps this quality reflects 

the endless expanse of Finnish forests. 
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second sentence, beginning at Letter B, is firmly supported by a tonic 

pedal (that actually begins i bars earlier) and which is so phrased as 

to ensure a continuous sound; the lest sentence is supported by a ';:;. app' 

dominant seventh on tr«: e-i s a; id trombones and accorin hied by aC- i) 

undulation (in :.: inir s) on timpani. 

The C; C-sharp clash that occurs at Letter B also contributes to the 

uonuacntLI aspect of this iaove:: lent, for it presents two different outlooks 

siiIn]ltaneous"! y: thus the C-riatura; l. fulfils v. conventional do:. inant seventh 

function, while the C-sharp -D progression emphasises its pro-do.. inant 

ousilities. Moreover, this clash takes place over the continuous G-i1atural 

horn pedal. 

In addition to these characteristics, the unique blend of tliis movement 

is subtly enphasized by a number of casual 'diversions' and details. 

To begin with there are such details as the 'delayed' entry of the 

contra-basses rind tirapani (in bar 7) to rr ke a root position tonic chord 

while, on p. 78, the subsequent entry of the violins is equally casua1 mid 

cliribs through a coripIcte octave before tal: ing up the melody; similarly 

both the entry of the violas cnd the deliberate si.: plicity of the lower of 

of the two strin ; parts (oil p. 78) contributes to this 'air' of studied 

casualness. 

Perhaps riore i", 7.. oAantly, thezýe is also the change of key which occurs 

at Letter L. T11 is change o. f key actual ly takes place at a rather surprising 

moment, and the casuLl nature of this diversion is further reflected in the 

ei sy manner of its return to G major at Letter F. Uut t*irus element of tonLI 

change (together with the sli; 7h1ý1y less it : ortant move from L-I-jLt to its 

dominant) supports the n? aiii , coy, and gives it a depth while avoiding. 4- re 

nox-ma key rhetoric. 
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Other e: n e11y casual uiversions cnd features are to be seen in 

the passage of riajor/rdinor alternations (pp. 67-91) which follows the 

h-. aat episode, end the taking up of the E- and r-naturel. s in the passage 

before Letter ii (pp. 93-4; as well as the momentary acceptance of F-sharp 

itself at Letter ii et seq. ). 

In contrast the ': insouciance' of the characteristic ending nicely 

points the deceptive sirm, licity of the movement. 

The unique character of this nove:: ient is carried and erh nced, as 

usw1, by its peculiarly appro-priate scoring: the main features of the 

orchestration -te: frequent use of woodwind in thirds, the largo e. ̂ount 

of pizz for strings, the horn and brass pedals, the overlapping of to tums 

which provide an easy flew from one sentence to the next, as well as the 

refinement and translucence of such textures as that at Letter B for exW*ýp'le - 

those features play an i: aport4nt ; )art in the achievement of the movement. 

The movement exein_. lifies the art of l 3tcyin , put f, of rcmainin s tis 

but not s iagmant; with what appears to be no more then the simplest of 

materials and procedures Sibelius presents aG Ljajor iaoveLent characterised 

by its mcnumcntal aspects: it is a special achievement. 

One fact remains to be noted, for the harmonic movement of the passages 

beginning '1 bars after Letter C (p. 77) or, more par~ticulariy, at Lettor F 

(_ p. S5-6) is outlined by contra-basses in a phrase that Jirtuý: 1. ly C; tatcs 

the 'bi tune' of the finale. According to Parmet (p. 51) Sibelius M. r.. sclf 

was unaware of this resemblance; yet the ci.:, il=ariti'es - over 4 bars - are 

conspicuously nctchea. ! Iotrever the fact that in the finale Sibelius uses 

this theme in 3-b, -. r phrases, Lia ,, - 
help to explain this anorcly; for Sibelius 
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the rifference in their function Cud pif a5 _lennth may well have caused him 

to overlook their rclatims7 p t;, lough to tim iiotener the relationoly p 

is clearly cbv oüs. 

The third and finale r. ýov ;, 1ý; nt of this symphony is a simple design 

w3ich manages to achieve the eL1Uti. on, impact of a movement of heroic 

proportions: and it does so tri. th only modest orchestral resources und 

through stra ghcfort,: ard technic,; ]- roans. The sonata outlirics of the 

movci'Lnt may be skt. tched as roiiowj 

. Lxp)ociticn: 13ar 1 to F+ 24 (I. th bar 3.113) 
! i1 i11 

-1Züt Bar 5 Lx. 309 

Iii U"-)) E-flat U+1 ix. 310 

132 E -flat ;- 12 ±x. 311 

131 + B2 0 ila j or E+ 25 

Development: G-8 to Letter I; 

Re capitulation: Letter I cl Lin(, -. 

Al G-flat Letter I 

B1 G. -flat L+1 

132 G-flat L+ 12 

B1 + B2 E-slat idnor N 

131 + i2 J; -flat raj or 0+7 

The exposition is extrcr., cly clear cnd a, iparently ; traigri. -forward, 

but the character .d construction of the opening thcnio1 (and the ensuing 

prragrm)h;, iu Worth of some closer eýýxiiý, scior.. 

1.1: ý1c" 1.1. ý.. ý. li: ý in face, given rise to totally opposed statemients: 
esca: ii}es it l x,. 30_1) as "a sort of 'Moto perpetuo' effect for str' n__s", adding later i. neesJ nt n: on-ti eraatic, er thematic pcss;,; es ii�vo ýy± ý. r<ays oeE, n a fC' t_Lre Of : ýibelius' 3 

nusici' " per contr " 
Jar «4 ýl a nl irst stumm;;; (p. r,, ) ft iey (thp. violas) bovc. ý. 

1 

il )S I, t0.. ü JL'' ̀a fa 
: 14>i: in üii:. ' t'7 ola art 'ý1f' 's1L l7. ' v8:? CI l ýi.: iC : ̂: ýt in t., ic cc 

r; `f J Oý L i`l:. iEI IIi^ Ed lil'OCýt: iýy'1ITI cCC07'Uäi:. 'P 1; 7. L}1 tý1L composers 
_: 1. nIcti0no, I 

}1L he2. '. G C c^. 211'tU1. fL. 41 -CO l: I$ intended effect. " 
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Ti 'd mahl t 
-en---p 

Li - some 23 LL. r long 
- 

has a distinctive Slacpe 

and s-Vcturc: it is clearly more th na 'a:, oto pcr^petuo' figure cnd 

`vet at the s2: ^(-- time it -Ives rise to a Glnilarl. J' mesmeric effect. 'a,. d 

this perpetuo effect is hei htened by the si^ýplc fact tue opcniný paragr p1 

of his on consists of cimo3t notiing more than the (literal) 

1 
repetitions of this one theme. 

The interest of this opening, is maintained not only by the 

inherent fascination of the theme itself, but also by its constant ci.. ergence 

in different string, registers. Further the 'pJerpetuo' impression is 

heightened by the continuous octave tremolos and the increasing strength 

and ^u1.:! ness of the orchestral texture. In this context te character. cr 

Mae nrd. n thecae continually points forward to a subsequent climax Iii T: 11 

Su-r '. f /ý r `rr ph nods cotiiething a Jn p(wýUyJ : u. (i. e. it may he --', 
hat this tonic 

L.; 
ýJII 

I. '"d 

co the s^ysin_g crumpet phrase, C-D-E, which rounds off the first 

aaraL rape or he first movement of the Third äymphony. 

Corfii:. i, iLtion of t. Lv. s su7ýestion that the first subject is a the :e 

chý, rccte-ý? sed by perpetuo elements, is to be found in subsequent events. 

For the most apparently unconventional feature of this exposition is that 

the second subject (31) is first introduced in the tonic key. This is an 

,... ýý.. _-,. 

1. `t'-he exact detiils of the first 105 bars (i. e. vntil 1) + 1: the bar before 
the entry t Le second subject) are as sý t-r 

Ears 3- 216 Al complete, 
23 - 1.6 Al i, i. zh last f,. bars c: tcraged, 
l,. 7 - 54 a s1r 1t E: xiension phrase, 
55 - 62 ¬=y t--nc 

. cn ; ý:. i ase rt rc atoct, 
62 - 77 the list 1o bars of Al, 
78' "- 99 the first 19 bars of Al (with three bars zmpeatod), 

05 a si t -1- 
e extct13 Or to cUow the -Cmi uaver fi re to 

cadence in L -flat . 
Finz; 11_; -, no ýe the ' antici acos 4r' dovetail ei-'ected by ce? loo, and 
C, -, n4 r"C: -Oa33e3 (5 bar: Gelc)io Letter ii) 

. 
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inipoitnt feature of the design, for the retention of the tonic key 

marks this new k1 therms as bo-h the second motive (of the first subject 

group) tü: ll the second subject: and it is a direct consequence of the 

character of the oepning ß0 theme. Tb idea is elegantly simple and 

imaginatively 'logical. 
1 

There can be no doubt that this new Bi horn then. is also the second 

subject; and the fact is later confirmed by the magnificant suing to 

C major (p. 109). Indeed the vital necessity for this confirmation dictates 

the choice of this particular hey; for the lack of an impressive 

prey: trati on - which could have delayed the imp tus of this exposition and 

robbed the change of key of its impact, as it actually stands - needs to 

be countered by a tonal change that makes its point with unrni, takab1e 

clarit;;. A consideration of some other possible keys -C minor, G-major) 

even 3-naturrl (= C-flat) suggests th t none would have the saue impact 

as C major; moreover C major has been consistently avoided (throughout the 

symphony) until. this moment. 

lt is both interesting ( yid not 17 mahout bearing On the pr eseint a r'i.: e: It) 

to speculate on what Sibelius kiTht have done. For instance, if this second 

subject had been introduced in C major without first making en appearance in 

B -flat 
(and without any modulatory preparation) than he would probably have 

had to introduce at least one additionrj. theme in order to ; aase this new key 

'tell' : indeed it woý; 1c. then have taken on the ton;. '.. and thematic pattern 

of the first move:. ient of the Violin Concerto. In contrast, therefore, the 

present novermnt illustrates tiro- greater simplicity and effectiveness of its 

o: rn design. 

1. it nc .r be suý; "csted 
that tr; e antecedents of this ina ; inative idea are to ba seen in (I J Laie first nov ei: )ent of the 'r'ourt: hor, r -where the 

aýcni: 1? c ic co.; lent reap ears later as the second subject or (ii) 
I ore 7 eC@Ylully i in he first :, ý+? ve; i, ý nt of tit: s i7i1c y- where the 

'tre. noitio71 Lhei e' of the seconii . CC. 1 
, i3i31 is 

. 
iýir: it 'presented (a . Lct'i. er 

n -flat beiare moving to : iss ' co_"rect' key of 13 major. 
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however having made its Marx: as -ý-ie second subject, this }31 theme 

renains in C major until the end of the exposition: but one further 

feature re. nis to be noted. This new home I cks none of the impetus 

of the previous 'perpetuo' figure, and indeed there is no lessening of 

the forward move, ient: in fact quite try; reverse would seems to be true. 

slic reason for this rests on the facts that (i) this theme itself has a 

'perpetuo' character and, (ii) it moves in 3-bar phrases -a feature that 

is consistently emphasized by the o-ltli ir_; of the 3-bar structure by cont. -c- 

basses aa: 6 bassoons fusing the main theme in canon by uu.; Mentaticn, 12) . 

The con rc--bats entry is not complatad uiiti. l p. 10£ß end its importance in 

stress* g the 3-bar sÜructure in he overall Cd-,, sign of he movement has ý. ec-. n 

(previounly) over'_ccl, ed. 

The cssenticl -point to be noted liere is the. 3-bar structL, ure,, 
1 for thie 

seeins to give this 'big time' a larger sweep of phrase without iiiterramting 

its forward. Flow; noreover at the change of key (to Cu ajor) this 3-bar 

structure i,, further emphasized by the group of 4t attacca' semiuaver: s for 

conga- a ses - on th:: down bow! 

The cievelopy.. nt section (beginning 8 ba:: "s before Letter G) is s: hort, 

sil. lple L -i construction, and exclusively concerned with material taken fror 

Al. Th; 
- 

first 8 tars : hove to a clear cadence in r-plat. but they hint at 

C minor end this possible er: lbiF; ui ty is t -1. exi up at Letter G i-ihore three 

statements of a L_bLr '`i. iraso hover hetwccn -fl. +. at s, 2? d C rLlnor -- a procedure 

that is characterisi: icsl-ly : up")ortec; by an internal G-ratural pedrl. This 

1. j" , -Dz_ structure is in contra stinction to t'. e structure of t- 
which 1i: i!; ý+: iC construction. 
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4-bar p: irase1 then moves towards a cad'. nce in C minors but it is interrupted 

and the tonality is suddenly turned towards G-flat - where a similar tonal 

a, qbi;; v_i. ty (between G-flat and i-slat minor) is developed. This too is 

supported by a nedizint/donincnt (B-flat) pedal though the ! ý-bar phrase 

st-nxturc is no longer in evidence. again the expected cadence (though now 

in i-flat minor) is interrupted, and it initiates a short sequential passage 

: hick moves through h r,. ajor, and F Major, to arrive at G-flat and the 

beginning, of the recapitulation at Letter I. 

Here the strings are marked 'con sord' under the general direction 'misterioso', 

; ard the dark quality of the G-flat tonality provides a nice balance to the 

brif; ht C major. of the latter part of the exaositior. - and, for the mor_ent, -14- 

enables the recapitulation to function in for-mal rather than emotional terms. 

The first part of the recapitulation is, in essence, a repeat of the 

onenin paragraph of the exposition, though there is the aadition of two 

short 'marca o' phrases (at 9 bars after Letter J, and 11 bars after Letter K) 

; tihicii are more important for their 3-bar structuro than their thematic 

reference. 
2 

and tis 3-bar structure is shor:, 1y taken up again (at Letter L) 

with the reappearance of the second subject 1131 - sti11 in G-slat - as a 

subdued (and staccato) accomp3ininent for 32. 

i. it is irrte; reatiriv co ccrrUaro his pKrase with the two contr. -bass entries 
from tiiý first movcuent see x. 313) ;a sip, iýar , prase cTho occurs in the 
:; even di :; ýýý i bony. 

2. This parLical&rly apiu. cs to the second 'marcato' entry; , ibelius could 
O most have achit-vecj 1, _i. sf` je effect wxýiý: ir, f: 

- but t: l... wo L. (1 lose clash in bar 4 as it actually ``a. n0. S 

c^. S we!. l_ as Lhe Sub, V! (3" .ycft. iE: th Iii tic 'hint' 
. 
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At Letter N the time signature is chanced to 3/2 and the tonality 

wrings easil; r to b-flat minor were Bi --aid 1: 2 are presented simult3neouslj, 

though the emphasis at this Point is still on B2 - the 31 melody is shcrcd 

between the 2 oboes. 

The chmge of time signature is not without, significance, and it is 

a careful. prep raticn for the erLcirl change of herj onie rnyythn that is to 

follow later. - Idiat it does do - icmedia4ely - is to give these second 

subject r-clodies a much broader sweep between (firs-; 
-beat) accents, and the 

impact on the listener is of a larger seise of melody (- it suggests a 

considerable expansion). This i-ipression is enhanced by the present,: tion 

of 132 in octaves in strings (without contra-basses) and the introduction 

of sustained harmonic support (in 
lion -is and, later, trombones). 

The restoration of the tonic i ajcr r-ey occurs 7 bars after Letter -0, 

and it is 
-nax'rced with a restraint that in no way clininis: xcz its impressive 

powor, end ii ;s in, pact is emphasized by ti.: appearailce of two particular 

features at this point. 

The first of these is the reduction of tine harmonic rhythm to one 

change every two bars (i. e. it is effectively jade to move only k 1f as fast 

as it did previously) :a fact that a poars to be the climax of a process 

that begun with 

(i) the outlining of the 3-bar si; xu; ture of the second subject 

(in Z/4), *ºL 
was then furthered by 

(ii} the chango to 3/2 - whore the harnoric rhyth,. t was one harr: ony 

per bar, and. . ne process is notiz . cQr, ip13teä by. 

(iii) the final reduction of the rhythn to one harmony every 

two bars, at 'ý, aý°ga.:, ente assai' (p. 129) 

This -; S, k1 31 l' ple though iog?. Cu]_ process arid it has a powerful effect; 

it 1L: s been er. 1k: nlaed by such ; ýet; ýi. ýt s ýs t:: c ; - ocZavc> i ze., C=_ý tion of 2 
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(aÜ Lietter N), the change in the aceo-ze)anyin; texture between Letters 

L and . 4, -Lnd it now strengthens the return of L-flat major. 

The second feature occurs simultaneously with the achievement of 

-üat major and the reduction of the harmonic rhythm: it is the 

presentation of the 131 theme by the 3 trumpets -' mp e nobile' ; the 

effect of ti 
.s simple change of tone colour is considerable, since it 

has clearly been reserved for this moment: the only previous use of the 

trumpets in this movement was in a sustained chord (two bars after hetuer i) 

and before that their appearances in the second movement were limited in 

length and dynamics. 

A short coda begins at Letter P: it leads to the climax of the 

movement which is mainly effected by a searing harmonic distortion of the 

second subject melody. The reduced rate of hanionic rhybhn is nosy no 

loner rigidly maintained though the syncopated D-flat for contr. -, -basses 

(and cellos) effectively inhibits any sense of an increasing harmonic 

rhythn. its the cl iuax approaches, the syncopation is taken up by all the 

strings and this enables tic climactic tension of try' closing bar: (p. 135 

et seq. ) to be maintained - hence the direction 'un ponchettino stretto' - 

-rithout degenerating into the 'rill' that the cadence would appear to need. 

The forward-; noting impetus of this climax demands a tremendous 

orchestra]. weight to aalt its progress, arid conventional cadenti rhetoric 

would either be tco =- a?,, or demand too much tire: for this reason therefor, - 

the unconventional ending of 6 chords, widely spaced in time, is vitally 

necessary. : if spacing the chords -" and trio rests need to be given full 

value - the movement is brought to a full close trithou-- becoming 

p. ati tudi_nous or cxtended. 

The design (end realisation) of this finale is impressive in . ts 

c obi oncl impact: the more, so since it is achieved i . thin a modest tIrre-- 

scZio without my feeling of coupreosior. The movement is based on the 
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forward-moving character of the first subject which is then 'completed, 

by a second motive that is elerant1y shown - by a po-wcififL change of 

hey - to be the second subject: note too the 'perpetuo' character and 

structure of the B1 theme itse? f. I The design is completed - si. npi, y - 

by a parallel tonal. movement in the rec pitulition and. the gradual 

f'ulfilnont of the expansive character of the : second subject theme aid 

its 3-bar structure. 

The fifth Symphony is em ininensely enjoyable work with an 'open' 

and i <ediately approachable erotionaLl character: and its success rests 

on purely musical factors. In the first movement some of the most frequent 

and characteristic elements of Sibelius's creative musical imagination are 

combined with a far-reaching (end progressive) increase in pace and speed progressive) 

to effect a huge and exciciting design ý. rhich has not always been fully 

appreciated. by scholars; the second movement is a subtle symphonic 

achievement, while the finale presents a majestic conclusion with admirable 

succinctness. 

1. The fact that the second subject par ag apn of the exposition does not 
co: ae to a fUl close, but is gently ubý . doý: eci, is perhaps - in this 
particular movement - not o ly a convonicnt dovettdl that m& , es for 
contirr: ity, but again reflects the perpetuo end forward-looking 
Character of i; e Mai r, t? ýe,:: e themselves. 



CHAPTER 19 

l"'" i® EWE 

wise ly'iq e 

Suite mignollne 
Stehe champetre 
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19 

The two sets of 1.1imoresnu. es for Violin : oio and Orc_: estrc, Cv. ýý71 

and 89, were both eo: a osed in 1917. They have been undeservedly nef; iected 

in the concert hw11 though Sibelius once wrote of therm (in a private letter 

quoted by ýk nan, ) 2 ''I like them very much. They are 'large-size"". At 

first sight this description is somewhat surprising since none of the 6 

-pieces rruis to any great Icngth und it would be an exaggeration to dc scribe 

them as vitally significant compositions. Cbviously, then, Sibelius had 

something else in mind when he so described these 'seriously written 

m natures' ( as Johnson calls them LU that ) -and eventualy imay be seen 

Sibelius's description was not inaccurate. Noreover the choice of 

': nnore>cue' as their title accords well with their character and rrasiccl. 

e3sezce. 

The wirst Humoresque is in J Mnor; it is scored for double woodwind, 

2 horns, thnpani, strings, and Violin so1u, and f, 13. s into two main , -, cc dons. 

Tue essence of this corpozition, and the source of its energy, is to be found 

in the opening sentences. The first 8 bars, Al (hx. 313) clearly proclaim 

D major, but the entry of the solo rri. th A2 (hx. 3i4) in bar 8 introduces a 

'su, or: iüin -' 'f-natur, l -- though i3-natural remains. The second sentence (:: 3, 

be inning i, ct Ler 3) maintains uncertain tonal mode but the tonwUty is 

stabilised b an e; cterlded aup rented-six h chord (on the fiat supertonic) 

after which he first paragraph is completed by a siraplo rising 

. riith regard to Oo. 8,7 some discrepancies arise in the various lists of 
:: iiýel. us's co: u;, osittiie follouir information should be noted 

refers to only 'I'1E ciu-, ; oresaues (botti in the text, p. 24 , and 
tilt 1±st of works p. 2i: '7) ; he 1. i» is Op. 87a as ' Inpro:. latu for crchc. stra'. 
2. Abraham (p. 1ä1) lists Oo. bola as 'I: a; iro: _: p. u (1917)' but makes no 
further referwjce to it. 
3) La-: ton to an "iL. ndr rte 1. irico for strings. iiss" dated 194 wich 
113 C; E: SCI'ioes in 

.J 
ootnotf `l. X71, as "probably the Sa ie as ' rnp O: -Vt: 

l' 
for (Ofen 

cited as i)p. &i a) " 

ý rcerc '� ch e: list of corks shows only the Hlv-rorr°s , 
tu7ci (WILý 397) but the. aiphabeticJ 1 Hs t Inc i uc. e. ý y11zm. cr 
lunuer 'S l1'J'rOi_1ýaTlz' - I: 1011, c _il.? 

l); ). ii7a 

2. kmz. ri, o... cit.: ý.?, 'i, 
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sequence1 (over a chromatic bass-line) that leads to a brief reference 

to Al - and aD major chord. 

But then, in spite of four bars of tonic major chord, the tonality 

suddenly swings over to B-flat and a new thematic idea, 31 (1x. 315), is 

presented in woodwind. T: uis B1 idea is then taxen up by the solo, but 

its repetition is accompanied by a change of harmony that immediately 

brings it back to the threshold of D minor (complete with a reference to 

Al). 1ýevertheless the tonal arg u-ient is not at once resolved and the key 

of B-flat continues to exert some degree of influence until the first 

section of this Humoresque is completed (p. 7, bar 9) with a subdued cadence 

in 1) minor. 

The second half of this composition is a natural consequence of the 

first, and it begins with a restatement of A3 that attempts to re-cstabiis=1 

D minor convincingly, though both the contradictory eleraerits (F 
- and 

B-natural) are still present. At Letter D tY : refore this A phrase is 

extended, and leads to the establishment of a dominant Medal (which is 

strengthened by the appearance of a nuw_: ber of U-sharps, i. e. the aufented 

fourth of the dominant 'key') after which the movement moves to 1) major 

for the 'restatement' of B1. The tonal point (and importance) of this 

D major reitatement is emphasized by the momentary tonal swin¬, to : '-sharp 

minor. 

Subsequently the design of this composition is rounded off by the 

complete restatement of A3 (with its extended augmented-sixth chord) and 

the effective, though largely conventional, closing bars. The croos-rhyU 

of these closing bars is a useful device for meint niflg climactic excitenent, 

Arid is a convenient example of Sibelius's characteristic attention ü0 deT aal. 

1. Th G-sýiarpc (bars 3-6, p. 3) an z Further tonal reinforca,:: erii . 
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Yh. e essence of this first lu. -ýoresque is the internal tonal tension 

that arises from the presence of contra dictor r elements (F- and B-natural) 

in the key of U (-or more simply from t', -ie avoidance of _F-sharp). The 

ensuing tonal evolution - clearly descei ded from very similar tonal 

propositions found in the symphonic and large-scale compositions - is the 

justi;: ication for Sibelius's description quoted above. 

oimilar creative exploitations of tie vagaries of tonality are found 

in the remaining R unoresques, anti the title is itself an apt reflection of 

the gently wayward and capricious nature of their tonal basis. 

i'tý: second Humaoresque, in D ., aj or, is imaediately attractive. It is 

scored for 2 horns, timpani., strings, cnd Violin solo, has a ternary form 

construction, and (1 .e its predecessor. ) draws its energy from the coniiict 

of major and minor elements - in this case: largely characterised by the 

persistent use of either the flat supertonic or diiainished supertonic chords. 

i is in the first HUyaoresque the ground plan of the worlk is sinn le, 

though full of characteristic and quite subtle touches. The first section 

(Bar 1 to Letter i; ) is er_tire]. y taken up frith the two main tonic themes: 

the first of which, 1.1, (r: x. 316) is mclodically characterised by : frequent 

L--fl-at (a; nd an occasional C-natural. ) and the second A2, (Ex. 317) presenting 

alternate major and minor statements of the carte melody. The closing bars 

of the first tonic paragraph (i. e. last 2 bars p. 19 - to Letter i) present 

the basic tonal major/minor uiý, cert; j. inty in its snout acute, ;: hough subdueci, 

iori. 

In the following tonic paragraph (Letter B- Letter : ý) the tiro main 

i homes are i tkeat. ed, but during the subsequent extension of 1nß the 

diriirri:; i d super tonic chord creates iji incveasin tension. 's'ize tons2ity 

is then nore i: iarkedly disturbed (3 bars after Letter D) by a sustained 
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C-natural roil for ti.: _, p; ani (later streri? thened by contra-bosses) . 

. owcver, this is not -flowed to disrupt the tonality at this point, 

and the tension is si, -, iply left to evaporate. But tiie reap pearoiice of 

this C-m-tural (bot-tom line -, ). 2L) leads Lo a sudden turning of the tonality 

to B-flat (at Letter L) and tiie second section of the ternary form. 

'Yins middle section (Letter L- Letter i') is entirely taken up 

with the si. ipJ. e (and almost non-the*iatic) characterisation ( : x. 318) of 

tree key of 13-flat - and its hint of G minor. 

. fier Letter i the 'modulatimil to 3-f'1a. t is shown to be nothing 

core than a detour to (the extended presentation of) the subredivxt chord 

brought about by tue interaiG1 tonal c: äbi;; ui ty of the key of 17 major. The 

third znd find section presents a decorated restLatbuei t of 20 Wid the 

composition, is completed by a shox-c coda in wýiich a descending bass-line 

leads to a sudden swerve to iF major -a counterbalance to B-n. at - :. ýefore 

the final, droll cadence. 

This second I unoresque is rather more witty than its predecessor, 

wihi. le its bustling seuiquaver activity, its effective cross-rhythm, and 

increased solo disiýlay mace it immensely enjoyable. 

The publication (in tic same year) of these two sets of Humoresques 

under separate Opus numbers would ; sent a little surprising, especislly as 

they are nut eyed 1-2, and ho. ", 3-6. Te possible reaäon for this is 

illustrated by the key relationship of each set: ' thus 1403.1 and 2 

are concerned with the con litt of major/minor tonal identities and the 

two co-, 1 ositions are in ii odnor =., d Li najor respectively. In Jos.; -6 
(OP-801 three of the co: t: positioris are in G minor, while the remaining 

Hunoresaue in begins with four oars of an unatn iruous G minor chard 

1.. _t Ic also stro), e to note thvt sltiiour; n the title page of Gp. 89 dcccr bes 
as ' intmoreccues : III - Tri for violin solo with striri,:! - acco: n pCn: i- 

mont' '611c laati two iiu fibers both include ecseiTILLý, l wind parts. 
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which points to a clear tong l relationship between the riui hers. 

The third : th oreseue, in G minor, is directed '. Aila Gavotta' z -,, 
d 

it is scored for strings only. 
1 

Although this Gavotte is (as : t. -viood says) 

"very far from a conventional specimen of that it chows clear 

traces of its ancestry. The stately (French) . =cvotte was distinguished 

by being in a moderate !, /L. tim) beginning on the half b: zr (as indeed did 

all the phrases) and was frequently followed by either another Gavotte or 

a i"tusette (which was itself distinguished by a drone bass) . 
In the 

particulars of beg inning the phrases of the 11&1' bar, and following 'he 

Gavotte with a i4usette, Sibelius is exact in letter if not in spirit! 

The overall fora of this co, positioj-j then, is ternary: Gavotte, Hasette, 

Gavotte. 

The first Gavotte consists of a 'verse' (IL j) in G minor followed by 

a refrain (A2 beginning at Letter 11) first in the rainor end then repeated 

in the nejor: the end of the refrain (bars 3-6 after Letter B) i:; marked 

by van undulation between major acid minor. The subsequent second verse 

(beginning at the return of the minor k: cy si natur, p. 7) is now in the 

major key - with the exception of the 'sui. G' cadence phrase on p. 9. 

A decorated version of the refrain follows though having began in the major 

kc: yy it later turns to the minor :, gore the cadence continues with the najor/ 

rdnor oscillation. 

The Al mclouy then returns as if for a third verse, but it breaks 

off abruptly (3 bars before Let;. er i) and is followed by the I"iusette which 

consists of a very simple triplet figuration for solo violin over a tonic- 

pedal-drone (also played by the soloist) . 
The unad-Aguous. G majL)ä LVälality of the : IusetTie is its; ruc3-'L-1 important 

Feature and its 'r'aison cl' eLre' (hence do thinness of its musical ýnvýrýtzon) 3 

1'ksE 
. ýili rin ä arc- listed thus: 6 Vic lino 1 chiv. , 

3,6 Viol ii' o lI (J V. .. 
ý, 

4 ; Tio1a c; -iv 
(p. 2), I, V. Lolincc lo &Lv. ('. 2), 2 äia o. 
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rA for t, is reason the accompaniment is largely confined to basic 

harmonic progressions while the plainness of tl: e texture nn-:; es a 

striking - £-,. l lost rustic - contrast to the G.. votte. 

The design of this Third is moresque is completed by the return of 

the Gavotte: to decorated verse is now followed by th:: refrain (in 

G minor) and the closing bars Mare an effective reference to the major 

:; ey - in harmonics (6 bars after Letter H) - before the composition is 

closed with a tonic , inor c. h ord. 

jThile this humoresque is eflcctive enol-g h, it cannot match the levees 

of 'inspiration' of the first two. Once again the source of energy is 

seen at the outset where the 'intr. ducto: cy' bars (Ex-319) pnisent 

of both iajor rund minor ; nodes of the key of G: the ensuing tons] «*ibijuillY 

is largely pursued by the contrast of alternate sentences in major and ni. nor. 

The C- nj or; ': rinor toils 1 ity is stabilised, to a certain Ixten t, at cadence 

points by the frequent use of the cu perited fourth (C-sharp), -d this 

combine; with the major/minor oscillationo to give the piece a 

' Zi uner-iL e' feeling (- Magyar perhaps '? ) which is in startling co tra_s - 

to the other Humoresques. 

The siisple fact that the internal tenal ambivalence of this third 

Jxuuoresque is 11L IT to affect the overall tcnality is counterbalc -ced 

by its fo_iaal structure, but prevents it from attaining the achievcr^ent of 

the first Two Humoresques. 

The fourth Humoresque is again in G minor., scored for strings only, 

;. id is perhaps the most restrained and poetic of the six. It falls into a 

ternal7 fors in wi . c_i the short middle section acts as a kind of simple 

de'Ve "° ý- ftt Ti r oz.: _. t"_nt .Ti ýý firs,,,, section c onv ýis .. ts of ýi ,n introduction (p. 2 7, 
ý. iniýn. t1j . - 

score) : oilol; ed by a sentence in the tcric M-Lnor, repeated in the major, 

and roundcd off bfr the reap, earaL,: ce of the cpeninr: 'introductory' chords. 
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The ' introauction' consists largely of an &, biguouü hurinonic 

undulation above which the solo is lcrgedy restricted to outlining 

the tonic chord of G minor: 

Lx-320 
Ap), 

PD-tIuA, 

(auci nothin; else for 8 bars) that ; seeps G minor in view. in the 9th 

bar the ambiguous submeäi. znt seventh chord turns towards the douinant 

(of' G ninor) and, after a comma, the first sentence (beginning at Letter ) 

clearly establishes G minor snd moves to a half close. 'T'his sentence is 

then repeated in the major c id the return of the opening melodic phrase 

( first in the m�j or, then the rx. Lior) completes the first section. 

But the final cadence of the first section (bars 2-3, p. 29) is 

again interrupted and it initiates a short quasi-dovrelopment second sec Lion, 

that moves sequentially through a variety of key-centres until (with hint& 

of A11) it cones to a momentary pause on the dominant of B minor, from 

where it moves sequentially to reach the fasailiar submediant seventh 

chord (in G minor) and the beginning of the last section (at letter L), 

eiere the third section presents quite literal repeat of the first. 

though t is time tl e5 final bars ma ntain the Manic major chord. 

In some ways this r'ourth humoresque rect2ls the 'The Bard', Op. 64, 

and it Iic. s so, . ething or. tlic lane leisurely and rhapsodic flow; although 

its s-1: 3]1er dir risions prevent it from making; a L? rger irmpact, The initial, 

- and it is only the insistence of the solo on the tonic minor chord 
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c; bbi`-uo'üs, ton-I hovering - -nd esj; ecial y the tension that arises from 

the subdued 1 conflicti' cf the sir.. niltaneous suggestion of the keys of 

F major (or ; i-flat) Gnd G uinor (in the opening ö bars) - is syrnphorl_c 

in its essence though it is not allowed -moo effect any tonal changes later 

in the coi : position; this restraint is ba l&ced by the poetic refinement 

and delicate arabesques of the solo part. The fourth : ^zrioresque is an 

exquisite niniature, full of strength and beauty. 

The ;i tit 15=resque is scored or 2 flutes, 2 clarinets, 2 bassoons, 

strings and violin ;; olo. It is cast in the si"e pattern A6ABA, in 

2/4, azd the key of L-a" Q Co; riodo' %s and it sec i. s to share so: ac of the 

classic, ' frequently remarked upon in previous 2/4 compositions 

in b-S1. at, 

ýioý: ever, in spite of the L-flat tonality ti op ring four bars present. 

an nazibi`ruou minor chord (suggesting Boric sort of continuation from the 

pr.. vzcn, s nur:: or perhaps) that is chaructt rised by 41 follcwin0 rlc o: 

Lx-321 

\f ý- ý 

CI. 
- and answered by rn emphatic Ai1 close in L-n. at wlich inLroc: iccs 

the accompaniment for the first main (colo) theme, Al (iß:;. 322) . This main 

m, elcdy _ias sxn attractive lilt .i it is i ; -ieciately memorable in spite of 

its ratter convet tiond sh pe . Tbß, first sentence (which is co pbetea at 

tue 4th bar p.?., ) is mpeated, c^, d., ißt Letter t:, , mo%es towards its cc; de ce; 

but ,es! i; ; nt extension of t U;., cadence hrealcs off abruptly (at the co -: a) 

after ý, r. ich the : cove iex t is resurleci with ü : iew tther.: e B1 (: r; . 323) on the 
dons GnJ of (J 

minor. 
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she C izinor tonal centre of this first episode (second s'sbject) 

is strengthened by a movement towards its dominant key, but this is 

resisted by this resisted by the following haxi:! onic clash: 

Ex-324 

C ýIko 

(ff. I 

[i lvalý 

Then, after an repeat of : 31, the return to the L-flat is effected 

through the sustained chord of tine leading seventh. 

At Letter 13 the first (rondo) restate: nent of Al is presented 

in 'ramonics; this time the extended cadence point breaks off abruptly 

at the con-ma and is followed by the reapt)earcnce of 131 in --f at :. iinor. 

This is c, literal restatement of B1, and includes the har:: onic clasii, after 

which the return to the tonic major is effected by the diminished supertonic 

(seventh) chord. 

The final (sli ht7 decorated) ; tatemcnt of r. 1 (beginning at Letter li) 

is again literal, cxid the extended cadence point is once more momentarily 

interrupted before The work is coLYp_s ted by a short, simple, perfect cadence. 

The simple structure of this : 'ift: : 'uiaoresque is enlivened by its 

tonal relationships and, in p, -articular, the clash quoted in x. 324 aJove. 

. ltho-zgii this actual clasi has not been observed previously in Sibelius's 

com;, o: ». -, dons, its tonal function is a reflection of the very essence of 

Sibelius s ii}1C)llg'flt. i'he clash hl iaTisc from the lacier of preparation for 

the move to C ndnor `as e. structural change of }: ey) . 
This would ncr ^Cli 
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be ex: 2ainec1 (; n the 8th bas after the cmu�a) by allowing the move: aent 

to sl4 p back to L-flat - thus :. hm-ing C rinor to be a tonal uiýres6ion 

arid not a struct. ur'J. chance of tonality. In this present im-GZ'. nce the 

disputing cleia nts of : i-flat, and 3-natural show an acute awareness of this 

procedure, for tce l3-i1t, t would indicate the desire to 1 etuzrn to 

wirUc conversely, tie +-natur l insists on continuing the C ninar 'key'. 

The subtel i. y of this device is enhanced by making it notivic UMd an 

Illusion to the cpenin büxs where it has already been shoten 4- vo be concern 

with to nacl a big ty) and by allowing the (dram-out) 'return' to ü-ýiat .o 

be e : fectod by an equally mabivalent cord. 

: jith the pcssible exception of the Second humoresque, this Fifth 

nuttier 2S.; the iaost 1L1: "iediately attractive and appealing, and its xuusica, 

strength is aided by its easy charm. 

The fin. A. t!: . oresr_! u¬: falls into two sections, and once again the 

key is G minor. The first section is constructed of a sentence in tute 

tonic, Al, (1-_:. 325) that is marked by the persistent use of -flat and 

ý'-naz. urt1, followed by a second sentence A2, still in G minor (Lx.? 26) 

that instead uses orate r-natureis (though i-naturc1. remains) and. 

coi: pleted by a 117 -1 cadence. After this there is a brief reference 

to Al . ofore the Tiona 1]y swings over to L 
-.. alt 

(at Letter B) . 

The source of energy for this first tonic paragraph (arid indeed of 
the, whole co'. 1pcsition) arises fro: T tht; fwnususJ. I ii-fiat 

(ex 1, eapclitcn 

sixth) and 2-natura which together disturb the tonality: the matter is 
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first brouni. t to a cliý.: ax at the cadence o. C +Lie fir$t sentence taus: 

.r 

ý`. lio 

The chin e to the key of :: -ffa t in, troducco a new theme (I; 1) though 

it moves quickly to b-f. 1at minor aid creates the opr)ortunity for a return 

to G minor - and -chic is effected in the uasua; e be: -inning at Letter C. 

l ollowin_ this the second section re, )cats 2, aShen Al which this time 

then moves ;o the key of G major ci otter h) passes through the minor, 

and leads easily back (tit Lcttcr i) to tlis repeat of A2 and a short closing 

ccction that =! kes a point of illustrating the ' corrrect' (and conventioncl) 

emp1o5^aen of the i. eapolit: an sixth (and A-1.1 a. t) . 
Toget. icr with tiic Violin Concerto and the Two Sc-rxeriades., these six 

i;; Lno_ escues constitute the largest and most importaalt part of 5ibE . ELLS' i 

couposition for solo instruzncnt unö orchestra. 

The Hunoresques are probably descended from the serenades but they 

are superior in every way: : 1n the cogency L-f their r 1sic3J. argument kmd 

its xG«lisati on, and in the stzatelty of the pyesontstion of their t"on: 1 

iLTib1vF10: 1Ce rind ' ntel-llý! to: 151oY: s . t, 0ilbý `j the now title of ' liunioresgl1C' 

is both apt crd less liijä. tiig (then '3crenade') wid this cil_ous those six 

GO: "IPC. ̂ 1tio: is to 1lluatr&te a greater r:. '. nge of mood, presenta ion, and 

e'-mOti onl ýx erience; tLley --re also 
'lar; ye-83.:: 3' L1 essence if not in 

dii: o:: s.. cm. i oreover a large `''-rt of i heir s'. 'iccess stets from V6 : i]I::? 7 C: 

üt tä1Cy are ir eri for a solo :iw Cý'11J: 1`'nt , Il orche: 3 bra , r, (l riot 

s: Imap. 
iy orchestra c1lone : and the evid? (neö for ti! is suggestion :: 7. ̂y Cý? neon 

in abaliu:; ' :; ' uo; euuený. ;. -dl-sce: i e a. t:... 
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It is unfo_t lli to that ', J 1E cc ive 1. r; = 2l tiO: i of the i_iul 0i'eý"t1C: i 

is nco in evidence i: 1 t, Orches' rL1 lzDrl: s t_iat : A1belius wrote prior to 

.: 1: C C0f1; 1ý: i: ion of 't'ie , 
ixth Syr, )i any (in 11)2-3): 

. 
hese works are 

ý'p. 96a V, i., c , Yri q", lc 1920 
tý "outre 'ono - =cE-fe -r=stortic 1920 
c Valse c jvvd1eresc. u,:. 1920 

1921 
D 6uite ch4:, -,; Atre 1921 

T:; e two Valses, of add r to -L-'tie 'tie 
, 
T,. i. ý s. Lý. ca_, i stature of 71J'v-: 7_liý 

: r1 ý): li il: iý li Vflough it. Las l)C': su, ' nested ti; L;. t they tdo're written as a 

<>iný of "s The : lain icicas of both works are thin 

C; nd Cl'liL. 't0': a a, ce and rarely C: i: S't,? n l! 1-,!,, cd by any ty is l ý: 
Jibelicný . _eatuY'E?. ý. 

Jelodica;. lay, rhy:: }i ically; 
.;: id L1am"Taonic lLly both . "; orks are 

The scor_n_j; is -likewris; ' dutift1' ý-Tid even the timpani are used in a sterile 

r'l;:.: lner: the 'Wooden' üt? L. p=Ct o the printed full ocores re 317 s V! rs ný? ý 
t 

Op. 16, and it beco ics increasingly `Ji4--fieult to J. gnore Jo'hnsons re`eiark: 

"UndoubtedJ. y he hoped tzat one of these triile:: 1"ä ht achieve the poin. L_aýr 
. 
ty 

of his 'V lse T riste2 

he :. sui to ;,, ilzo: u,:., Gp. 9Ca is scored for. two fJ_utes ana strings and 

cor_sist. s of t. iroe snort Petite sceýie, Polka and Epilogma. 

The Petite 3eenc in G mýi or is a aimp1- construction ulý,, t ccs, t: J. ns 

Some characteristic procedures that do not function to ell, - ý` cteristiC effect. 

The move. :t consists of -an 
(ex-tended) int_)duct l on "ollcv eä by the rain 

the ieý Ar:, , t. in i: -., Iat, 
thc-n r ovin: : lowly - cl1.7GSi: TCluctmtly - 

to GI ino 

for a 1=_ ýc: r zl ri. peat; tic- ' desig l is -dien co:. -Tplcted by the addition of 

U Closing ba.: cs . 

The 3ceonü 1 OVE?;. i: 7; ß ýJ'1CL'., is F: : hont tcrnü7'Y e 

t 8CCt. i. o; I (. jucV sCntericci) O; i the soconchry seventh on 

r. -. "1c: Lt2: 1 L1 . 
the rwain -there moves i;. -mt t. mrd3 G 

.: ii nor l, efo: it i 

i. iý .. i .., ... )`L' yet i. ve(ý. ', 0F,, ̀ i: i_I ] to týötr iil l.: 1p sore of k. 1IC3'i.. 

2. Johnson, op. cit., p. 154. 
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sio.,: y pul. 1: d to the correct' k ,y of E-ils ý". The seccn: 1 section 

cor 1: "! t`�S 'i he ton il 1biv £nce of t.: e first, thou I` now Üet; "reen the 

.; 
eL'S of G-s. aarp ? 1i nor and B L"1ajor) : týsr which the third. section pre-ý1! 7 0 

C? 1 abbreviated `an i 'Gonr1.1y ac' ju; --Gca) version of the fir's 

1}; c ': piloýue is in G major (thus com, )Ietirr the ton: 1 'cesi i' oý 

the suite as a whole) a; I its hon: io constriction consist 

ia oin theme (.. 1) in G ma; or, 

a Iii t episode in i-1lý, t - Uý3227 S11 lýý. I :,: ý teri . J_ to ii1, 

Iii) the rona. o humae in G major, 

(iv) a second opi3oäe -i argal-ibnte - beginnir: g in ., t nor but 

working round to G major, and 

(v) ý, '4n41, truucaied statei:,, ent of Al. 

In cone ways the : quite i ignore -le rdcalls the ix ii1L'. lo. es iue. -%. +1t 

tine opening of the Polka for exmilae shares ,,, coil. l: On basis with the 

epenin of the 
-ý'ourth 

Hlu_loresque (and both illustrate a typically 

Sibelitin torwi proposition). But the essential distinction here is that 

the three pieces of the Suite are not allowed to evolve, s. nd they then efore 

re: uain merely conventional. They are miniatures which are deliberately 

contained by their dimension.. (and character) - and if they were not so 

contained they could have become t large-size' , 1'%oreover. it isc rhaps 

significant that the miniature CL' mensions of the Lux. tcre.; ues are co'anter- 

bcl aced by the use of p. , Clc instrui:? en : and Lliis makes them the 

LOS V 3t1000SSfU1 of . 71C? ýj_ LU: i 's small_ei, CC,. ̂ .; JU, ilt"1Q: 1S . 
Certainly t G` 1-ci- 

Of i Solo instrument, the deli brate Contain:. -r, i-t, -rid 
lack of wy- sort of 

poetic i Eý1? 1, i. 107? : aLkes the Suite mi*nonnc quite dcv iC of ciiara. cýcr. 
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The Suite champetre, Op. 98b, is scored for strings only. 1ho 

first nunbsr 'Piece charact ý5ristiqus' is al moat entirely concerned with 

one main thane, (s`x. 328), which is composed of two phrases of 4 and 6 

bars respectively, and its repetition in different textures. I%e essence 

of this short composition would seem to be the tension that arises between 

D minor and F major: cert.: inly the opening bars (with e peculiarly 

Sibelian spacing of contra-basses and cellos) rx. 329, suggest F major 

rather more than D minor, and it is this fact that necessitates the 6-bar 

phrase - only the last two bars pull the tonality to j) minor. However 

this metrical structure tends to make the piece ooriewhat stilted since 

the basic rhjthmic structure of the main theme is : 

I. + ['Qj i(d dI ̀ GWIj 

Ihere is also the sudden and unexpected outburst (p. 4 bottom line) 

on the chord of . -flat minor; this acts as a climnc tic release of the 

energy built up by the repetitive structure and constant pull between the 

keys of D minor and F major. But after this surprising outburst the 

movement is quickly restored to its forcer (rather subdued) state. 

Characteristically the minute closing section (beginning at 'tempo 11, p. 5) 

makes a simple point of the F major/D minor tension - note the dominant 

minor chord (in line 2) - but it also quietly ensures that this same tension 

will not be allowed to achieve any large-scale effects: the tension is 

deliberately contained. 

The second pie c© of this quite 'iýälodie l 
giaquel is also concerned 

with one Cain theme, (&. 330); it is however rather more rhythmically 

supple, more Scandinavian in feeling, and recalls Grieg. Its languid 

melody and simple repetitions are strengthened - to some extent - by the 

note of menace introduced (once again) by the chord of s-flat minor. : gut 

the (tut Li) qu.: rer rest that follows every appearance of this chord she s 

that it will noz be allowed to do more than hint; again there seers to be 
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a deliberate containment of tha movement. 

The opening bars (Ex. 331) of the final number, ; )anse, recalls the 

'Humoresques', and indeed the main there is introduced by violin solo. 

But the promise of the opening 12 bars is not fulfilled and the subsequent 

ideas are pleasant but undistinguished. 

It does seem necessary to remark (again) that, with the exception 

of works derived from iusic for theatrical productions, 31belius's creativo 

imagination seers to have been remarkably cramped in works of small 

dimensions - even when (as in the quite champetre, for example) they can 

be shown to share some tonal tensions or propositions with large scale 

works; conversely it would appear that this constricting feature could 

be successfully cvercc e by the use of a solo instrument (violin). 

Certainly it would be difficult to refute the suggestion that the most 

significant and enjoyable small scale works of Sibelius' (which are also 

'large-size' in Jibeliusts definition) are the 'Humoresques' for Violin 

Solo and Orchestra. 

1. Some readers might immediately ask: "., nd what of 'Rakastava` I"; ah 
yes, but remember that its last movement - the crux of the 
composition - begins with a viclin solo, and the three movements in 
fact function rather like three s3Ctions of one movement. 
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SYMPHONY No. 
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lud' ,, R 20 

although Sibelius had briefly mentioned some ideas for the Sixth 

Syim bony, Op. 104,1 as early as 1918 (in the famous may letter) the cork 

�ras not completed until 1923. 

The success of the symphony (which is in four movez nts) has been 

Iiiited in that although scholars are unanimous in their assessment of 

this composition as one of Sibelius's most characteristic and creatively 

imaginative and valuable works, it has been carp-ratiYe1y neglected in 

the concert hall; and further, that scholars and analysts have been 

unable to demonstrate convincingly the reasons for their conclusions: 

th©a an lssis Ný-f±r 4-c, timt, for example, appears to highlight 

this 'failure'. This situation has been sued un by Layton who, having 

remarked that In a sense the firs, reovewent fol1owa the-basic -- rinciples 

of then points out "but it is characteristic of Sibelius 's 

originali, t 
-while agreeing on this basic formal outline, no two 

writers arrive at identical results. " 2 

t'he tonality of the Sy=phony is not stated on the title page of 

the (miniature) orchestral score, yet the tonal identity of the work 

is of crucial importance, and at the same time provides one of the main 

ingredients for the works Enigmatic character. 

In discussing the tonality of the first movement Aober. t Simpson wrotet3 

" fail P. minor tonic is Dorý. l. r:... (e-rd) ... the L-natura] has an 
of ac ; on modern ears th? it dir not prc uce in t sýxýeenth 

it tends to tilt the weight , owares � ET j or. :; i elius 
takes Lul. l aUV:: n of this and. , .. 

oscä. ). ]. ý tion between a gre- Dorian D s: ºinor and a sLnny C mayor. ': 

1. it is scored for uoubie woc4winci plus Bass clarinet, 4 horns, 
3 truOpots, 3 trombones, timpani, harp and strings. 

2. I, aytcn, cp. ci t. , n. 54. 
z"3. ß is : dne. 

3. ýwrýýýýc: i 3" . cit. rý. 30. 
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But there is the possibility th::. t . Jibelius goes even further 

t an : imp son suggests; for : chile it is quite possible to conceive this 

movement as being in a modal D minor wnerein the m0ajcr sixth tilts the 

tonality towarals C major, it is equally possible to regard the movement 

as in the key of J major, though containing_a pronounced supertonic chord 

which itself assumes some of the characteristics of a (modal) key. What 

Sibelius does is to take up the 'choice' of straight tonality on one 

hand, and the ability or tendency for certain modes to assume (or full 

into) tonal functions on the other. The point that is of crucial 

importance, and with which Sibelius is concerned here - with great 

subelty - is the resulting tonal ambivalence: and this tonal ambivv, i]cuuce 

is at the heart of the whole srnmphlony - and this paremount feature is 

directly qnd primarily res ýsible _f _tha wort s-_eýi; ý tic character. 
_or 

'the exposition of the sonata fora first movemsnt is straightforward 

in prese. atctioa though it possosses many s!: btle_t: =jam-hao a 

strength greater than its subdued dynamics and leisurely pro ress would 

suggest. ine opening bars (up to Letter :, ) have frequently been described, 

and even dismissed as little more tan 'introduction' yet they arc vitally 

significant and present a typical tonal proposition in disarmingly simple 

and, at times, quite beautiful orchestral terms. 

'Zie opening three bars (r41,3x. 332) present the essence of the 

movetic: r_t and are characterised by the gentle syncopation of the violins 

and, particularly, t: ie for -ratur31 entr:. of the violas1 : 
Ex. 332. rpf a r++i; p '"b , 

ij. 

�1 
RM 

1. ; ýe sere: rý ion of tt e vic1iu3 and viol am, given t: lis W- ýxi pur l (vi of a) 
entry a I'i-Iüan, ent-i? + scuuacine Cliarac eristic. 
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these bars present, simply, the tonal ambivalenc3 th: ±t is the 

central creative tenaicn of the movement, and they pose the question 

aa^ to whether the tonal centre is D or C. This proposition r: =. y be ; ore 

acutely expressed if the harmcnic implications of these opening bars are 

sug ested alternatively as 

L): 3: 3 1 

'Abel1u: es. 1o t: this ambiguity to the fulls 1 
and in the follcwing 

phrases (up ;. c the last two bars, p. 5) the opening proposition is takan 

up, leisurely exp.. aded, introduces a theme, ß12 (Zx. 336)2and gradually 

unfolds a parag aph cf et. sy flowing melody that oventual y comes to a 

momentary r&st on the le wuing-s even th chord of C-sharp (p. 5, burs 9- 12). 

But jus L as at. this particular point where Dj inor. seems to have been 

4ahili zod, an izrp: rssiva C major chord (on brass and timpani) irimGcii. =te1y 

11 turns era tor. t1ity to major - in which key the presentation of the 

second subject paragraph follows. 

Before proceadi. nt; it is fascinating to note the subtlety with which 

Sibelius pursues thi& tonal ambivalence, and it may bo briefly traced in 

9 steps ; 

1. the movoru t opens with an u: ßbivalent tonal proposition which is 

char.. ctcrised by t: ia O-natura]. entry of the violas; the conjunct 

motion is taken up (by Violins) in a leisurely, almost irbapscdie 

manner before te prase comes to rest on the notes F-43 ý% (Zx- 334); 
2" widernea t: n taese 2 sustained cotes, the violas begin the next phrase 

on A, and since the 4 subsequent bars are a literal repeat of bars 

4- .' (of tha :: over er. +ý ), the viola entries - aloVing up from C 

1'l: i'. J@7' ' abse 1C r' fot au.,. ý 
.rý --n Inod-ccti. or2r - such as that of. ;,,, iphon. - 

C sh2,. iCf. S ot: 1 his wL'ýJ? Vc^, ý 821t Ctl: ality.. and the 1. nt r c, ective Cr-, Xucter 

of , "2c ! r, ovement. 
p '-I 

: 3. P3,9. 
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to B- ara irteresting and significant: 

. 334 'ý.. ý, -ý 
Ott --" -ý 

. -- 
_ ell 

of a (solitary) G'-sharp which points (more clearly) towards 

D minor, while the subsequent phrases finish with the chord A, 

C-natural, G (p. 4, bars 9 and 13); and following this 

4. a descending F-&-D motive appears (one bar before Leiter A): 

it is then presented in succession (sometimes overiatping) in violas, 

cellos and violins (who outline the opening phrase itself) violins, 

ý-ý- 

i. the following phrase is marked first by the appearance (p. 4 bar 5) 

violas, and finally violins again: 
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this acccsrpanics the introduction of 

5. a theme, 42 (.; x. 336) for flutes and oboes, which appears to 

accept D as its tonal centre; but the there as a whole (which 

is bounded by the notes D- C) suggests a harmonic swing of 

D-%-D 

x, 336 --------ý 

Z x. 

Whi la a further sequential enlargement of the phrase, 

beginning on B-natural, pivots round the notes B-G 

before finally stepping up to D 

1: x.. 33 1 
, 0-, _ 

7. At this point Che sustained notes F-A (in horns, timpani 

and strings) support the introduction of a further phrase 

which at first sim71y outlines an F major chord; but the 

repetition of these sustained notes is taken as part of aD 

minor triad (and the phrase nos: suggests some derivF. tion from tit) 

i 339 

pie. 

b. a subsequent phrase, Aas hovers first round D then C: 
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8. tha further (saquential) enlargement of this idea (p. 5) looks, 

at first, acs if it is moving towards the dominant of C major, 

but this move is frustrated and the first paragraph eventually 

comes to a momentary rest on a seventh chord on C-sharp (Ss. 340)% 

9. this chord (and its tonal implications) are impressively side- 

stepped by aC major chord which it ediately turns the tonality 

to C raaj or 

Ex. X40 -V L 
I1 

-4, ,t 

fne structure of this exposition, so far, recalls that of the .,! ourth 

o3msphoay; 
1 both expositions display a somewhat leisurely and rhapsodic 

progress in their first subject paragraphs, and are characterised by a 

general lack of emoticnal heat, but whereas the tensicn of the first 

movement of the Fourth Symphony (though not explicit in the main )2 them. 

itself) was clearly maintained by the presence of the undulating pedal, 

this feature is missing in the Sixth Symphony, and its 'eraission' is 

another factor contributing to the works elusive character. Further, the 

impressive tonal change to C major (in the Sixth Symphony) recalls the 

powerful, and equally sudden movement to F-sharp major in the Fourth. 

1. Of course if C major is accepted as the ton31 centre of the movement 
then the persistent sup-irtoric (D minor) chord recalls the Second 
ýymp, hozv, especially since, i: its firs t movement, the initial 
presentations of the .2t: eme took place first on the tonic then on 
the s up ez tcaic -a feature that is clearly parallelcci ha he (in the 
6th) by the initial V, them D, Yicia entries. But i+hereas in t: 
earlier 'yrnphony Ufere L. ': is never any doubt as to the L :? ajcr tO: i^_1ýt Y 
the tonal ambi-, ra! once of the 6th is central to the creative icaginn tion of the sixth Symphony. 
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The presentation of the second subject group is concise though 

it introduces a considerable amount of fresh material in which 4 thematic 

characters can be distinguished, B1,32,33, B4 (&xs. 341,2,3,4)" he 

first of these, 31, begins on C but the phrase ends by stepping down to 

B-flat; the sequential repetition of this phrase maintains the downward 

ne^. ement (B-flat to 4-flat) and this feature is continued in the subsequent 

phrase before working quickly back to D major. 

Tais downward movement of a tone is perhaps one of the more important 

motives of this movement; its gently emphatic presentation here parallels 

Cho D-g implications of the first subject paragraph, and especially the 

opening bars. 

Of the remaining phrases both 32, and 34 (which reflects the subdemir i-t, 

added sixth characteristic as well as D-C phrase ending) display marked 

major is emphatically estalblishell. cadontial characters, and ensure that 1.1 

The second subject paragraph is therefore quickly completed (p. 8 bar 3) 

but the continuation of the quaver string figure, and t ha extension of the 

34 cadence phrase (which now suggests some derivation from both A2 and A3 

in its enlargement of the D-C melodic progression, 35, Lx. 345) continues 

the parallel drop of a tone and passes quickly through D, COO 3-flat to 

arrive at A-flat (p. 8, bars 3- 6). Here the first note of the motive is 

momentarily sustained bofcro the phrase stops down to G-flat; the whale of 

this short passago (from p. 8 bow 3 to the arrival at a G-flat chord) 

provides an easy dovetail into the development section. 

However before leaving this second subject paragraph attention mast 

be drawn to the especial eharactor: ination of C major not only by 

(1) the ir. 2prossire number of sek ar. ato thematic characters (in 

contradistinction to the 'D minor' paragr, ý. ph) 
but, acre 

inportantly, 

(ii) by the restless and persistent quaver (arid semiquaver) activity, 

(iii) by the ovjxall Beil,, of faster woveruent - arising; partly from 
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the quaver movement,, but also from the brisk presentation 

of so many new thematic ch_. racters; and this briskness is 

a nice foil to the leisurly progress of the first sub joot 

paragraph. 

in fact there is no increase in the 'pace' of the movement as such, 

though the bustling quaver activity creates Cie (rhetorical) impression 

of an increased pace, and it illustrates the greater release of energy 

that charactarises the whole of this second subject paragraph. 

The development section (which lasts until 3 bars before iretfor 1I) 

recalls that of its counterpart in the Third S mplhony, especially : in--c 

te greater part of its workings are carried by an ostinato/spiceato 

string texture. : loreover the subdued character of this development section - 

in kcc ping with the rather res trained nature of the movement generally - 

is a splendid example of the essential, fanetiou of the development within 

Sibelius's symphonic conception. This purpose may be stated simply as 

(i) the continuation of the tonal argument proposed in the exposition, and 

(ii) its furtherance and enlargement. 

The present development section is remarkably efficient in the way 

in w: iich it (simultaneously) furthers the tonal argument of. the ruet-emo: ýt 

and accomplishes a considerable tonal and thematic evolution - and in the 

absence of any dramatic aliiaxes. For convenience the section ray be seen 

in 8 distinct stages, though its strength lies partly in its effortless 

eontinuity1: these 8 stages are : 

1. the evolution and establisth nt of a G-flat major -C major 

harmonic undulation, which then supports 

2. the introduction of a new theme (3 bars after Letter D, 3x. 346); 

1. The s onse of easy continuity is enhanced by the pervading string 
to ttura. 
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3. this these is twice repeated an third higher (over a B-flat -2 

undulation) before tiie original G--flat -0 undulation returns 

and is shown by horns (3 and 4)-to be a b11 -V progression 

pointing towards F major: but 
S 

4. the entry of horns 1 and 2 effects an eabarmonic change of 

direction, and the harmonic undulation is now b 11 -V of B 

minor; 

5. this to : a1 suggestion is taken up, and a 'restatement' of /2 

(first by bass clarinet then cellos) begins in 9 minor; 

6. this restatement is in ediately shown to be a Ifausse reprise' 

and the contradictory najar/minor 'chord' in woodwind completes 

aB -- 11 progression that is a direct allusion to the tonal 

tension of the exposition - though it is hexe expressed in n 

more direct form; (note too the B....: i pizz entries of ce trt- 

bases begincLng at Le tar F); 

7. this harmonic progression establishes a descending, sequence* 

based on 35, (passing through the maj or chords of G, F 2-flat 

in root position) which then pauses for 5 bars on the chord of 

C--sharp minor before leading quickly to 

8. the diroct confroºatation, or rather the simultaneous presentation 

of. tale characteristics of D zinor and j' major, at the bet; innLo 

of the recapitulation: hor: ýs, timpani and contra-basses clenrly 

cadence in C major while, per contra, strings and kind insist on 

D minor with ßhe restatement of the '12 theme. (1"aß= confrontation 

here is still quite restrained, but it narks a distinct stop 

forward in t . -. e progress of the tonal tension. ) 

1. p. 11, top line, bar 2 
2. Letter F 
3. F+4 
4. Beginning p. 12, bar 2 
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e coil tlinu tion of the basic tonal. arg i znt wi ; : in the deve? or;: Mn 

section is Clear. In addition it is furthered and enilarý, ed by allow-in one 

thematic idea (from the second subject group) to evolva into a 'ba: kdreund' 

texture -a sort of pri, 'ieval source of musical energy, as it were - from 

which a Darther new theme can emerge and which will itself evolve; this 

e. ]`=blot the section to achieve an increr:. sed sense of development dthi: l 

a modest time-scale - and it gives it considerable strength. 

It is also worth remHrrin 7 that the easy e: aergeace of the . rocapitulý. ý- 

tion (which h as avoided More noriuc 1 rile toric at this point) is due to 

tue 'preparatory' function of -ho I . f:. 4., Se reprise' : even the tong: colours 

of the two 'riýütatem:: nts' are seo; n to be co., plerienta. r�. 

The recapJ.; ulaticn prov des a formal balance to the design and effects - Z. 1 
the climax ,: ii recso? ution of the tar, «]. conflict. It eins 3 bars before 

Lotter H) with the reapce: irance of t! i rjrst main t: 1oracz, A2, on ce: L1o: "9 

underpinned by 3i. mltan3ous pedal. 3 on 3 arLt D (and with an intornai pedal 

on tz ur. p t; ý) . tau it i. s important to note that hi. (z) i inor 

restatement : i. s ae'aOrý1-nar: ied by a reät16°s siiaiquaver figuration for strings- 

'11-1U3 thi progress of the tonal argument is ra rked by two new _features 
(1) the ID minor' characteristic is now forced to accept n C-natural 

pedal and 
(ii) the :. - there ha new aequir-l u, (or been brought irlto 00n1 act/ 

CJiliý] is r W1 ti? } or., 0f ýi 1C? ,: i8rgy at in ball %C aracter ised 

only t)ie v! la UT' _ oc o 1d s ub jCü pär'', raph. 

the irnmod: a impact of the somi q'ua er figuration here is to h s' lte: i 

the imppreasion of some scr of i=i-, ant climax - and this occurs at 

11 

i; n tura of one flat) rip:. cea -zh' 

group - on 

tos fir3t ssuz jfict p3rýgraph, and It 

aruil. v1. raoVO nt of a tune. 

im, t1nc ro, Ln F major (and 
with £, i: ey 

fi: of them, - o: C o cc�o, qd s uh j, ct 

n ea tlia tie appear to 7c: :: 3rj ed ýr o 

:;: Ulwri gains (p, 8, bar: 4, -5: he 
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This key- of F major, of course, can be taken as c ther the subdominant 

of C or the rel3 io major of D minor and it is a typical illustration of 

Sibelius Is ability to utuilisc the functional moments of n design so that 

they directly further the musical argument itself. 1 

ijowover this F major then quickly works round to C major whore 

(at JPtter3) the restate c, nt of is second subject is resumed (though 

the order of themes is slightly altered, while the timpani, p. 21, sound 

first n, than x). Subsequently the movement cones to a pause (at Fatter TO 

on the chord of r ma j or (D rimer) and the climax of the movem.: nt is 

shortly effected by the presentation of a new phrase (poco allarg ... a 

tempo) that moves f : st to the dominant of C major and is then repeated 

eequentially to arrive at the dominolit chord of D º:: inor, - though there 

is as us tain-d G on tru po is { -- V7 of D. or do ttitia. nt of 07 }. 'This new 

phrase (which appe r3 to refer to bota A2 and 33) soon i©aws to the crop: 

of the movement as it is expre3sed in the fc1lminS harnoaic clash 

(4 bars after Otter L) 2 

&c. 3+7 ý, 1 i 1, --. ý I .11º ýi ý! 'ý r ... 1. - 1o1 y.. ý_ 
re 

Y----- , 

i, ,ý iý " s.. ý ý 
"-"__ 

ýG 
_. ý_-- 

ý 
-tel 

-'ý, ü ' - ý 

44- 
ýyp 

a`i -t' r 

7' ýýý 
ýi4fi'ý'SiýVL7'ý! 

ý'd. +ý. ýN'G, ýLiwý#4eýý"ý+/ýtý"ýý'ý+"'ý'=. 

ýý---L_ý 

N 

Sr 

11, 

the cruci°i ton, -11 function of the timpani, is obvious. 

1" As the Fifth Symphony has already shown. 

2. Note the empty 3sr which Follows this climactic moment of c: is s. 
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A short coda of four sentences completes this movement and 

(monicn tari? y) resolves its tonal argument : tneso sentence: are 

1. the presentation of a scale (for wind and strings in octaves) 

that displays both D minor arid C (minor) characteristics, comes to rest 

on r-sharp, and is then transposed up a third; 

2. a simple undul.: tion then takes up thy; u-flat (F-sharp) 

characteristic from where 

a determined scale leads directly to aC major chord which is 

climaxed by trumpets rising C-D- . 3, ' ff., '; and finally, 

after a bar-line pause, 

4. an unheated and subdued 'cadence' which closes the movement, on 

aD minor cord, though perhaps in the key of C major. 

Ilia essence of this : roc*emcnt arises fror.. the aabivaleace of the tonality 

wherein C major is cbaracterise-d by thc presence of a supertonic cinard 

that assones some of the functions and characteristics of a rather modal 

key in its own right (and therefore) introduces a 'choice' between C major 

and a modal D rminor). 

From the initial presentation the tonal argument of this movement 

is worked oat in generally subdued terms and fully exploits the ambiguous 

(tonal, harmonic, and thematic) ch: raacteristics. Further the character of 

the movement is is enhanced by the quiet, though positive development 

section (which is concerned with the essence of the raovemnt and not just 

the them3s which frequently carry it) and the use of contrasting speeds as 

a characteristic distinction between the two opposing 'tonalities,. 

Z; creovor the : 7e3tr int of the r. ovew3nt in both eiotjorLal and orchestral 

terms, is a further reason for its elusive character and an illustration of 

Sibelius's total conception of a work. 

The tonal evolution of this ,. ovpman ." is marked by the critical 

proZre lion of the iuxtapositio (and confrontaticn) of the Pr ino: and 
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C major characteristicQ, though it is perhaps pertinent to remark 

that the 0 always sounds more fundamental and underpins the D (minor) 

throughout the movement; th juxtaposition of these opposing characteristic.,; 

may be traced - without comment thus (1 - 7): 

E t. 348 

L 
017 ritr 

vie A 
1, 

i it'1 

. ý.. _. 

r, 
olý 

ýs ý' 
"M, 

Iy'týaý 

'r itý , f- --ý "` -ý--ý 
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sa final Comment on this first movement it is interasting to recall 

Gerald Abraham's remarks; he wrote 

"The first movement is orte of Sibelius Is most highly 
organic compositions, and the Work as a whclo contains 
some striking foreshadowings of points in the Seventh 
Sy=phony; 

..... above all, a pronounced . s_trongtheni --of 
the tandancý,, noticeable in much of w- be1i 's earlier 
work (i. e. ;. h finale of 11o. 3 and the first subject in 
the finale of : do. 5) for the essence of the music to be 
embvditA leas in definite theses than in the harmonica 
contrnpwita1-ins lurw. inenva1. texture as a whole. It 

He enlarged this stateient by continuing thus : 

Me themes seem to be t ro, rn up, as ilk, wer3, out of the 
complex musical stream, ins ; sa3' of the stream of thought 
beint; evo _a_c __ _}z. ý . 

Phis so öfth ic-al 
thinking r, - 11y defies anaiysxs.. One can only talk about 
'themes' aktives' yet the real sense of the music 
does not lie in the themes as such. At the same time, 
it is mainly through the recurrence of -themes that one 
recoc_. isss the formal outline, of a piece of music, and 
it should be the analyst-'s fundar ntal -thJect tc mäke 
the outline clear. -' 

Abraham's statement is essentially corredt although his conciusians 

concerning the possibilities of analysing this form of musical t. ". inking 

are a matter of opinion.; if th3 functions of tiibelius's most typical 

procedures are viewed in the light of his fundamental and vital concern, 

with tonality then it is possible to arrive at a more satisfactory 

analysis - even of such non-thematic works as 'The Bard'. Certainly it 

will be Maintained here that the attempt to analyse something more than 

thematic evolutions alone, is infinitely mere interesting and valuable - 

and has been shcwn to be possible. 

1. A; brahara, op. cit., p. 31-2. 
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The 'newt analysis of the first movement (presented above) is 

supported by the character and construction of the second movement in 

G minor. The key of this seccnd movement has already been mentioned 

as the second exception (and there are only two) to Sibelius's uäusl 

mediant and submediant key relationships between movemcatss and in view 

of the unusual but absolutely characteristic and totally ccnvi. ncirg 

construction of the first movement, this 'exceptional' tonality is 

worthy of some study. 

The most obvious reason for, the choice of this key is that it is 

designed to suggest - in_restrospect, though the D minor is taken up 

again by the third movement -a subdominant relationship with the first 

iiovenent, and thereby to enhance its 'D minor' quality. And both the, 

'cupxcious' character and idiooyncratic construction of this G : aincr 

movement supports this suggestion: indeed it will shortly be sug ected 

that this movement continues and further the argument (of the f{. ast 

uiovemont) in three particular ways, one of which is its choice of ley. 

The character and construction of this movement are inseparable, and 

the eceonice of the movement is its tenacious insistence on aG,,,,, finer 

characteristic; at the same time there is very little 'bcdy' to this 

G minor tonality and it possesses'a certain 'capricious' characteristic 

that recalls the 'rIur, oresques'; its indebtedness to Op. 87 and 89 is also 

reflected in the overall form of the movement. 

The dosign may be seen as two verses in G minor (bar 1 to Letter G) 

folla, i d by a 'middle section' which is rounded off and completes the 

movement with an extremely brief reference to' the opening idea. 1 

1. Me forts of this mcveve :t3. s clear if ZL: id, and the abrupt ending 
recalls the second Ilov, ýment of the "oi: rth $ygphony. The necrcsity for stat. i ;g that the 'iaic. dio f section eor pletes rzovemenL IC-11 
be shown later. 
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: ßnß rovenent begins1 with a tizpano entry (solo) on F-natural - 
3 

surely a touch of ironic cunot r- and a series of sincepated chords 

for flute and bassoon, Al (ßx. 349). : it first tills woodwind phrase 
2 

hovers rouna the chords of Dr incr and A minor, while from bar 10 the 

syn2cpatioa disappears and a descending chord-sequence is established. 

The secondary sevenths of this phrase are marked by some 'strange 

accidentals that suggest, perhaps, their derivation frort the sharpened 

sixth of the Dorian 'uode. shortly after Letter A hawevor, where a 

thane 
ýA2 

(rx, 3,50) is introaaced b shin s, these chords becowa tonal 

and more towards G minor. Initially the . 2Jthe. no itself is marked by 

both F- and. S natural, but these are abandoned as th phrase moves towards 

the dominant (o G_ minor); the end of the string phrase is characterised 

(bars 9- H-after. i.. etter, r', ) by the drop of a tone in parallel, before it 

pedal, cones to rest on the dc: ýinant. Here, supporter! ba (dominan) horn 

the harp gently cazrpietes , 
the cadential rrovcr: ient to the tonic, though t: e 

reappearance of the descending Al chord series loads to the presentation 

of a cadency phrase, . 43 (zA. 351) which begins on the dominant. 

fiis cadence z)hrase is then extended and its (ctiaractaristic) 

sequential movement - agaizj of a drop of a tone in parallel - is taken up 

enharmonically before it reiches a' fz' dominant chord (bar2, bottom lire, 

p. 28; 9E; ain a harp entry) thr4', reintroduces the descending chord-, er. -Les 

and marks the beginnir g of tim second verse. 

The second verse is essentially similar is the first, though certain 

moments and procedures are slightly enlarged or varied. Laus when the 42 

theme reap pears, at ; Pater C, its cadential sequence moves first town ,s 

1.1'iic Iacccr,: an*, is heada ". 1ý: uxettc me crato" but according to Parnat 
(Cp. W 3-4) 

. lib Iius : xf rii1 C1 ', d5 ^ub1is1101` tAv-t this should be 

changed to ýt1.1Ct ciTi o JLhcrniavJky'S account of 3jbe Lists Na po 
a 

corrcc ; jo : ittý`''J;, ao CrOtCa't = 80 for this rorrei3nL. 

2. The syncopation is not iýýrccd te1; ý apparent; it is later shown to 
be s;; nccpa4ed by t-. cý return tc norrhul rhythms after bar 10. 

3. Especially since there is the possibility that the chord is F major with a 6th, 
instead of a 5th. 
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E-flat (over a B-flat horn pedal) before arriving at the half-cicse in 

G minor (p. 30, bar 3), though sig i. ficantly the harps completion of the 

cadential function does not now appear. Ne-t, the A3 cadence phrase is 

itself taken up in imitation before reaching the dominant chord 

(penultimate bar, p. 31) w: iile the development of the following sequential 

movement (in the passage between Letters IS - F) moves first towards B-flat 

before arriving at the dominant chord of G minor (at Letter F). Here the 

second verse, and the first section of the move ent, is co p1eted by a short 

codetta (Letters F- G). 

The codetta eiLiphasizes, and centres on the dominant of G minor; its rain 

phrase is sequentially repeated on thou dominant or C minor. from where the 

descending sequence of G-F- L-i2at -U( for tru : pet:;, hoias, and contra- 

masses) crhancas its doaim) nt characteristic. During this codetta the 

opportunity arises for the gradual cmc gonce of a new phrase, 131 (kix, 352) 

for woodwind. 

However, in the bar before Letter G, the colletüa's expected cadence 

is surprisingly interrupted and the middle/final section begins. This 

contrasting section is directed 'poco con moto' aiid is distinguished by 

a persistant sedi-quaver figuration that --o os quickly to G major (though 

B-flat remains in the opening bars), centres on ita dominant chord (which 

is coloured by a passing G-sharp) and supports the presentation of a further 

wood-wind theme, 132, (1, 
--, -. --153) which is clearly derived fror B1. 

The minor Lode returns at Letter H and the scniruaver figuration then 

: roves towards (the do; ii ant of) '-flat where B2 is again presented. A 

fiurther mOd ß; 7t progression, to the dominant of. L-fiat, takes place just 

before Letter I ioilowirg which fn 'augnentot.. ' version of 7; 2 appears: 

first in quavers on oboes, then in crotchets for harp harienics. But the 

no event suddenly 1o. -cs its i:, ipetus and the V7 of Il--, "lat is taken 

enhar iotlicvlly to lead -, ack to G minor - ý. "i. a a. descending, artd parallel, 
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harmonic sequence (p. 38, 'Ast bar - p. 39, bars 1- 2). 

With the return of Tempo Primo ( only four bars troff the end of 

the movement) there is a hint of the A3 cadence phrase figure and the 

barest outline of the A chord seance to close the movement. 

These last four bars have been considered by some writers as 

constituting a 'return' of. the first section. It cannot be denied that 

they 'round off' the movement and are important for their endorsement of 

the G minor tonality but - as with the Fourth Symphcny - they really 

only hint at the possibility of a return; they do not themselves 

constitute an abbreviated return. The design of the movement is 

completed and fulfilled by the faster second section, and the 

novenoat is essentially in 2 sections only: a return to the cponirg 

is unnecewsary. 

Tho essential. features of the character and construction of this 

zlove! ent are as follows : 

(i) the movement is ciaracterised by a 'capriciousI and disembodied 

G cincr tonality; though 

(ii) there is a particular insistence on (th3 achievenent of) 

this key - for no other key is allowed to become established; 

(iii) the movement has a verse-like construction; 

(iv) t. ie movement is also characterised b;; the descending chord 

sequence (n1) and especially by the harmonic movement of a 

drop of a tone in parallel; 

(v) there is the ralease of energy that characterises the apparent 

'resolution' in t; 15 mister G major sectic: i, while 

(yi) there is he fact tat as scan as G major is established a 

: yew . end more vigorous tthame begins to evolve. 
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I"nc capriciousness of the G minor tonality is mainly due to two 

reasons. First there is the tendency of the cadence points to be 

taken up as convenipnt moments formodul-.. lion or sequential extension - 

which, in this movement is always something more than mere decoration - 

and are thereby prevented from directly fulfilling their G r. ýýinor function. 

This is clearl 'seen, for example, at Letter $ where the .3 cadence 

phrase is suddenly taken up enharinonically (p. 28 top line) and sequentially 

the ' fz' dominant chord again. ih3 on1arý; ed be fore arriving back at 

restatei. ent of this phrase in the second verse begins i$ canonic 

imitation before it reaches the dominant chord (on p. 31 bar 5) 4Lo1lo1rin; 

which there is quite a pas--a; -, a of 'development' in the section between 

? stters 3-F. 

Secondly there is the striking fact that very little of the body 

of tho : ovement Actually takes place in G Jaincr. Indeed the G rainor 

characteristic, which enorges only gradually from the opening sentences, 

is largely Mairtjfined by the tenacity of the dominant chord in the first 

verse (w. iere it is enhanced by such details -. s the harp entry 4-5 

bars before Letter 3) tdhi e in the second verse these G minor character- 

istics, are pushed even further baclk by the enlargement of the Modulatory 

and sequential moments. 

Conversely the codetta helps to stabilise the insistent suggestion 

of G r. nor after which the second section, initially swinging over to 

G major, can make a thorough point of its dominant izp1icetionns and 

functions; subsequently the last 4 bars of the movement ensure that the 

GL inor idontity of the movement is ccnfia wd. 

Like its counter; . its in the A' d and Fifth Syrmphonies, this second 

movcc: ent is mcre Lusical;. y important than sc: ̂o authorities admit. t_craeve., 

by virtu:; -f the facts ; 

(i j that _± pt, rallei s the at iv;., 1ent tonality of the first moveN en 4 
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by 'its own wayward and dis: mbodied G minor; 

(ii) tbiFt its two contrasting sections ars clecrly distinguis ed by 

slow-fast ch:. racteristies; and 

(iii) that there is the possibä. lity that the movement is designed 

to enhance - in retrospect - the subdominant of D r;, incr, 

rather than the dominant (minor) of 0 major, 

this raovecent clearly echoes the contrasting speeds of the main 

tonalities of the first inoven. ent, while it exactly takes up the fundamental 

question of tonal identity/ambivalence that is at the creative centre of 

this Symphony. 

'ohs function, construction, and critical reception of the third 

: iovetlent of this symphony again recalls that of the :.: fiddle move! n=: nt of 

the Fifth Symphon,, -; in particular both appear to have been critically 

disuissod after only little more than cursory sxam. 1 tion, yet the f ct 

that Sibelius chose to include them in this particular : 3y phony should 

have caused some quastioning. 

Robert Simpson offers the most interesting comment on this movement 

when he described it1 as : 

"A curiously neutral sonata-form scherzo without a trio; it 
is in D minor, more normally than the first movement, though 
there is still a frequent 3-natural. The odd cnotoZy of 
this piece is at first baffling but becomes positively 
fascinating. " 

- and the fascination is typically --ibelian in its construction and, 

therefore, cepenc: s on a tonal argumment. 

fine Soren ? outlines of tn3 movement are clear and it opens with the 

first ywhi (; ý) jr strings, which est. ihlishas bot i tria tonic 1) 

minor and one of the trochaic rhythm0 hLt seemed to have a ptI. rtiCUlar 

into est for dibelius. This unleashes a second theme, A2, (:: 1.355) in 

1. äi: p on, op. cit., p. 31. 
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woodwind, and the continuation of the phrase hints at F major though 

it is completed with aDi. u. nor chord (in the bar before Latter A). 

indeed throughout this opening paragraph there is a consid. 3rable accent 
A. 

on F. 

r very short transition effects a move to :1 minor in which the 

-s_iarp and G-natural exactly balances the 3- and "i-natural of D minor; 

moreover this ; minor is itself pulled towazls 0- indeed the second 

phase (oboe entry, p. 44) clearly suggests the dominant of C, though the 

phrase finishes by stepping up 1o an i, minor chord - and this A minor/C 

tension exactly balances that of the first subject paragra h, and, of 

coarse, takes up the central 'thesis of this symphony. 

the second subject theame, B1 (-1: +:. 356) is quickly introduced, 

sequentially repeated, and finishes its phrase with a reference to Al. 1Following 

this a key-signature of one flat appears and the trocF: a: ic : hy;, i1 

now characterises an undulating harronic progression which hovers on, the 

threshold of F major; and three bar ,s later (p. l{4, bottom line, bar 6) it is 

shown to be supp. ui tng an extended version of Al - now 12 bars long -- ar. d 

together these remain as a striki; n ostinato. 

At Letter 0a new theme for flutes, Cl (Ex. 357) appears over the 

continuing ostinato, and the fascination of ,, which Simpson smites now 

begins to develop. For this reason; the Al ostinato is .. ortcring on the 

threshold of 7 I, - jor, aiztl e the flute therae points towards D minor. 

The immediate repetition of 14111-; theme is undertaken bj harp - in 

harmonics, a de1ightf ul orchestral thought -- and in canon with flutes; 

all over the ; i'1 ostinlto. his C'1 t! iere is completed 3 'bars before Lotto D 

and the o3tinato rises quickly to a short climax - finizhiii on aD minr. r 

011ord - which is fort; ibly interraptwd by an F-sharp minor chord, 'ffz', 
for trumpets trQ:. iho_23S? and i, impa3ij this 1se as to a `- 

i : tor t, but 6: Gpiiaý c 

C tdcnce that quickly x e-es üb3:: 1's D minor an : begins the second s1E'. 1 of 

the movement. 

1. A very relevant fact since the accent on F (again) at the beginning of this 

movement, again suggests the chord of F major with an added 6th. 
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The second half follows the outiino- of the first in nearly all 

details though it rakes certain icaport :, u, though usual, tonal 

alterations. fnu: s the second subject i.:. presented in D minor and 

(on p. 53) the rhythmic ostinalto is seen oil the threshold of C major 

while its contrasting C1 theme (in canouu from tiie outset) now points 

towards 3 minor. 

t ain the comp Jetion of t11is C1 thole is followed by a 'ffz' chord 

for Urass and tirapan. i - this time with :, C-aharp minor chord - of for 

w: iich a slightly extended version of thu original emphatic cadence 

cowplete3 the mo~; c.., ýt with a brief roft, ro�7c© to M. 

The purpose of this move. 2. eat is two i'olil : firstly, to (re )es t; 3blish 

aD minor tonic, and thereby exploit th 'c: ubdoninant' G minor of the 

e; o: ýd raovomeat and, secondly, to reüif'<ýý: at ýe.: ti o: l to the peculiar 

c, har"acteri. stics of D minor it4uif. In :, lº1.. ý vchaxzo r; ovenent the tonal 

argument is even loss drai;. ati ally prawml, ud than in tha first rnove:, cent, 

but a symphonic tension is created by ti tonal interplay of the ji1 

ostinate aa.: 1d v1. 

The inovemant is fascinating in its app: Iront siuplicity, but it 

nevertheless mangos to function synphoid, -, 1lY both as an independEnt 

novoI2. ent and as an integral part of tho wl, ulo; moreover it prepares 

(the liste-. 1"r) for the tcnül cotlf? ict of i. tju finale. 

Ti. o last iaovoi! ý'i]t of the Sixth 5yiii)ýIii,, Iy i1tt. ̀ r an unu5 ual (esign, 

though it falls into 3 sections I? hich the functions of e_trosi tion, 

clavolopm, ant anr? riüc,,,. pitulatioi, ani; t: i: ý . i: w&rice of thu riete nt is (tha 



2. But note tho opening chord of A minor: C for with on added 6th porbzips !' 
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eventual resolution of) the conflict between G major and D minor. The 

task of this finale is made more difficult since the tonal conflict arises 

not only from within the finale itself but has affected, or perhaps 

even dominated, the entire s;, mphony; moreover there is the increasingly 

insistent thought (and attractive idea) that the opening bars of this 

movement (up to Trotter B) present a mirror reflection of the exposition 

of the first movement. 

The finale opens with the interplay of two main themes, Al and . '2 

(=x2.353,359) which clearly establish C major; and the paragraph up to 

lstter A is marked by a number of full closes; the third woodwind entry, 

A3, appears later in the movement to some effect and it is shown in .: x. 360. 

The last appearance of A2 (at I, 3tter A) completes its phraco on a 

sustained, octave F--natural, and this is taken by timpani, solo, as the 

opportunity to suggest I) minor. 
1 This sug o3tion is i adiate7. y 

contradicted by the following woodwind phrase, A4 (.: x. 361), though it 

finisiiss on the chord of A miner; the timpani again suggest D minor .. 

this time more obviously, but this too is rejected, though the phrase 

still finishes on an A minor chord. 

But this d minor chord is marked (p. 63, top line, bar 7) with a heavy 

C for cellos, contra--basses, and horas, anticipated by a short timpani 

roll. Tia two subsequent woodwind phrases, now in triplets, (A5, E., c. 362) 

both come to rest on : minor chords, and emphasized by a descending phrase 

(n6, .E:. 363) for horns, violas, bass clarinet, cellos and contra. --basses 

(in the two bar before Letter 3): 

r -3614 

of _. tonal movement towards it minor (largely 
of reCted by the ttixip-ani) is in so.. O rn3azuro due to the diminished 

74h 4ni. =; cýýi: tý ; 
La 

4 : Flrä ü or the to:; line, p. 62, bar 5, th: n in 
t he 

-se(lund 
bar 
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These persistent A minor chords act as dominant substitutes and make 

the D minor c aracteristic more obvious than in the first movement. 

Following this 46 horn phrase, the introduction of a short 

energetic phrase for strings, BI (x. 364), and the subsequent appearance 

of B-flat, shows the acceptance of the timpani suggestion of D minor, 

and almost at once a new theme emerges. This new theme, B2 (x. 365) 

played by div. strings leads quickly to a climax, and a cadence in D minor 

(four burs after Letter C). 

iho cadence then unleashes a powerful motive for horns and strings 

B3 (x. 366) that rises from a unison D-natural to aC minor chord; this 

is clearly a variation of the main (A2) theme of the first movement: 

a relationship that is confirmed by its subsequent repetition beginning 

a . tone lower. And following this repetition, an energetic semiquavor 

sequence leads to a strengthened D minor cadence: and this first (D Minor) 

cadence is reinforced by the appearance of a cadence in the do. -Linant 

'key' (bars 3-4 after Letter D), 

But) just after this cadence point, the reappearance cf the A5 triplet 

phrase, over an emphatic 3 major chord, causes the n6 horn motive to extend 

its phrase thus: 

fx. 367 

'MII. 
d' 

1. e simultaneous presentation of a-natural and G-sharp at this 
point is typical and functionally iaportaat. 
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azic? the i; apuct Of this eý: tcu , ion becomes o bv. Louc ý: )ier the 

-; hole of the short Ias:: ace from Letter D is rooted : 

E". 366 
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It is now quite clear that the 'exposition' has been drawn back 

to C. major - and in manner that echoes the 'transition' of the first 

movement - and from this point the whole of the section from letter 3 is 

repeated in a strengthened orchestration. Before continuing however, it 

Liay bo helpful to sum; aarize the argumont of this movement by the following 

examples 

F. x. 369 

cut. 

Ci 
VllL...... - ---. -ý.. 

, ý--ý- 
ls' ýý7r tidy lr ma 

2w I ++ ra w 10 

(iii) 

k4. 

bI 

CeNl Ip. 6 Vg, 

UAW 
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The (written-cut) repeat of this exposition is interesting since it 

ch rages no significant detG i. l: it is (until the penultimate bar, p. 71) 

a literal repeat that is orchestrally strengthened; this strengthening, 

together with the increased dynamics, makes for a more passionate 

presei. tation of the argent especially at some of the more important 

moments (e. g. tne end of each phrase of the B3 motive) now in canon, is 

punctuated by I f'fz I brass chords, Qiile the D minor cadence (p. 71) is 

marl=ed by a syncopated pedal D for cellos and basses. ) Even so the A5 

triplet figure and its enlarged horn motive (A6) again pull, the tonality 

down to C major: indeed the (in the bar before Letter G) the horns 

emphasize this point with a short C major arpeggio. 

This com. -letes the 'exposition' and the ensuing development section 
(which lasts until 3 bars after Letter 1) begins with the semiquaver motive 

of X31 lead n;, as before, to B2, though it is at first accompanied by a 

D-naturea pedal on horns. But (at Letter H) this 132 motive breaks up into 

smaller phrases that quickly become sequential and lead to a cadence in 

13-fiat minor (p. 76, bar 2). Subsequently the harmonic sequence is continued 

and the movement arrives back at D minor (Let-ter I p. 77) end the release 

of B3 in horns and strings (accompanied by its ovn inversion in woodwind). 

This time the sequential treatment of this theme (p. 77-8) is carried 

even further (though initially the timpani insist on D and A) 

while the sequential semiquaver development of this passage from 

Letter I is supported by a sustained pedal-sequence D-C- B-flat- 
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A-flat (G-sharp) - F.. shsrp ( for brass) that culminates in an impressive 

climax and aB naýor cadence ( at Letter J I); the cadence itself is 

immediately extended - to make an allusion to B3 - and it finishes with the 

notes F .-A. 

These two notes, vhIch have so oft :i been taken as the upper end 

of aD miac,; triad, now provide the opportunity for a return to D minor, 

though this is only achieved after the intervention of (i. ) a sequential 

passP. go at first over an A-natural pedal, that moves to B-fiat and 

G minor, and (i.. i) a short sequential paswavo for flutes and oboes in 

dialogue that point., -3 first to the dominant, of C (minor) beforo stepping 

up to the dominant of D minor ( in the fcuz" bars before Letter K). 

But D minor is not yet allowed to dominate the oement; for, in the 

S bars between Li utters K and L., the : aovcn. ent. passes through D minor to 

e_'r3vo at F major ( at Allegro assai, Letter L) whose a 'now' thane., 

CI 369A) appears in stria Gs, The repetitive rhythm that marks the first 

part of the 16 bar theme recalls Al ( the opening th no of the 

raovc ent) and indeed this CI theme is later shown to be an extended 

variation of Al. 

A slightly extended repetition of this new theme follows at once, 

and its characteristic passage through C minor and D minor to F major is 

maintained. Dientunaly it reaches a full close ( four bars after Lotter 0) 

I. To avoid confusion it is neces3ary to correct the misprint on p. 80 
of the miniature scorn : this should read Letter J; Letter I 
occurs on p. 77 
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wh: -, r3 it is easily dovetailed into tha coda. 

,, t this point there is a smooth change of tempo to 'doppio piü Ientol 

(effected by the substitution of .ö.. (effected simply 

for rBi. r) while the repeated F-J undulation 

gently subsides. It is followed by an 'espressi o' phrase. for strings 

(based on the inversion of h3, and with A3 as its bass) that suggosts a 

gradual working to arils D minor, and includes a reference to the main 

theme of the first movement (p. 86, bar 2 et seq. ). 

Subsequently the closing phrases of this movement sgraclually work 

up to a restrained but impassioned climax, though the tendency towards 

D minor is still counterbalanced by r major. Four bar, after thtter P 

the immediately previous ý<' mj or cadence is countered by a vary 'sharp' 

phrase for woodwind and timpani, and although this phias3 rc tarns to F 

major, the following passaga for strings rises to the final climax of ti1ý 

movement and comes to rest. at 2 pauses - they second of which is taken 

enharcaoni. cally as the (real) dominant chord of D minor. 

Finally, aftar a crotchet rest, a swtainod F Major chord (diracted 

'ppi°_ 1) leads to tl2 completion of the movement by a sin; pla phrase., 

accompanied by a Jp -- D progression for timpani, that eventually absorbs 

C-natural before the movement dies away on a suotaired, -.. d unaccompanied 

D, -na üur t1 for JiO1. in3 . 

The unus arra or this last movement has e : used so;, c corm e t, 

C. Yý : ýýJ. "r !? 3 A sag ot 'd th: i ü (what h3 'midd @t : ABC ßi01 
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( .eL ý4Zx` 3 to 2 barme after ir3 tta L) was a 'B. ^. r-iUý+II' ednsisti-^. U' of 

two ;: 
4aii 

t, (S) , '. sitter 3 to L) + 6, and (ii) D+6 to i4 tter G, ft.: d 

an . tbge an '. 41. 

'The i(iua is intare&ving t: asuwh a simpler one may suggest a wider 

and rooro rotiraii"c; ing view of the whole tm en nt. 

ale ý'ý rat tlWe0 ruuveraents of to s s, *mp: iony present clear ev5. dence 

th=ýt ir, here concern ad with axu ical crCLsaent coatrin; on th3 

tonal re1N t. J onzhip (and a:.; ibivalence) between C major and D minor. That 

b-ing =o it 1.3 gosiih1a to view this last moveLlent as fulfilllnß srnata 

functions in pursuit of it, basic tonal evolution. 

lh° fir t sizbject i . rcagraph opens the movement and souks to establish 

C: aj or in ;L ratbar 1e ;. s urely manner the t recall: the D miaor opening o:. 

he, first unont. At Letter a more urgent rhythrýi c figure questions 

this C mtjoz" and tales up the (tiia a ni) suggestion of D minor; amd with 

the ir_troduc Uon of a new the. o the key of D minor is soon acL 1evsd and 

cenfiru: ed with a cc. ý, eat which point thýýye is a Direct clash between 

iii:: C w---jar ti j) minor charactcxi tics. 

fh3 cccporison of this paragraph vrth its counterpart in the first 

movement show; 3 com-: on, though reworked, features : 

(i) tho first movement contains a tonaj rn 'c ent fron 

D rainor to 0 major: this is closely paralleled., in 

tho fin-ale by 0nj or to D minor; 

(ii) tilg main üonalitie: (rind theme:. ) of the first movement 

IlOrO characterised by their contrasting speeds: in tha 

finale the opening 0 major is leisurely while D minor is 

active and rhythmically energetic; 
(iz i thane is ,x direct tonal clash at the 'transi Lion t in the 

first raoveiýin' : in tic finale tree is an almost exact 

allusion to this o. p. 6'i 
. 
(and again on p. 71). 
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Clearly the opening bars (up to D+ 6) Are an exposition, and 

the fact that th3re is ngw a literal repeat may be seen- as havUg 

some foundation in the repe., ted c position of 'classical' symphonies 

(J braharc described this rjassaße as Stollen II). And to the objection 

which would invalidate this arguizent by poiritia out that the C major 

Ars t. subject is orzitted fi or the repeat, the answer raust be that since 

the D r;. inor second subjrict is not able to overcome the pull to C iaý: j er 

(effected via . 5, and the extended version of 46 at i. ti" 6) then this 

fact is : uff'icient to establish the prescn: of C major: the section 

is therefore repeated with an increased orchestral weight refloc ing 

the increasing ps ior, of the tension and torrl conflict. 

The 1A. b. gesang' of which Abraham remarks, fulfills th. 3 fWnc tion 

of a deyelopxeat section: it is hFrn:,: niccl]. y* fictive, and ex lore; 3 u 

widor range of tonaU tioJ3 `ýefoä J prez¬ating a c1i. r preparation for the 

transformed restatement of Al beginning in bars 3-4-5 after Letter J. 

i The transformation of A. 1 is completed at Letter L, where 

initially the kgy of the restatement is F major (though 

it was approached, at Letter K through D minor) since, in spite of the 

vigorous movcf'13rtt towards L minor in the development section, only F major 

cr. n destroy the tonel identity of C major as ük,, in ito own right; 

on2a F major is established v major will tend üa sound like its dc'r I zan t, 

and for this rcascn the recapitulation "novez betend y ra-nor. I: oreoY er 

tlac cverisapping areas between Frj or and D minor (and especially the 

cci^x. on notes F and o, ) enables Sibeliu3 to r void presenting any further 

juxt)possitßca of I) minor and C major while maintwiaing (in the coda ) the 

characteristic tonal arabigui. ty that has marked tn, whole of this symphony. 

The coda returns to something akin to the contemplative feeling of 

the cpeninj of tho symphony - and, both passages are imbued with a 

marrorable . poetic quality -i deed there is a clear reference to the rain 
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theme of the first movement, while the final C-D progression for 

tiLipz: n1 cor ple tes the symphony with an allusion to both the opening; 

of týn first movement und the creative centre of the symphony as a 

Whole. 

it is interesting to view this symphony - and particularly the 

first and last movements - in the light of Sibelius's oft-quoted 

conversation with Mahler; the crux of this conversation is Sibelius's 

statement: "When our conversation touched on the essence of the 

symphony, I said that I admired its severity and style and the profound 

logic that created an inner connection between all the motifs. " 

Various writers have suggested different interpretations for 

this statement, though it is often taken as referring to thematic 

evolutions. In contrast, there is a considerable evidence for suggesting 

that it refers, directly, to the presence of a tonal evolution. 

The wheic of the 
. 
itIa Sf? ichony shcws a creative and iriaginative 

concentration ou one bass idea, and the. concentration manifeats itzelf 

in a variety of ways - not merely Unenatic, but in t: harmonic proýlessio ns 

(especially as evidenced by t:;. e opening bars with the C thea D viola 

entries, as well as the progressive clash of the D minor and G m'icr 

characteristics at cadences) in speeds and rh"Jthnss (a distinguishing 

feature of the opposing Lor, alý. tie in both the first and last ravewents) 

in the r el:. tionshi. pv bctwoeri , rsoTý, m nts, and their culminntive effect, 

and even in the u>o of orchestral colour's (. ihe e for oxawlple, the if]JA ct 

of the timpani sound can Do sufficient to establi: h the presence of o nc 

of the an tonalities). 

It is the interplay an inter p- . vtrative parallel dcre1opr ent of 
tflese fet. trtres tha. t cr, -, tes to p ºofz. 'und logic ax d &n i. ni: i ccnn3ction' - 

henc; e, in te 3i th J, v tphony, the str. en th of its deli ns, its app rent 
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unwillingness to reveal its secrets through thematic quotations alone, 

its subdued and enigmatic character,, and above all its poetry. 



. CHAPTER 21 

ft , SYMPHONY o. 7 
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C: PT. 21 

Symphony io. 7. In einem patze, Op. 1051. 

In 1918 (in the private letter quoted earlier) 
2 Sibelius had 

outlined some of his plans for tha, 5th, 6th and 7th Symphonies; the 

7th Symphony was described thu 

"Joy of life and vitality, with appassionato passages. 
In 3 icovonents - the last a 'hellenic rondo"' 

after which äibeliuä added : 

"With regard to Sy. --, phonies 6 and 7 tho plans may 
possibly be altered according to the development 
of the musical ideas. " 

Several pars later Sibelius told FA =an: 

"The reservation in my statement about the two new 
symphonies..... was fully justified. The Fifth 
Symphony was not coupleted in its final form until 
the autumn of 1919 and a long Une was to elapse 
before its two successors appearcd, and then not in 
the form I hrxd originally intended. " 

ind follctaing this (and beax'in in riind t.. h confusion that the 1916 

letter appeared to cause with regard to the Fifth Symphony) many writars 

fear a 'confusion worse confounded' when c2. ran later quotes Sibelius thus: 

"On March 2, (1924) as I entered in ray diary, I completed 
'Fantasia 3infonica' - that is what 1, at first, thought 
of cclling my Seventh Symphony in one ricti'ement. " 

Comment on the 'Fantasia 3infonica' title has been considerable if 

inconclusive, and while most writers (though not all) agree on the 

'symphonic' quality of this werk and its indivisible organic nature, 

few have illustrated th. se qualities convincingly; further while its 

thematic evolutions and Jeri : *c. tions have been frequently shown, few writers 

1. It is scored X 'or: double woodwind, 4 horns, 3 trumpets, 3 trombones, 
timpani and strings. 1 

2. See p. 300. 

3.41cman, op. cit., p. 256. 
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have iliwainated its tonal basis or argument. 

The essential nature of this work is that it is cindubitably) a 

one-movement symphony; it is not a collection of separate sections 

(movements) welded together, but a coherent and imaginative single 

design - and one which may well be seen to have descended directly 

from the experiences of the previous symphonies (and in particular the 

5th and 6th). It presents a totally integrated tonal and thematic 

evolution that arises from the presentation of its (typical) opening 

tonal proposition and which - in its subsequent working out - . st 

NJ; E6JAIRILY manifest itself in a variety of tempi that are more normally 

associated with the separate ., movements found in a conventional 

symphony. 

lie opening proposition is largely presented in the opening 22 tars, 

and althouGh the separate Batures contained therein are carried in a 

continuous (and enjoyable) i]. ow of thematic unfolding, they are worthy 

of close e: xmination: and for convenience these features will be 

presented individually tho h in sequence. However, for reasons that 

will appear later, it is firstly necessary to list the tempi directions 

as found in the printed (miniature) score together with the suggested Mm 

c: arrinvs that David Chorniavsky made known. 
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Fags 

3 

10 

12 

13 

19 

Printed direction 

4 dagio 

Un pochett, mano adagio 

pcco arott 

poco a poco affrett ii 
tempo al.... 

(minim dotted minim) 

Vivaci$sthe 

poco rallentando al 

(minim = dotted crotchet) 

Adagio 

poco a po o meno lento al 

(minim dotted -minim) 

Allegro molto moderato 

Un pochett, aif ettando.. 
Allegro modera'co 

Vivace 

Presto 

Suggested .,. m marking 

Crotchet = 76 

Acce1 al... 

Mini; a = 76 

I1iniu. = 84 

20 

23 

29 

29 

30 

35 

30 

40 

42 

59 

6ý. 

66 

68 

73-4 

76 

Dotted minim = 104 

Dotted minim = 154' 

Minim = 56 

Dotted minim = 76 

Dotted minim = 64 

Dotted minim = 126 

Dotted minim = 160 

poco a poco rail al - 

Adagio Minim = 56 

lp-rgamente molto 

Tempo primo (last four bars) - 
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As regards tae overall form of this work there is a considerable 

amount of evidence that suggests its indebtedness to sonata form - 

and it will not be inconvenient' to use the terms e; T osition, 

development, and recapitulation and to view the movement in three 

larr, e secticns thus : 

Exposition: first subject paragraph - bar 1-p. 10, Letter D.. 

transition - Letter D-p. 20 6/4, 

second subject paragraph - p. 20 - p. 29 

Development: 

Recapitulation: 

p. 30 - Presto p. 64 

- p. 61+ ... al fine 

the unfolding of the first raragraph, and in particular the oponing 

22 bars, presents the basis of much of the thematic material of this 

movement, establishes it's proportions, and lays the foundation for th3 

subsequent tonal and thematic evolution. Tne first 22 bars may be 

considered as follows :- 

Bars 1-3 

a diatonic scale (411) - beginning on the dominant of C major - comes 

to a 'foreign' chord of A-flat minor and stops; this progression is 

marked by 

(i) the single G-natural (for timpani, soso) that begins the 

Scale. 

(ii) the subsequent presentation of the scale in unison strings 

(except contra-basses); 

(iii) the syncopation of the contra-basses, and 

1. Perhaps this shouia be stressed: it will not be inconvenient - 
no pore than thin: 
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(i7) the outlining - by timpani - of the G- ß-flat interval that 

arises from this scale and its progression to the A-flat minor 

chord: 

ý. 

dew Vw 
ýý ý 

- .,. 

1' 

Bars 3-5 

this d-flat minor chord then 'oases* to a diatonic F major (and in 

bar 5 there is a return to 'straight' time): 

Ex. 371 

L A. 11-- 

w 

Bars 6-7 

Next, the addition of "foreign" notes, D-sharp and B-natural (the 

enhari onics of the r. flat at the cop of the A-flat minor chord and its 

minor third, ) maces this F major chord into an augnanted 6th (d2), and, 

as the tension increases again, the syncopation returns; the resolution 

of the augmented 6th io not stated, but the F xajor position is taken 

up; note also the appoggiatura effect of the A-natural: 

. x. 372 

1. ----- 
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Bars 7-9 

9- 10 

The relaxation of tension achieved by the F major chord in bar 7 

is enhanced by the addition of an 'added-6th' in flutcs - and its 

subsequent phrase (y3): and since the IF major' chord of Bar 5 is 

lea route' to v" major, then the introduction of the (normal) added-6th 

cancels the impact of the previous D-sharp, and without altering the 

actual direction of the tonal argument. In turn this A3 flute phrase 

is (sequentially) answered by clarinets - though in C minor and with a 

B-flat. During those bare the tonal centre of C is strengthened by 

the string entries: 

E. 373 

rý r .a 

yi �rad n" ._M. t" 

(ý 
Bars 11 - 12 

A simplified version (M) of the previous flute-clarinet phrase 

is presented - at first taking up the F major position but then 

continuing the C minor characteristic, complete with B-flat: 

Sx. 374 

rSw 

%,., - 1 
M. 
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Brs 12 - 13 

Following this (in the bar before Letter ,) an augmented 6th 

reappears, and this leads to a'foreign' chord of 3 major; note (i) 

the contour and syncopation of the phrase (J5), and (ii) the appearance, 

of r-sharp (followed by a repeated G-natural) which helps to turn the 

tonality (quickly) to 0 major: 

Having, at last, reached a0 major chord, the movement appears to 

settle down to start a sequence, but by bar 17 (i. e. the first bar p. 5) 

the sequence is disturbed by syncopation (again), and in the follo4ng bars 

Bars 18 - 22 

A falling sequence (for woodwind, over a tonic pedal in timpani, 

horns and 2nd violins) takes up the 0 minor characteristic before 

completing its phrase with a half clo33, after which 

3 rs 22 - 00 (i. e. to the second bar p. 9) 

a su3tzinad polyphonic passage for divided strings is presented 

in C major. 

The number of separate features presented in these opening, bars 

has not always bean fully appreciated, yet there is an almost continuous 

counterpulling of opposing eleneats: these could be tabled as follows :- 

a'. 375 r-n ýe 
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Bar 

I Timpani sound Dominant of C 

Syncopation 1-2 

A, -flat, minor chord 3 

5 F major chord 

Augmented 6th 6 

7-8 F major and added-6th 

C minor with B-z"la t 9- 10 

- 10 String entries - C, G, C, G, C, G. 

11 Towards F major 

C nin. with B-flat 12 

Au ; msnted-6th 12 

Syncopation 13 

13 F-sharp. to G 

14 C ma j o: r Chord 

14 Sequence starts 

Syncopation 17 

C minor sequence 18 - 20 

Tonic Pedal 

21 - 22 

To half-close in C major 

Talus the source of energy of this movement (and th3 disturbance 

of -C majcr) is seen to arise from the preuence of a number of contradictory 

elemsnts, and those could later be taken up singly or in combination 

and this is a considerable factor governing, the size of this composition; 

moreover it is one of the reasons for the length of the im. u, 3diately 

following paragraph in C major itself. 
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This magnificent polyp: ionic passaj e for divided strings (beginning 

at bar 22) is one of the finest moments in all of JibeliusTs orchestral 

music. Its basis is a 16 bar molody, tho first 12 bars of which are 

then repeated in a streu thened orchestration before the passage reaches 

a first 0 major cadence (at bar 50, i. e. bar 1 p. 8) - though the cadence 

itself is marked by syncopation (and B- and r', -flai, ) 

Lam.. 9r1ý 
_. 

V1 

_ºfi 

: 

2i w ilL ý T 

IIý It ? vljý I 

, after this a short, simple, sequenco leads to an emphatic full 

close and the beginning of a (climatic) trombone theme in bar 60 

(i. e. bar 2 p. 9). 

The polyphonic quality of thus passage for divided strings1 (up to 

bar 50) is somewhat unusual in that it is not imitative, and the contra- 

puntal ciiaracter (and energy) of this passage seems to derive from the 

polarity of the two outer parts: but this is considerably enhanced by 

(i) the 'propulsive' effect of the cross-rhythm in the inner parts, 

(ii) the typo of voice-leadin; that enables to inner parts to 

lead directly to an outer part :- 

EX. 1Q 

-Z, _ -- 

1. The strings havo in fact been divided since tho beginning of this 
movement, but it is only from bar 22 on; rards that thae are 
presented (on their own? as stich. 
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and, 

(iii) the fact that though (from the bottom line of p. 6 onwards) 

the strings are all divisi (except contra- basses) there is 

rarely more then 4 real parts, and frequently only 3- though 

they are often doubled in octaves; this gives the passage a 

strong, spacious characteristic, and enhances its 'polyphonic' 

qualities. 

Apart from its own intrisic interest (and beauty) this passage is 

important for its contribution to the size of the design; for had Sibelius 

omitted this passage and proceeded directly to a 'second subject' 

paragraph (as in the first -movements of the 5th and 6th Symphonies) then 

the result could well have been a comparatively small design rather like 

the first movement of the Sixth S3nphory (and the argument of which was 

then continued throughout the subsequent 3 movenunts) or could have led to 

a large design as in the 5th Symphony (where the early move to the second 

subject paragraph was later balanced by a coda., and then a complete second 

'half'). This present C major passage (between bars 22 and 60) probably 

represents the 'bulkiness' of C major - it epitoLdzes the idea of a 

paragraph in the tonic key - and it is a further factor contributing to the 

impressive size of this composition. 

The C major tonality of this passage is strengthened by the early 

appearance of F-sharp., though as it approaches its (C major) cadence points, 

the- appcarcazce of E-ulat (rend then B-flat) turns the tonality to C minor; 
my 

yÄr3 

I, 
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finis occurs twice and although the sequential troati nt of the 

subsequent phrasa prevents this minor characteristic from achieving 

any serious disruption at this point, the first full close (at bar 50) 

is marked by a (syncopated) phrase that recalls the syncopation of bar 17 

(which was itself a reflection of the phrase at Letter J) : 
11 - 

. and introduces a them for trombone solo (. 6) Iconcra' - in brr 60. 

This ßi6 trombone theme is tha affirmation and confirmation of 

C major and (although it obviously- has an important thomatic function 

and begins with an appoggiatura) it recalls the sann tonal function as 

that of the C-D-F brass motive in the first movement of the Third 

Symphony, or the emphatic brass cadence in 'Pchjcla's Daughter'. The 

fact that the tonal confirmation of the opening tonic paragraph of this 

composition is marked by the presentation of a thetas (of some stature) 

and not just a brass cadeuzs (as in those previous works) is itself a 

further indication of the sheer size of this cornpositim. This theme 

complements the inherent broadness of the opening proposition and she *ý 

subsequant polyphonic passages and completes the tonic paragraph; the 

later appearances of this theme mark the progress of the musical argumnt. 

As this troinbone there comes to a close (in the three bars before 

Letter D, p. 13) the cadence is avain turned to the minor by a phrase 

owaver the foLLowiaý sequential ptu ase Leads to a clear iuli c1oss 
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(for horns 1 and 3, violins I and II, and oboes) that clearly refers 

to the opening Al scale and in particular its progression to the chord 

of 4-flat min.: r: indeed this progression is anticipated by the timpani 

E-flat (though afterwards the timpani =plate a normal cadence). This 

reference to Al is immediately taken up - at Letter D- with the 

presentation of what, at first, appears to be a new theme (A7) for 

clarinet and flute (on p. 10): 

, ßr1 
Owl But this theme - which makes a particular reference to A-flat and is 

therefore a further allusion to the opening of the work - has already 

been heard twice before in this movement (p. 6, bars 7-8 viola I. and 

p. 7 bar 6-7, violins and flutes) and this is made quite explicit by 

the horn entries on p. 11. The sequential treatment of this phrase leads 

to a tonic chord (with B-flat) after which (in the four bars before 

latter .) the C major tonality is again steadied by the appearance of 

F-sharp (in this following phrase, AS) : 

381 Sr; I, 

I 

short . passage, between Letters D and E, 4efleots the partictilar 

tensions originally expressed in the opening 22 bars and although there 

is (here) a strong gravitational pull to C major, thcr3 is also a 

disturbing counterpulling of the opposing Blei ents (principally-. fiat 

and : i-flat on one sides and F-sharp on the other). And this CoLLIýWa, -pulllng 
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is now e phasizcd by (Ni) the direction (ex Cherniavsky) 'accelerando al.., t 

whi' h begins at Letter D. and 

(ii) by tha 'coil panto e veloc: i I marking for the 

strings. 

This disturbing counterpulling is continued (after Letter &) is a 

short phrase which begins with A-flat and an augmented 6th chore?: the 

first two bars of this phrase are then repeated and coma to rest (p. 12, 

bar 2) on the chord of r. -flat major. The actual position of this chord 

is worth noting: for-It appears where the -dominant chord of a cadence 

would be - and indeed. thä horns and timpani complete the cadential 

function by moving to C-natural. 

1'1is assurption of "the position of th3 dominant chord, fo11o ed by 

the return of the opening material suggests the possibility that this 

is the- beginning, of a development section: theta : ýi roappvars in. flutes 

and strings, though its phrase is now. comploted by the addition of the :. ý. 

flute-clarinet pbrasei while the diminished chord at twin pochett. aeao 

adagio' recalls the Co' minor phrase for clarinets, at bars 9 -- 10. But 

since the movement appears reluctant to leave C major (minor) it also 

recalls the extended 'transition' in (the first movement of) the Second 

Symphony where each. apparent movement away from the tonic key was turned 

back; and hero also the (three) sentences of - this transition are at 

first turned back to C. 

The first santerrce of this transition (beginning 3 bars before 

Ia tter F) po ; eats a ravised version of Al that is answered by ap Oase 

for clarinets (that seers to be derived from the phrase at Letter A or 
Bar 50) and completed with refereice to tho half close of bar3 21 - 22; 
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Es. 382 

1r.. 

Me desire for tonal zovGment at this point is refl3cted in the 

repeatod and syncopated string chords, the rhetorical hastening of 

the shorter wind and string piwases, as well as the increase in tempo. 

But as this first sentsnco bagins to move away from the tonic, the 

opposing elements of F-sharp and B-flat reappear and (at Lattor G) the 

movement is back (on a dominant ninth) on C- complete with a reference, 

(in horns) to the opening of tb-,, trombone theme. 

I. 

r, 

The second transition sequence begins (over a C-natural pedal in 

horns) uith the revised version of 4 in flutes, though tbc3 follow]n'zy 

phrase for clarinets and bassoons suggests both the diminution cf Al 

and (at 'x') the thematic development of the interval of a sixth first 

outlined by the timpani in bars 1-3 

I 

{ 

t 

i 

t 

i 

M 
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=x. 383 

i 

it, 

^f T 

~ 
may" ýý, 

, 

moreover the idea that this section -. s a transition (rather than a 

reluctant development section) is strengthened by the reduction in the 

orchestral textures at this point and the clear 'conturapun-IaaIl interplay 

between bassoon, clarinet, and timpani; the desire for tonal movement is 

further emphasized (on p. 16) by : 

(i) the staccato scale for etrinss, 

(ii) the subeoqusnt woodwind phrases - particularly for flutes, whose 

phrases shown an increasing number of notes (, o 4,5,6) and 

r 
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(iii) the consecutive (pizz) ninth chords for strings which 

come to rast on A-flat (= G-sharp). 

At Letter H the final transition sentence (which includes the 

, host important elements of the first two sentences) begins as though 

repeating the first sentence, but (initially) on O-sharp - thus moving 

away from the tonic key of C at last - even though it (also) quickly 

comes to a pause on a (dominant seventh) chord of C (p. 19, last 2 bars - 

p. 20). 

But by now the thematic (and tonal) evolution - together with the 

increasing impetus resulting irom the consecutive ninth chords, the 

rhetorical power of the contrapuntal passage for woodwind and timpani 

and a further increase in speed .- leads to the beginning (at 6/4, p. 20) 

of whit may be called the 'second subject' paragraph; this paragraph 

has frequently been described as t:. ci, first scherzo section. 

This Ischerzc. ' consists of 14 'introductory bars (p. 20, bar 2- 

p. 21 last bar) followed by 3 largely repetitive sentences: 

1. p. 22 bar 1 to p. 24, bar 1. 

2. p. 24 bar 2-p. 27 bar 2, and 

3. p. 27 bar 3-p. 29 bar 1, 

- during, whiz -11 the tempo is further increased to Vivacissimo (at Letter 

J p. 23). 

The introductory bars (fron, 6/4 p. 20 to last bar p. 21) - which 

present the thematic basis of the section - begins a sequence that 

completes a thematic evolution (of Al and the 6th motive of the timpani., 

and which now appear here as a 'new' idea, 31) : 

Vic. 3Pla+ I 

{1ýs1ý 11 1t1 
T"_- 

-____-tý_ý - ýý ---- ; 
Ft 
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and then pa3ses quickly through G minor and B-flat minor to reach the 

first Hain sentence of this second subject paragraph which begins on 

an augmented 6th chord on A-flat: 

This first sentence woves quickly to the dominant of C minor, but, 

at le t4-er J this key centr3 is avoided and (the second. phras3 of) the 

sentence than passes quickly through the keys of A--fiat minor, C minor 

and --f1ut minor to arrive at the dominant of G-flat. 

At this point the sequence is broken, and the doiinant-7th of 

G-flat is taken enharmonically (and as an augmented 6th) so that the 

first S bars of the second sentence now move to the dominant of F minor. 

So far this second sentence has been a simple transposition (a fourth up) 

of the first, but having arrived at the dominant of F minor (p. 25, bar 4) 

the transposition is changed (to a fourth down) so that the rest of this 

second sentence now passes through the keys of B-flat minor, G-flat minor 

and B-ftat minor to arrive at the dominant of D-flat. This enables the 

third and final sentence to begin with a return of the augmented 6th on 

A-flat after wich the following S bars once more move quickly to the 

dominant of C minor. The whole of this short section could be shown as 

follows 

r 

r 

Zx. 385... 
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1st sentence: i--flat (augmented 6th)........... to V of C minor 

then passing quickly through A-flat minor, 
C minor, iflat minor, to V of G-flat. 

2nd sentence: D-flat (augmented 6th)........... to V of F £dnor 

then passing quickly throt h :; -flat minor, 
G-flat minor,, B-fiat minor, to V of D-f18. t, 

3rd sentence: d-flat (augmented 6th)........... to V of C minor 
which is now accepted. 

The beginning of the third sentence is steadied by a G-natural horn 

pedal (supported by timpani) which, from p. 29 onwards, allows the rushing 

crotchets simply to dissolve into quavers so that the direction-'roco rally 

and a change of the signature - to 3/2 (minim = dctted crotchet) effects 

an easy transition to Adagio (p. 30) - in which tempo tha (A6) trombone 

theme'is restated in C minor. 

The design of this : o-called scherzo section is inportsnt (in its 

own right) and illuminates the one-z ovement conception and realization 

of this composition. In essence it fulfils the function of a second 

subject paragraph and,, although it does not establiob any one particular 

key in opposition to C major, it clearly AVOIDS that (tonic) key. 

Moreover it is the result and climax of a Gradual quickening of tha pace 

of the movement - that has been in progress since Letter D -- and which is 

itself accompanied by a very considerable increase in sheer speed. 

Robert Simpson has described this function as "a powerful contraction 

of thought" though it is perhaps necessary to point out that this means 

a quickening of the rate at which events happen, rather than any 

'compression'. The increase in pace is not the result of a sudden 

realisation that to continue along lines comparable to the opening, 

would result in a work of prodigious length: rather it is the inherent 

and essential creative purpose of the work. Therefore this second subject 
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paragraph enhances this purposeful contraction of thought (i) by 

avoiding any one established key centre, while (ii) it is precisely 

because it works through a complete design that it effects the increased 

pace of the movement. 

the importance of the completion and wholeness of this section's 

(sm-all) design is considerable, especially since the 'contraction' of 

thought it represents has arisen as a direct consecuuaee and evolution 

of the opening proposition. Further, the fact that this 'second subject' 

section completes its own design within -- and as a function of -a 

larger design clearly points to the indivisible and organic nature of 

this compositio7. 

At latter L (on p. 30) the trombone theme is restated in C minor and 

accoi p<anied by the G- Sr--flat motive in timpani; the openirg of the 

trombons theme is 'echoedt by horns and bassoons and creates the illusion 

of a complete restatement though, in fact, this theme soon abandons its 

earlier phrases and (from bar 2 p. 33) establishes a sequence that works 

round to the major mode.. But as the tonic major chord is reached it is 

immediätely contradicted by the appearance of the following phrase (in 

horns - which could be derived from A5) : 

And i. ts complementary phrase for woodwind : 

EX 

this reference to n-flat yet again - and the counterpull. ing of 

the C riajor chord .- presents the opporti: nity for a tremendous swing of 

mac. 336 
... 
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harmony to an 2 major chord (at 6/4, p. 36), and although this is not 

immediately taken up it initiates a development (a seccnd transition) 

that will eventually lead to C major: the 'major' quality of this 

major chord (and the fact that it is so 'sharp', even in C major) 

is its eesentif l feature, though of course the thematic phrase by 

which it is characteristic refers to the previous scherzo section and 

will be used again later 

ti. nee 

with the subsequent interplay and counteraction of A-flat and ü rajcr 

(. '; -rwtural) lends strength to the suCgos t-ion that -- 

(i) the scherzo section of pp. 20--29 fulfils the function of a 

second subject pare graph, and 

(ii) that it is about to be followed by a 'development' section. 

s: nd this idea is enhanced by the sudden interruption caused by the 

E major chord (on p. 36) and the introduction of 'new' material that 

now follows. 

however at the 6/4 on p. 37 (twc bars before latter N) the G--sham, 

(of the E major chord) is again taken enharmonically, though the =ovenent 

then settles down to present a sequence that passes - with increasing 

rapidity - through the rJ. nor keys of F, E, &-flat, D, C-sharp, and 

these tonal transitions are stabilized by (double) internal pedals, 

their 'cadencee' are marked by pizz contra-basses, and the passage is 

thematically enaracterised by a scalic phrase for strings, and an 

Me (abbreviated) restatement of tha trerabono theme tote wlior 
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answering woodwind phrase that suggests its derivation fron the 

previous revised version of 11 (and which first appeared on p. 12 - 
3 bars before Lettor F): 

Ex. 389 

4'. 

ý ýýý 
ý'/ 

" 

p 

&his sequence of passing modulations is broken at Allegro molto 

moderato (p. 40) where aG major chord is followed by the major chord, 

of A, 3-flat and C. - all in root position and p. "esented antiphonally 

b3tween woodwind and strin s 

&. 390 
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ho consecutive quality of these major chords occurs as a climax to 

the previous passing modulations and also refers to the ninth chords 

in the (first) transition (p. 16, p. 19). Moreover the subtle prepration 

(which began on p. 35,3 bars after Letter 1": ) for a subsequent increase 

in speed, together with the increasing rapidity of the passing modulations 

that culminates in the sort sequence of major chords in root position, 

suggests that this passage (from Letter 11) is simultaneously fulfilling, 

the functions of development and transition. 

Thus when this ; eeuenco of major chords (beginning at Allegro molto 

u: cderatö p. /, 0) arrives at aC major chord it provides the opportunity to 

introduce a new thematic idea, Cl, in woodwind, acco; ipanied by the G- 

motive in timpani, and completed by the addition of horn phrase that 

corals . to a pause on an added-sixth chord: 

- and four bars e. foer this the. movement comes to a full close in C major. 

Lt. 391 
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The appearance here, of the sate added-sixth that first appeared 

on p. 4 is clearly a further reference to the persistence and 'bulk' of 

C major: further the cadential emphasis (and tonal establishment) at 

this point is quite remarkable - and continues until the movement settles 

down (for an extended section) at Allegro moderato, p. 42. And this 

extended section (begininb on p. 42) lasts until the appearance of Vivace 

on p. 59: its formal outlines are clear and could be sketched thus: 

1st section: D1 (p. 42, ban i) ...... C major 

D2 (p. 45, bar 5) ...... A minor 

Middle Section: (p. 46, bar 5- Lotter T p-54) - 

Third Section: (recap) 

Dl (letter T) ....... E--Plat major 

Lý '' C minor (p. 58 rar2 

The form of this section has been variously described s to gay 

scherzo-like section' (Gray) and representative of 'a kirr: of sonata 

fcrrn' (Parn: et); Abraham avoids giving a title for this section., though 

he refers to the A2 passages as 'codettas'. 

I essential faaturee of ti. Ls allegro section are as follows 

(i) it presents a0 major tonality that includes both B-flat and 

t-flat, a.: d 

(ii) these 'modal' characteristics are cotmtered (at Lotter F) 

by F-sharp; shortly afterwards 

(iii) the tonality is momentarily pulled tcwards the ky of -flat 
(bz; rs 5 ý- 63 p. 44), though 

(iv) this is inuiedi : te;. y contradicted by an energetic (and excitable) 

C major chord that leads directly to 

(v) the first codetta in which th:; : Y-flat (that has ju$t disturbed 

the 0 z« jor tonality* f taken as G-sharp and turnmj t tona li. t. 

to n minor. 
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But this sudden release of energy, together with the move to n minor 

and the enharcaonic interplay of G-sharp/.. -flat, leads to an abrupt swerve 

(p. 46, bars 3- 4) to an emphatic n-flat major chord, and clearly recalls 

the closely similar procedure that followed the C minor statement of tho 

trombone theme (on p. 36,6/4): consequently a further passage of p--ssinG. 

modulations ensues (beginning last two bars p. 46). Phis ccnstitutes. a 

large part of the middle section of this Allegro moderato, and (p. 47 - 8) 

passes quickly through. the minor keys, of . G-sharp,, G, F-sharp, F. and 

i-flat before "the movoment. in steadied by the appearance of a G-natural 

horn pedal (p. 49) which then moves to C. (at Il3tter R) where D1 is 

momentarily reu fated - accompanied by the timpani 6th-niotivo, now 

presented as A-flat - F. 

However the steadying 'influence of': '. major and the appearance of 

the D1 theme is Iquickenod' by the following phrase for contraL"acoeo (n. 5i): 

mac, 392 
i t"i_ 

This 'flexing of the muscles' has already been observed in the Fifth 

SyLphony and its function here is essentially similar: it anticipates 

a tonal -novement. So here, at TAtter ä, the mcvenent shortly a; andrns 

both D1 and S major and passes sequentially through a variety of keys, 

momentarily stabilized' by internal pedals, until. - after sow typical 

tonal prevarication (on p. 54, bars !+- 6) -- it arrives at , 1-flat major 

and begins the 'recapitulation'. 

H, re Di is repeated in f-flat, coWplot© With D-flat and C-flat an. 

until tha end of the codetta (on p. 59), it is followed by a largely 

literal rope .t of the first section (tLLou h of course tie initial 

Move to A-flat is now : ,. al,:: led by a motio" to C-flat). "I'leverthl? le s 
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tiro additional features are subtly woven into this recapitulation: 

first there is another Irauscular'contra-bass entry (last bar, p. 55 et 

seq. ) and secondly there is a new phrase for oboes (x. 393), accompanied 

by a further contra-bass entry and rhythmically underlined by timpani 

on 2. -f1at: though perhaps the most important feature of this oboe entry 

is its low-pitched timbre, since the theme itself does not reappear - 

&y 393 J. ell 
-, 

STU, 

C. .0 

N 

( 

1T 791 
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After a transposed (but literal) repeat of t! ab codetta in 0 minor, 

it breaks off abruptly after its If fl swerve to C-flat (at the comma, 

p. 59); it is immediately fo11c d by a Vivace section that takes up 

the C-flat tonality as B major. 

This Vivace section opens with a 2-bar therie (zýc. 394 ) presented 

by oboes (staccato, and in their lower register) and clarinets, which 

is answered by a phrase for strings, flutes, and bassoons: the whole 

E 
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supported by a G-flat (F. -sharp) horn pedal: 

&. 394, r... r. r. r t, b ̀v&mz, 1 

.- while the section is characterised by 

(i) the antiphonal orchestration, 

(ii) the use of repeated melody notes: and 

(iii) the (augmented-6th) bIX -I harmonic undulation. 

The metrical structure of thi. section is uneven, and this 

I 

contributes to its fooling of irn tnont, c1ini«x: thus althovq: h it begins 

in 2-bar units, a 3-bar phrase appears as early as the 5th bar of the 

Vivace. Following this the section appears to settle down in 2-bar 

phrases but, at Letter V. a farther 3-bar phrase anticipates the 

subsequent modulation to E-flat in which key the 2-bar units return: 

a similar 3-bar phrase occurs on p. 62, (3 bars after Letter º'). 

On p. &1 this section moves to ... 
fiat where the bII -I harmonic 

undulation is continued and at Lotter :d the apparent movements towards 

11-flat is taken as the opportunity to move directly to the dominant of 

G major (at Presto p. 64) - at which point a large part of the design of 

this 7th -ipriony is ccrapleted. 

.. t Fresto (p. 6/4) over a dominant pedal the trecapitulaticnu section 

of this symphony begins with the rcappearaneo of M in 
-horns. This now 

bee,, ins on F-sharp ad twice rises to -natural, before a third repet;. t on 

of this phrase (on bassoons) dovetails directly into the bsginning (of 

the final sto ten: ent) of the trombone theme; the fact that the 11.1 phrase 
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originally began within the key of C and moved to a foreign chord, and is 

now answered by a phrase that begins with a foreign note (F-sharp) and 

leads to the trombone theme is highly significant and suggests a 

considerable degree of thematic and tonal 'resolution', and meanwhile 

the direction 'poco a poco rail' (that accompanies the three appearances 

of Al above) effects a smooth transition to adagio (p. 68). 

The trombone theme is now restated in its entirity, but as it 

approaches its climax the C major cadence (at Letter Y) it is again 

disturbed by the appearance of A7 (with its A- and flat elements). 

zhze sequential. repetition of this i7 phrase (beginning on B-flat, and 

then C) is now acc ompan±ed by an indepe ndant string figure that is 

characterised by the inter al of an augmented-fourth between its outer 

parts; moreover the rushing deni-semiquaver phrase (for cellos, contrs- 

bassoons) adds point to this augmented fourth interval which serves to 

increase the climactic tension. 

The climax of this composition is reached in the passage beginni1 

at Larga,; erte (b ttar Z p. 73) where the reappearance of AS which moves 

to aC major cadence (and is strengthened by the inclusion of F-sharp) 

is at once contradicted by its following phrase (which: originally c, -,, i3 

to rest on an A-flat major chord). And this leads to a confrontation 

and climax on tha notes F-sharp and 3-flat thus: 

, of 

3 

l 
C 

i 
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This tension is resolved by (i) the. hams 'quotation'. of the trombone 

thsma, (ii) by :.!! owing t 3-flat to resolve to a diatonic F major chord, 

while (iii) at 0+1 this F major is again enhanced by the addition of 

an added-sixth in woodwind and a clear reference to X14. This conclusive 

reference to the exposit; on is then completed by a passage which recalls 

the original movement to a half close (bars 13 - 22) and it culminates 

in the following progression; 

Ex- 396 

ný . '7c I 

I- I- Iv-ri0. 

after which a siziplo cadence, and a reference to the (trombone) appoggiatura 

closes the work. 

The organic and indivisible nature of this symphony can not be 

doubted. The character and function of the exposition (and its first 

and second subject paragraphs) has already been discussed together with 

the facts concerning (i) the essential nature of the- increase of pace and 

(ii) the avoidance (in the second subject paragraph) of an established 

tonality. 

The function and realization of the ro$t of this composition is 

perhaps more clearly seen if the attempt is made to present an. overall 

picture of the Sycphcnyi and it could perhaps be sunrized a follows. 

An opening (cadentia? ) statement in C major is disturbed by the presence 

of a nuaber of contradictory ezemcnts; the effect of tha33 (porsisten t) 

elements is gradually overcome by the gravitational pull, of 3 major after 

which the 'body' of C. major is presented in a scstaia3d passage of 

stria; polyphony that culminates in a climactic theme for trombone solo. 
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But as this reaches its (tonic) cadence the passage is interrupted by 

the reappearance of the contradictory elements and the resulting 

tension leads to a tonal and tham=1tic evolution that is characterised 

by a considerable increase in (speed ara) pace and avoids establishing any 

one particular key centre. The latter part of this section creates its 

own design and has frequently been described as the first 'scher ýo' 

section - though it is perhaps more convenient to consider it as a 

second subject paragraph (since it is both complementary to, arxl a 

direct consequence of, the first tonic paragraph). After this the 

disturbance of the tonic key is triken up in (a development section that 

begins in) C minor, and following a further I transition' (in which the 

enharmonic identity of r-fia /G.. sharp - one of the most persistent 

disruptive features -- is itself explored) leads to a further increase 

in speed and a second allegro section. 

The essence of this allegro section (p. 42 - 59) is not so much 

that it is in C major, as the fact that it explores the relationship 

(and works out the tension caused by sorge of the contradictory elements 

that first appeared in the 7ery opening bars) between C major (with B- 

and ! -flat) and its eventual pull to y: -flat (for a 'restatement'). ' 

Further, the fact that this section evolves its owi sonata-like 

design is less important than the roalizatioa that it is a logical and 

imaginative development of the creative; essence of the sy-rnphony. 

Subsequently this design is worked to a climax that provides the 

opportunity for a return to an abbreviated 'recapitulation' which provides 

both the formal and emotional climax and resolution of the composition. 

1. Perhaps therefore the progress of the argumont could be suznarizad "us: 
1) Bar 1. C major is disturbad by contradictory elemants but leads 

to an emphatic (tro. cbone) thcms in tn tonic; 
2) Lotter L: the trombone thsy3 now +etiZ; 3 in 0 minor, 

P. 42 :C major (with 3- and A-flat) is later pulled to E fl -'t 
nnjor. 
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The tautness of the overall design that carries this tonal and 

thematic evolutica is enhanced by the fact that so much of the 

subsequent thematic material can be seen to derive fron the opening 

bars; this movement is extraordinarily economic in its use of material 

yet the thematic relationships are never strained but have a remarkable 

quality of freshness. 

Equally the fact that certain of the 'sectionsI proceed to evolve 

their own designs (in miniature) lends the movement a strength and 

coherence it would not otherwise have had: it enables the progress of 

the argument to be effected without becoming loose-limbed and rhapsodic, 

while conversely, its careful utilisation of these small design (within 

its larger fr : mework) ensures that they arc altrays pertinent and never 

allowed to descend into mare 1sectionalisu'. Further, two of these 

separate small design are worked out at a different pace and accompanied 

by considerable changes i r, . speed: these features are interactive - the 

second allegro section is less fast than the first since it is to present 

its argument in both a more leisurely and a larger design that the first 

and are themselves an inevitable and essential featie in the overall 

purpose of this composition. 

The variety of tempi that this work necessarily encompasses within 

its overall design (and not forgetting the powerful 'transitions' 

thewsel es) are clearly descended frau the separate movements of a 

conventional symphony. But they do not represent the attempt to join a 

series of separate movements together, not do they constitute a work which 

is in effect four movements joined together. 

The Seventh symphony is clearly indebted to its 6 predecessors and 

indeed reflects and shares many of their most characteristic procedures; 
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its symphonic quaUties are not to be doubted, and its size and forja are 

the only logical (and highly im-: ginative) vehicle through which its 

essential creative fancy could be realised. The marvel of this 

composition is to be found in the serene grandeur of its poetry, 

and the Olyipian 'calm' of its passions. 



. CHAPTER 22 

TAPW®LA 

THE TEMPEST 
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CWT22it 22 

"Wh°ea I set out to write symphonic poems it is a 
different matter. 'rrapiola', 'Fohjola's Daughter', 
'Leinkinn', 'The swan of 'Puone lü' are 
suggested to nie by our national poetry, but I do 
not pretend that they are symphonies. '' 

This remark of Sibelius (in a conversation with Walter Legge) 

is the more interesting since there has hoan (and still is) a 

considerable amount of discussion concerning the (non) symphonic 

character of 'Tapiolal, a tone poem for 1arve orchestra Op. 112 1 

and one writer has called this work 'a symphony in all but name', though 

the score is prefaced by the following, quatrain ; 

"Widespread they stand, the Northlands dusky forests, 
Ancient, mysterious, brooding savage drea: cs, 
Within them dwells the Forests nighty God 
And wood sprites in the gloom weave magic secrets. " 

The design of rapiola falls into two roughly equal halves, both 

of which consist of three main paragraphs and a codetta/coda, and it 

' is largely affected through a ionothematic evolution: the main there Al 

is stated at the outset thus: 

-" :{Y '2017 
h 11 f4 k 14 ire_1, 

w r 
ý 

ý 

11 . 7e *ýr- "1 -4: or wtrl Ile 

1. It is scored for : 
3 flutes (and piccolo), 2 oboes, cor ac. glais, 2 clarinets, bass 
Clarinet, 2 btssoons, con za bassoon, 4 horns, 3 trumpets, 
3 trombones, timpani, strings. 

The work takes its name fro,, Taplo, the God of the Forests in Finnish 
iytholory. 
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This (dark? ) theme is clearly in B minor, yet there is a strong 

pull to G-sharp, and (initially) the chord of G-sharp minor; this 

attraction to the major submediant is emphasized in the repetition 

of the main theme ad its subsequent phrases (up to bar 20) which come 

to a close on a sustained G-sharp for horns ever a B-natural roll for 

timpani. 

The subdied tension created by this opening thematic statement is 

released (at Allegro moderato, bar 21) in a powerful string crescendo 

figure (over a mediant, D-natural pedal) and leads to an affiriaative 

statement of the main theme. But even after its sequential repetition, 

which enables this main theme to and on the tonic thus: 

Ex-398 

tho disturbing influance of the (secondary 7th) chord of G-sharp, in 

woodwind and brass, shows that the tension is not entirely resolved, 

though the subsequent xeiodic sentence, A2, (Ex. 399, beginning at 

L tter A) suggests the 'absorption' of tha disturbing G-sharp element, 

and a settling down of the 3 minor tonality - though the end of the 

sentence is marked by an elongated double suspension. (Charactsristica11J, 

however, this melodic sentence is itself momentarily perturbed by tre 

'Fz' chord of bar 40). 

This sentence is repeated (though there are some interesting s. all 

changes of detail - especially the omission of the is-sharp appoggiaturc 

for oboe, acid the inclusion of a D-. n . rural pedal) after which tha double 

suspension begins to evolve into a 'perpetuo' segL-cnce of consecutive 
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thirds above which the maiii theme is repeated (in violas, and mostly 

in separate phrases) no less than eleven times. 1 

At first this perpetuo figure and the repetitions of thr main 

theme are stabilized by a tonic pedal (in contra-basses) but as the 

passage continues a subtle change of emphasis takes place: as the theme, 

diminishes in dynamics so the thirds figure gains in crcizestral strength; 

it begins to generate an independant activity and, at bar 105, it launches 

a sustained dominant pedal effect in strings. . 

This marke the beginning of the second main sentence of this (opening) 

paragraph, and the string pedal now supports the presentation of a now 
2 

. t3, (&x"400) in woodwind. After some sequential repetition of theme, 

this 43 theme, a subsidiary phrase A, (: x. 401) appears, and this moves 

to a conventional half close (in bars 143 - 4). At this point yet another 

variant, J5, (xc. 4+02) of the original theme is introduced (in clarinets 

and violas) and this is itself echoed in the following bassoon pendant, 

A6, (: 9. x. 403) . 
Subsequently (at Letter 3) the woodwind section takes up this A6 

version of the main theme, and their energetic working of it (in close 

canon, at the fifths 3x. 404) recalls the 'propellor1 music of earlier fi 

compositions, though it soon becomes apparent that this propellor will 

not launch a new figure or culminate in an emphatic (tonic) cadence; 

nor will it lead to a change of tonal direction. Listead this first 

paragraph is completed by a subdued cadential passage (Letters F G) 

in which the phrases are prevented f.: om completing an undisturbed B minor 

1. Again the small changes of detail are interesting; " note rmthe subtle 
changes between bars 55-6 and 63-4 and the particular version of the 
m=ein theme they each follow. 

2. It is perhaps worth remarking that, although the mono thematic 
evolutions of Tapiola are extremely ingenious, too few writers 
have commented on the function and importance of the various 
evolutions as NEBl characters in their own right - and whose 
appearance marks the progress of the musical argu ent. 
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cadence thxough the presence of the conflicting elements of D-sharp 

and G-natural, and (in bar 198) this is taken as the opportunity to basin 

a movement away from the tonic key. 

lbs second paragraph (of the first half) begins at letter G where 

the key of D major is accepted with a new thematic figure, B1 (x. 405) 

a new texture, and (for flutes, oboes, timpani, and all strings except 

contra-basses) a new time signature. The workings of this paragraph are 

largely concerned with B1 - whose sense of increased speed is enhanced 

by its tiered scoring and predominantly quaver movement - which is in 

clear contrast (and a welcome relief) to the preceding main theme and 

its variants, and the sequential treatment of this (Bi) theme passes 

quickly through F-sharp minor before arriving back at D major (in bar 229). 

This sequential treatment could be regarded as an elaborate method of 

establishing D major, but, having arrive. back at D, the process is 

continued and shortly arrives at aB major chord where the thirds-figure 

reappears (in horns) and, after touching on the flat side of the hey, the 

movement again settles down in 3 minor (at Letter I) to present the third 

(and final) paragraph of the first half of this composition. 

Tne third paragraph seeks to (re)establish B minor - with soya 

considerable emphasis and in an especially cadential manner: and the 

complex of time signatures is retained as tho paragraph is built up to a 

restrained climax by the repetition of a. number of simple (ostinato-like) 

phrases of which five nay be distinguished : 

(i) a 2-bar figure for violins, Ex-406 
(ii) a phraso in consecutive major thirds (making a 

particular point of £--sharp, the augmented-fourth), 
(iii) the persistent 3 note-relationship for timpani - 

A -sharp, D. r. -natt. ral, it 
(iv) the whole-tone p: 3rase`- for clarinet and piccolo, 

or clarinet and bass-clarinet, and sx. 407 
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(v) the theme for woodwind (which also i es a consiatent r. `k. 407 

use of the augmented fourth), 

_ while, from bar 248, there is a contra-bass pedal (thickened out by 

cellos) which gives a subdoniinan't, emphasis to the passage as a whole. 

As this paragraph comes to its close (in B minor) the thirds-figure 

returns is augmentation (in horns bar 260) while a persistent G-sharp 

regains in solo flute; but as the movement reaches aB major chord (in 

bar 272) the cadence is disturbed by the presence of an A. -natural in bass 

clarinet. The codetta follows and, after a chromatic phrase moving in 

contrary motion for flutes and bassoons, it presents a further variant A8, 

(Ec. 408) of the main theme that finishes its phrase with the subdominant 

(major) chord presented at the very outset of this composition. - ibis .6 

phrase - waich has evolved from the closing bars of the third paragraph - 

is now extended and presented over dominant and (later) tonic pedals to 

complete the first half of this work. 

But, in spite of tho cadential nature of thi. L codetta the movement 

is prevented fron ccrnplcting an undisturbed cadence: subsequently although 

the passage reaches a half close, the extension of the phrase (by violas) 

unleashes a dramatic outburst for brass and timpanil that makes an emphatic 

cadence in 3 minor - though still over a riedient pedal. 

she second half (beginning at Allegro, bar 359) opens with an 

energetic worzing of the previous string phrases, and (in the passage 

up-Letter N) it creates the opportunity for the presentation of a number 

of possible tonal openings, thou&h none of them are taken up (and the tonic 

key is never abandoned) and the passage comes to a momentary pause on a 

C major chord. At Letter .. i this is followed by the appearance of a powerful 

motive (for brass and woodwind, &. 4O03) tnat emphasizes the dominant 

1. But note to use of clarinets. 
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(of 3 minor), but the sequential repetition of this motive (after bar 

407) leads to an enharmonic change of direction and the second paragraph 

of this second half begins at Letter A. 

Anis second paragraph lasts until the return to Allegro moderato 

(bar 462) and it is essentially concerned with the o'ascurstioa of the 

tonic key. It presents a clcsely worked passage, sometimes in canon, 

(= 
. 410) that is at first supported by a sequential progression of 

augmented 6th (in brass and strings) while later (bar 1+29 onwards) 

it is propelled by a sequence of whole-tone phrases. 
1 During the progroas 

of tail sequence the following harmonic ultexnnticn gradually eiarges 

&. 411 

of the passage, and (from bar 465) it marks the beginning of the third 

paragraph. 

fiere the design of "Tapiola' is completed by the largely lit, . ra1 

transposition of that part of the first paragraph of this wort: which 

includes themes A3,4, and 15, as well as the string pedal effect 

though (from brr 4.95) this pedal is now subdominant rather than dominant. 

With the return of Allegro (in bar 513) the 'restatement' of the 

first paragraph is completed by the presentation of another orchestral 

'effect'; for, whereas the first p; xagraph reached its climax through the 

1. lasse wr: ale-lane sequences first appear in thc contra-bass entries 
from bar 429 onwards; subsequently (fro: bar 432) the cello entries 
present a chromatically rising sequence of six 4-bar phrases, and 
tae whole passage culminates in the phrase beginning (on c_nt4ur. -1) 
at bar 456 and rising to G-sh: ap. 

Zveutually this progression alorß achieves complete domination 
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propellor-like figure, the climax here - and it is the climax of the work - 

is effected by a powerful chromatic crescendo for strings accompanied by some 

forceful brass entries 
1 that culminate in the 'fff' climactic outburst in 

bar 569. 

" Subsequently the diminuendo of this climax is followed by a short coda 

(beginning at bar 577) and the scoring of the opening woodwind phrases (bars 

577 - 82) is of particular interest. The phrase itself (Ex. 412) is peculiarly 

Sibelian in essence and function2 - and the scoring is exactly right. One 

vriter, 
3 however, has described the 'fff' marking as 'idealistic', but in fact 

it is purposefully realistic: the tessitura of the high bassoon and low flute 

is exactly right - it contains just the right amount of tension that any 

'easier' orchestration would have missed'. 

The reiaining, bars of this work are shown ( in diagrr atic reduction) 

irk 
V sl 

the following example 
III 

(Ex. 413) : 4, Art 0 -' "oý .- 

i , Cd, 
0- 

I- AArj 

-- IA Eý I tj= I 
I fit - U. 

I- 

.ti 
>ý--- -ý. -sem-- - ---- - . -. 

1ö04". 

1" The relationship between these entries and those in bars 398 et seq is 

obvious -- ana this time they are -llowed to complete their cadential fiýrct. ior, ' 

2. Both the ancest y* of the passage uz id its scoria; Mmy be traced back O as 
far a: the second Inoy ei cnt of ' iýul? e: ýýo' (Pales 61-<} 

. 

3. 'R ph flood. 
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Characteristically these bars (for high strings - deliberately 

employed for climactic tension) illustrate both the musical 'kernel' 

of this composition and its final resolution: they show - 

(i) the basic (disruption' caused by the persistent G-sharp 

in B minor, 

(ii) the countering of this attraction, by the move to E minor, 

(iii) (in bars 593 - 605) the gradual 'settling' of the horns 

thirds-figure, and 

(iv) the final resolution and dissolution of the tonal tension 

in the (glorious) plagal cadence. 

'Tapiola' is the last significant orchestral work of 3ibeliua, 

and perhaps more than any other it ilLustrates the essential distinction 

(in Sibelius's creative conception) between the symphony und symphonic 

poem; indeed the particular character (and achievement) of this work. 

arises from the deliberate utilisation of that distinction. 

The essence and character of'Tapiolal are largely established in 

the opening paragraph, and the initial theratic statement is perhaps 

related to the thematic/tonal propositions of, for example, the Fourth 

Symphony and the First'dumoresqu3'. But it is quickly saown that the 

tonal tension contained in this opening thematic statement is not 

scmething that will be taker. up symphonically and which will effect a 

tonal evolution; rather the tension is to be gradually absorbed through 

the presentation of a number of (almost) static episodes. Further, 

that although the tonality is disturbed bfr this inner tension, the tonic 

key will not be abandoned: indeed the menotonality of IFapiola' 3. s one 

of its most important and impressive characteristics, and is especially 

(though not entirely) responsible for its emotional intensity. 
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And, in regard to the (essentially creative) nonotonality of 

this work, one of the most significant passages is that which begins 

at Letter F; for here the expected, but ]. ong-delayed 3 miner cadence 

is further postponed, and the subdued restlessness of this passage is 

suddenly taken as the 'symphonic working' towards a new key. 

Indeed a new key is quickly reached, aithoueh it is soon abandoned 

and shortly returns to the original tonic - which is then restated with 

considerable emphasis. But while this new key is never symphonically 

established, the symphonic working (of the whole psasage from Letter F- I) 

adds a strength and depth to B minor. 

Sitiilariy the passage between Letters M-N presents an impressive 

novellent towards a climax that creates th3 opportunity to leave the tonic 

key.. But while (from Letter N onwards) t. ae tonic key is obscured it is 

not abandoned: again. there is a degree of symphonic working which, as 

before, is not allowed to becom-, tonally (and symphonically) significant. 

Equally these two passages (between Letters F-I. and M- Allegro 

moäerato, bar 462) do provide some degree of tonal variety, and support, 

for the tonic key even though no other key is established: this allows 

B minor to remain static without being stagnant. 
1 

Tae monotonality of 'Tapiola' is not only impressive in its extension 

and achievement but is responsible for the extraordinary tension - the 

'savage brooding' -- that this work generates (and which is its principal 

emotional characteristic). Indeed this is surely the 'programmatic' 

purpose and 'poetic idea' that animates this composition; the programme, 

1. Once again i'tobert Simpson has coznmsnted very pertinently on this 
very quality, stating that, in ' Tapiola' "there is no real sense 
of noyement", a con nt that is all the more pointed after his 
previous remark "tie symphony is action". 
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as outlined in the quatrain that prefaces the scored is minimal, 

though it clearly suggests tho presence of a brooding character and 

(dark) atmosphere. 

These particular qualities of character and atmosphere are themselves 

created and reflected in the monothem tic and monotonal working of this 

composition, and they are enhanced by the choice of B minor as the key 

centre: for this key is rarely used by Sibelius, and it is very close 

to the 'dark' key area of A ciinor. 

In contract the tautness and symphonic integration (and vitality) 

of ' apiola' is largely duo to its monothematic evolutions; and the 

monothematie character of this work is abLLndantly clear from the examples 

already quoted, while it has already bean suggested twat teere is an 

important relationship betwe'n the particular character of each new 

variant and the function it is to fulfil. In this respect two particular 

passages are worthy of note - the more so since not only do both function 

through a contrapuntal texture, out both also make some use of canon - 

a device that is not typical of Sibelius is musical thought. 

The first of these pussagos is the propellor-like section 

(Letters S- F) in the-vory first paragraph. This is mostly in 3-part 

counterpoint (including a close canon at the fifth) and is presented 

over a sustained dominant podal effect in strings. It arouses the 

expectation of some sort of tonal event and the fact that it does not 

immediately achieve this rc: Jult creatos a considerable degree of tension 

that is pýnrt of the essential character of this work. 

1. ?. i, -, Lc-bon states (p. 155)-- 'c the score contains, as motto, a quatrain 
..... which according to tao , aster, he : Zinself . -rote at the request 
of his publisher". 
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J6 iailarly the passage between i. etter N and Allegro moderato 

(bar 1+62) is again contrapuntal and (sometimes) in canon. Viere the 

coutrapuutal texture provides a convincing pregressiort to (what is to 

be) both the formal and emotional climax of the work. And this is 

especially necessary in this design since the absence of a tonal 

evolution denies ( to the work) that excitement which is -generated by 

the (tonal) preparations for a restatement. This particular pa$, cage 

overcomes this drawback by its irperspicuity, so that the tonic is (later) 

enabled to re-emerge with very nearly all the impact of a convention ý. 

'return'. In this respect, and in the function of its contrapuntal 

character-, tais passage recalls the development section frcm the first 

movement of the Fourth Symphony - which also avoids more normal rye ins 

of progression. 

Finally it may be remarked that the nonothe a. tic evolutions of 

Tapiola', and the progress of its musical argua3at, are enhanced and 

characterised by rhetorical changes in rhythm and speed; thus the 

passage beginning at Witter E suggests the possibility of sabsequzent 

movement because of the greater rhythmic animation of its phrases (in 

addition to its contrepuntal texture and dominant pedal situation). 

Equally the increased vigour of t: ie second half (whose first paragraph 

presents an energetic tonal working that arrives at the doadnant of 3 

minor from where it is taken enharmonically to launch the second 

paragrap; i) is enhanced by rhetorical impact of the predo. -inantly quaver 

movement and contrapuntal texture of tie passage be ; inning at Lotter : d. 

The interplay of all of these features mentioned above - and 

ospecially that of a continuous thematic development worked out in 

conjunction with a deliberately static tonality -results in a wcri; of 

extraordinary tension. IT piola' is a syiphonicallyFintegrated design 
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whose essential character is that it is not allowed to function 

symphonically - and as a direct (and deliberate) result it is enabl e'. o 

project a haunting musical experience of tTapiola' (- the dominions of : cr; o) 

The incidental music to 'The Tempest' was commissioned by the : Loy;, l. 

Theatre of Copenhagen, and the original score consisted of 34 nu bo s 

soloists, rdxed chorus, orchestra, and harmonium; it was first pcr. £cr: ý. d 

in March 19261. Later, Sibelius published the Prelude (Op. 109 No. 1) Ord 

two Suites (Op. 109 Nos. 2,3) containing only 17 pieces. 

The Prelude is essentially an extended crescendo and decrescehdo 'or 

full orchestra based on a simple chromatic figure for strings (Ex. 41! i.; w. 'J.,, h 

is supported by a slow descending sequence of whole-tone chords for hr:. cn 

(Ex-415) and characterised by a woodwind melody Ex-416 (that is used in 

canon, and later appears in augmentation). In performance the onornruto? )-ý, cý '. ic 

effect of this composition is stunning,, but for all its inpact in tho 

concert hall it is the quiet closing section (Letters Fi al fine, where 

the movement avoids any clear-cut conclusion) that haunts the memory. 

The First Suite (Op. 109 No. 2) consists of 9 numbers, and, like t, o 

Second Suite, it begins with (what many would agree to be) its boot 

number, 'The Oak-tree'. The substance of this piece is an undulating 

1. Several authorities state that tTapiola' was written in 1925, and 
'The Tempest' was composed in 1926; Johnson, however, insists tii,,. c 
the reverse is true. 
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hzrrioaic progression (.; x. 417) frequently supported by a D-natural 

pedal, 

the coiposition) above which solo flute weaves a fluid, aLnost rhapsodic 

melody (ßc. 418) that rises to an impassioned climax before the piece 

closes quietly on a (6/3) chord of B, -flat major. 

The aptly numed ' Jumoresque' which follows, is straightforward 

and 'enjoyable - though it lacks the poetry (and depth) of Cho 'numoresquea 

for -io1o Violin. It is sii ple in construction and centres on the 

ambivalence of its 3-flat major tonality (which is marked by a strong 

counter-attraction to G ninor). Although obviously designed as a 

miniature this piece has a delightful sense of fo: uwrd movement and 

simple purposes. 

'Cali. ban's Song' (in G minor) is the first of three character 

sketches included in the published duftes, and as sketches all three 

(rightly) concentrate on only one facet - though they are inclined to 

sound a little contrived. 'Caliban's Song' concentrates on a 'grotesque' 

characteristic, and this is reflected (in its twain thecie, 2x. 419) in its 

persistent use of the augmented-fourth, its abrupt movement to other 'keys I, 

and the use of such bizarre percussion instrument as Xylophone. After a 

contrasting middle sentence, the return of the main theme soon abandons 

any idea of a more penetrating character study. 

(which, althoc h used sequentially, remains ao an ostinato throughout 
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' Iiia Ala "J 
ters', in G minor, is a soi what lengthy number in two 

sections. rue main tilem3 of the first section has a delightful 'rustic' 

character (marked by some modal characteristics) while the section 

consists of simple alternations of the main theme first in G major, then 

hovering on the dominant of D-flat. The extended second section 

(beginning p. 24, bar 2) is based on new material though it bears aaiia 

sort of familly resemblance to the material of the first section - in 

particular there is now a paarsistent use of the augmented fourth (- and 

the relationship between these two melodies (: ßc. 420 a, b) suggests 

a musical anagram) 

nie following piece, 'Canon', is one of the bast numbers of this 

First Sui ta. Unpretentious in of aractor, its simple rhythmic anima, ti on 

and forward movement make it engagingly effective, and in its quiet 

ending it avoids the commonplace. In contrast tixa next piece IScens& 

(in C mayor) is a ternary design, using simple material, that n3vor 

achieves significance or individual character. the middle section in 

C major is undistinguished and tile first and last sections consist of 

a constant (and i fortspinnun ') dialogue (3x. 21) between strings 

(whose melody is thickened out in consecutive 7ths) and woodwind. The 

whole piece is quite u arhed by any äibelian characteristics. 

the '3ercauset in 2. -flat minor is introduced by a harmonically 

intense (and I ff I) Erbar I Intrada I whose tension quickly dies away as 

it approaches tiro dominant (of --flat miner). The 'i? orcew-, ei is 

elegant, beautiful, and restrained: it presents a simple melody (c, x. 422) 

that is occasionally illuminated by subdo: ni. nant major chords and it has 

much in corrmion with such previous pieces as the 'j ovesongt fromI.; oe. ass 

historiques 11, and those in equally rich, dark., keys. 

The paaultiiate number of the Firs. ouite, 'sriels Song', is in 

s, 
s 

A ni. nor, though it: 3 opening sectic : (up to Latter 3) suggests 
both 
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C minor and F-sharp minor before the movement settles down to present 

its main theme in the tonic (in C time). This main theme (Fx. 423) is 

an anguished cnrormätic me lcay (in octave strings) that is twice stated 

simply before becoming sequential and rising to its brief climax where 

there is a broader restatement of the main theme (in 6/4 &. X. 42.4) and 

the piece closes with another of Sibelius Is subtle 'ppp' cadences. 

The choice of key, and the opening progression towards its kay 

centre, suggests the presence of Sibelius in this piece, and it 

emphasizes the lack of this quality in sQ; nz of the preceding; nurnbars. 

The final piece, 'ine Peapest', is an almost literal transcrip; ion 

of the Prelude though it now ends abruptly in . -flat minor: this 

unexpected ending is not as satisfactory as that of the I' ltde i44: 7eLf., 

and certainly it is difficult to argue convincingly for the return of 

the Prelude - as it is actually written i ro - as a final number for 

this First 3uit3. 

The opening number of the Second Suite, 'Chorus of the äri"'xis', is 

(again) perhaps the best number of the Suite. The simple structure and 

exquisite scoring of the opening 3/2 section is finally rounded off by 

short B major section that acts as a climax -a fulfilment of the 

opening section - without destroying its delicate charactcr. This 

'Chorus' leads directly into the 'Intermezzo' which (characteristically) 

is in the key of i-flat minor; but. although there are several deft 

orcrostral touches, this Intermezzo does not sustain the ethoreal beauty 

of the opening chorus (nor does it match the poetry of the 3ercause). 

The Third nuimber, 'Dance of the Nymphs', is straightforward and 

unremarkable, consisting almost exclusively of one theme which is used 
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in both C major and G-sharp minor. It is pleasantly conventional, 

though in no way typical, of Sibelius. 

tPrespero' has been described (by eons writers) as the most 

penetrating character sketch in the Suite; this is probably correct, 

but although its measured deliberation (and 'false relztions' in its 

outer parts) lend it a certain grandeur, it nevertheless seems a little 

contrived. 

The following 'lied I' and 'Lied II' are again pleasant but gtaite 

conventional though the former evokes an alnmos t immediate memory of the 

'Alla marciä from the Karelia Suite. 'Mfirandal follows Lied II directly 

and it opens with a delicatoly scored idea of sole charm (&x. 425); its 

sequential treatment (which has been criticised by coins writers) is not 

unexpected, since, like the previous character sketenes, it is no way 

designed as a serious portrait. 

The melody, orchestral layout, and aarmcnic language of I Mo ; naiads' 

recalls the 1King Christian iI '. 3uita, of weich it is obviously a 

descendant. 3ut while this piece has a greater refinamcnt in its textures 

and spacing (in w. Ach the woodwind have the melody, and strings present an 

accompanying figure while Urass supply t: ie harmonic background) it also 

seems to have lost some of the individuality of that earlier suite. 

The final piece, 'Lance : pi sodel, (in Br inor) q, pears to be too 

consciously contrived to be really successful. Yet (on p. 46, miniature 

score) the sudden move to G minor creates t ha opportunity for ,,: character- 

istically 3ihelian and imaginative ending; the subsequent enharnonic 

prevarication of 3-flat/A-sharp is continued even after a 'U. p. 1 and the 
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ensuing; cadence is as delightful as it is characteristic: 

Ex. 426 

U. 
0 j 

E-12 - 
) (WI (I. 

It is all the more unfortu. 'ste that, these closing bra ocem - as a 

pre-requisite - to demand the uneventful repetitions of the earlier 

phrases. 

The incidental music to "'rä3 Tempest' is imaginatively unevoil and 

ranges from the beauty of the 'chorus of the Winds', the warmth of the 

'Serceuse', and the emotional 'anguish' of 'T'he Oak-tree' and ': Irie1's 

Song' to such conventional numbers of tho 'Dance of the INTyrphs', and 

'Lied I and III, while in certain other pieces (especially 'Calihan's 

Song') there is a striving for 'effect' (and a lack of what- Ralph "food 

culled 'creative impulse') that is not typical of Jibelius. 

The craftsmanship of thsse pieces is undeniable., but the two 

Suites are not as satisfactory or enjoyable as 'Polleas and Iillisand. e' 

or even 'King Christian II', and they add little to the musical stature 

of äibelýu3. 

I.,, -.. . 



CHAPTER 23 

ICOMCLUSION 
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c i.,. P. L23 

It is not infrequently remarked that the range and depth of 

musical experience in Sibelius is not as great as other composers: 

and Nielsen (his exact contemporary) is often cited as a contrasting 

comparison; Sibelius published no opera and only one String Quartet, 

and his contribution to piano literature is very small and nowhere as 

significant as his orchestral music. against this there is the fact 

that a large amount of Sibelius's music remains unknown outside Finlonu: 

this is especially true of his Choral munic (which includes I Eulen 

synty' Op. 32, a work that is impressive in its very 'woodenness') while 

only, a minority of his (90+) songs are known - even ' Luonnotar' Op. 70, 

a hauntingly beautiful tone-poem for Voice and Orchestra, remains 

neglected. 

However, 'Luonnotar' and one or two other works apart, there seems 

little evidence to support the suggesticn that the practical experience 

and knowledge of these 'hidden' works would significantly widen the 

, known range and depth of the musical experience of Sibelius 's compositions. 

Obviously then the achievement of Sibelius lies in his orchestral 

music, though this too has beun described as limited; but the study of 

Sibelius's orchestral works leads to the conclusion that such a statement 

confuses the presence of limitations that arise from choice with those 

that occur through necessity. The fact that certain states of emotion 

are ignored by Sibelius (in his orchestral music) does not merely 

support the view that he was therefore severely circumscribed in outlook; 

rather it supports the simple fact that they were (to hin) unnecessary - 
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and uninteresting. Sibelius's limitations arise from choice, not lack 

of ability or emotional experience; and this led him to purs us 

(persistently) certain lines of thought to the exclusion of other 

possibilities. 

r orenestral music of Sibelius is characterised by a concentration 

on certain areas of musical thought, on their consistent devciopment, 

and especially on their organization; this enabled Sibelius to retain 

his 'handful' of characteristic and frequently observed features and 

procedur=es, and yet in äuccessive compositions to reveal a new quality 

of thought and/or organization, and to present a new and valuable musical 

experience. It is those qualities that define the 'advances' in 

Sibelius's musical development, and made it largely unnecessary for him 

to seek for noch more than the harmonic language and established forms 

he inherited. 

At the same time this concentration and development allowed him to 

use both language and form in an idiosyncratic manner that defies (valuable) 

imitatioa: Sibelius was, like Beethoven (to paraphrase : ovoy) 'a 

" Rcsvolutionary without the ºt. B. obert Simpson suns up jibelius'o cnusica1 

character and achievement by describing him as "Deeply contemplative, of 

closely consistent mind, he creates a music that while it is highly 

circumscribed and based on only a handful of characteristic ingredients 

is able to suggest worlds. '- 't'his creative ability -- which could avoid 

empty mannerisms and yet 'sugg©st worlds', and in er d shows an 

almost constant unfolding of enjoyable creat 

been demonstrated in tie preceding chapters; 

may be telpful to suinarize (and illustrate) 

by considerica individually some of the more 

1ibo1ius1c musical thought. 

1. Simpson, op. cit., p. 36. 

ive ruusical ex-perioece - has 

at this Foist howrrevor it 

this consistent develop, snt 

important features of 
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The basic strength (and success) of Sibelius Is orchestral music 

arises from tonality, and in particular from the presence, consistent 

pursuit, and development of a tonal evolution; of course other elements 

cannot be separated from tonality since they arise from it, react to it, 

complement and charactarise it. Nevertheless it remains true that in 

Sibelius the tonal evolution is the eseential and directly creative 

färee, and that his most valuable and characteristic works depend on a 

tonal evolution for their creative existence; this consistent concern 

will be sketched here in condensed form. 

In the symphonies the most often employed key relkticnships between 

movements (cable I) are mediant, though this was not immediately 

apparent or pronounced in early works: 'Nullervo' is more concerned 

with conventional (dominant) rel: %tionships than with mediant ones, 

and although the 'Lomminkäinen Suite' shows some progress towards 

mediant relationships, both of these works are more remarkable for 

their placing of movements an augmented fourth apart (for dramatic 

reasons). 

Tabe 

Kullervo E min B min FCE min 

Lemsnink inen -flat A min F-sharp min 2--flat 
Suite 

Syr phony IE min 3-flat CE rain 

Symphony 2DD min B-flat D 

Symphony 3C G-sharp C 
(A-flat) 

Symphony 4. A min F C-sharp A 

Symphony 5 Z-flat G n-flat 

, symphony 6D min/C G rain D rain D min 

The First Symphony tco is somewhat unusual in its choice of key 
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centres (though they are entirely dependant on internal and organic 

factors) but from the Second Symphony onwards mediant relationships 

become the norm; the second movement of the Sixth symphony is again 

exceptional - and again dependant on organic and internal factors. 

The key relationships : BITHIN movements (Table 2) shows nn 

un. dstakable development of mediant relationships; and for the moment 

it is only necessary to show the exposition of' the first movements : 

Table 2 

Symphony I 

Symphony 2 

Symphony 3 

Symphony 4 

Synp: icny 5 
(whole movement) 

Symphony 6 

E iain/G Bi inor 

D (F-sharp) A 

CB min/G 

A min (-p C) F-sharp 

-flat ....... G; C-flat...... c, -. flat 

D min (7) C 

I-lore importantly however this development of mediant relationships 

points towards one of the most basic and consistent sources of Sibcliusts 

creative imagination. The characteristic of tonality that most 3eCL1 to 

d 

J 

have attracted and fascinated Sibelius is the tension and energy that arise 

from (i) the exploration and display of ambiguous features, or (ii) the 

fact that features more normally employed to establish tonality can 

function ambiguously. 

This creative concern with ambivalenco/aabiguity is not immediately 

observed a; the outset or Jjbeliusts orchestral compositions; I uuervuI 

shows no direct sign of its presence though there are certain nomcnts 'in 

the first movement which lead directly to particular features in the 

First Symphony - and from where their development is botz consistent and 
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central to this particular characteristic of ton litt'. Equally it is 

possible to suggest some evidence (the 'Nocturne' from the 'lang 

Christian II' Juite, and 'LeAmdnikainens Return') that illustrates 

Sibelius's growing interest in this area in the period up to the 

composition of the First 3yryphony. 

Sihelius's concorn with this particular area of tonality is 

immediately obvious in the first movement of the First symphony where 

there is a tonal conflict arising from the ambiguous and overlapping 

areas of E minor and G major. 
1 This ambiguity is present from the very 

opening of the work - even in the Introduction - and the first subject 

paragraph presents a continuous counterpullin6 of opposing and ambiguous 

elements. In turn this tonal tension is reflected aid paralleled by the 

extended (supertonic-) dominant pedal of the second subject paragrriph. 

The energy of the second Symphony arises from only a slightly 

different source: there is nothing ambiguous about the D n, a, jor tonality 

but its internal organization is cnaracterised by a somewhat fluid 

arrangement - i. e. the 'ambiguity' is now internal rather than an over- 

lapping area between two related keys: this organization allcws the 

supertonic chord to assume a considerable importance and to create a 

considerable tension, the initial presentation of which suggests its 

derivation from cadential formulae more normally used to establish a key. 

In the subsequent presentation of the second subject paragraph t 

internally ambiguous first subject is counterbalanced by the enhancement 

of the subxediant chord (IF-sharp) which : upports the introduction of the 

second subject theme itself. 

ý. Here I must disaCrea with dimpson who, w su describing the dipolar 
oscillation of the first moveizcnt as "the possible root of a 
;; ielsenish process of progresaivo tonalit. y" r. emarks tnot ;, ibelius 
"sees in this a threat rather than a promise'"; perhaps it is merely 
a question of emphasis but, for Sibelius. surely, the promise: v 
already extant in this very quality of ambiguity. 
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At first sight the Third Symphony does not izzmediately appear 

to further the line of tonal development pursued by its predecessors. 

But the essential features of the exposition of the first movement are 

(i) that in an otherwise unblemished C major tonality there is a 'passing' 

reference to the augmented-fourth degree -a feature which conventionally 

helps to stabilize tonality by its pro-donli. nant qualities - and (ii) 

that this passing reference is taken up and directly intrudes upon the 

very moment of cadential climax and tonal, affirmation, and immediately 

effects a modulation to B minor; in turn, in the second subject 

paragraph, B minor swings round to G major, a process that is obviously 

indebted to tos F-sharp....: procedure observed in the Second Symphony, 

itself derived from the extended (medal) pedal in the First Symphony. 

In the Fourth Symphony the source of energy, which is at first 

presented as a dramatic ccm. Tentar; on a note-relationship, arises from 

the presence of the contradictory elements of the minor third and major 

sixth degree that symbolize the tonal alternatives reaching out from the 

central A minor, and which themselves outline the interval of an 

augmented-fourth. This dramatic presentation is followed by a somewhat 

leisurely paragraph that seems to be moving towards the normal mediant 

key when it is abruptly overtaken by the oubnediant, and in a manner that 

takes up the symphonic significance of the first thrco notes (and the 

subsequent pedal undulation. 

Conversely the opening of the Fifth Symphony avoids the dra a t. c, 

though its e. %Tositiozi displays alos a affinities with that of the Fourth 

Symphony. Here, in tin Fifth, the opening harmonic undulation postpones 

the (c&dentiail) progression to the dominnnt chord (and the possibility of 

tonal stabilization) and in so doing creates the opportunity for an 
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enharmonic change of direction (and the sudden movement to G majcr). 

1: oreover the unfolding of the mcvemant as a whole illustrates a further 

development of the counterbalancing of the mediant poles as well as a 

novel and ambiguous functioning of certain moments of the design - of 

which , more later. 

Tonal ambivalence cýýractcrises the whole of the Sixth Symphony 

and it is enhanced by its presentation in rather elusive and enigmatic 

terms. The first 3 bars gently proclaim its presence and it is 

interesting to see just how far this Sixth Symphony presents what could 

be considared as a far-reaching refinement of the First Symphony: clearly 

there is an ancestral relationship. Indeed though it is not immediately 

obvious there is a close parallel between these two works both in actual 

procedures and indeed in the central tonal ambivalence and exploration of 

overlapping tonal areas that are at the centro of their creative imagination 

(and attention has already been drawn to the effect of the presence of 

an Introduction in the First Symphony and its absence in the Sixth). 

The unique organisation and construction of the Seventh Syr-phony 

hakes it rather more difficult to show precisely how it continues the 

line of thought pursued in its predecessors. But again the basic tonw]. 

evolution arises fron the fact that an essentially cadential progression 

(to the tonic) is interrupted by a foreign chord, and the subsequent 

counterpulling of a number of opposing elements. 

" She principal concern of the symphonies therefore is clearly with a 

tonal evolution arising from the presence of ambiguous characteristics 

or the equivocational function of material more normally used to establish 

tonality. The detailed functioning of the S3 ambiguous characteristics 

(or moments in the design) are extremely interesting and wor thy of remark 
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here, but for the immediate moment the subs equsnt movements of the 

symphonies deserve mention in this respect. 

In these movements the central creative idea is continued or 

reflected in a variety of ways, though with Sibelius it is interesting 

to observe just how far this reflection or continuation is exact: the 

following movements do not merely extend or prolong the : ate line of 

thought: they themselves explore it in a manner that directly relates 

to its idiosyncreatic presentation in the first novernsnt, thus althou;; h 

the viewpoint may be different the 'angle 
of sicyht, as it werejrcraaius 

the same. 

In the First Syrphouy, for instance, the second movement is clearly 

taken up with the exploration of the ambiguous area between E-flat and 

C minor which it pursues with a mixture of melodic and synphonic elements; 

the third movement in C major not only makes a point of its relationship 

to E but, in doing so, it makes use of a persistent colour note (i3-flat/ 

A-sharp) which itself made a (dramatic) appearance at a crucial moment 

in first movement. 

In the Second Symphony the Internal tonal fluidity of the first 

0 

movement finds reflection in the second movOraent in the internal 

disturbance of D minor which is initially characterised by tho extended 

pizz, contra-bass line with which it begins. In contrast tbo middle 

movement of the Third Symphony is primarily concerned with a tonal and 

thematic obsession which does not appear to be related to the argument 

of the first movement, yet in view of the character and cons truo-tioa 

of the finale this obsessive quality is exactly right here. 

The unique finale of the Third Symphony is c]E arly concerned - 
to a very large extent - with the question of tonal establishment, 
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and in particular with the arbivalent C... -flat/G-sharp motive which 

was itself derived from aG -- C cadential phrasa-. onding. 

The last three movements of the Fourth Symphony are all concerned, 

in varying degrees, with the presence of the augmented fourth, though it 

is not until the finale that tonal. conflict breaks out; but tho aabivalert 

elements present in the first movement are now cnaxacterised by the 

sustained confrontation of opposing tonalities -a presentation that is 

especially powerful when thero is a simultaneous pulling in contrary 

directions. 

In the Fifth Symphony the middle movement betrays its indebtedness 

to its counterpart in the Third,. thou, h it now achieves s monumental 

aspect: a characteristic that not only appears to take up the G major 

of the first movement, but -- through the sheer size of this deceptive 

, movement - also provides a very necessary balance to that of the first 

movement. 

The last three movements of the : Sixth Symphony further the tonal 

argument in a variety of ways: ' the second movement parallels the tonal 

ambivalence of the first by its own wayward and disembodied presentation 

of G minor, while some moments of the third movement display a 

simultaneous counterpulling in opposing directions enhanced at cne at Co 

by the melody being in canon. 'Ih-- finale, of coarse, is directly 

concerned with the tonal question that, to some extent, remained 

unanswered and unresolved at the end of the first movement. Hero it is 

more passionately presented and indeed offers what amounts to a mirror 

reflection of the first movement, ill 

The fact that this incontrovertible and particularly cr..: t; vg 

basis o: Sibelius Is symphonic compositions ras been somewhat ri 
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overlooked has resulted in the misguided analysis of certain movements, 

largely because (i) the themes have frequently been unremarkable in 

themselves, while (ii) a large part of the underlying and vital tonal 

tension has been stated in 'coamoiplace' terms that have frequently 

1 ben taken as 'introduction' or simply harmonic background. 

Although the First Symphony stands somewaat apart in this respect, 

the first movement of the -Second Sympaony clearly illustrates these facts, 

for the tonal tension suggested in the open harmonic progression is 

not immediately apparent in the (conventional) woodwind theme which 

follows - the so called first subject: only the horn comment reveals 

more obviously its presence. Similarly in the second movement the 

inherent tension and restless energy of the opening phrases for contra- 

basses is not apparent in the following bassoon -melody. In later works 

this procedure is subtly refined --gis in the first movement of the Fourth 

Symphony where the tension remains 'in view' in the persistent pedal 

undulation, though again it is not explicit in the (A2) cello theme. 

The Sixth Symphony carries the, refirement of this procedure a stage 

further and, although a symphonic tension is clearly present in the 

opening 30 bars there is for some time an avoidance of a 'first main 

theme' : yet these opening bar� cannot be considered as just 

'introduction'. Moreover it is interesting to note that because of a 

concentration on themes, the published analyses of such worts (and the 

1. Although ttie description ' co. orplace' is somewhat unjust, it points 
to the fact that several of 3ibelius's themes and/or operi h�riaonje 
progressions are conventional in character; very few have the 
driving daemon that characterises (and m rks the presence g 
of) r3eethoveii; instead aia. iy of 6ibelius'e tnames are clearly 
diatonic and riiymically easy-going, while several of them are 
rather rhapsodic and almost appear to lack the energy their 
position would seem to demand. 
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Second and sixths Symphonies in particular) frequently dispute the 

identification of he 'first subject'. 

tae point is this: the source of energy for tns tonal evolution 

in Sibelius is synp: zonic moves ants is not merely thematic or harmonic; 

tho 'first subject' itself embraces both harmonic and laclodic features 

and it is also characterised by the tension which results from their 

interplay (us has been shown in the Jecord äymphony); more often than 

not previous attempts to isolate the contributory features of Siboliuv"s 

first subjects have concentrated on themes alone, with the result that 

the basic symphonic tension has been overlooked. 

Yet the interp ay of thematic and harmonic features in the oponin 

bars of 6ibelius's compositions generally wii es a quite fascinating study 

in itself: apart from t. ". o s1 phonics several e: a ples spring to hind 1,21 
though parhaps the 'Humoresques' may serve as convenient example-c. 

The construction cf the main thanies illustrates their tonal purpose 

and although this can easily be seen in those that aro characterised by 

the presence of the $disturbin ' elements themselves - as for c. -; ample in 

the Firs Humoresque, First äercnada, or the List movement of tile FoUrtn 

Symphony, it is no less clearly apparent in the first main themes of 

such works as the Second and Fifth Sy-..; phonies, 'The Oceanidos', and 

'Pohjcls's Dau.. ghter' : the openinc bars of the Fburth iu=oresque are 

perhaps typical in this respect since the main solo theme presents 

little more than the G minor tonic chord while the acco upanyin, harmonics 

suggest F- or 3-flat. 

h o: Yever the tonal functions of the main theme are also o be ý 

observed is the tAematic evolutions twat occur in response to and as a 

direct part of the tonal evolution. One of the most obvious exnples 
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of this occurs in tue Fifth Symphony (first movement) where thero is a 

complete recasting of many of the main themes; but the thorn tic 

evolution can also be less dramatically obvious as is illustrated by 

the gradual rapprochement of the first and second subject themes 

in the first movement of the £hird Syzplony. I-Sore subtle still, 

perhaps, is that of the Fourth Symphony (first moverasnt) wherein the 

successive changes from augmented-fourth, to perfect fourth, then 

diminished fifth, are rp ortant in reflecting the progress (and 

emotional state) of the movement - and are quite characteristic. In 

contrast thematic evolutions outside a tonal evolution reach their climax 

in such a work as ' apiola'. 

In Sihalius to orc: iestr:. 1 music the main themes are present both 

as individual characters in their own right and as a funct; cn of tonality. 

of course, themes also function in relation to their programmatic 

inspiration and this too is an interesting feature of tha opening bars 

of several works: the atmospheric (arid deliberately non-thematic) 

opening of ' &a Saga' is ideally suited to the unfolding of a ttyth as 

is the cello 'recitative 1 at the beginning of ' Poh j ola's Daughter'; 

in contrast there is the direct tone upon a tie' statement of the 

''The Bard' and a pictorial representation of the sea in 'The Oco-Liides'. 

But such is the influence of the creative characteristic of tonal 

ambivalence; ambiguity in. Sibelius 's symphonic compositions that it 

becomes increasingly difficult to separate the individual contributory 

factors that make up each work since they respond so closely (j) to the 

tonal arg m3ni and (ii) to the manner of its individual presentation and 

idiosyncratic characterisation. 

it is partly for this reason, together With an undere;: timatio: i of 

the essential tonal basis of some of iihelius's movero3nts, that has lod 
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to the paradoxical fact that the formal innova-. ions for which äibelit 

has been praised have not always been accurately assessed, and some 

remain unrecognised (even by accepted authorities) : there are at 

least two instances, the middle movements of the fiird and Fifth 

Symphonies, tilich are frequently dismissed lightly w: iereas in fact both 

are quite unique movements and achievements - especially that of the 

Fifth. Similarly the second and third movements of the Sixth Symphony 

sustain and react to the prevailing tonal argument of the first movement: 

they maintain (and enhance) the tension until it breaks out in direct 

conflict in the finale, and their effect is therefore greater than their 

own modest dimensions and design would seem to imply - i. e. the 

significance and impact of these movements is incra; sed as the result 

of the reaction between their own uniqu designs and their specific 

contexts. 

Sibelius's formal innovations lie in two main areas, the first of 

which is seen in those movements where a completely new and unique 

designs are evolved: as in the finales of the Third and Sixth Symphonies, 

the first movsment of the Fifth, the third movement of the Fourth, and of 

course the whole conception of the Seventh (in addition to the middle 

movements of the Tii:. rd, Fifth, and Sixth Symphonios rantioned above). 

But at the same time it needs to be stressed that these unique designs 

arise in response to internal creative necessities that are, in turn, 

consequent (and dependant) upon the use and experience of provious 

conventional designs: the process is evolutionary though the results 

are sometimes almost revolutionary, and. certainly the direct control of 

'pace' (in the finale of the Third or tos first movement of the Fifth 

Symphonies) opens up a considerable (and hitharto unexplored) area of 

creative possibilities. 
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But even these unique designs do not completely represent the 

extent of Sibelius's formal strength and innovate ions. Internal 

reorganization of sonata form movoments is probably most immediately 

noticeable in shortened recapitulations as in the first movements of 

the First, Seoond and Fourth symphonies, and there is also the apparent 

(and complete) omission of a return in such contexts as the second 

movenents of the Fourth and Sixth Syrip}ion_ies. The significance of 

thsse alterations has already been made clear wnen discussing these 

works, though it is perhaps worth repeating here that these chances are 

severely functional and arise (only) in response to the necessities and dem ndE 

of the design and its tonal evolution; in the ; majority of cases the 

essential fact to he realised - and it is Prequantuly äe: -iored in critical, 

writings - is that the abbreviation *occurs because the cmitted caterial is 

now no loner necessary. It is not merely redundant; rathsr the return of 

its presence would reintroduce the tension and energy from which tho whole 

design originally evolved. For example the opening chordal figuro of 

the Second Symphony does not return because the tonal fluidity it 

original_y czcracter ised has now been resolved; similarly in the s©eorxi 

noversent of the Fourth 3yn; phony, o. repeat of the opening (first) section 

is unthinkable, for the second section has wor e. 1 out and risolved the 

tuideriyine (though r: st: nined) tension of the first. Lie (r )evoluCionary 

formal innovations of Sibelius are essentially forraal consequances -. a 

devalap further e=mple of which is to be found in the mezat of the sz; , zý ný_ 

up t theme in L äe i'inales of the first three synphonies (while latar the 
finale of the Fifth illustrates tho easy acceptance of a sI1.7 ajnb_aP thlcj 

Within a sonata design). 
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The lhidden' strengths of dibelius's formal construction are 

several, though the first is simply that his symphonic outlook enabled 

him to think in terms of complete and extended paragraphs of musical 

thought -a fact that, outside the symphonies, is responsible for the 

success and strength of such a work as tiiakastava'. Within the 

s, mphonies these extended paragraphs are finely balanced in both 

dimensions and, more importantly, tension, and this apparent from t. » 

exposition of the First symphony onwards. 

These paragraphs are joined together by very short, functional 

transitions that themselves, in the later works, reflect the essence 

of the movement: for example the transition in the first raovcnent of 

the Third Syinpao :y is more directly concerned with the essence of 

the movement than its counterpart in the. First, while the transition(s) 

in the finale of the Fourth Symphony are at the .t art of the tonal 

argument. 

Equally, in the first movement of the Sixth Symphony, the transition 

itself marks a distinct advance in the progress of the tonal argument. 

But although this work and Seventh Sympnony represent the furthest point 

of such a development of the functional moments of a design,, it is no 

less clearly exists in such moments as the 'thoughtful summary' in the 

recapitulation of the first movement of the First Symphony or the 

subsequent coda where the opposition of timpani and brass ne vertifto loss 

significantly avoid aG major chord, thus continuing to narrow dotrl tho 

choice of key and justify the movement ending in ýs minor. 

In fact the central tonal concern of the seven syý: nphonies so 

p,; rmeate3 the entire ccnstruction and fabric that the functional moments 

of the design are made to respond in accordance to it and with a vaMio ty Af 
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responses that equals the number of movements themselves; in one 

case there is the ambiguous functioning of whole sections of th3 design, 

as in the Fifth . Sy-. phony, where it is not imxdiately clear as to whether 

a development or a recapitulation (and coda) are presently unfolding, 

while in the Violin Concerto there is an amalgam of cadence and 

development. 

Equally the response of the development sections in 3ibelius's 

symphonic movements general'y also shows a growing concern with the 

essence of the movement and not just a thematic development. &camples 

of this are to be seen in the first movements of the Third and Sixth 

Symphonies, while that of tha first movement of the Fourth directly 

advances the argument by avoiding more nor. .l means of development; 

similarly the development section of the finale of the Fetm'th presents 

the argument in"a static form so as not to pre-empt the tonal conflict 

that is to follow. 

In the Fifth Syisphony the process of development is present for a 

very large part of the first movement though the late inclusion of a 

'development' section is even more remarkable since it is so directly 

concerned with changes of tempi and pace (as well as the sheer number 

of thematic, orchestral, textural, and rhythmic features that cog.: in :o 

play at that point. ) 

So far, however, this outline of the development of Sibelius's 

particular concern with madient key relationships and especially tonal 

ambivalence illustrates his close consistency but does not show the 

important fact that both of those interests are constantly revitalized 

by their use in neu contexts outs!,. dc the symphonies, aryl by their 

inevitable contact with other ideas and procedures: indeed this cross 

fertilization itself produces new ideas that are then develrop<d, creating; -- 
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as it were -a chain reaction of development and creative oppo: tunity-. 

4lthou6h thin, inter-relationships is mostly restricted to that 

between the symphonies and the symphonic poecis (and Violin Concerto) and 

is particularly concerned with a growling interest in changes of speed 

within movements, one of the first clear examples of this progressive 

and interactive relationship arises from the fact that in the Nocturne 

of the 'King Christian II,. Suite a simple undulating harmonic prc ression 

is suppcrted - for the first tii in Sibelius 's orchestral works - by a 

mediant pedal and this, of cocase, is to beco. s of vital importanco in 

the conception and realization of tie First Symphony: indeed the First 

3rnphony is founded on the tonal ambiguity that the nediant pedal helps 

to create (and the irportance of the timpani entries have been discussed). 

Consequently 'sL. n saga', which is almost totally concerned with the 

exploitation of an ambiguous tonal area most particularly over a mediont 

pedal, was revised after a lapse of nine year;. 

Equally the experience of 'Leid käinen's Return' anticipates some 

of this tonal ainbivtlenee, and togettihtr these two works establish what 

could be taken as the general pattern ei the tone-poews. Certain later 

works, 'Pohjola's Daughter', and 'Night-ride and Sunrise', are rather 

outside this pattern and are nncya symphonically active. 

In turn the revision of inn Saga' presents new factors vr:, ich ro 

themselves exploited and explored in subsequent works. Two features in 

particulsr are noticeable in this respect: first, 'En Sagal begir"s in 

A. minor - the furthest point away from its central &-flat tcrali. ty .. and 

although the two keys are not brought into direct contact, the relation- 

ship no: a exists within one movement (and not merely as before bo twccR 

movements); socoxlly, in the first section of 'En Saga' the gradual tenni 
i 
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movement (from a minor to s--flat) is paralleled by a gradual increase 

in speed (and the equally gradual realization of a main there). 'ihis 

change of speed could well have developed from the contrasting speeds 

of the first and second subjects in the finale of the First Symphony, 

and possibly from the experience of ' Letaninký. in. en's Return'. there 

there is a clear interest in 'speed' and the suggestion of its increase, 

as well as a tonal move, -,: eat from C minor to -flat. In 'rn Saga' the 

chance of speed is accomplished smoothly and easily and it is directly 

bound up with a tonal movement -a feature that is to become even more 

significant later. 

The relationships of the First and Seco: 4 Symphonies has already 

been fully discussed but it is possible to suggest that the transition 

(from the Second) to the 'advances' observed in the Third Symphony are 

in some measure due to the experiences of the Violin Concerto and 

'Pohjola's Daughter'. 

Tiro unique üeSign of the finale of the Third : symphony is 

considered by some authorities to show an abandonment of previous lines 

of thought (and design) and to represent the taking up of an entirely 

new idea. But its evolution and use of a 'su==ing-upi theme is obviously 

indebted to the previous experience of tha First and Seconx Symphonies: 

in particular to the 'big tune' of tna First (which included a dramatic 

change of speed) and the advance of this idea in the second (where a 

similar effect was achieved through the tperpetuo-likes character of the 

second subject and within the prevailing tempo). In turn t ha striking 

simplicity of the finale of Violin Concerto would seem to be an experience 

that was necessary before the finale of the Third Symphony could be 

realised. However the design of the finale (of trio Third) is not only 
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concerned with an increase in speed, but with the direct control of 

'pace' and it is the presence of this governing factor that makes it 

so unique and successful. 

The key schemes and exposition of both the first movements of the 

Violin Concerto and the Third Symphony have some features in common - 

and different to the first two symphonies - while in 'Pohjola's Daughter' 

the sheer dramatic impact and orchestral characterisation of 

the striking modulation (from B-flat to E) seems to be reflected in the 

fnird Symphony. The power and 'advance' of this modulation results from 

the direct juxtaposition of these two keys (an augmented-fourth cpart); 

the ancestry of this idea reaches right back through 'En Saga' to the 

Lenrsinkäinen' Suite and 'Kullervo' and its future development is to 

result in such a profound experience as (the last movement of) the Fourth 

Symphony, though not before the intervening experience of what is other-- 

wise a rather disappointing composition, 'The Dryad'. 

Pohjola's Daughter', like ''in Saga', begins with an increase in 

speed as the tonic key is establishad and the rain theme evolves 

towards its characteristic shape; consequently the conception of 

lNight-ride and Sunrise, (in which the final section appears as a sort 

of extended 'st 
. naing-up') is bound up with the direct relationships of 

changes of speed with changes of tonality, and the results of this 

experience (together with that of the Third Symphony and its antecedents) 

is eventually to be revealed in the first movei nt of the Fifth Symphony 

where the tonal evolution and pace (and changes of tempi) are indivisibly 

intertwined (a double helix) to create a further unique designs a design 

whose structure is only now becoming fully appreciated. 
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the composition of 'NtChtride and Sunrise' (in 1907) was followed 

by 'The Dryad' and although this is not a particularly successful or 

poetic composition, it is the first to present tho tonic.... augmented 

fourth relationship as a direct conflict. Previously this key relation- 

ship was used for dramatic contrast but avoided the idea of diametric 

opposition (even in the i: ýnedia. te juxtaposition of these keys in 

'Pohjola's Daughter') and it is precisely this quality and procedure that 

is pursued in 'rhe Dryad' and which is again associated with changes of 

tempi, albeit of lesser importance than in some earlier works. 

The interval of the augmented fourth characterises the whole of the 

Fourth Symphony, and although it disturbs the F major tonality of the 

second movement, in the finale it creates an extended and violent 

conflict between keys an augmented four-th apart (and for some this is one 

of the most profound movements in Sibe] tosIs Symphonie; ). Subssgtsntly 

this dramatic key relationship is reflected, to some extent, in the 

First and Second Violin Serenades whiqh point towards the conception of 

the 'Humoresques', while it is difficult not to feel that 'The Bard' 

is a consequence, per contra, of the Fourth Symphony. Further it hrrs 

already been su. Cested that the expansive character of 'fhe Oceanidest 

derives partly from 'the Bard' and anticipates this characteristic of 

the extrovert Fifth Symphony. 

The Fifth Symphony avoids the conflict arising from the presence 

of the augmented fourth and its first movement is essentially cor_eorned 

with a thorough-going exploration of increasing sp:: cds and pace while in 

the Sixth Jyziphony the idea of o posing speeds/tonalities appears in 

: ore poetic (and introvert) characterisation in the first and last 

noveients; moreover the capricious nature and design of the deceptively 

simple second mcvew.: nt refers back .o the 'liaLmoresqu: s'. 
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The conception and realization of the Seventh 6ymphony has been 

discussed in some detail and it is only necessary here to state that both 

its one movement design together with its crucial tonal evclution and 

changes of tempi (and pace) are directly related to previous e eriencos 

and are inconceivable without them. 

Sibelius's consistent concern with tonality led him both to accept 

the existing harnonic language and to a general avoidance of 'modern' 

harmony. But the statement of this fact does not imply that his harmonic 

language was therefore passive or unadventurous. On the contrary the 

very strength of Sibelius's harmonic language and its application 

originates in the fact that the existing 1angunge he inherited was 

sufficient for his expressive needs: and sufficient not only in the 

ran--a of its vocabulary but in the sense that it would respond to 

personal and idiosyncratic trcat. ent -. and in Sibellus's orchestral 

music this is characterised by the strength and purpose (and poetry) 

of its progressions and, especially, by its long range functioning. 

Jr, fact these characteristics features are largely interdepandant, and 

the logic of their progressions can result in such uncompromising clashes 

as 
F. x. 427 

_.. ýýu 
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The example. from 'fn Saga' occurs near the beginning of the work: 

its striking appearance at this point is eminently logical in that it is 

ideally slated to the generation of energy (and of seeking for tonal 

direction) that its context demands. it more significant and extended 

example is shown by the quotation from the Sixth Symphony, and this is a 

convenient and pointed illustration of what is meant by long range control 

and functioning of harmony in Sibelius - and which is (partly) responsible 

for a large part, of the inevitability that so characterises his best 

orchestral works; for the effectiveness and indisputable logic of this 

striking clash arises from the growing confrontation of D minor and 0 major 

that has been in progress from the beginning of the movement: note too 

the important fact that this important event is non-thematic. On a 

smaller scale, though just as effective in its context, there is the 

oxe-mple from the Fifth Humoresque: this too is utterly logical and clearly 

involved in a tonal argument (which amounts to much more than the 

harmonic 'experimentation' of which one writer remark-s. ) 

But the extent of the strength and logic of harmonic progressions 

does not merely reside in the degreeof dissonance they produce: rather 

it is reassured by the variety of their application (and of context). 

Take, for examples the exposition of the first movement of the First 

Symphony: here the first paragraph is entirely taken up with the oposition 

Ex. 42 91 tý, I 
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of .6 minor and G major and the harmonic progressions which support 

this oposition are severely restricted. But in the second subject 

paragraph this technique is 'foreshortened' so that there is now no 

more than an extended undulation between two chords in the same key. 

Iiie result of this is that although the harmonic (and ; cnal) direction 

is never out of sight (or hearing) it generates a tension that - 

characterised by its second subject themes - complements and balances 

the ambiguous tonal tension, of the first subject. In subsequent works 

similar slow alternations of harmonies prove to be one of Sibelius's 

more frequent (and constantly creative) procedures: they are found at 

the beginning of such widely different works as 'The Oceanides', the 

Fourth iumoresque and the Fifth Symphony. 

However the above example from the Sixth Symphony also illustrates 

a further quite characteristic facet of Sibelius Is hr. rnonio style, and 

it has its roots in the compelling logic of such a progression as has 

just been mentioned with regard to the first movement of the First 

symphony: the overlapping of chords, or the growing of one chord into 

another. mples of this procedure, which are numerous and occur 

because the direction and purpose of the harmonic progression are so 

clearly predetermined, range from the simple anticipatory entry of one 

note, frequently in timpani or tonte -breses as in 'The Bard' (Ix. 430) 

to the almost simultaneous presentation of two unconnected chords in 

ý rapiola' (=x. 431). 

! he inevitability and consequent strength of Jibelius's harmonic 

style is also reflected in the way in which he charts the progress of a 

musical argument by such a subtle device as making some small but 
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significant changes in the successive presentations of just one chord: 

the first movement of ' Las Lava' is a clear example of this. Moreover 

the fact that Sibelius is able to use such devices 

so frequently, and more i-mportantly within widely differing contexts, 

is evidence that they are 'princip? es' of cons-. ruction and not merely 

'na, " erisms' : thus the charting, of the progress of the musical argumnt 

by the differences in the presentations of one chord is clearly extended 

in range and depth by the 'progressiv; ' presentations of the two opposing 

'tonic' chords in the fist movement of the Sixth Symphony. 

one further feature of Sibelius's h=monic style remains to ba noted. 

it is simply that there is a general avoidance of heated rhetorical 

climaxss and dramatic cesturea; such is. the 3tronGth and clarity of the 

harmonic progressions and diroctica that when a Paragraph or even a 

complete movement reaches its climax then the fu1fi1i ent and conclusion 

is f-equently laconic and never degenerates into empty bombast: tº1oss six 

(spaced) chords that complete t:. Fifth Symphony are one exrrpio, while 

the octave 3-natural, 'zf', t at rounds off the exposition of the first 

movement of the First, Sy;. ip zony is another. 

: squally the moments of climax, which can be as pointed as that of 

the Sixth Sy. phony ('x. 347 ), aro ne poworfal and climactic as is 

necessary. lcreover it is at this point that Sibelius frequently 

illustrates his unique and purposefu]. orchestration and in this sense 

the orchestral colours are a direct function of the design and tonal 

evolution. gain exa. mplss of this are numerous and in addition to that 

of the 3isth: or the coda of the First, mention must be made of 

that in 'fapiola' (bar 577 al fine) or that of 'Nightride and Sunrise' 

(Fig 
, i9 et seq). 
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flip feature that denotes the presence of Sibelius almost as 

imi ediatoly as rhythm, denotes the presence of Beethoven is (äibelius's) 

orchestration, though the term 'orchestration' appears inaccurate when 

applied to Sibelius since it is so obvious that theme and colour are one 

being (though viewed from different perspectives). Several writers 

have mentioned $ihelius's extraordinary use of the orchestra though few 

have demonstrated the fact that, as Constant lambert remarked, "Like the 

colour in a Cezanne laidscape, Sibelius's orchestration is an integral 

part of tile form". 1,2. 

The essential fact of 3ibsliuo's orchestral writing is that it is 

conceived directly, and one would unhesitatingly say 'spontaneously', in 

orchestral terms; this seems to have been an inborn gift since, although 

it is refined by experience and polished and pointed by the unfolding of 

the tönal/theraatic evolution it carries, there are in ':: ullervo' several 

moments whose essence lies in their orchestral characterisation (e. g. se: ond 

niove:; ient, pp. 61-2). It is important to realise that a large part of the 

strength of 3ibelius's orchestration is to be comprehended in this fact: 

in the union of interesting/boautiful/powerful orchestral sounds per se, 

and their function within the design. The constituent elements csri 

rarely be satisfactorily separated -- the String Quartet is a notable 

exception wiiiie the piano music sounds like 'na:; ed ' orchestral 'music - 

though the intention of the orchestration has sonstjmes been misunder- 

stoodo. one obvious example is that passage for higs bassoon and low flutes 

in ''rrpiola' (bar 577) - no other orchestral colours would obtain the 

exact degree of tension needed at this particular ron.; ent. 

1. io carry this simile further: Cezanne's landscapes depend, for their 
existeace, on the fact that colour alone can carry perspective; 
indeed that (Jecarne's) colour and persooctive cannot be divided; 
so too '4th Sibelius, theme and colour are indivisible, one entity. 

2. Lr bert, op. cit., p. 225. 
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Of course the function of timpani and/or Gran cassa is deeply 

involved in this conjunction of function and orchestral colour, and 

other striking, details illustrate this same characteristic: there is 

always a vital musical reason for notewort_iy orchestral moments, details 

and effects in Sibelius - in 'fhe Bard' the solitary note for tam-tam 

marks the arrival at the tonic major chord while the use of tstahlstf'oel 

in 'The Oceanides* is just as much a simple musical necessity as it is 

an 'impressionistic' effect. 

In addition there is the consistent development of the 'lion-roars', 

of the 'propellor' music and the recurring t; se of high strings at moments 

of climactic tension as well as the indispensable use of timpani as a 

tonal 'sign-post' and indeed as the 'instrument' of tonality at certain 

crucial mom-nts in the symphonies. 

When considering Sibelius's use of the orchestra it is interesting 

to recall 3irspson's remark that "Sibelius's wonderfully consistent and 

homogenous treatment of the orchestra (is) a kind of polyphony" after 

which he points out that "the prime characteristic of his orchestral 

writing is the mastery of its internal flow; the parts, the sounds are 

made to melt and shift upon and into each other with infinite cunning". 

This is undoubtedly true, though it is worth remarking that there is more 

polyphony in Sibelius than is generally realised, and 'r piola' and the 

Sixth Synphony maces use of such severe contrapuntal devices as canon. 

The synp`"lonies are narked by a considerable amount of polyphonic writi-tz 

including that magnificent passage for divided strings in the seventh. 

But both here and in several other instances although the parts have an 

independance, a flow and a sense of movement (the essence of counterpoint) 

ý, Simpson, cp. cit., p. 1,7. 
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its polyphonic . uality does not simply manifest itself in imitative 

writing; it is also to be comprehended in tho development section of 

the Fourth symphony and the opening paragrapa of the Sixth both of which 

reveal its purposeful presence. Further the musical experience of such 

passages as the opening of the Second and Fourth symphonies suggests 

the idea of counterpoint in their linear separation and in the contrast 

and tension of independantly moving characters. Finally it is Forth 

noting its presence in the quiet (but vital) and momentary mioalignments 

of contrapuntal lines in the 'development' section of the second movement 

of the third 6ymphony. 

In contrast it perhaps needs to be remarked that the formal 

mastery of äibelius is largely restricted to large-scale and/or 

syýnl, ýioric ^ovsrients; a suggestion that recurrs wit: increasing insi 3 fence 

is that in his sns11e-scale works Sibelius appears to be creatively inhibited. 

rno small-scale works that are successful arc relatively few: 

Irakastava' is exceptional and gains its strength from separate 

movements functioning as sections of a larger overall design; in 

other compositions the presence of a solo instrument (as in the Violin 

aumoresques) appears to offset the limitations imposed by their 

dimensions. 

l: ýis brief summary of the we and development of sorge of Sibotii Is 

characteristic features and procedures has made repeated references to 

certain works and examples: and the reason for this points towards 

one of the essential di. stir.; uisW. nc features of any valuable orchestral 

composition by Sibelius - the striking fact that so many ideas are 

present aad are simultaneously developed to achixe one totally unified 

cro t: oýl that possesses a wealth of diversity. 3ibeliu$ appaars to be 
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capable of thinking- on a number of different planes at the same time - 

all with a view to the particular effect required for the immediate 

moment, and yet with a careful regard to the sense of overall direction, 

purpose and progress of the design. This is frequently accomplish ad by 

making one particular procedure function simultaneously in a number of 

capacities, or by ensuring that two or more features are so interdependunt 

teat in order to function they must do so in creative conjunction: t! 

pace and speed of the first movement of tna Fifth symphony cannot be 

separated from its tonal evolution ,j to t as the overall design of the 

third movoiänt of the Fourth Symphony cannot be separated from its 

pace or orchestration; the detailed charting of the 'steps' of pro rozs 

in the finale of the Third Symphony illustrates this clearly, and takes 

account of its orchestration. Indeed, in the orchestral works Ceaera ly, 

the orchestral colour is a (pre-)requisite dimension of the conception 

itself. Conversely it is also pertinent to point out that if the central 

tonal essence is removed, as it appears to be in several smaller works, 

then both the interplay of the constituent elements and the overall 

design loses its energy, and results in imaginatively unequal or 

uninspired compo3itions. 

If one agrees frith Georges Bracque that "there is no pro; ress in 

art, only a clearer definition of its boundaries" then it may be said of 

3ibelius's orchestral compositions that not only are the boundaries more 

clearly defined but by the very act of definition they themselves are 

shown to open up further (infinite) possibilities; like the boundcri, s 

of the expanding universe, they are limited only by the rate of their 

infinite expansion. 

OW 
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CATJLOGT OF Oýlc: B STRLL WORKS 

Abbreviations of Publishers' names 

B&H Breitkopf & Härtel, Wiesbaden 

C Chappell & Co., London 

H W_lheLn Hansen, Copenhagen 

L Robert Lienau, Berlin 

The abbreviations F (for Full Score) or M (for Miniature Score) placed 

against the Publishers name, indicates the particular scores to which 

reference (+ especially page numbers) is made in the main body of the text. 

Date of 
Opus Title Publisher Composition 

7 'Kullervo', symphonic poem for soprano, B&H (H) 1892 
baritone, mole chorus and orchestra: 
( 1. Introduction 

2. Kullervo's Youth 
3. Kullervo and his sister 

( 4. Kul]. ervo goes to dar 
( 5. Kullervo's Leath 

9 'En Saga', tone poem for orchestra B&I. (3I) 1892 
rev. 1901 

10 'Karelia Overture' B&H (F) 1893 

11 'Karelia Suite' B&H (F) 1893 
1. Intermezzo 
2. Ballade 
3.1llla marcia 

14 'flalzastava' B&H (H) 1911 
1. The Lover (rewritten) 

2. The Path of the Beloved 
3. Good i light - Farewell 

16 'VRrs'ng' B&H (F) 1894 

22 'Le=&ih- . nen Suite' for orchestra: B&H (U) 

1. Lcmnin:: Z, incn and the 1 widens of 
the Island 1895 

7'M9 Iov 2. The Swaz of Tuonela 1893 
rev. 1897,1900 

3. Lemmini. ainen in Tuonela B&H (ii) 1895 
rcv. 1897,1`)?. 
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Date of 
Opus Title Publisher Composition 

/. Le; mnikäinen's Homeward Journey B&H (H) 1895 
rev. 1897,19C 

25 'Scenes historiques I'; for orchestra B&H (F) 18 9 

rrv. 1911 

1. XIX Overtura 
2. Scena 
3. Festivo 

26 'Finlazidia' B&H (F) 1899 
rev. 1900 

27 Incidental I'. usic to 'King Christian II' B& Ii (F) 1898 

1. Elegie 
2. N 2ette 
3. Menuotto 
1. . Fool's Song of the Spider 
5. Nocturne 
6. Serenade 

' 7. Ballade 

3cß Synphony 1.1o. 1 in E minor B&H (11) 1599 

ßf2 Ro: aance in C major, for string orchestra B&H (F) 1903 

43 Symphony No. 2 in D major B&H (N) 1901-2 

44 Incidental music to 'I: uolema' : B&H (F) 1904 

'Valse Triste' 

45 1. The Dryad, tone poem for orchestra B&H F) 1910 
2. Dance Intermezzo, for orchestra B&H F) 1907 

46 Incidental music to 'Pelleas and B&H (F) 1905 
' Neliscnde' 

1. At the Castle Gate 
2. ft'slisande 
3. At the -'eashore 
4. A Spring in the Yarn 

The Three Blind Sisters 
6. Pastorale 
7. t °liss: 'ýc? e at the Spinning 6theel 
8. hzi r' a 1/e 

. I,, elis;: nde's Death 9 

47 Concerto in D minor, for Violin and L (Ii) 1903 
Orchestra rev. 1905 

49 'Pohjola's Laughter', symphonic fantasia L (F) 1905 
for orchestra 
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Opus 

51 Incid 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

Title 

ental music to 'Belshazzar's Feast' 

Oriental Proces--ion 
Solitude 
1; ight Music 
Ehadra's Lance 

52 Symphony ido. 3 in C major 

53 'Pan and Echo', dance intermezzo 

54 Incidental music to 'Swanwhite' 

1. The Peacock 
2. The Harp 
3. The Maiden with the Roses 
4. Listen, the Robin Sings 
5. The Prince Alone 
6. Swanwhite and the Prince 
7. Song of Praise 

55 'Nightride and Sunrise', tone poem for 
Orchestra 

59 'In Neinoriam', funeral l-larch for orchestra 

62 (Incidental Music to 'Kuolexa'): 

1. Cuizonetta, for string orchestra 
2. Valse roimtique 

63 Symphony I: o. 4 in A minor 

6,1, 'the Bard' tone poem for orchestra 

66 'Scenes historiques II', for orchestra: 

1. The Chase 
2. Love Song 
3. At the Drawbridge 

71 'Scaramouche', music for the tragic 

pantomime 

7.3 'The Oceý; nides', tone poem for orchestra 

77 Two Pieces for. Violin (or Cello) and 
Orchostr a: 

1. Cantique Lcetare aniina raea) 
2. Devotion xb imo pcctore) 

Publisher 

L (F) 

L (M) 

L (F) 

L (F) 

Date of 
Composition 

1906 

1907 

1906 

1908 

L (F) 1907 

B&I1(F) 1909 

B&H(F) 1911 

B&H (M) 

13&x(11) 

B&H (F) 

1911 

1913 
rev. 1914 

1912 

H (F) 1913 

B&Ii(F) 1914 

H (F) 1914 
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opus Title Publisher Co:. I osition 

82 Syi phcny Iio. 5 in L-. flat major li (II) 1915 
rev. 1916p 

1919. 

87 'Humoresques' I- II for violin tied H (Ii) 1917 
Orchestra 

89 'Humoresques' III - iI for viol! " and B &H (11) 1917 
Orchestra 

96 1. Valse lyrique, for orchestrit II (F) 1920 
2. Autrefois, scene pastorale 1'(W two 

voices ad lib. and orchestra H 1919 
3. Valse Cheveleresque, for or:: lw5tra H (F) 1920 

988 1. Suite mign. o: uie, for 2 flutcu wid strings C (F) 1921 
a Petite scene 
b Polka 
c Epilogue 

2. Suite chumpttre3 for string orchestra, H (11) 1921 
a Piece caracteristique 
b ilelodic elhgiaque 
c Dense 

104 Symphony No. 6 H (t! ) 1923 

105 Symphony ho. 7 (In einem Satze) H (ii) 1924 

103 Incidental. music to 'The Tempos l. ' 192-5 

1. Prelude H (H) 
2. Suite 110 . 1: II (? I) 

a The Oak T re e 
b Humoresque 
c Celiban's : long 
d The harvesters 
e Canon 
f Scenes 
C Intrada. - Berceuso 
h Entr'acte - . oriel' i: ong 
i The Storm 

3. Suite Lo. 2: Ii (ti) 
a Chorus of the Windes 
b intermezzo 
c Dance of the Ny apho 
d Prospero 
e Song I 
f Song II 
gi Brenda 
h The Naiads 
i Dance hpisode 

112 'Tapiola' tone poem for orchestra B&H (1-I) 1926 

# ci . , i3 It ;s 4 

I&VI 
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INDEX 

+o: e: (i) the orchestral works are listed under ' Sibelius' I. 
(ii) since most of the major orchestral works are necessarily 

mentioned several times in Ch. 23 (pp. 430-58) NO references 
are given for the orchestral works in that chapter. 

Lbraham, Gerald : 
1,28,33,77,121-2,198,323,331,360,377-9 

' 1tino' Symphony 
7 

Bartok: 
1 

Beethoven: 
3,138,431,454 

Bloch, riikael Trepha: 
276 

Borodin: 
15 

Boulez: 

B rahrns : 
138,182 

i3reitltopf (& H rtel) : 
1.5 

Bruckner: 
3 

Building of the Boat, The : 
38,45 

Choriiatisl: y, David; 
191,230,246,312,362,303-4,394. 

Cooke, 1ýery:: e : 
236 

Uebu3sy (' Prc'. 1ude ü 1' ap : s-madl d' un faune') : 
1,218 
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Eku , Karl: 
7, '1,27,38,58,197,198,213,219,237,299,300,331,362 
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Eigar: 
46 

Erkko, J. HI. : 
38,66-7 

'Februar, 1N: aaifesto' 
98 

Finland : 
75,98 

Finnish Music : 
27-37; 5 

Finnish National Theatre: 
219 

Flodin, Karl: 
26,27 

Furuhjeln, . rik 
270, , 00 

Four Legends : 
see 'Lemnink`inon' Suite, Op. 22 

ý- Gray, Cecil : 
1,2,8,28,158,179,213,301 

Grieg: 
60,73,344 

Raba, 11ois: 
1 

Hansen, 11 
276 

Herbage, Julian 
143 

Iiillila, Ruth II.: 
29-30 

Hindemith: 
1 

Howc 
, lI'w'1k 

28-9,34,36 

Hutchings, hur: 
5 
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Johnson, Harold 1: 
1,8,16,21,25,26,40,46,47,48,62,66,73,96,100,101,133 

143,155,156,159,209-10,211,213,221,222,230,257,267,270, 

276,300,331,342: 124. 

Järnefelt, Ain. o (Mrs. Sibelius): 
7 

Jirnefelt, Arvid: 
133 

I. ajanus, Robert: 
7,102,103 

' Kralevala' : 
7,9ý 18,27,46,59,62,99,159 

' i; f. nteletar' : 
220,222 

Knudsen, Paul: 
276 

IKodaly: 
29 

--- Krohn, I1 "i: 
27,28,29 

' I. uoleina' : 
133,219 

Kuula, Toivo: 
29 

Lambert, Constant: 
2,454 

Layton, Robert: 
20,99,109,121,151,171,198,214,225,278,331,346 

:k Legge, Walter 
413 

Liszt: 

3 

'Lohengrin' 
58 

Pfade j ota, Leevi: 
29 

Iaetarlinck: 
150 

Mahler: 
3,237,380 
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2-Li]_haud: 
1 

Mozart: 

13s 
Music Institute (Helsinki) 

137 

Newman, Ernest: 
54,55 

Neºsnarch, Rosa: 
27,198 

Nielsen: 
430 

Fý: loheimo, Fra Eva (the composer's eldest daughter): 
198,213 

Par=t,, Simon: 
27,28,95,192,237-9,240,300,301,322,323,362 

Paul, Adolf: 
73 

Procope, Hjalrnar: 
150,154 

'Press Celebrations' 
98,101,270-1 

Pä Lvi1ehti' : 
7 

Raff, J.: 
198 

Pinsky-iorsakov (Scheherazade) :. 
71-2 

hingbom, Nils-l, 'ric: 
26,38,47,52,74,103,109-110,287,317,422 

Roya^1 Theatre, Copenhagen: 
4'ß'f 

Schau: nan, Eugene: 
213 

Schoenberg: 
1 

Sibclias, trxs. (Aino) 
47 
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SI13: LIUS, JE, Vi : JRCi STRAL WO:. KS: 

Andante for Strings: 
see Romance in C 

Autrefois: 

Bard, The: 

342 

278-26"7; 36,165,210,256,2882 293 et seq., 296,299,337,360 

Belshazzar's Feast: 
154-6; 150,216,276 

Cantique: 
See Two Pieces for Violin and Orchestra 

Canzonetta: 
219-20; 271,281 

Concerto, for Violin, in Dn or: 
136-149; 6,123,150,175,325,341 

Dance Intermezzo: 
196-7; 156,195,216 

Devotion: 
See Two pieces for Vic lin L; nd Orchestra 

Dryad, The ' 216-8; 156, (196-7) 

En Saga: 
102-113; 4,20,38,63,74,76,91,97,100,101,130,132,140, 

144,147,153,159,161,163,172,193-4,195,201,205,208,210, 

216,221 

Finl. andja 
101-2; 97 

Humoresques, for Violin: 
331-342; 4,6,275,295,343,361,420,145 

In }Senoricm (Funeral. HHiarch) : 
213-6; 292 

Karelia Overture: 
39-40,38 

Karelia Suite: 
40-42; 32,38,65,423 

King Chrictiaa II Suite: 
73-5; 152 et seq., 212,276,42g, 429 
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Kullervo: 
7-2.6; 1,6,27,31,35,38,40,41,4.3,52,56,63,66,81-2, 
85,97,120,419 

Lecäinen Suite: 
45-72; 32,33,38,4+ 

Lemr kincn wid the Maddens of the Island: 
45-56; 20,211 

Swan of Tuonela, The: 
56-8; 35,41,43,69,70,413 

Le. 
, ink irren in Tuoncla: 

58-62; 164 

Lenmit: knen's : Return: 
62-6; 22,23,98,144,161,193,207,208,270 

Luonnotar (op. 71): 
278,430 

Idigrtride & Sunrise: 
197-208; 164,195,209,212,227,270 

Oceanides, The: 
287-295; 299 

Origin of Fire.. The (Tiden Synty) : 
34,430 

Pan and : gyro: 156-8; 42-, 150 (196-7), 216. 

Pensa: and : Nelisande: 
150-4; 212,429 

Polijola's Daughter: 
158-165; 63,100,150,157,175,203,227,392,413 

Quarter, String (Voces Intiiiae) in D minor: 
22,209,45.4 

Pthkastava: 
220-229; 35,276,345 

Romance in C major: 
135-6; 

Scaramouche: 
276-7; 278 

Scenes historiques i; 
gý-101; 270,271 

Sc©nos historiques II : 
270-I; 98,153,2SI2 420,426. 
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Serenades (Two) for Violin: 

271-5; 278,295,341 

Synphony Iio. 1; 
76-97; 4,26,35,38,52,55,56,66,72,74,75,98 at seq. 
107,108,109,110 at seq., 114,119,120,121,125,130 at seq., 
136,144,148,153,156,165,178-9,169-90,193,205,311,348. 

Symphony No. 2: 
114-132; 35,33,66,69,97,101,14; 4,148,154,163,165,168, 
175,178-9,189-90,227,230,236,238-9,266,2'1"6,351. 

Symphony io. 3: 
166-195; 96-7,99,100,131,145,148-50,162,165,1g; ß, 207, 
209,211,214,237,240,247,256,257,267-8,293,316,324,352, 

365,392. 

Symphony 1Io. 4: 
230-269; 5,35,41,54,56,70,99,166,198,209,215,219, 

221,225,278,282-4,287,289,293,296,299,303,311,325, 
351,361,361,420,423. 

Symphony No-5: 
299-330; 
382,291. 

1.1o. 6: Symphony 
346-381; 

Symphony Iio. 7: 
382-412; 

Suite chaipztre: 
344-5 

Suite mignorme : 
342-3 

35,91,97,172,179,211,256,287,293,365-6, 

2,66,77,84,342,382,391. 

2,3,46,48,97,20I+2 295,327 

Swan of Tuoncla, The : 
see under Lemminkäinen suite 

SuarwIlAte Suite : 
209-212 

Tapiola: 
413-424; 

Tempest, The: 
424-429; 

' Tuten Syn ty' : 
see Orig 

2,3,41,46,4S, 165,295 

1,72 

in of Fire, The 
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295-8 
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342 

Valse lyrique: 
342 
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220; 219 

Valse Triste: 
133-4,136,342 

Värsd°, ng (5pr g4son5j: 57-8,342 s 
## d7 ## 

Sirpson, Robert: 
2,77,86,91-2,95,245,246,257,346,347,366,399,421,431, 
434,455 

Soluntera, Lauri: 
331 

Strauzs, J: 
342 

Strauss, it: 
3 

Strindberg: 
209 

Swedich Theatre (Helsinki): 
209 

'Tarnhauser': 
58 

Tc aikov3ky: 
15,86 

lovey, Donald: 
138,142,143,145,183,192,304,313,431 

Unive: z; iiy of Helsinki: 
72 

University Chorus of hIelsiiiýi.: 
220 

Vainamoinen: 
99,100,159 
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Verdi (Falstaff): 

Wagner: 
58 

Wood, Ralph: 
43,98,143,157,158,209-10,213,221,225,270,419,429 


